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ABSTRACT 
Australian governments and the housing industry have recently argued that planning 
system factors contributed to the unwillingness, or inability, of industry to supply the 
volume of new housing Australia required at reasonable prices (Australian Productivity 
Commission, 2011).  However, literature that addresses diverse industry responses to 
planning factors is limited, despite these responses being crucial to the successful 
implementation of planning objectives (Healey and Barrett, 1990, Leishman, 2015).  
This study therefore explored the influence of planning on industry decisions during 
the process of delivering housing projects.  Planning objectives and challenges were 
also considered, as planning and industry are mutually reliant and ‘inextricably 
intertwined’ (Coiacetto, 2012: 2).   
 
In 2012 and 2013 semi structured interviews and focus groups were conducted with 
39 industry professionals from the public and private sector, and 36 public sector 
planners from New South Wales (NSW), South Australia (SA), the Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) and federally, generating 49 transcript hours.  These were analysed to 
draw out concepts that may explain the influence of planning factors on the new 
housing outcomes industry delivers.  The Sydney Growth Centres (the Centres) 
provided a contemporary case study of planning and industry interactions where both 
were committed to the efficient delivery of new housing projects.   
 
The influence of planning factors on industry decisions was found to be secondary to 
the priorities of market requirements, organisational resources, skills, and objectives, 
the project site, and financial and economic imperatives.  As a consequence, each 
housing project was a unique combination of these factors, and inconsistent to some 
extent with strategic plans or planning controls.  The ‘time’ taken to resolve 
inconsistencies through strategic planning processes was found to be the principal 
planning influence on housing outcomes, with periods of six months to ten years were 
reported.  In the Centres, industry initiated strategic planning processes took up to six 
years longer than those that were initiated by government.   
 
Incorporating responsiveness into planning systems may reduce time frames and 
associated expenditure of government and industry resources.  In this respect, both 
ABSTRACT 
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planner and industry participants valued integrated processes where industry, 
planning and infrastructure agencies worked pragmatically to deliver new housing 
projects that met planning objectives and industry imperatives.  Elements of 
responsive and integrated planning are already evident in the SA and ACT planning 
systems, and in NSW to a more limited extent.  For example, in two Centres projects 
government planning and infrastructure resources were focused on locations where 
industry was simultaneously committed to delivering housing.  Strategic planning was 
completed in one year, and housing lots delivered quickly thereafter.  However, 
‘responsiveness’ must also be accompanied by ‘certainty’, and integrating industry and 
planning resources requires transparency.  This has resonance with ‘relational’ 
planning posited by Healey (2007), where plans are structured frameworks for 
considering urban problems, opportunities and projects as they emerge over time. 
 
Recent Australian planning reforms have emphasised codification, standardisation, 
regulated planning timeframes and objective planning decision making, ostensibly to 
address industry imperatives for quick processes and predictable decisions (Ruming 
and Gurran, 2014).  However the study findings suggest these measures may be 
counterproductive, as the ability to respond to unique housing projects is curtailed.  
Therefore further research would be valuable that considers how strategic and 
infrastructure planning processes respond to industry ideas, resources, proposed 
projects and diversity, for example, different approaches to decision making 
characterised here as conservative, risk taking, responsive and strategic.  In particular, 
the crucial role played by public sector planners as they engage with industry, 
undertake planning processes, and compromise between competing urban interests 
to ensure planning objectives are met is worthy of further research. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Between 2000 and 2010 Australia experienced high house prices and population 
growth, yet the supply of new housing did not respond to these seemingly ideal 
conditions.  Simultaneously housing became increasingly unaffordable for many 
Australian households (Kulish et al., 2011, Phillips, 2011).  Concerned governments 
and industry groups concluded planning was, in part, impeding the willingness or 
ability of industry to deliver adequate volumes of affordable new housing (Kulish et al., 
2011, Urban Development Institute of Australia, 2011, Australian Productivity 
Commission, 2011).  In response, programs of planning system reform were initiated 
by state and territory governments.  These aimed to reduce complexity, ensure 
regulated process time frames were adhered to, and enhance certainty by 
incorporating standardisation and codification, and reducing subjectivity in planning 
decision making (Ruming and Gurran, 2014: 104).   
 
Underlying the public discourse was an assumption that planning factors directly 
influence the decisions industry organisations and professionals make regarding the 
new housing projects they deliver.  However, this is an area where there has been 
limited academic research (Coiacetto, 2001, 2006, Leishman, 2015, Knight and Boyd, 
2008).  Instead, there is a significant body of economic and planning literature that 
analyses the relationship between planning requirements and processes on a range 
of quantifiable housing outcomes.  For example, planning restrictions and 
requirements have been associated with the price, type, volume and location of new 
housing (Bramley, 2013, Cheshire and Sheppard, 2004).  Uncertain planning 
processes have been associated with increase project risk in the United Kingdom (UK) 
and United States (US) (Ball, 2011, Mayo and Sheppard, 2001).  The costs associated 
with undertaking planning processes and contributing to infrastructure have been 
addressed in Australia (Gurran et al., 2009).  Academics from the urban planning field 
have also evaluated the extent to which new housing projects reflect planning 
objectives (Talen, 1996, Goodman et al., 2010). 
 
The focus on quantifiable planning factors and new housing outcomes evident in much 
of this literature may not provide insights into the influence of planning on those 
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outcomes.  Authors, notably Healey and Barrett (1990) have argued built outcomes 
are generated by complex interactions between individuals, institutions and structures 
within housing markets and urban environments.  Within that context interactions 
between planning and industry are fundamental, as the two are ‘inextricably 
intertwined’ (Coiacetto, 2012: 2). 
 
Accordingly, this study aims to better understand how interactions between Australian 
planning systems and the housing industry influence the new housing projects that 
industry delivers.  A primarily qualitative methodology was applied to explore the 
perceptions and responses of industry professionals and organisations to the planning 
system, and planners and planning agencies to housing industry activities.   
 
Contemporary discourse 
Australia experienced poor housing outcomes between 2000 and 2012.  Despite good 
market conditions generated by growing populations and rising house prices, over 
2009 and 2010 rates of new housing supply fell to their lowest point in 50 years, (Kulish 
et al., 2011).  The Australian National Housing Supply Council (2010) identified a 
significant shortfall between ‘underlying demand’ for new housing and its supply, which 
the Council predicted would increase to 640,000 dwellings by 2029 (2010: 73).  The 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (2010) noted 
Australian housing supply was failing to keep up with strong growth in demand, with 
potential economic consequences.  Simultaneously Australian households were 
making increasingly larger financial commitments to their homes.  Between 2001 and 
2011 the median house price more than doubled, while median after tax incomes 
increased by only 50%, resulting in an increasing proportion of Australians being 
priced out of the market (Phillips, 2011: 21). 
 
These factors were a concern for Australian governments and their agencies, as 
housing and housing market activity have historically made a significant contribution 
to economic and social well-being.  Reports and studies were commissioned to identify 
factors that may be impeding the ability or willingness of industry to respond to 
seemingly healthy demand, with planning system components figuring prominently as 
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a potential factor.  Simultaneously, peak industry groups advocated strongly for 
planning systems to be reformed: 
NSW government and local councils needed to tackle the systematic problems 
in our planning system which are preventing our housing supply from meeting 
the community’s ‘clear need’ (Urban Taskforce, 2011: 2)   
 
By early 2012 this discourse had generated the impression that Australian planning 
systems were indeed applying friction to the housing delivery process, impeding the 
willingness or ability of industry to deliver an adequate volume of reasonably priced 
new housing.  Four problematic components were described.  Firstly, planning 
processes were complex.  This was exacerbated by the multitude of government 
agencies involved, some with little commitment to actual housing delivery (Applied 
Economics, 2010).  There was an ‘overload’ of potentially conflicting agency 
objectives, to a point where the system’s ability to actually deliver those objectives was 
compromised (Australian Productivity Commission, 2011: XXII).  Secondly, regulation 
was ill-defined, disjointed, and opaque.  This generated overly lengthy and costly 
planning processes, culminating in planning decisions that were potentially 
unpredictable and subjective.  This factors impeded industry’s ability to respond to 
market changes, increased industry risks and reduced confidence in the planning 
system (Property Council of Australia, 2012, Planning Institute of Australia NSW 
Division, 2011, Australian Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011).  Thirdly, 
direct costs were imposed, including fees and documentation costs associated with 
planning applications, construction costs associated with planning and building design 
codes and standards compliance, and contributions toward public infrastructure, 
particularly where these were inconsistently, or opaquely calculated and applied 
(Gurran et al., 2009: 30).  Finally, planning strategies and structure plans were 
constraining land supply, pushing up site acquisition costs, with consequent reductions 
in the number of houses delivered and an increase in their market price (Kulish et al., 
2011: 13, National Housing Supply Council, 2010: 128) 
 
Australian academics have questioned some of these conclusions.  For example, 
alternate demographic and housing scenarios have been modelled which concluded 
the capacity of Australian housing stock may increase, contradicting the conclusions 
of government sponsored research (Wilkinson, 2011: 10).  An analysis of data on 
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house prices relative to incomes and planning approvals for new housing in NSW, 
found the link between the two was tenuous, and subsequent planning reforms 
potentially more disruptive to industry than the planning impediments they were 
intended to address (Gurran and Phibbs, 2013a: 9).   
 
Nevertheless, state and territory governments responded by instigating planning 
reform programs to ‘kick start’ economic activity, with housing supply and affordability 
sitting ‘atop’ the list of issues to be addressed.  There were two broad reform aims, 
firstly to increase codification and standardisation of regulation, objectives and 
controls, in conjunction with ‘streamlined’ planning processes.  Secondly reforms 
aimed to enhance the ‘independence’ and ‘transparency’ of planning decisions by 
establishing local and state panels or commissions to make, or recommend, decisions 
in place of elected representatives (Ruming and Gurran, 2014: 104).   
 
Underlying the conclusions of government and industry, and subsequent planning 
reforms, is an assumption that planning system factors influence the decisions industry 
professionals and their organisations make, so that the projects they propose comply 
with the planning framework and planning approvals can be smoothly obtained.  
However, there has been little academic research that has considered that influence, 
despite its importance in determining whether, or not, planning objectives are reflected 
in new housing projects (Healey and Barrett, 1990).  Instead, there is a vast body of 
literature from the economic and planning fields that applies quantitative techniques 
to analysis specific planning factors such as costs, planning controls, or processes in 
relation to measurable housing outcomes (Cheshire and Sheppard, 2004, Altes, 2006, 
Talen, 1996).   
 
The influence of planning on housing outcomes 
Housing and the housing market have qualities that confound the application of neo-
classic economic models which assume market participants would work together to 
ensure the right housing was supplied, at the right price and in the right locations to 
meet demand (Healey and Barrett, 1990).  Therefore, the influence of ‘planning’ 
cannot be neatly excised from complex market and urban contexts to facilitate 
economic analysis or planning evaluation (Bramley, 2013).  In particular, housing is 
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highly durable, for households it is simultaneously a necessity, an emotional 
commitment and a key financial asset, and finally, a house is not just a building, but 
also the assets offered by its location (Arnott, 2001).  Accordingly, economic and 
planning academics have applied quantitative methods such as statistical analysis and 
econometric modelling to account for these complexities.  They discovered a range of 
positive and unforeseen consequences associated with particular planning processes, 
plans and controls and planning related costs, within particular locations and during 
particular time frames. 
 
Despite inclusion of variables to address complexity, the utility of applying quantitative 
analysis to the question of planning influence on new housing outcomes has been 
questioned.  Authors, notably Healey and Barrett (1990) argued that while quantitative 
analysis focus on measurable outcomes, it may be more pertinent to consider the 
processes that generated those outcomes.  These comprise complex interactions 
between a myriad of people and institutions pursuing unique strategies and applying 
their values.  Secondly, quantitative work may not fully incorporate the concept of 
‘industry’, despite its critical role in delivering new housing outcomes.  Industry 
perspectives have been sought to complement quantitative economic and planning 
research rather than as the research focus, and ‘industry’ may be erroneously viewed 
as a homogeneous entity, or represented only implicitly as the location, type, price, 
volume or timing of the new housing it delivers (Coiacetto, 2001, Adams et al., 2009).  
Similarly, despite the importance of ‘planning’ to well-functioning housing markets and 
urban areas, it has been represented by its measurable components such maps, 
planning controls, or time frames, which may not provide an understanding of influence 
(Talen, 1996, Altes, 2006). 
 
Academics have therefore sought to understand the processes that generated 
quantifiable outcomes, particularly interactions between institutions and individuals 
within complex housing markets and urban environments (Guy and Henneberry, 
2000).  In this respect, the relationship between the planning system and housing 
development industry is perhaps the most fundamental, and influential on new housing 
outcomes.  In wealthy western democracies such as the United States (US), United 
Kingdom (UK) and Australia the activities of industry organisations and professionals 
are critical, as they identify new or growing demand from occupants and investors, 
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and respond by coordinating the resources of land, capital and labour required to 
deliver housing projects that meet identified demand (Ruming, 2009).  However, their 
proposed housing projects must be submitted to planning agencies for assessment in 
order to obtain mandatory planning approvals prior to commencement.  Planning 
decision makers have the ability to withhold or provide planning approvals, and it is 
through this mechanism that planning systems influence the type, location, price, 
volume and timing of new housing in order to achieve desired planning objectives and 
secure public benefits.   
 
Accordingly, planning and industry are enmeshed within the planning and housing 
delivery processes (Coiacetto, 2012).  While the development industry creates, and 
re-creates the built environment, shaping urban areas while making a significant 
economic contribution, it relies on planning to provide an essential raw material, land 
for new housing projects (Cheshire, 2008).  Simultaneously, planning systems rely on 
industry to deliver built outcomes that correctly interpret and meet planning objectives, 
but cannot insist investment is made (Bramley, 2013).   
 
Equilibrium within the relationship has been considered in a number of ways.  Firstly, 
academics have argued neo-liberalism and a reliance on private sector investment 
have affected Australian and international approaches to planning.  Over the past 
three decades planning rhetoric and reform has seemingly favoured market and 
industry imperatives, including aims such as reduced complexity and shorter planning 
process time frames (Adams, 2011).  In Australia some government agencies charged 
with urban development have adopted the form, language and practices of private 
sector businesses (Williams, 2007).  The potential for industry to exert undue, or even 
corrupt, influence on planners, planning processes and plans has been raised in this 
context (Murray and Frijters, 2015).  Secondly, and conversely, authors have argued 
planning is blind to economic and market imperatives, with planners and planning 
decision makers resisting these considerations, preferring instead to apply ‘traditional’ 
planning methods, such as projecting future housing needs from past trends, or 
focusing on the social and environmental objectives (Evans, 2003, Jones and Watkins, 
2009).  This second approach has been reflected in Australian strategic metropolitan 
plans that take the form of definitive spatial layouts (Searle and Bunker, 2010).  Some 
Australian planning systems have incorporated responsiveness to market imperatives, 
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while others take a conformance approach.  Notwithstanding, in practice a hybrid 
results as some discretion is exercised (Steele and Ruming, 2012). 
 
These approaches are reflected in the daily practice of planners and industry 
professionals as they and their institutions interact to ensure consistency between 
proposed housing projects and planning requirements before planning approvals are 
obtained.  Some authors have argued planners should cultivate a better understanding 
of the market, and the role of industry, including its motivations and diversity if they 
are to influence the housing outcomes industry delivers (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, 
Coiacetto, 2001).  Others have cautioned against the potential for corrupt interactions 
between industry professionals and planners or planning decision makers (Dodson  et 
al., 2005).  Others have noted planners and planning agencies enter negotiations from 
a position of strength, given they determine the extent to which they collaborate with 
industry as they apply professional judgement and discretion during planning 
processes (Ruming, 2009, Monk and Whitehead, 1999).  In the day-to-day interactions 
between planners and industry professionals, the proclivities, personalities, approach 
and skills of the individuals become important, as well as the character, structure and 
procedures of the planning agencies or development organisations which they 
represent (Gurran et al., 2009).  
 
This research  
The study aimed to generate insights into the influence of Australian planning systems 
on the decisions housing industry organisations and professionals make regarding the 
type, location, price, volume and timing of the new housing they deliver.  The potential 
for particular planning practices to encourage the delivery of housing projects that 
address both industry imperatives and planning objectives was explored.  The 
relationship was considered within the context of complex housing markets and urban 
environments in which it is enacted, which allowed other potentially influential factors 
to be included in the analysis.  The research questions were: 
 
1. How does the Australian planning system influence the new housing projects that 
the housing development industry delivers? 
1a. What challenges achievement of planning objectives for new housing?  
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1b. What factors influence the decisions of industry professionals and their 
organisations? 
 
2. What are the implications of influences on industry for the practice of planning 
in Australian, particularly in relation to new housing? 
 
A primarily qualitative methodology was chosen for two reasons.  Firstly, it was 
considered most appropriate to explore the perceptions, motivations, power 
relationships and subsequent behaviour of people and institutions, interacting in the 
‘dynamic and negotiated reality’ of planning and housing delivery processes 
(Minichiello et al., 2008: 9).  In this respect, qualitative methods were most suitable to 
analyse the study’s principal source of primary data, which was collected from in-
depth, semi structured interviews and focus groups conducted with industry 
professionals and planners.  Secondly, critics have argued quantitative methodologies 
may not definitively answer the question of planning’s influence on housing outcomes 
(Healey and Barrett, 1990, Talen, 1996, Manzi and Jacobs, 2008, Guba and Lincoln, 
1994).  
 
As each research piece addresses unique confluences of planning system 
components, time period, location and housing outcomes, in some cases planning 
components have been found to have a positive influence, while in other similar cases 
the opposite occurs.  Industry is implicitly represented only as the measurable housing 
outcomes it delivers (Adams et al., 2012), and is often considered a homogenous 
entity (Knight and Boyd, 2008).  In reality industry organisations and professionals are 
diverse, which generates diverse responses to planning and non-planning influences.  
Similarly, ‘planning’ is quantified to measurable and mappable factors, such as the 
number of days taken to undertake a development assessment process, or the various 
sizes of permitted housing lots (Gurran and Phibbs, 2013b).   
 
The study was conducted from a constructionist perspective, as it sought to place 
interactions and subsequent influences on behaviour within the complex urban and 
market contexts in which they occurred (Charmez, 2008).  This perspective permitted 
my professional experience as a town planner working within planning agencies and 
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industry organisations, and consequent subjective involvement, to be acknowledged 
rather than ‘bracketed off’ in attempt to maintain objectivity (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).  
It also provided for rigorous scrutiny of the contemporary public discourse regarding 
housing supply and house prices in which planning was characterised as delaying 
supply and increasing house prices (Charmez, 2008: 42).  A ‘grounded theory’ method 
was selected as its flexibility and scope could accommodate the emergence of 
unexpected concepts and study directions which it was anticipated would arise during 
the study’s progress, particularly given the participation of informative, experienced 
and practicing industry professionals and planners (Corbin and Strauss, 2008, 
Jourdan, 2008).   
 
As the literature was inconclusive regarding the influence of planning on new housing 
outcomes, a pre-conceived hypothesis was not formulated for testing.  Rather, the 
potential ‘problem’ of planning impeding the willingness or ability of industry to deliver 
reasonably priced, new housing in sufficient volumes to meet demand was identified 
from contemporary public discourse.  In accordance with the principles of a grounded 
theory methodology, study participants were identified using theoretical sampling, and 
each was a key informant whose day to day professional lives involved activities which 
were central to phenomena addressed in the research questions.  Inductive analysis 
was applied to the raw transcript data to draw out communicable ‘explanatory 
concepts’, which addressed the research questions and encapsulated the intended 
meaning of study participants (Minichiello et al., 2008, Corbin and Strauss, 2008, 
Jourdan, 2008).  
 
While the completed, or ‘constructed’ research process was systematic and logical, it 
was the product of reflexive musing, re-appraisal and adjustment as it progressed.  In 
particular as new insights or unexpected research opportunities arose or disappeared 
(Charmez, 2006).  Four research phases were undertaken.  To allow comparison 
across various economies, planning jurisdictions and housing markets, the first phase 
comprised parallel case studies based in three state and territory planning 
jurisdictions.  New South Wales (NSW), South Australia (SA) and the Australian 
Capital Territory (ACT).  These jurisdictions allowed comparisons across planning 
system structures, and population sizes.  NSW is Australia’s largest state by 
population and has a two tiered, state and local government planning system.  
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Similarly SA has a two tiered system, but is one of the smallest states by population.  
The ACT is interesting as a small territory, with a single tiered system.   
 
The effective application of grounded theory method requires the collection of 
sufficient data to discern how participants perceive the phenomena, and understand 
their tacit and explicit meanings (Charmez, 2008).  Accordingly, data was collected 
from semi-structured interviews and focus groups conducted between September 
2012 and March 2013.  Reflecting Australian industry diversity, 39 industry participants 
were drawn from Not for Profit (NFP), private sector companies listed on the Australian 
Stock Exchange (ASX), private companies, and government development agencies 
and social housing providers.  A range of housing market segments and organisation 
sizes were represented.  Reflecting the diversity of Australian planning agencies, 36 
public sector planner participants were drawn from federal, state and local government 
agencies.  Some were urban planners, while others were professionals in non-
planning fields that also impacted on housing delivery, for example, infrastructure 
provision and biodiversity management.   
 
The outline for interview and focus group reflected the research questions.  Industry 
participants were asked what influenced their decisions at particular points in the 
housing delivery process, and then more specifically about their perceptions of the 
planning systems with which they have had experience.  Planner participants were 
asked to describe personal and agency objectives for new housing and the challenges 
associated with achieving those objectives, then more specifically about their 
perceptions and experiences with the development industry.   
 
In the second research phase findings were generated from the 49 hours of raw data 
collected from interviews and focus groups, which were taped, and transcribed into 
Word documents.  The transcripts were imported into NVivo10TM software, which 
supported their systematic interrogation through three analysis cycles to develop a set 
of explanatory concepts.  In summary, during Cycle 1 data from the NSW and SA 
participants was coded to themes that were established from the literature review.  The 
key concepts that emerged from the raw data were categorised to form initial themes 
for Cycle 2 of the analysis, during which themes and concepts emerged, merged, 
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disappeared or were amended as the transcripts were read and re-read.  In Cycle 3 
the concepts were ‘re-assembled’ to form finalised explanatory concepts. 
 
In the third research phase those explanatory concepts were considered in the context 
of a contemporary case study of planning and delivering new housing in the Sydney 
Growth Centres (the Centres).  This case was particularly pertinent as 17 planning 
and industry participants referred to the Centres’ experience during interviews.  
Planning objectives were identified from primary sources, such as plans, planning 
documents, and government announcements from the commencement of the 
planning process in 2000 until 2015.  NSW Department of Planning data on housing 
lot production from commencement of the delivery process in 2006 to the last data 
release in December 2014 was collated.  Finally, the analysis addressed the influence 
of Centres planning on the location, volume and timing of new housing lots produced 
in the Centres, the challenges presented to achieving planning objectives, and the 
other influences experienced by industry organisations. The analysis was 
complemented by insights provided by planning and industry research participants.   
 
The final research phase analysed participant transcripts and the Centres case study 
to consider the implications for Australian planning practice, particularly in relation to 
facilitating the delivery of new housing.  
 
The application of a primarily qualitative methodology was not without risks and 
limitations.  The study is embedded within three Australian planning system 
jurisdictions and the Australian development industry.  This may limit its generalisation 
to other jurisdictions.  I have professional experience in industry and the planning 
system, creating potential for ‘researcher bias’ to flavour the study conclusions.  
However, the research was conducted in a systematic manner, and NVivo 10TM 
software was used to manage data and support the analysis and generation of study 
findings.   
 
Table 1.1 summarizes the method applied to answering the research questions, and 
the sources of data for each. 
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Table 1:1 Method summary 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS METHOD AND DATA SOURCE 
1 
How does the Australian planning system 
influence the new housing projects that the 
housing development industry delivers? 
1a. What challenges achievement of 
planning objectives for new housing? 
1b. What factors influence the decisions of 
industry professionals and their 
organisations? 
 
Interviews and focus groups with 39 
industry professionals and 36 public sector 
planners conducted in three planning 
jurisdictions between late 2012 and mid-
2013.  Analysis of raw data to generate 
explanatory concepts.   
 
Sydney Growth Centres case study – 
review of primary data to identify planning 
objectives and housing lot production data 
to identify planning challenges. 
2 
What are the implications of influences on 
industry for the practice of planning in Australian, 
particularly in relation to new housing? 
Analysis of answers to questions 1 and 2. 
 
Thesis structure 
There are three thesis sections.  The first establishes the research foundations.  
Chapter 2 explores the planning system and its influence on the decisions of industry 
more deeply through literature from the fields of planning and economics.  Chapter 3 
explains the methodological approach and the contribution this study may make to the 
understanding of planning and industry interactions, substantiating the research aim 
and questions.  The rationale for selecting a primarily qualitative methodology is also 
provided, and then the method applied is described.   
 
The second section reports the study findings, and addresses Research Question 1.  
The findings from industry professionals regarding a range of influences on the 
decisions they and their organisations make are presented, along with challenges 
planner participants experienced as they implement planning objectives for new 
housing.  The motivations and drivers with which both groups contend provide a 
context for considering the influence of interactions between the two groups. Chapter 
5 addresses the perspectives of planners and industry on their experiences interacting 
with each other as they plan for new housing or deliver housing projects.  In Chapter 
6 the Sydney Growth Centres provides a contemporary case study of the processes 
of planning and delivering new housing in which the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 
are considered.   
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The final thesis section provides analysis.  In Chapter 7 the implications for Australian 
planning practice are drawn from the literature and research findings.  Chapter 8 
concludes with a summary of the findings and analysis against each research 
question, and potential topics for further research that emerged from the study are 
suggested. 
 
Conclusion 
This study adopts a primarily qualitative methodology to explore the relationship 
between Australian planning systems and the housing development industry as they 
interact during the process of obtaining mandatory planning approvals for new housing 
projects.  Its aim is to better understand how these interactions influence the decisions 
Australian industry organisations and professionals make regarding the housing 
projects they deliver.   
 
It is anticipated the study will contribute to the wider body of research and literature on 
planning and its influence on the behaviour and decisions of industry.  A key source 
of primary data are the perspectives of 39 Australian industry professionals who are 
currently delivering new housing projects, and 36 planners from state, local and federal 
government agencies who are responsible for planning processes.  Accordingly, it is 
anticipated the study will also have practical implications for planning practice, 
particularly where the objective is the delivery of new housing projects. 
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CHAPTER 2 : PLANNING, INDUSTRY AND NEW HOUSING 
OUTCOMES 
Introduction 
The influence of planning on the type, location, price, volume and timing of new 
housing projects is the subject of an extensive body of literature from the urban 
planning and economic fields.  Housing is a predominant land use within any urban 
area, suitable housing is a social necessity and housing market activity is an important 
economic contributor (Healey and Barrett, 1990).  The influence of planning measures 
has been found to contribute to market stability and good quality residential 
environments.  However, other authors have concluded that influence can lead to 
negative and unintended results, such as increased house prices, housing projects in 
different locations to those targeted in plans, or delayed housing delivery (Ihlanfeldt, 
2009, Mayo and Sheppard, 2001).  Much of this literature has applied quantitative 
methods to analyse the influence of specific planning factors on measurable housing 
outcomes, in specific markets or planning jurisdictions, and within defined time frames.  
The planning system and the housing industry are represented as quantified elements 
within the analysis, and as noted by UK academics Knight and Boyd (2008) and 
Australian Cioacetto (2001, 2006), industry is often considered a homogeneous entity. 
 
Authors, notably Healey and Barrett (1990) have argued that understanding the 
interactions between planners, industry professionals and their institutions during the 
planning and housing delivery processes that generate those quantified outcomes 
may be more relevant to improving planning practice.  These processes and 
interactions are conducted within a complex urban, market and institutional context, 
where are myriad of participants and activities also influence industry activities and 
challenge achievement of planning objectives.  Within that context, planning systems 
and the housing industry are entwined in a mutually reliant relationship, in which 
planning seeks influence crucial industry decisions to ensure its objectives are met, 
while industry seeks to obtain planning approvals for new housing projects that meet 
its imperatives (Cioacetto, 2012). 
 
A third theme of literature addresses planning practice, and its influence on new urban 
outcomes, particularly housing projects.  International and Australian authors have 
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addressed the effect of neo-liberalism on the approach planning systems take to 
industry imperatives, with some concluding that planning objectives have been 
compromised.  Conversely, others have argued planning systems are uninterested, 
and unresponsive to industry imperatives, which hampers their ability to influence 
industry decisions in order to achieve planning objectives.  
 
Economic, ecomonetric anaylsis and planning evaluation 
The built environment is not simply a place which accommodates economic activity, 
but its creation, and re-creation is also an economic activity in its own right (Healey 
and Barrett, 1990: 90).  Accordingly, appropriate housing for citizens is an essential 
component of urban economic functioning, while housing construction activity and 
housing markets make a contribution to local, metropolitan and national economies 
(Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, Arnott, 2001).  The comfort and suitability of housing 
affects quality of life enjoyed by occupants, and in Australia, as in the UK and US, 
households make large financial commitments to housing, which are growing at a rate 
that is outpacing income growth (Cheshire and Sheppard, 2004, Phillips, 2011).   
 
Given its predominance as an urban land use, and its economic and social 
significance, the housing delivery process and the market in which it is undertaken 
have been a topic for economic researchers over many decades.  A large body of 
Australian and international work has been generated in which considerable attention 
is given to the potential for planning to influence new housing outcomes, with both 
intended, and unintended results (Adams, 1994, Adams, 2011, White and 
Allmendinger, 2003).  In much of the economic literature, planning is viewed as 
‘fundamentally an economic activity’ as it allocates the scarce resource of land for new 
projects (Cheshire, 2008: 51).   
 
Planning academics have also evaluated the influence planning exerts on newly built 
outcomes and monitored the effectiveness of planning processes that were 
undertaken.  Evaluation and monitoring informs planning processes and reviews, and 
facilitates responses to changing urban, demographic or market contexts (Gurran, 
2011).  It can enhance the credibility of plans, planners and planning processes, and 
counter arguments that planning is inefficient, costly, imposes undue burdens, and 
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results in missed opportunities and wasted resources (Oliveira and Pinho, 2010, 
Laurian et al., 2010).  This was evident in the Australian public discourse described in 
Chapter 1.  It can assist in justifying the imposition of desirable planning objectives 
where those objectives may impose costs or constraints on the housing industry 
(Gurran et al., 2008).  Finally, this is a key planning skill: 
..planners have a responsibility to be accountable for their work, and have a 
reasonable and rational basis for their future actions and decisions to abandon 
a planning process, or amend it, or embellish it.  (Nankervis, 2003: 325) 
 
Planning and economic academics from the UK, US and Australia have acknowledged 
the essential contribution planning makes to well-functioning housing markets and the 
efficient delivery of new housing into high quality residential environments.  Firstly, it 
informs and coordinates the equitable and efficient allocation of infrastructure, 
resources, social goods and land for a range of uses, in circumstances where they 
may be under-provided or over-consumed by unchecked, imperfect market activities 
(Healey and Barrett, 1990, Gurran et al., 2009, Mayo and Sheppard, 2001).  In 
particular, planning aims to ensure an adequate supply of land with the potential to 
accommodate the volume and type of new housing required to meet the needs of the 
community.   
 
Secondly, strategic plans offer industry and the community certainty regarding the 
provision of infrastructure and housing and a shared understanding of the future 
character and quality of residential neighbourhoods (Coiacetto, 2006).  This 
engenders confidence within industry to invest in housing projects that are likely to be 
successful, while discouraging investment in ill-judged, abandoned or scattered 
projects.  Rationing land supply protects against market destabilisation when demand 
is low (Gurran et al., 2009).  Thirdly, plans and planning controls protect and enhance 
residential environments by imposing quality standards in the public domain and 
buildings, and by separating land allocated for housing from non-compatible land uses 
that could potentially impose negative impacts on residential amenity (Ihlanfeldt, 
2009).  This contributes to market attractiveness and stimulates demand for new 
projects.  Finally, planning processes facilitate stakeholder participation during 
processes of urban and regional change (Gurran et al., 2009).   
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Notwithstanding this beneficial influence, planning and economic research has 
identified unforeseen and unintended housing outcomes associated with three 
planning system elements; strategic plans and planning controls, planning processes 
and planning related costs, which are discussed in turn below.   
 
Strategic plans and planning controls 
Strategic plans that ration the supply of potential new project sites have been found to 
impact the volume of new housing delivered.  In the UK and Holland urban growth 
boundaries were applied to mitigate the potentially high cost of unconstrained growth 
and encourage more compact cities.  However, while new housing was delivered 
within the boundaries, ostensibly meeting planning objectives, this success was 
outweighed by overall falling rates of housing production in both countries, to a post 
WW II low in the UK, and ‘stagnation’ in Holland (Adams, 2011, Altes, 2006).  Two UK 
studies considered the effect of ‘green belts’, or growth boundaries on the price of new 
housing (Cheshire, 2008, Monk et al., 2013).  When rigidly implemented, they were 
associated with higher site acquisition costs and higher average real house prices, 
particularly if combined with rising incomes and demand for larger houses.  This effect 
was mitigated where the supply of potential housing land within the boundary was 
monitored, then increased if required by identifying new residential land outside the 
boundary, or by governments actively assembling project sites within the boundary.  
Similarly, Buxton and Taylor (2011) considered the impact of Melbourne’s urban 
growth boundary on the price of potential project sites, and found an association with 
increased site acquisitions costs for farmland within the boundary.  However, that 
effect was moderated by successive boundary extensions to encompass new areas, 
which increased the supply of potential project sites within the boundary, and a market 
driven increase in supply within nearby regional towns. 
 
Planning controls that impose density, type and lot size requirements have been 
associated with increasing the cost of acquiring project sites and the price of new 
housing lots and dwellings.  In the US, controls specifying lower densities and large 
lots were found to encourage excessive and inefficient land consumption, and house 
price increases which effectively excluded some consumers from those locations 
(Cheshire and Sheppard, 2004).  Modelling undertaken by Ihlanfeldt (2007) concluded 
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higher construction costs associated with meeting planning requirements would be 
reflected in lower prices for raw project sites if there were alternate sites with less 
onerous planning controls within the same local housing market.  However if the same 
planning controls were applied throughout the local market, the higher construction 
costs would be reflected in higher new house prices, resulting in a ‘serious erosion in 
housing affordability’ (2007: 434).  A later UK study found that controls that facilitated 
higher densities were not directly linked to lower or higher new house prices.  Instead, 
house prices reflected the predominate housing type in the locality, its access to 
centres and services, and local housing market conditions (Dunse et al., 2013).  
However, planning controls which specify housing types may constrain the ability of 
industry to respond to market demand for non-compliant housing types (Bramley, 
2013).  
 
Planning researchers have evaluated the extent to which the location and type of new 
housing projects conform with applicable planning objectives and requirements.  In the 
US Talen (1996) applied a ‘conformance’ approach where built housing outcomes 
were mapped to evaluate conformance with the planned allocation of land uses.  More 
recently, in Melbourne Goodman et al. (2010) evaluated the success with which 
metropolitan strategic planning objectives were implemented in new housing projects 
that were identified in data bases which allowed the price, type, location and timing of 
those projects to be mapped and quantified.  The study concluded that planning 
objectives had only a limited influence on new housing projects. 
 
Planning processes  
The approach planners, planning decision makers and planning agencies take to the 
conduct of planning processes has been linked to project risk and new housing 
outcomes.  In the US, Mayo and Sheppard (2001) considered the effects on industry 
behaviour associated with an inability to ‘forecast or know with certainty’ the nature of 
planning decisions regarding proposed projects and the time required to complete 
planning processes (2001: 125).  The analysis found uncertainty potentially 
encouraged land speculation, and a subsequent propensity for projects to occur in 
locations that were inconsistent with planning objectives that sought coordinated and 
sequential land release.  Similarly in the UK, Ball (2011) argued that long planning 
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processes, combined with a lack of confidence that a planning approval would 
ultimately be obtained deterred the delivery of new housing as effectively as 
purposefully prohibiting new housing projects.  In Australia, long and unpredictable 
processes were found to be a ‘significant disincentive’ to higher density projects in 
established urban areas, particularly for small-scale medium density infill projects in 
inner Melbourne (Kelly et al., 2011: 32).   
 
Costs 
Planning imposes direct costs on proposed housing projects.  For example, there are 
fees paid to planning agencies to undertake mandatory development assessment 
processes, and the cost of meeting planning agency requirements for specialist 
technical documentation to support the proposal (Gurran et al., 2009).  Planning 
controls may also impose indirect costs by requiring higher design, specification or 
construction standards, or limiting the project yield and subsequent revenue (Gurran 
et al., 2009).  The requirement to make monetary, work or land contributions toward 
the provision of regional or local infrastructure is potentially a significant planning 
related cost (Kulish et al., 2011: 13).   
 
Planning related costs undoubtedly contribute value to proposed projects when the 
resulting infrastructure supports the project, its design and quality is enhanced, or 
efficiently managed development assessment processes are facilitated.  However, if 
those costs are in excess of any benefit the developer or potential purchasers may 
receive, the project feasibility may be negatively impacted, and the delivery of new 
projects delayed (Adams, 2008).  In an efficient market these costs would be reflected 
in lower raw land prices.  However, industry professionals may not have a perfect 
understanding of the planning control, or the costs associated with compliance, or the 
control may have been adopted after the project site was acquired (Adams, 2008). 
 
Figure 2.1 summarises the three planning components that were addressed in the 
literature, and their potential areas of influence on housing outcomes. 
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Figure 2:1 Planning influence on housing outcomes 
Source: Author   
The limits of quantification  
Authors have described the limitations of applying traditional economic theory, 
econometric or quantitative methods in order to understand the influence of planning 
on new housing outcomes.  The large volume of work taking these approaches has 
been inconclusive, as Quigley and Rosenthal (2005) explained: 
..despite many careful and thorough empirical analyses, drawing firm general 
conclusions about the linkage between local regulations and housing prices is 
not possible.  Many careful analyses report some effect of regulation on 
housing prices, but many exceptions exist.  (2005: 89)  
 
It is potentially difficult to compile accurate, systematic housing data, over time frames 
long enough to identify variations resulting from planning interventions.  There are 
‘logical constraints and non-linearities’, which make it hard to create ‘definitional links’.  
For example, the number of households may not equal the number of houses, as some 
households own two, some houses are vacant, and some are shared (Bramley, 2013: 
27).  Measuring the regulatory environment is also difficult given the variety of land 
use controls, the different methods of implementation and the number of jurisdictions 
(Quigley and Rosenthal, 2005). 
 
Problems ‘lurk within the modelling of housing market–planning interactions’ that 
make it difficult to isolate ‘planning’ as an influence on the new housing outcomes that 
industry delivers (Bramley, 2013: 26).  Firstly, housing markets are complex and have 
characteristics that differentiate them from other markets.  For example, the limitations 
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associated with applying neo-classic models that assume market participants work 
collectively to supply projects, of the right type, in the right location and at the right 
price to meet demand have long been understood (Healey and Barrett, 1990, Adams, 
1994).  The housing market is not a physical place where participants meet and 
observe transactions.  Instead it is a construction of informal social networks active 
over many geographic locations (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  It is highly segmented 
across location, type, price, and tenure, reflecting the diverse preferences of potential 
occupants or investors (Arnott, 2001).  Different market segments may perform 
differently at any one time, for example, in Australia Coiacetto (2012) noted variations 
between the first and second home buyer markets, and the buyer and the residential 
investor market, the Sydney and Brisbane markets, and the inner city and middle-ring 
suburban market.  Macro-economic factors such as ‘lax financial regulation’, or an 
influx of global funds into housing may outweigh the influence of planning interventions 
at a local or regional level (Bramley, 2013: 30).   
 
Similarly, houses are different from other economic products.  Houses are not just 
buildings, but also the amenity and access to infrastructure and services offered by its 
neighbourhood (Arnott, 2001).  Households and investors have specific preferences 
for housing location, type and price (Kelly et al., 2011, Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  
Therefore demand for one housing type in a particular location cannot necessarily be 
met by supplying a different type in the same location, or the same type in a different 
location (Monk and Whitehead, 1999).  Existing housing is highly durable and holds 
significant proportion of household and national wealth, which acts against its ready 
replacement, and new supply is only a small proportion of the total stock (Arnott, 2001).  
As a result, the availability of particular housing types is slow to respond to new 
demand.  For example, Australians have historically preferred detached family homes 
resulting in this type dominating existing housing stock although it may not match 
contemporary housing preferences (Kelly et al., 2011).  
 
Housing markets compromise many participants whose availability, activities and 
costs may either directly or indirectly influence industry and therefore housing 
outcomes.  The construction industry including builders, materials suppliers, labour, 
contractors, and professional consultants have a direct impact.  The financial sector 
provides funds to industry to acquire sites and construct projects, and then to investors 
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or occupants to purchase the completed project (Healey and Barrett, 1990, Adams 
and Tiesdell, 2013, Dalton et al., 2011).  Less directly, market participants also include 
land owners or controllers, pro- and anti-development lobbyists, environmental or 
community groups, politicians, regulators and specialist independent reviewers, for 
example design review panels (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  
 
Endogenous effects make understanding the influence of planning potentially difficult.  
For example, increased house prices may be associated with the implementation of 
planning controls, however that association may be attributable to enhanced local 
amenity and subsequent increased demand, or alternatively to increased 
constructions costs and subsequent reduction in supply (Ihlanfeldt, 2007).  Quigley 
and Rosenthal (2005) describe endogenous regional economic growth creating a 
feedback loop.  As earnings rise, upward pressure is placed on house prices, which 
stimulates an increase in new house supply, but also stimulates the economy, so that 
the price of housing increases even as supply is increased.  Local planning decisions 
may be affected by endogenous factors such as house prices and incomes, 
unemployment, environmental constraints, or local communities seeking increased 
restrictiveness to protect higher prices.  
 
The specificity of the circumstances analysed in much of this literature may limit its 
generalisation to other situations.  Analysis may be limited to a single planning 
‘instrument of intervention’, such as a specific planning control, strategic planning 
direction or quantifiable targets (Healey and Barrett, 1990: 91).  The representation of 
‘industry’ and the potential for planning to exert influence is represented only ‘implicitly’ 
as the ‘specific relations between developers and policymakers are not well studied’ 
(Adams et al., 2012: 2578).  ‘Planning’ is represented as quantifiable standards, 
targets, or ‘indicators of planning system efficiency, such as decision speeds, approval 
rates, and rates of appeal’, while other planning system elements, such as the ‘policy 
content of local plans, or the locality specific characteristics of planning authorities’ 
may better explain the outcome being observed (Gurran and Phibbs, 2013b: 402).  
The focus on quantifiable outcomes rather than the complex interactions and 
processes that generated those outcomes may limit insights into whether planning 
was either a positive or negative influence (White and Allmendinger, 2003, Talen, 
1996).  The role of planning in shaping the measured outcome can be clouded by long 
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time frames between commencement of strategic planning and delivery of completed 
housing projects, or other local contextual factors, such as the availability of potential 
project sites or local market conditions (Gurran and Phibbs, 2011).  
 
The effectiveness of evaluation and monitoring using quantifiable indicators, such as 
the number of applicable planning requirements, the length of planning processes, or 
the proportion of proposed projects that obtain planning approval ‘is open to challenge’ 
(Gurran and Phibbs, 2013b: 398).  Ball (2011) noted monitoring may be an ineffective 
means of either understanding or improving process effectiveness.  For example, 
monitoring the days taken for formal assessment may not account for subsidiary 
processes, such as obtaining multiple approvals from other infrastructure agencies, 
pre-application consultation or condition compliance post approval.  Planners may 
focus on shortening the time frame rather than the quality of the assessment, and 
respond to problems with proposed projects by quickly refusing them.  Time is still 
required to resolve those problems, but it is not ‘officially’ included as part of the 
process.  After resolution the proposed project must be submitted again, and the 
timeframe recommences.  Monitoring will show two, short and ostensibly efficient 
processes, when the process may have been lengthy and inefficient.   
 
This body of literature has addressed the perceptions of industry professionals in 
respect of a limited range of planning factors, and generally did not place the 
significance of planning in the context of the wider range of factors that may influence 
their decisions and behaviour.  Industry decisions may be influenced by a range of 
factors, other that planning related issues, such as ‘interactions of macro-factors, local 
housing market context and microeconomic issues’ (Leishman, 2015: 19). 
 
Establishing criteria against which the influence of planning can be assessed as 
positive or negative is problematic.  There are a myriad of stakeholders within any 
urban area who would hold widely varying definitions of a successful planning 
outcome.  For example Altes (2006) found new housing projects ‘conformed’ with 
urban growth boundaries, ostensibly indicating planning success.  However overall 
rates of new housing delivery ‘stagnated’ and planners were unable to respond, which 
for some urban stakeholders would have been a criterion for planning failure.  
Nankervis (2003) noted the difficulty of establishing an agreed set of criteria: 
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With this dilemma how then can we know ‘good’ planning? Indeed, can this 
amorphous concept be measured, or even identified?  (Nankervis, 2003: 316) 
 
An institutional approach 
In the early 1990s Healey suggested research that grappled with complex and 
dynamic urban and market contexts was needed to address the limitations of 
quantitative research.  Healey and Barrett (1990) drew on the traditions of institutional 
analysis and the concepts of ‘structure’ and ‘agency’ to conceptualise development 
processes where resources, rules, and ideas are coalesced to create and re-create 
the urban environment (1990: 90).  They argued that the ‘wider structure of economic 
and political organisation’ could not be unravelled from the agency of individuals, 
whose ‘practices both constitute and reflect’ those structures (1990: 99).  Interactions 
between structures such as the housing market and the planning system, and 
individual agents with unique strategies, interpretations of planning requirements and 
concepts of what constitutes a good urban outcome generate an evolving and 
unlimited array of constraints and possibilities, which vary across localities (1990, 
Healey, 1991, 1992).   
 
Healey (1991) sought to model the development process, starting with descriptions of 
four model types; ‘agency’ where the roles, behaviours, decisions and interactions of 
individuals in the process are emphasised, ‘structural’ which are founded in urban 
political economics and view development as a form of economic production, where 
power relationships between institutions, labour, capital and land ownership are 
fundamental, ‘equilibrium’ which rely on mainstream concepts of supply and demand 
to explain the development drivers, and finally ‘event sequence’ which list ‘constituent 
events’ of the process that must be managed by industry (Healey, 1991: 223).   
 
Healey’s work provoked academic argument and refinement.  As a sample, Ball (1998) 
questioned the dichotomy between ‘structure’ and ‘agency’, and noted institutional 
agency could not be clearly distinguished from individual agency, before proffering a 
‘structure of provision’ model that encapsulated the institutions, participants, and their 
interactions during the provision of an individual project which is unique to its site and 
a point in time.  Guy and Henneberry (2000) argued that Healey focused too closely 
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on the specific and the local, to the detriment of the broader national and regional 
economic forces.  They suggested research should acknowledge the interweaving of 
broader forces with the perspectives of planners and developers working at the local 
level, housing consumers and community activists.   
 
Contemporary academics have considered the implications of structure and agency in 
their work.  For example, Adams and Tiesdell (2013) explained connections between 
built outcomes and the interactions of industry organisations, individuals, sites, 
projects and points at particular points in time.  Coiacetto (2006) concluded that 
numerous planning controls and complex planning processes would foster an industry 
structure dominated by larger, better resourced organisations.  These organisations 
would increasingly influence the form and structure of cities, stymieing achievement 
of planning objectives, such as increased housing diversity, and with negative market 
consequences, such as artificially higher house prices.   
 
Interactions between planning systems and the housing industry 
While there are many intersecting relationships within complex housing markets and 
urban environments, the one between the planning system and housing industry is 
perhaps the most fundamental.  They are ‘inextricably intertwined’ (Coiacetto, 2012: 
2) and ‘in a state of mutual dependence’ (Adams, 1994: 106).  While planning seeks 
to ‘influence market outcomes’ (Adams, 2011: 951), it is not responsible for delivering 
those outcomes because ‘development is planned and managed primarily by 
developers and associated actors, rather than by public-sector planners’ (Adams et 
al., 2012: 2578).  Planning therefore relies on industry to correctly interpret plans, 
objectives and policies (Gurran and Phibbs, 2011: 6).   
 
However, planning tools such as setting housing targets or allocating land through 
zoning do not bind industry to deliver housing on that land within forecast time frames.  
Instead, industry professionals and organisations decide which projects are 
undertaken, where and when, after considering market conditions, infrastructure 
availability, or the availability of potential project sites (Bramley, 2013: 14, 15).  In short, 
planning simply cannot ‘require a particular development or series of developments to 
take place’ (Gurran, 2011: 38).  Similarly, it is ‘unsatisfactory’ to simply blame industry 
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if it does not deliver housing that meets planning objectives, ‘as planning cannot avoid 
its duty to ensure sufficient houses are built’ (Jones and Watkins, 2009: 188).  
 
Conversely, the housing industry relies on the planning system, which is arguably the 
most significant public policy influence on its activities.  Strategic planning allocates 
land for new housing and provides for essential supporting infrastructure thereby 
creating potential project sites which are a fundamental development input (Adams, 
1994, Ball, 2003).  Mandatory planning approvals ‘legitimate’ new projects, allowing 
them to proceed (Dodson  et al., 2005: 10).  In this respect, Healey and Barrett (1990) 
noted that while industry called for development processes to be deregulated, planning 
interventions that maintained land values or increased the supply of land for new 
projects were required and actively sought.  In Australia ‘planning is usually supported 
by landholders, developers and community’ as its interventions provide industry with 
certainty and enhance’ residential amenity, contributing to market attractiveness 
(Gurran and Phibbs, 2013a: 2, 3).  Figure 2:2 illustrates the sometimes competing 
roles of planning and industry during the process of planning for new housing and its 
delivery.   
 
Figure 2:2 The relationship between industry and planning 
Source: Author 
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Planning practice 
During the 1980s, neo-liberalism saw UK and Australian governments reduce their 
involvement in the creation of urban environments, while increasingly relying on 
private sector initiated investment in housing and urban infrastructure.  
Simultaneously, planning decisions were informed by the market and technical 
planning agendas were ‘captured’ by development interests (Adams, 2011: 958).  
Simultaneously, ‘financial incentives and the manipulation of regulatory frameworks’ 
were used to achieve desired outcomes (Healey, 1998: 213, 214).  
 
In Australia forms of urban governance emerged that centralised planning powers at 
the state level, and simultaneously incorporated private sector and development 
industry interests (Williams and Maginn, 2012).  Associated with this phenomenon is 
the rise of ‘corporate liberalism’, where the state envisages itself as a corporate entity, 
and establishes business-like authorities to undertake planning and development 
projects (2012: 43).  McGuirk (2005) described how neo-liberalist elements flavoured 
strategic planning for metropolitan Sydney, which included ‘pro-market’ rhetoric such 
as ‘streamlined’ processes, while contradictory provisions that sought stricter control 
on the allocation of land for various urban uses were also included (2005: 61).  Gilbert 
(2007) credited increasing neo-liberalism for amendments to finalised structure plans 
for Sydney’s Growth Centres which reduced areas of protected bushland and enlarged 
potential development areas, arguing this gave more weight to the entrenched 
perceptions and expectations of land owners for ‘speculative gain from their property 
ownership’ than to ‘social and environmental imperatives’ (2007: 1137).   
 
Recent Australian planning reform programmes may have been symptomatic of a 
‘prevailing trend’ toward neo-liberalism within government, which framed planning as 
an unreasonable constraint on housing market activity, a view that was seemingly 
legitimised by the housing supply scare and rising prices (Gurran and Phibbs, 2013a: 
9).  Ruming and Gurran (2014) noted reforms aimed to improve certainty and shorten 
planning processes, thereby addressing industry imperatives and promoting economic 
activity.  Responsibility for making, or recommending, planning decisions was 
increasingly passed to state or local panels that act independently of potentially more 
subjective, and unpredictable, decision makers such as elected councils.  Measures 
included simplifying regulatory frameworks, while increasing standardisation and 
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codification.  In this respect, Leditschke et al. (2013) argued the newly adopted ‘South 
Australian Residential Development Code’ was aimed at imposing ‘economic 
rationalism’.  The ability of public sector planners to exercise professional judgement 
when assessing proposed project in order to secure better outcomes was curtailed 
and their role was limited to completing compliance check lists (2013: 3).   
 
On a similar theme, authors have suggested pro-industry, neo-liberalist tendencies 
strongly affect approach planning agencies, plans and planning processes take to 
influencing industry activities, and that in some cases public planning has been 
abrogated to an emerging form of ‘privatised’ planning that conflicts with the 
achievement of social and environmental planning objectives (Goodman et al., 2010, 
Williams, 2007).  Privatised planning, where developers create and implement master 
or structure plans and planning controls for sites or residential estates, has been 
viewed as an essentially undesirable ‘reorientation of the focus and purpose of 
planning towards more private planning and private sector control over peoples lives’ 
(Coiacetto, 2006: 437).  In Melbourne, Goodman et al. (2010) compared strategic 
planning objectives against built outcomes and found de facto planning controls were 
increasingly being imposed through restrictive covenants, in order to provide certainty 
for developers and purchasers.  However, these may simultaneously constrain 
‘necessary or appropriate’ planning actions ‘such as urban consolidation, dwelling mix, 
or the inclusion of social housing or aged care accommodation’ (2010: 72).  McGuirk 
and Dowling (2011) argued a proliferation of master planned housing projects in 
Sydney was a response to unprecedented prosperity and neo-liberalist urban politics.  
Residents of these projects sought to ‘secure the value of their substantial investment’ 
by controlling and managing not just the house’s physical environment, but also its 
social environment by ‘contractual management of behaviour’ through depersonalised 
structures such as Body Corporates, and the enforcement of by-laws, with potential 
detrimental effects on those unable to participate on an equal footing (2011: 2625).  
 
Another strand of literature seemingly contradicts suggestions that industry and 
market imperatives dominate the relationship between planning and industry.  It 
argues that planners and planning decision makers ignore these factors, while 
prioritising more traditional planning concerns such as social, environmental and 
spatial or design objectives (Cheshire, 2008: 51, Evans, 1999: 1639, Healey and 
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Barrett, 1990: 96).  Evans (2003) despaired of UK planners and planning decision 
makers rationally considering the potential costs and benefits of plans and planning 
decisions, noting they relied on poor information, or ‘completely disregarded’ economic 
advice, while believing the market should be led by planning, not the reverse.  
Simultaneously, he argued that political planning decision makers respond to vocal, 
strong and self-interested constituents, and ignored the potential costs to quieter, or 
non-constituents community members who have legitimate housing requirements 
(2003: 196 - 198).  Jones and Watkins (2009) observed the planning system failed to 
grasp the nature of housing markets, and argued that planning policy should be 
informed by an understanding of local housing market segments.   
 
Planning systems that are unresponsive to industry and market imperatives may also 
may unintentionally thwart delivery of projects that meet planning objectives.  Industry 
cannot be forced to deliver projects that meet proscribed locations, densities or type, 
if those do not ‘coincide with those where the highest profit can be made’ (Monk and 
Whitehead, 1999: 78).  Planning controls may reflect normative trends, or simply the 
planner’s view of desirable design elements, which ‘usually differ from what actually 
happens on the ground’ (Coiacetto, 2012: 85).  In the UK Adams (2011) argued 
governments did not ‘wholly resolve’ planning for housing, instead re-invented it in 
different guises which reflected the ‘values and interests in ascendancy at any 
particular moment’ or perceived versions of the facts, and normative prescriptions for 
addressing those facts (2011: 951, 958).  Planners and planning decision makers can 
become committed to the ‘plan’ as an end in itself, while its actual implementation  
becomes secondary, and potential negative consequences are ignored (Adams et al., 
2012, Evans, 2003). 
 
The tension between certainty and responsiveness 
Academics have considered the equilibrium between planning systems and industry 
in terms of a tension between the ‘certainty’ offered by directive and prescriptive 
strategic plans, planning controls and planning processes, and planning frameworks 
that allow ‘flexibility’ to respond to industry imperatives or unforeseen issues.  
Australian planning systems have incorporated certainty through definitive land use 
zones, similar to US systems, while like the UK, planners and planning decision 
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makers have had the ability to consider matters of merit or judgement when 
determining if a planning approval should be provided (Gurran et al., 2009).  Steele 
and Ruming (2012) noted ‘schizoid’ planning systems resulted from introducing 
planning approaches that sought both certainty, or ‘conformance’, and 
responsiveness, or strategic ‘performance’ (2012: 156).  They compared the notionally 
conformance based NSW planning system, which incorporates provisions such as 
standardised zoning, with the performance based Queensland system.  They 
concluded the implementation of both systems exhibited elements of certainty and 
responsiveness.  
 
Certainty can be construed as ‘rigidity’, which may have negative consequences.  
Bunker and Holloway (2007) argued the directive and rigid character nature of ‘City of 
Cities’, the 2005 Sydney metropolitan plan, was inappropriate for shaping a dynamic 
and evolving city where ‘growing uncertainty’ required ‘progressive decisions’ and 
‘creative opportunism’ (2007: 32).  They predicted that five yearly plan reviews result 
in only minor adjustments, or ‘increased efforts to achieve’ it, rather than any 
substantial adaptations to changed conditions, so that eventually it would lose 
credibility, and be replaced with a new plan (2007: 31).  Searle and Bunker (2010) 
noted strategic metropolitan planning persisted with formulating spatial blueprints that 
directed the location and scale of land uses and infrastructure over a 25 year period, 
which they attributed to a community and industry desire for ‘certainty in an 
increasingly unpredictable world’ (2010: 177).  The directive approach of ‘City of Cities’ 
was so strong these authors speculated planners purposefully intended to 
demonstrate ‘the state can still order the future of the city’, as a reaction against neo-
liberalism (2010: 176).  Indeed, Ruming et al. (2012) found the objective of ‘compact 
redevelopment in centres along transport corridors’ to be so ubiquitous in Australian 
metropolitan strategic plans that it suggested planners were unconsciously promoting: 
...an uncritical assumption that there is a ‘correct’ or idealised form and 
structure of the Australian city.  This is a structure which appears to operate 
outside the historical, social, economic and environmental context of individual 
cities.  In addition, it neglects the ‘organic’ growth within cities due to market 
forces.  (2012: 577, 578) 
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Conversely, Goodman et al. (2010) considered the achievement of metropolitan 
strategic objectives in Melbourne and concluded planning objectives and processes 
that were uncertain and unspecific, or inconsistently applied may frustrate both 
planners and industry professionals, discourage smaller, more risk adverse industry 
organisations, and the redirection of industry resources to lobbying activities rather 
than project quality.  Industry professionals were perceived as using flexibility to argue 
their projects were compliant, while in fact the quality was reduced.  However, these 
authors also concluded a level of flexibility was valuable: 
Government and developer representatives, however, also emphasised the 
importance of flexibility and negotiation in encouraging innovation. (Goodman 
et al., 2010: 75) 
 
There is compromise within the certainty versus responsiveness conundrum.  
Focusing on this tension may distract from creating a ‘holistic and integrated vision’ 
for urban environments, that is ‘more likely to be achieved through context-specific 
and hybrid legislative arrangements’ (Steele and Ruming, 2012: 173).  In this regard 
Healey (2007) proposed ‘relational planning’, that applies ‘a strategic focus in the 
governance’ of geographical places, such as cities, neighbourhoods or project sites, 
and considers the dynamic and evolving relations between the multitude of factors, 
structures and institutions whose activities affect that place (2007: 268).  Planning 
strategies are founded on objectives of ‘distributive justice, environmental well-being, 
and economic vitality’ (2007: 268).  The dynamic nature of urban areas and markets 
is acknowledged, and there is an understanding that the relationships between people, 
and the combination of individuals and institutions in dominant positions ‘matters 
intensely in determining outcomes’, and these factors are inherently time, space and 
project specific (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 94).   
 
In this conception planning responds to emerging opportunities, problems, or 
transformations, irrespective of whether these are generated by the planning system, 
industry or another urban participant individual or institution.  Planning decisions are 
based on an understanding of the context at the time the decision is made, which is 
superior to an understanding of the context at an earlier time when the plan was 
adopted.  Planning ‘effectiveness’ is evaluated by how well those decisions are 
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justified ‘within a process of communication between decision takers and the 
community of interpretation’ (Altes, 2006: 99). 
 
Certainty is offered by implementation of ‘a framework and guidelines for decision-
making and negotiation between major partners in development and change’ (Searle 
and Bunker, 2010: 177).  Reviews are continually undertaken and plan principles and 
parameters adjusted in response to lessons which have been learnt, and inevitable 
and unpredictable changes to the context (Healey, 2007).  ‘Certainty’ and confidence 
in the eventual outcome is provided by planning principles or parameters.  For 
example master planning plans for large residential projects can be frameworks for 
project implementation over time, rather than directive spatial layouts (Adams and 
Tiesdell, 2013).   
 
Relational planning is not based on a hierarchy of plans from the regional or 
metropolitan down to the local or site specific.  Rather it acknowledges that sites and 
projects can have implications at a metropolitan level, just as metropolitan trends 
influence the future of sites and localities (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, Searle and 
Bunker, 2010).  Similarly, the actions and resources of government agencies are 
coordinated to focus on a site, project or locality, irrespective of broader agency 
responsibilities, or its position in the hierarchy of government tiers.   
 
The intention is not to diminish the role of planning, nor permit it to be dominated by 
industry and market imperatives in a neo-liberalist frame.  Planners and planning 
decision makers would be actively involved in industry activities, ‘communicating 
vision and championing innovation’, rather than passively waiting for industry to submit 
proposed projects that are fully compliant, or simply rejecting non-compliant projects 
(Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 287, 288): 
Plan shaped markets emerge not from remote pronouncements by planners, 
but from their close engagement with other market actors – presenting, 
hearing, arguing and exchanging views about how places should develop in 
future.  Adams and Tiesdell (2013: 289) 
 
Planners would generate, and continuously maintain a body of knowledge and 
information regarding the planned area.  They and their agencies would undertake 
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formal and informal networking within the planned area, and act as conduits for the 
expression of different perspectives on the strategic task.  They would mediate 
between competing urban interests, ensuring that no individual, institution or built or 
natural element dominated.  This would facilitate the emergence of ideas, information 
and potential problems or proposed projects.  For example, industry organisations 
could propose projects that were not previously contemplated, or a pressing 
biodiversity issue may become evident (Healey, 2007, Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).   
 
However, planners and planning decision makers may be ‘uncomfortable’ with the 
aspects, particularly as ‘strategic initiative may arise quite outside the arenas of formal 
government’ (Healey, 2007: 281).  They may be reluctant to consider economic 
evidence and the complexities of markets and demand, as traditionally planning 
forecasts housing requirements and set targets from past demographic trends 
(Bramley, 2013).  Interactions between planning and industry may be inhibited by 
planners who erroneously see themselves as the deliverers of new housing, or 
consider their role to be either ‘at the centre of the action, controlling or reining in other 
actors’, or as referees stopping ‘fouls’ (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 298).   
 
Maintaining the authority of planners and planning would depend on their reputation 
for commitment and reliability (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, Healey, 2007).  The 
information and logic on which planning objectives and principles are founded would 
have to be sufficient to justify planning decisions, and also to persuade infrastructure 
agencies, industry, land owners and financial institutions to implement those plans.  
More ‘persuasive and seductive forms of power become significant’ (Healey, 2007: 
269).  For example, investment in infrastructure can provide specific opportunities and 
encourage investment in a location, or where markets are weaker planning 
approaches could support stimulate demand (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).   
 
Negotiation within planning practice 
International literature suggests planners and the planning system have a role in 
negotiating desired outcomes with the housing industry, and are potentially in a strong 
position.  In the 1980s, US academics Schon (1982) and Forester (1987) considered 
the situation of practicing planners who must negotiate with industry professionals, 
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whilst acting as regulators, mediators, and advocates.  In the UK Adams et al. (2012) 
confirmed the role negotiation played in development assessment processes as 
planners ‘increasingly engage in a process of bargaining with developers over the 
distribution of development gains’ (2012: 2578), while the potential to achieve ‘better 
contractual bargains’, regarding planning gain or development subsidies was 
recognised (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 289).  One UK study found planners had the 
advantage in ensuring planning requirements were met as industry participants were 
only prepared to expend the resources and time associated with challenges when they 
believed there was ‘a real chance of success’ (Monk and Whitehead, 1999: 89).   
 
Australian academics have described how planners and planning decision makers 
determine the extent to which they apply their professional judgement to collaborate 
with industry (Coiacetto, 2006, Dalton et al., 2011, Kelly et al., 2011).  Cook and 
Ruming (2008) considered approaches to securing supporting infrastructure applied 
to two new urban areas within greater metropolitan Sydney, and concluded there was 
potential for planners to ‘leverage’ the planning system to secure funding and other 
benefits from developers (2008: 224).   
 
Avoiding perceived, or actual, corrupt interactions can temper interactions between 
public sector planners and industry professionals.  Corruption can occur when 
planning activities benefit sites or projects by providing planning approvals, publicly 
funded infrastructure, government financial or information on potential planning 
changes (Dodson  et al., 2005).  These would involve various individuals and 
institutions, such as industry professionals, planners and other regulators, specialists 
who mediated between planning and industry.  Coiacetto (2006) warned of the 
potential for corruption where even a small number of industry organisations mustered 
resources to influence planning, for example, by lobbying government members, or 
preparing technical submissions to planning agencies (2006: 432).  Indeed, Murray 
and Frijters (2015) concluded this had occurred in a Queensland planning decision 
they reviewed, where a network of connections between developer organisations, land 
owners, political interests and planners were apparently influential on a decision to 
allocate large areas of undeveloped rural land for future residential growth in locations 
that were inconsistent with adopted strategic plans. 
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Understanding industry influences 
Understanding industry decisions and strategies is important for planning practice, as 
it is how planning activities ‘bite on these decisions and strategies that public policy is 
achieved or not’ (Healey and Barrett, 1990: 93).  Such an understanding would assist 
planners to evaluate if the benefits of achieving desired planning objectives outweigh 
the potential costs to industry, and to avoid unforeseen or unintended consequences 
associated with imposing planning requirements (Monk and Whitehead, 1999).  An 
awareness of industry behaviour within regional and local housing markets can 
contribute fundamental information to strategic planning for land supply (Cheshire, 
2008, Monk et al., 2013, Jones and Watkins, 2009). 
 
The ability of planning systems to ensure new housing projects meet planning 
objectives and provide community benefits would be assisted by an understanding of 
the way industry organisations respond to plans, policies and processes, and the 
potential diversity of those responses associated with variations in the size, structure, 
operations, and approaches to decision making evident across the industry (Rowley 
et al., 2014: 65).  For example, additional planning assistance could be provided to 
inexperienced or under resourced companies, or the vision and resources of larger, 
well-resourced companies could be harnessed to bring benefits to a community 
(Coiacetto, 2001, Adams et al., 2012).  Academic work that addresses diversity within 
industry is limited (Coiacetto, 2001, 2006).  Coiacetto (2001) reviewed UK and US 
literature but found few studies examined the ‘thinking of a developer’, but instead 
industry was considered as an homogenous group, or divided into broad sectors 
(2001: 47).  UK researchers Knight and Boyd (2008) also noted that industry 
‘behaviour, methods and motivations’ were under-represented in research, with 
studies instead addressing particular issues ‘such as planning, finance, construction 
management and economics’ (2008: 568).  Leishman (2015) observed that most 
research into new housing supply implicitly assumed developers were ‘homogenous, 
each with identical behaviour in the housing and land markets’ despite the potential 
influence of ‘firm-specific’ factors on behaviour (2015: 2).   
 
Nevertheless, the literature has characterised industry organisations and 
professionals in various ways.  Sandercock (1977) described ‘profit maximisers’, who 
will ‘try to avoid’ planning requirements that increase costs but do not contribute to 
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increased sales prices, by undertaking projects in other jurisdictions, appealing against 
them in court, taking ‘political action, or acting in some less socially acceptable way’ 
(1977: 155, cited in Dodson et al. (2005): 6).  However, Mohamed (2006) from the US 
drew on behavioural economics to argue industry organisations and professionals are 
profit satisficing, selecting potential projects which met personal or organisational 
objectives, rather than simply generating the maximum profit.  Similarly, in New 
Zealand Morgan (2010) modelled industry behaviour, and concluded sites were 
selected: 
…which met their requirements rather than finding the most economically 
advantageous parcel for development.  This approach was valid, enabling 
other non‐economic satisficing factors to be included when parcel decisions 
are made.  (2010: 211)   
 
Coiacetto (2001) encapsulated the motivations, strategies and behaviour of a sample 
of NSW north coast industry organisations using colourful labels, including ‘Passive 
local property owning’, ‘Means to a mission’, ‘Specialised client’, ‘Showpiece’ and ‘Eye 
on the street’.  Ruming (2009) divided industry organisations into categories of ‘local’ 
or ‘foreign’, depending on the location of their offices and projects relative to a NSW 
local Council area, and analysed how this affected their interactions with the Council 
as they sought to obtain planning approvals.  Adams and Tiesdell (2013) in the UK 
categorised organisations in accordance with their primary activities, including master 
developers who plan and drive forward large sites, infrastructure providers, parcel 
developers who focus on one site, and house builders.  They identified small and large 
companies as ‘pioneers’, who responded to the market and were prepared to deliver 
new project designs to bring an opportunity to fruition, while others were ‘pragmatists’ 
or ‘sceptics’ who were pushed by planning regulation to sites and sought to deliver 
standard housing types (2013: 160).  The strategies employed by large institutional 
investor metropolitan organisations were different from small, locally based 
independent organisations, who may use community networks to offset risk, undertake 
projects as joint ventures, have the ability to add value to projects through design, or 
who may refurbish unusual, obsolete buildings (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013). 
 
Each industry organisation varies in its characteristics (Rowley et al., 2014: 65).  The 
nature and character of an industry organisation potentially affects its activities and 
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outcomes, for example, small scale developers with limited land bank or access to 
funds cannot take the ‘planning risk’ associated with a non-zoned site (Coiacetto, 
2012: 38, 39).  Within the industry, organisations whose activities are limited to 
contract house building are more vulnerable to potential negative influences than other 
organisations: they are subject to intense competition within the segment that 
squeezes profits; they have less negotiating power during the approvals process; and 
they are less able to capture additional profits from the delivery process (Gurran et al., 
2008).  In the UK Leishman (2015) listed the financial, site, skills and labour resources 
available to organisations as the ‘four aspects of heterogeneity’, which influenced 
decisions regarding the type of project undertaken, locations, and project scale (2015: 
6).  No industry organisation or professional, site, project or market is the same, and 
each evolves and changes over time as a variety of factors and influences interact 
(Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, Havard, 2008).  Industry structure may also evolve in 
response to market instability, variations between the house type, location or prices 
segments, the strategies of the organisations themselves, and labour markets and 
regulation, the availability of project sites and planning systems (Ball, 2003: 914). 
 
While successful project delivery relies on team work, industry professionals may 
exhibit ‘highly individualistic behaviour’ focused on the project and their own goals 
(Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 54).  The delivery process ‘is an extremely sociable 
business’ where ‘social capital’ is accrued through social and professional networks 
(Knight and Boyd, 2008: 571).  This builds business trust, assist with project success, 
whilst providing access to potential project opportunities, and knowledge of local 
markets and planning agency processes (2008).  Australian and UK studies of 
planning and industry interactions have also found collaboration between industry 
professionals and local planners.  In the UK study, industry engendered planner 
commitment to proposed projects by seeking their opinions and design ideas, and in 
‘reciprocation’ the industry refrained from submitting plans that were unlikely ‘to be 
passed at committee’ (Knight and Boyd, 2008: 574).  In Australia, (Ruming, 2009) 
found industry professionals simultaneously used regulated planning processes and 
‘informal’ networks as they interacted with the Council to obtain planning approvals.  
For example, those who were ‘foreign’ to the area employed local specialists, thereby 
benefiting from their informal relationships with council.  
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The day-to-day conduct of these processes is the responsibility of planners and 
industry professionals.  The values, training, experience and knowledge, and their 
personal relationships therefore impact on the outcomes of those processes (Ball, 
2011, Gurran et al., 2009, Ruming, 2009).  Nurtured relationships between people, 
and the combination of individuals and institutions in dominant positions ‘matters 
intensely in determining outcomes’, and these factors are inherently time, space and 
project specific (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 94).  Similarly, the ‘institutional rules of 
procedure associated with local planning activity’ applied by local planning agencies 
were found by Ball (2011) to be associated with substantial differences in the length 
of time taken to obtain planning approvals in those local areas (2011: 351).   
 
Given the importance of personal interactions, industry perceptions of planning are 
potentially influential on their decisions regarding new projects.  The recent Australian 
public discourse described in Chapter 1 would suggest that industry professionals 
have a poor opinion of the planning system and perceive its activities as being 
unreasonably impeded by planners, processes, strategic plans and planning controls.  
Recent Australian research has incorporated industry perspectives from a limited 
number of participants to provide insights into the result generated from analysis of 
quantitative built outcomes (Goodman et al., 2010, Kelly et al., 2011, Ruming, 2011).  
In the UK industry participants in a study conducted by Adams et al. (2008) described 
planning as ‘creating or reinforcing development land shortages’, while others 
described adding value to sites and increasing profits by securing amendments to 
strategic planning frameworks, or by obtaining planning approvals (2008: 35).   
 
This body of literature has addressed the perceptions of industry professionals in 
respect of a limited range of planning factors, and generally did not place the 
significance of planning in the context of the wider range of factors that may influence 
their decisions and behaviour.  Industry decisions may be influenced by a range of 
factors, other that planning related issues, such as ‘interactions of macro-factors, local 
housing market context and microeconomic issues’ (Leishman, 2015: 19). 
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Conclusion 
There is a vast body of Australian and international literature from the field of 
economics and econometrics that addresses the influence planning exerts on housing 
outcomes.  Quantitative methods are applied to model and analyse the effects of 
particular planning elements, such as plans and controls, processes and costs, on 
measurable housing outcomes, such as the location, type, timing or price of new 
housing.  Urban planning academics have also sought to monitor or evaluate the 
effectiveness of plans and processes in achieving planning objectives, using 
quantitative techniques such as mapping new projects to evaluate their conformance 
with the locations sought in planning documents.  However, the use of quantification 
to understand the influence of planning has limitations, and authors have concluded 
that establishing firm links between the planning element and the housing outcome 
may be difficult Quigley and Rosenthal (2005).   
 
An exploration of the interactions and processes that generated the housing outcomes 
may illuminate the influence of planning on those outcomes, and therefore be more 
useful for informing planning practice (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: 94).  UK academics 
have explored the processes of planning and delivering new housing by considering 
the agency of institutional and participants within those processes, and the influences 
they have on each other, and in turn how they are influenced by structures and agents 
within complex urban, market and institutional contexts (Ball, 1998, Guy and 
Henneberry, 2000). 
 
Industry professionals and organisations are of prime importance in these processes.  
In particular, the literature suggests planners, plans and planning processes cannot 
dictate the housing projects industry delivers (Bramley, 2013: 14, 15, Gurran, 2011: 
38).  Although industry relies on planning for mandatory planning approvals for new 
projects, it is solely responsible for determining the location, type, price, volume and 
timing of new housing.  Therefore the manner in which industry responds to planning 
measures is crucial to determining whether planning objectives are met in new housing 
projects(Healey and Barrett, 1990: 93).  Understanding industry diversity, particularly 
in the way decisions regarding housing projects are made and the influences on those 
decisions, could contribute to planning practice and the achievement of planning 
objectives (Rowley et al., 2014: 66, Coiacetto, 2001, 2006). 
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The approach taken to industry within planning practice has also been addressed in 
the literature.  Neo-liberalist flavoured planning that emphasises industry and market 
imperatives has been found to result in outcomes that are contrary to planning 
objectives.  However, it has also been concluded that when planning ignores industry 
and market imperatives it can fail to exert the influence required to achieve its 
objectives.  In the UK Adams and Tiesdall (2012) exhorted planners to act as 
participants in the market in order to influence the built and urban outcomes delivered.  
The tension between planning that is ‘flexible’ or responsive to industry, as opposed 
to planning that is ‘rigid’ but provides certainty has been addressed by Australian 
authors.  UK academic Healey (2007) formulated the concept of ‘relational’ planning, 
which facilitates responsiveness to industry and other factors as they arise over time, 
within the parameters of a set of pre-established objectives and transparent 
processes, that provide certainty.   
 
Figure 2:3 summarises the reviewed literature themes, and their relationship to this 
study. 
 
Figure 2:3 Literature themes 
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This study adopts a primarily qualitative methodology to analyse the processes of 
planning and delivering new housing in contemporary Australia.  The aim is to consider 
how planning influences the housing outcomes industry is responsible for delivering.  
The complex context in which these processes are conducted is addressed, in 
acknowledgement that planning systems are challenged by a range of factors, which 
may include industry decisions, and industry is also subject to a range of influences, 
which may include planning system elements.  Finally, perspectives of the housing 
industry are central, and the potential for its diversity to affect its response to the 
planning system are considered. 
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CHAPTER 3 : METHODOLOGY  
Introduction 
This study was concerned with the influence of Australian planning systems on the 
housing industry as planning for new housing is undertaken and new housing projects 
are delivered.  These processes are undertaken by planners, industry professionals 
and their institutions within complex urban and market environments that contain a 
myriad of factors that challenge achievement of planning objectives, and influence 
industry decisions.  Accordingly, a qualitative methodology was selected for the study, 
as it was considered most appropriate to address the perceptions of planners and 
industry professionals whose interactions and decisions determine if new housing 
projects reflect the planning objectives sought by the planning system.  Secondly, it 
complements the primarily quantitative approaches taken to the question of planning 
influence in much of the planning and economic literature.  Finally, a qualitative 
approach facilitated incorporation of factors within the broader context into the 
analysis.   
 
The research design was based on a ‘grounded theory’ approach developed by Corbin 
and Strauss.  It comprised sequential stages that facilitated an analysis of planning 
influence, and subsequent implications for planning practice, to be considered from 
various perspectives.  Firstly, public sector planners and industry professionals active 
in three Australian planning jurisdictions, and drawn from diverse range of institutions 
were interviewed or participated in focus groups, which followed outlines designed to 
draw out contextual factors as well as matters specific to interactions between the 
planning system and housing industry.  Transcripts were analysed to draw out 
concepts that explained the nature of their interactions and challenges.  These were 
applied in a case study format to the planning and housing delivery processes 
undertaken in Sydney’s two Growth Centres.  Finally, the outcomes of the first two 
stages were analysed to draw out implications for Australian planning practice. 
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Methodology 
The Aim 
This study aimed to generate insights into the influence of Australian planning systems 
on the decisions industry organisations and professionals make regarding the type, 
location, price, volume and timing of new housing they deliver.  It was anticipated the 
findings would have implications for Australian planning practice, as the literature 
suggested an understanding of industry diversity, motivations and responses could 
facilitate more effective policy responses. 
 
The processes of planning for, and delivering new housing cannot be separated from 
the complex urban and social environments and housing markets in which they are 
enacted.  Accordingly, research questions 1a and 1b address that context from the 
perspectives of the planning system and industry, by considering the range of 
influences and challenges that are potentially present during planning and delivery. 
Finally, the study considers the potential implications for planning and industry 
practice. 
 
Research questions  
1. How does the Australian planning system influence the new housing projects 
that the housing development industry delivers? 
1a. What challenges achievement of planning objectives for new housing? 
1b. What factors influence the decisions of industry professionals and their 
organisations?  
2. What are the implications of influences on industry for the practice of planning 
in Australian, particularly in relation to new housing? 
 
Overview 
As described in Chapter 2, there is limited research that addresses the perspectives 
of industry professionals regarding the influence planning factors have on the 
decisions they and their organisations make regarding new housing projects.  Instead, 
predominately quantitative methodologies are adopted, which reduce ‘industry’ to the 
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measurable housing outcomes it delivers, for example house prices or new dwelling 
numbers.  Similarly, ‘planning’ is represented as maps and controls, costs, or 
timeframes.  The application of quantitative methodologies to address the research 
questions is limited in four ways.  Firstly, quantification ‘strips’ the industry and 
planning relationship from the broader context in which it is conducted, and this context 
may be influential on behaviour and outcomes (Guba and Lincoln, 1994).  Secondly, 
the ability to generalise results is limited by the specificity of the confluence of location, 
time, housing outcome and planning system element being analysed (Manzi and 
Jacobs, 2008).  Thirdly, obtaining a planning approval in some form is mandatory for 
all housing projects, therefore there are no with, or without, cases for comparison 
purposes, which confounds assignment of ‘causality’ and ‘additionality’, and 
identification of a ‘component of change’ (Judd and Randolph, 2008: 89).  Finally, 
factors that are pertinent to study cannot be neatly specified or limited as variables 
and there is no quantifiable base line data, for example the motivations of individuals 
as they interact.  
 
Accordingly, a primarily qualitative methodology has been applied to answer the 
research questions, which requires consideration of the motivations, perceptions and 
resultant behaviour of planners and industry professionals within a ‘dynamic and 
negotiated reality’ (Minichiello et al., 2008: 9).  The research design is based on 
‘grounded theory’, a qualitative method which its developers Corbin and Strauss 
(2008) and later Jourdan (2008) describe as providing the flexibility and scope needed 
to explore individual interactions, decision-making, and resultant behaviour within 
dynamic processes, undertaken in complex social and political contexts.  Pre-
conceived hypotheses were not tested, but instead inductive analysis was applied to 
construct explanatory theoretical concepts that are ‘grounded’ in collected data.  The 
resultant concepts provide a language for communicating the meaning intended by 
those participating in the studied events (Corbin and Strauss, 2008, Jourdan, 2008, 
Minichiello et al., 2008).   
 
A ‘constructionist approach’ from an interpretivism tradition as described by Charmez 
(2006) was applied, so while the completed research process was systematic and 
logical, as illustrated in Figure 3:1, it was constructed from reflexive musing on the 
data during analyses re-appraisal and adjustment as it progressed, in particular as 
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new insights or unexpected research opportunities arose.  In this approach, sufficient 
data must be collected to discern how participants perceive the phenomena, and 
understand both their tacit and explicit meanings (Charmez, 2008).  This chapter 
describes the methods applied to collect the required data, then analyse it in order to 
generate explanatory concepts that encapsulated the perceptions of study 
participants.  Participants were public sector planners and industry professionals 
whose work required them to interact during the conduct of planning and housing 
delivery processes, which are undertaken in complex contexts (Manzi and Jacobs, 
2008).  The research process was completed in four distinct phases, as illustrated in 
Figure 3:1.   
 
 
Figure 3:1 Completed research process 
Source: The author 
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Method 
Multiple case studies 
The first research phase aimed to construct a set of plausible, explanatory concepts 
that explained the relationship between planning and industry, while placing it within 
the broad and complex context in which it is enacted.  A multiple case study method 
was selected, as de Vaus (2011) notes its suitability for researching phenomena and 
behaviour that are enmeshed within the context in which they occur, multiple variables 
can be explored, and comparisons made to identify commonalities and differences, 
providing insight into ‘causal relationships’ (2011: 226 - 237).   
 
Selecting case studies 
As each state and territory government is responsible for planning within its 
jurisdiction, Australia comprises eight separate planning systems, with unique 
statutory, policy and procedural frameworks (Williams and Maginn, 2012).  These 
planning systems were chosen as case study units suitable for exploring 
commonalities and differences, and generating explanations.  There were insufficient 
resources to undertake eight case studies, and it was considered including all of them 
would not, in any case, contribute significantly to overall rigour.  Therefore, NSW, ACT 
and SA were selected as representative jurisdictions, on the empirical criteria of 
population and economy size, the relationship between ‘underlying’ housing demand 
and supply, as estimated by the National Housing Supply Council (NHSC), and key 
planning benchmarks reported by the Australian Productivity Commission.  These are 
summarised in Table 3:1.   
 
NSW is Australia’s most populous state, and Sydney is its largest city, comprising 43 
individual council areas.  The NHSC estimated that in 2011 NSW had ‘gap’ between 
‘underlying housing demand’ and supply of 89,000 dwellings, the largest of any state.  
Median expenditure by councils on planning matters is high relative to other 
jurisdictions, while the number of development applications being managed by each 
planner is comparatively low relative to other jurisdictions (Table 3:1).  By contrast, SA 
has a relatively small population, with 78% of its residents living in Adelaide, which 
comprises 26 local councils.  However, the NHSC estimated SA’s housing supply 
exceeded ‘underlying demand’ by 3,000 dwellings in 2011.  Median expenditure by 
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Councils on planning matters is the lowest of any jurisdiction, while the number of 
development applications being managed by each planner is significantly higher.  57% 
of Councils have indicated their relationship with state government is positive.   
 
Table 3:1 Case study jurisdictions 
BENCHMARK NSW Vic. Qld. WA SA Tas. ACT NT 
2014 state or territory 
population (millions)1 7.52 5.84 4.72 2.57 1.69 0.515 0.386 0.245 
2014 capital city 
population (millions) 1 4.84 4.44 2.27 2.02 1.3 0.202 0.386 0.14 
2011 estimated 
‘dwelling gap’2 89,000 10,000 83,000 38,000 -3,000 0 -1,000 12,000 
Councils within the 
capital city 3 43 33 8 33 26 7 1 3 
Planning expenditure 
by local councils 
(median $’000 per 
1,000 residents a)3 
29 21 35 19 29 18 NA NA 
Planning expenditure 
by local councils 
(median $ per 
Development 
Application a)3 
3,588 2,560 9,745 1,865 790 1,541 NA NA 
Development 
applications per local 
council planning staff 
(median) 3 
31 44 14 62 136 82 NA NA 
Local council planning 
staff per 10,000 
population (median) 3 
2.4 2.5 2.9 1.7 2.8 1.8 NA NA 
Relationship between 
state government & 
local councils (%b) 3 
42% 49% 61% 55% 57% 43% NA NA 
Sources: 1 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2015) 
2  (National Housing Supply Council, 2012: Table 4:3) 
3 (Australian Productivity Commission, 2011: XXVI) 
Notes: a These comparisons do not take into account the mix of different types of Development 
applications 3 
b  Per cent of councils which agreed or strongly agreed with questions on positive engagement 
between local government and the relevant state government 3 
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There are several factors that make the ACT unique, and therefore a valuable contrast 
to NSW and SA.  Firstly, it is Australia’s smallest jurisdiction, with its population 
completely resident in its only city, Canberra.  Notwithstanding, in 2011, housing 
supply in the ACT was estimated to exceed underlying demand by 1,000 dwellings 
(Table 3:1).  Secondly, the ACT has a single tier planning system, which undertakes 
regional, metropolitan and local planning and development assessment.   
 
In Chapter 4 the process of planning for new housing in Australia, specifically within 
the case study jurisdictions, is described in greater detail from the literature, and from 
primary NSW, SA and ACT planning documents. 
 
Interviews and focus groups 
Within each case study jurisdiction data was collected from semi-structured, in-depth 
interviews and four focus groups conducted between late 2012 and mid-2013.  Study 
participants comprised 39 industry professionals and 36 public sector planners and 
specialists.  All were actively involved in planning or housing delivery processes.  This 
method allowed participants to discuss their experiences and perspectives in-depth, 
and in a ‘fairly conversational and informal’ manner (Minichiello et al., 2008).  A similar 
method was applied in a recent UK study, where Taylor et al. (2013) used semi-
structured interviews with planning professionals, to facilitate ‘open discussions’ to 
‘reveal nuances’, within a structure that was fluid, but contained within the research 
parameters (2013: 489).  Focus groups potentially added additional richness to the 
data by allowing participants to interact and develop concepts.   
 
Selecting participants 
The selection of planning and industry research participants followed a systematic and 
managed process.  A ‘maximum variation sampling’ approach was applied with the 
aim of securing ‘the broadest diversity [of participants] who are relevant to the 
phenomenon being examined’, thereby enhancing the potential to identify patterns 
and themes across particular participant types and planning jurisdictions (Minichiello 
et al., 2008: 52, 171).  Participant selection commenced with the compilation of a list 
of industry organisations and public sector planning agencies from within the case 
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study jurisdictions that reflected a range of characteristics, functions, locations and 
activities.   
 
The limited representation of industry diversity in research projects had been raised in 
the literature (Coiacetto, 2001, 2006).  Therefore, it was considered important to 
maximise the diversity of organisations represented in the study.  The Australian 
housing industry is diverse, comprising private sector organisations which are privately 
owned, publicly listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX), subsidiaries of trading 
banks, investment vehicles, Not For Profits (NFP) or community housing 
organisations.  While in the public sector there are social housing providers and 
government development agencies (Dowling, 2005).  In 2008/09 fourteen of the top 
twenty Australian industry organisations specialised as either builders, or developers, 
and there were few developer-builders.  In Australia there are 13,000 organisations 
whose principal activity is building housing, compared to only 1,000 developer 
organisations (Gurran et al., 2008).  Australian organisations tend to focus on 
geographical, type or price housing market segments (Goodman et al., 2010).  
However, some operate in different geographic market segments, such as 
internationally, in one state or territory, within inner, middle or growing metropolitan 
suburbs and regional towns, and with some defined by the type of housing they 
primarily deliver (Kelly et al., 2011: 8).  Between 1993 and 2009 the largest 100 
companies showed a propensity to base their operations consistently in one state 
(Dalton et al., 2011: 35) 
 
Peak industry group member lists and/or the publicly accessible websites of industry 
organisations were reviewed to identify organisational structures, and the type and 
location past, current and future projects.  Organisations that reflected the diversity 
sought were then listed.    
 
Australian political power is vested at three levels, the federal, state and territory and 
local, with each having indirect and direct responsibility for urban planning matters 
(Williams and Maginn, 2012).  The federal government has a limited, and indirect, role 
in urban planning.  The federal government undertakes activities such as funding and 
implementing major infrastructure projects, funding housing assistance programs, 
funding state and territory social housing construction programs, fiscal and taxation 
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policy and the management of nationally significant environmental matters may 
directly affect planning for housing and its delivery (Gurran and Phibbs, 2016).  Federal 
population and migration policy that may have indirect affects, for example by 
stimulating demand.  State and territory governments establish planning systems, as 
noted above.  State agencies plan for infrastructure, fund, and either implement and 
operate it, including major transport, water and energy infrastructure. 
 
Although increasingly seeking to control and standardise the content of local plans 
through state policy, state governments ‘delegate’ some planning and planning 
decision making functions to local councils (Williams, 2012).  Councils undertake 
strategic planning for their areas, allocating land for housing and other land uses, and 
formulating planning controls which articulate numerical requirements for example, 
densities, heights, and site coverage, or quality standards for example architectural 
design quality.  Local government also undertakes development assessment of the 
majority of proposed projects and determines whether to provide planning approvals 
or refusals.  Locally elected councils make these decisions based on 
recommendations from planners, who may also make decisions under delegation from 
council.  In recent years the decision making role of local government has to a certain 
extent been passed to independent expert panels who make planning decisions, and 
or recommend them to elected councils (Williams and Maginn, 2012).   
 
Australian planning systems are complex, as a result of the large, and growing number 
of issues that must be addressed (Williams, 2012).  At each level of government a 
range of specialist professionals are involved in planning activities, including 
engineers, environmental professionals, social scientists, economists and 
demographers.  In addition, these systems are scrutinised by government supported 
corruption ‘watch dogs’, such as the Independent Commission Against Corruption 
(ICAC) in NSW, and planning decisions may be appealed to courts and tribunals 
(Williams and Maginn, 2012: 51).  Figure 3:2 illustrates the tiers and activities, which 
are inter-related within tiers, and across tiers.   
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Figure 3:2 Planning hierarchies, agencies and functions 
Source: The author  
 
A list of government planning agencies was compiled that reflected the three 
government levels, and the range of planning and specialist activities they undertook.  
NSW and SA local councils from regional areas, and growing, middle or inner 
metropolitan areas, and planning and infrastructure agencies from each state and the 
ACT were included.  Federal agencies with responsibility for planning or infrastructure 
matters with potential to impact directly on housing were also listed.   
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By mid-2012 a second list was compiled of knowledgeable and expert potential 
participants from within the listed industry organisations and planning agencies.  
These were identified from publicly available planning agency structure diagrams, 
development organisation ‘About Us’ curricula vitae and Linkedin profiles, and some 
were recommended by other participants.  Within each industry organisation, 
professionals with experience in project delivery from initiation and design, through 
planning approval and into construction were listed.  Two participants based in 
different case study jurisdictions were listed from two nationwide industry 
organisations.  The listed planning system participants were senior officers from public 
sector planning and infrastructure agencies, representing a range of expertise, 
including strategic planning, development assessment, infrastructure and biodiversity 
planning, environmental protection, senior management and engineering.  As the SA, 
NSW and ACT planning agencies undertake multiple planning related functions, two 
or three planners were listed from those agencies.  
 
Potential participants were then contacted by telephone, and subject to a positive 
response, were then emailed a written request and Participant Information Statement 
(Appendix 3.3).  Arrangements were made for a time and location that suited the 
participant.  Interviews were generally conducted in the participant’s workplace, 
however three were conducted over the phone, and four in cafes at the participant’s 
request.  One industry and one planner participant, both senior staff members, 
suggested a colleague also participate in the interview, on the basis that they would 
have something relevant to contribute to the topic.  These offers were accepted in 
accordance with the adopted methodology which permitted flexibility in response to 
changing circumstances and emerging opportunities, and were undertaken as joint 
interviews, with the benefit of fuller explanation of events, and additional insights 
(Minichiello et al., 2008).  Two industry professionals participated in the industry focus 
group, and were later also individually interviewed.   
 
The Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA) (SA) Chief Executive Officer 
arranged the industry focus group, which was conducted in the UDIA boardroom.  At 
commencement of the session it was emphasised that participant views were being 
sought, not the UDIA position.  One planning focus group was convened by a senior 
staff member at the SA state planning agency.  Two senior officers at a federal agency, 
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and a middle ring Sydney council accepted an interview invitation, but then suggested 
focus groups be convened as they thought certain colleagues may also be informative 
on the topic.  Those focus groups were conducted within their offices, with three 
participants attending the Council focus group, and five the federal focus group.  
 
There was a high rate of invitation acceptance with 39 of the invited 40 industry 
professionals, and 36 of the invited 37 planning professionals agreeing to participate.  
The participants are summarised in Table 3:2.   
 
Table 3:2 Participant summary 
PARTICIPANTS 
 SA NSW ACT AUSTRALIA TOTAL 
Planners 12 15 3 6 36 
Industry 20 15 4 NA 39 
TOTAL 32 30 8 6 75 
 
The date and summarised content of all communication with potential participants was 
recorded.  All correspondence was stored digitally in electronic files.  All participants 
were allotted an identifier negating the need to identify interview material with names.  
Identifiers comprised: 
 Location – ‘NSW’, ‘SA’, ‘ACT’ or ‘Aust’ (federal government agency) 
 Planner or Industry – ‘P’ or ‘I’ 
 Industry Focus Group – ‘IFG’ 
 Planning Focus Group- ‘PFG’ 
 Number – 01, 02, 03 and so on. 
 
Selecting and confirming participants, conducting interviews and focus groups and 
managing related documentation complied with Sydney University’s Human Research 
Ethics Committee Protocol Number 09-2008/11220 dated 10 April, 2012, at Appendix 
3:4.  It was concluded that the study participants represented the range planning and 
industry diversity within each case study jurisdiction, facilitating an understanding of 
the ‘depth and breadth’ of the topic, and therefore ‘sufficient sampling’ had occurred 
(Corbin and Strauss, 2008: 149).   
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Planning agencies  
Thirty-six planner participants were drawn from 22 public sector planning agencies 
which represented a range of Australian government tiers, agencies locations and 
planning functions in each of the case study jurisdictions, as summarised in Figure 
3:2.  A full list of planning agencies is at Appendix 3.3, which includes the participant 
identifiers so the characteristics of their agencies can be seen.  A summary is provided 
in Table 3:3.   
 
Table 3:3 Summary: Planning agency characteristics 
CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER OF AGENCIES 
JURISDICTION 
NSW 10 
ACT 2 
SA 7 
National 3 
GOVERNMENT TIER 
National 3 
State 7 
Metropolitan - ACT 2 
Council - Metropolitan – inner  2 
Council – Metropolitan – middle 2 
Council – Metropolitan - growing  4 
Council – Regional 2 
FUNCTION 
Infrastructure and utilities 3 
Environment and biodiversity 3 
Economy and finance 2 
Metropolitan and regional strategic planning 2 
Local strategic planning 8 
Development assessment 10 
 
Note: While a total of 22 agencies were represented, some agencies undertook multiple functions, 
therefore a total of 28 functions are represented 
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Industry organisations 
Thirty-nine industry participants were drawn from 29 industry organisations.  A full 
description of participating industry organisations is at Appendix 3.4, which includes 
the participant identifiers so the characteristics of their organisations can be seen. 
 
Table 3:4 Summary: Industry organisation characteristics 
CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER OF ORGANISATIONS 
OWNERSHIP MODEL 
Private sector – ASX  4 
Private sector – privately owned 17 
Private sector – NFP  4 
Public sector – government developer 3 
Public sector – social housing 1 
PRODUCTION PER ANNUM 
>100 lots or dwellings 17 
50 – 100 lots or dwellings 8 
< 50 lots or dwellings 3 
0 lots or dwellings (manages housing only) 1 
SIZE  
Large >100 employees 9 
Medium 20 – 100 employees 5 
Small <20 employees 15 
LOCATION 
International 2 
NSW 16 
SA 13 
ACT 6 
NSW, ACT, and/or SA & other Australian state or territory 12 
ACTIVITIES 
Developer 6 
Developer and land or house builder 17 
Builder 1 
Specialised tenancy manager 5 
MARKET SEGMENT – LOCATION 
Metropolitan – existing suburbs 24 
Metropolitan – new suburbs 15 
Regional 13 
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CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER OF ORGANISATIONS 
MARKET SEGMENT – HOUSING TYPES – EXISTING SUBURBS 
New house lots 5 
New house lots and/or houses 7 
Medium density ≤ 3 storeys 16 
High density ≥ 4 storeys 16 
MARKET SEGMENT – HOUSING TYPES – NEW SUBURBS 
New house lots 14 
New house lots and/or houses 8 
Medium density ≤ 3 storeys 13 
High density ≥ 4 storeys 3 
MARKET SEGMENT – PRICE 
Affordable or social housing 7 
1st home buyer 20 
2nd home buyer 23 
High end 10 
Retirement 7 
Overseas 2 
Investors 8 
PROPERTY SECTOR 
Residential 17 
Residential and other 12 
FEATURES 
Master plans 20 
Private community infrastructure 17 
Community building 15 
Design Guidelines 10 
Facilities, built, owned and operated by others 15 
Other 7 
 
Note: While a total of 29 organisations were represented, in some categories the total number is 
higher, as some organisations exhibited two or more of a category’s characteristics.   
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Conducting interviews and focus groups 
Interviews and focus groups were conducted between September 2012 and March 
2013.  Discussions were structured to reflect the research questions, however they 
were also adapted to suit the particular context, government agency or industry 
organisation within which the participant worked.   
 
All the participants were generous with their time, and expressed a level of interest in 
the both the topic and the research project, illustrated by an executive from an SA 
growth council who said, ‘I just made a couple of little points here before you came in.’  
Six industry participants shared plans, brochures, newspaper clippings and models of 
their projects, and one provided a tour of a recently completed apartment building.  All 
were articulate professionals, discussing their field, within their regular workplaces, or 
familiar cafes.  This facilitated analysis to a certain extent, as their intended meanings 
were clearly expressed.  As professionals they tended to use language based in the 
shared lexicon of housing and planning, which reduced the distance between what 
Minichiello et al. (2008) terms ‘participant’ and ‘theoretical’ concepts. 
 
Interview and focus group structures 
Interview and focus group structures followed a series of open–ended, ‘how’ and ‘what’ 
type questions drawn from the literature review and reflecting the research questions.  
Prompts, including some ‘why’ questions, were used to encourage elaboration and 
deepen understanding.  Potentially limiting language was avoided, for example ‘risk’, 
‘problem’, or ‘obstacle’.  Planner and industry questions were designed to mirror each 
other, to obtain a more complete understanding of similar aspects drawn from both 
sides of the relationship.  Following Minichiello et al. (2008: 94, 98, 99) interview and 
focus group frameworks ‘funnelled’ from the general and neutral, to questions that 
specifically addressed the relationship and participant perceptions.  Interview and 
focus group structures followed the research questions quite closely.  The full 
questions, with prompts are provided at Appendices 3.5 and 3.6, but are summarised 
below.   
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Table 3:5 Summary: Planning and industry structures 
 PLANNER TOPICS INDUSTRY TOPICS 
1 Participant and agency objectives and priorities for new housing Organisational characteristics. 
2 
Challenges at key points of the planning 
process: 
 Strategic planning for housing or 
infrastructure. 
 Local/regional structure plans and 
controls.  
 Development assessment. 
 Delivery. 
Influences on decisions at key points in the 
delivery process: 
 Deciding to proceed, or not, with 
housing, or other sector projects. 
 Looking for potential housing project 
sites. 
 Determining the type of project, and its 
quality and features. 
 Determining if the project is feasible. 
 Timing construction and market 
release. 
 Setting market price. 
3 Characteristics of industry organisations active within the jurisdiction. 
Influence of planning on the decisions of 
participants and their organisations. 
4 
Perceptions of the development industry, 
particularly whether planning objectives for 
new housing are being delivered. 
Perceptions of the planning system, 
particularly across jurisdictions if applicable. 
5 What is one industry change you would recommend? 
What is one planning system reform you 
would recommend? 
 
Initial interview and focus group questions were neutral, asking only for descriptive 
material or data needed to confirm industry organisational characteristics, or planning 
objectives that were publicly available.  The second ‘layer’ introduced questions 
regarding challenges associated with housing projects, for planners, and influences, 
for industry.  Importantly these questions did not refer to ‘industry’ or ‘planning’, 
allowing participants to raise a range of potential factors, and place their experiences 
within a broader context.  The third layer introduced the concept of planning or industry 
specifically, but neutrally.  This led to questions which honed in on participant 
perceptions and opinion, for example encouraging contrasts and comparisons across 
jurisdictions or type of industry organisations.   
 
The question, ‘What is one industry change/planning system reform you would 
recommend?’ gave participants an opportunity to raise matters which they prioritised 
but may not have been covered, or make additional comments, contributing to the 
correct interpretation of their perspectives (Knight and Boyd, 2008: 569). 
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Funnelling questions from the broad and neutral, to the more specific dissipated the 
potential for emotion to enter responses, as questions that might have elicited negative 
responses toward planning from industry participants, or industry from planning 
participants, were preceded by relatively long technical discussions of production rates 
or planning objectives.  It is possible that some planning participants avoided 
discussing negative perceptions of industry, however, it is more likely as professionals 
and public servants they were maintaining a moderate tone.  They were encouraged 
to speak freely, and prompted if it appeared they were holding back.  By contrast, 
industry participants were forthright, and did not appear to hold back, using colourful 
language, and at times expressing emotions such as frustration, disbelief and 
annoyance.  
 
It may have been difficult to maintain participant interest, and unnatural to feign 
disinterest or ignorance of the topic, particularly as some participants knew me.  
Therefore, a conversational style was adopted in both interviews and focus groups, 
reflecting a colleague relationship, and incorporating recursive responses to 
participants, so in some cases the interview strayed off track.  However, discussions 
were drawn back to the outline at suitable points.   
 
Different participants responded differently to the same question, which potentially 
made it difficult to compare data gathered from semi structured interviews and focus 
groups (Minichiello et al., 2008).  In this respect, planners tended to respond directly 
to the question, while industry participants tended to discuss a broad range of issues 
or experiences.  For example, when data on annual production was requested, most 
did not answer neatly with a number as anticipated, but instead explained the 
influences which constrained or facilitated production over time.  While asked to refer 
to milestones in the project delivery process, industry participants discussed the 
process broadly.  Analysis of industry participant data was therefore more complex as 
pertinent information was often provided in response to other discussion points.  
Similarly, participants were asked about their professional experience, in anticipation 
this may influence perceptions and behaviour.  Ultimately, this aspect was not 
addressed in the analysis, however the question provided an opportunity for 
participants to relate anecdotes or observations that compared and contrasted aspects 
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of the topic over different eras, in different jurisdictions or workplaces, or on ‘opposite 
sides of the counter’.   
 
Notes were taken during interviews and focus groups to highlight points for re-visiting 
later in the interview, to provide reminders of questions that may have been skipped 
so they could be addressed later, and as an aide de memoir as transcriptions of the 
audio recordings were reviewed.  The length of interviews was determined by the time 
participants took providing responses.  Most interviews took between 30 to 60 minutes, 
however some stretched to 70 or 80 minutes.  Focus groups were approximately 40 
to 60 minutes.  A total of 49 hours of raw transcript data was generated. 
 
Generating findings 
In this research phase, participant perceptions, experiences and behaviour were 
constructed into a set of explanatory themes.  Given the complexity of the topic, the 
aim was to achieve what Corbin and Strauss (2008) termed ‘credibility’, or findings 
that ‘are trustworthy and believable in that they reflect participants’, researchers’, and 
readers’ experiences’.  Simultaneously, the potential for other ‘possible plausible 
interpretations from data’ was acknowledged (2008: 302).  The focus was not on 
establishing ‘the truth per-se’, but to reveal the truth as the participant understood it 
(Minichiello et al., 2008: 111, 264).   
 
As described in Figure 3:3, a systematic process was undertaken during which 
concepts, themes and theory were permitted to emerge, change and disappear as the 
data became progressively better understood (Jourdan, 2008).  This was a time 
consuming and laborious process as predicted by proponents of this qualitative 
method (Minichiello et al., 2008).   
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Figure 3:3 Systematic analysis of raw transcript data 
Source: Adapted from (Taylor et al., 2013: 490) 
 
Recording, transcribing and organising data 
Interviews and focus groups were taped, and audio files transcribed verbatim into 
Word documents by professional transcription services.  Parts of the transcripts were 
read, and checked against audio tape for accuracy, and corrected where required.  
NVivo10TM Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) was 
used to support the inductive process of drawing findings from the interview 
transcripts.  Numerical data confirming organisational characteristics was collated into 
the Excel spreadsheet at Appendix 3.4.  While NVivo assisted the analysis process, 
as its creators note, ‘it doesn’t do the thinking for you’, instead it provided a ‘workspace’ 
where data was managed, classified and arranged, allowing time to ‘analyse materials, 
identify themes, glean insight and develop meaningful, evidence based conclusions’ 
(QSR International, 2015: 1).   
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Coding 
Interaction with the data comprised reading and re-reading each transcript, line by line, 
searching for implicit or explicit meaning.  The experiences, processes, functions and 
meanings described by participants were encapsulated into concepts, contained in the 
descriptions of sub and child-nodes to which that text was coded.  These were 
examined, arranged and re-arranged in response to participant meaning.   
 
A combination of ‘structural’ and ‘holistic’ coding was applied to the transcript data, as 
described by Saldaña (2009:118).  Initially ‘nodes’ were created for each potential 
theme, which were derived from the research questions, discussion topics, and 
responses anticipated from the literature and field work.  During coding theme 
descriptions were continually and frequently referred to, contributing to coding 
consistency.  However, the coding process was not rigid.  As concepts emerged a 
‘sub-node’ was created within the theme node.  Every recurrence of that concept was 
then coded to the appropriate sub-node, and ‘child-nodes’ to the sub-nodes.  Themes, 
concepts and sub-concepts were malleable through the process, and were merged, 
refined, created or deleted, where it was concluded they contained similar material, or 
were of marginal relevance (Saldaña, 2009).  Coding was finalised when there were 
a set of ‘themes reduced from the interview data’, which captured a ‘representative 
range of interactions and explanatory concepts referred to by interviewees’ (Taylor et 
al., 2013: 490).  Themes, concepts and sub-concept descriptions were intended to 
‘describe the contents of each piece of data, allowing it to be compared with other 
data, or grouped into themes’ (Jourdan, 2008).  The words used to label the nodes 
conceptualised the particular phenomena being referred to, for example, both planner 
and industry participants referred to how others ‘interpreted’ or ‘negotiated’ during 
planning processes (Corbin and Strauss, 2008: 51).  All references were coded under 
the sub or child-node, allowing comparisons to be made. 
 
The focus of analysis was identifying themes and concepts from participant responses.  
To achieve this, the data was deeply and consistently interrogated, and connections 
and comparisons were made.  For example, “This NFP is making similar decisions as 
that privately owned company, what’s making them both behave that way?”, “This 
NSW industry participant said ‘layering constraints over constraints’, and so did this 
ACT planner”.  Within each reading themes and concepts were refined, linked and 
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verified by re-reading and checking previous coding.  Various potential connections 
and relationships between themes and concepts were proposed, and merged into new 
themes.  Memos and annotations were made during the process as part of a reflective 
dialogue with the data, and to retain ideas and connections.  These were maintained 
in a Word document, separate from the NVivo10TM projects (Corbin and Strauss, 2008, 
Minichiello et al., 2008, Brown, 2008). 
 
The coding process was concluded at saturation, when the stream of new concepts 
stopped, and data was being coded to existing, and stable concepts.  At this point it 
‘felt right’:  
.. after being immersed in the data for some time the researcher believes that 
the findings arrived at through reflective analysis express what participants 
are trying to convey through word and action and emotions, as seen through 
the eyes of the analyst.  (Corbin and Strauss, 2008: 45) 
 
Interpreting anecdotes  
Participants from both groups related anecdotes of projects and assessment 
processes in response to questions and to explain or illustrate the points they were 
making.  These were invaluable to the research, which was concerned with the 
perceptions and experiences of actors in the planning and delivery processes.  
However, they required careful interrogation and interpretation to isolate the key 
concept being raised, rather than the emotional tenor, and its relative importance in 
respect of other issues (Manzi and Jacobs, 2008).  These were implicit in the 
participant’s words, and required interpretation.  For example, “What was the cause of 
concern/confidence, was it community participation, the planners, or the banks?  Is it 
a planning control, or a process matter?”  The relative importance of the concept was 
then considered, “Is this a minor frustration/benefit, or a housing supply 
blockage/facilitator?”  It was rare that the concept was explicitly articulated, however, 
concerns regarding ‘time’ emerged as a consistent signifying theme. 
 
When industry participants provided negative anecdotes, it was important to keep in 
mind that all were building housing projects therefore had obtained planning 
approvals, despite their experiences during the assessment process.  These 
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anecdotes provided a wealth of data, particularly relating to the ‘non-planning’ 
influences on developer decisions and behaviour.  At that point the warning provided 
by Corbin and Strauss (2008) to focus only what related to the research questions, 
and block out the ‘many interesting things’ that went on in the field was pertinent (2008: 
149). 
 
Cycle 1 
By early 2013, 24 industry and planner interviews, and 1 planner focus group had been 
completed in SA and NSW.  A NVivo10TM project was created and each transcript 
imported as a single ‘source’.  Nodes were created for each of the themes which 
reflected the research questions, the interview and focus group topics, and the types 
of responses anticipated from the literature and from the interviews themselves.  
Transcripts were read, and content was broken down and coded holistically against 
the applicable theme.  Concept nodes were created within each theme in response to 
ideas raised by participants.  These concepts were then clustered to generate a fresh 
set of themes on which the Cycle 2 analysis was founded.  Appendix 3.7 describes 
the initial themes, emergent concepts and the generated themes. 
 
Cycle 2 
By mid-2013 transcripts of all interviews and focus groups were complete.  Cycle 2 
commenced with the creation of two new NVivo10TM projects, one for industry and one 
for planning.  The transcripts were imported as separate sources.  They were read, 
and extraneous discussion, such as preliminaries, was edited out, although retained 
in filed copies.  Industry data was coded in two phases, the first had five ‘Influence’ 
nodes/themes based on the clustering of concepts which had emerged from Cycle 1, 
plus the ‘Relationship’ with planning.  All the transcript data was coded to these six 
nodes and various sub-nodes.  The second phase addressed the ‘Relationship’ theme 
in depth, with the creation of fine-grained sub and child-nodes reflecting various 
concepts in this category which emerged from the transcripts as they were re-read.  
Concepts within the Relationship theme are at Appendix 3:8. 
 
Themes, concepts, and sub-concepts were malleable throughout Cycle 2, as 
described above.  If a concept emerged within a node, a sub-node was added.  Sub-
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nodes and child-nodes that contained similar material were merged or deleted.  For 
example, sub-nodes had been created for housing outcomes of ‘type’, ‘price’, 
‘location’, ‘volume’ and ‘timing’.  However, these concepts are tightly related, resulting 
in the same text being coded to each.  Growth suburbs and infill projects are strongly 
associated with ‘location’, while ‘housing ‘type’, and ‘price’ is closely related to location.  
It became apparent that it would be difficult to identify particular relationships, for 
example between one influence and one housing outcome.  Similarly, sub-nodes 
within the ‘Relationship’ theme had been established for ‘Information requirements’ 
and ‘Application costs’, these contained similar data and were consolidated under 
‘Application costs’.  Some codes were reflexive, for example, ‘price’ as an outcome, 
and ‘market’ as an influence.  ‘Opportunity’ had been identified as an influence in Cycle 
1 and was established as a node in Cycle 2, however it was deleted as it became clear 
it contained data that was also coded to other nodes.  For example, a site may come 
on the market creating an ‘opportunity’, or first home buyer grants may create 
‘opportunities’.  However, during Cycle 2 it emerged that these two concepts better 
fitted within the themes of the Site, and Financial issues.    
 
Over the course of Cycle 2 significant changes occurred in the analysis structure, so 
toward the end the transcripts were re-read to confirm consistency with final 
explanatory themes and concepts.  By the commencement of Cycle 3 each had been 
read in full at least three times.  An example of Cycle 2 coding is provided in Table 
3:6. 
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Table 3:6 Example: Cycle 2 coding 
CYCLE ONE 
CATEGORY RAW DATA – INDUSTRY  THEME CONCEPT 
CONTROLS, 
STRATEGIES 
AND 
POLICIES 
Industry participant: 
The market is king, as the old saying goes, 
and that's primarily, it doesn't matter how 
the planning is, as I explained to you, and 
again, in Queensland, the planning 
system's excellent 4 but there's not enough 
market up there so we're not buying any 
more at the moment there5, 6.  We still 
have, in fact, one, the largest stage of our 
development on the [suburb] site in 
[region] that we haven't started 6, and 
there we've got an increase from 40 
storeys to 55 storeys1.  Never would have 
got it here [NSW] 4, but there they want us 
to develop, they gave us more height, 
more density1, 2, 4, there's a light rail, they 
call it rapid transport which is effectively a 
light rail system, under construction, right 
at the doorstep of this3.  But still, the 
market there is abysmal because there's a 
hangover of a couple of thousand units 
that were built there5, 6 and there's no 
basic employment generating business, on 
the Gold Coast, anyway 3.  So we're 
waiting, we haven't started that one yet. 6 
Plans and 
processes  
1 
Design, 
controls, 
standards, & 
innovation. 
2 
Metro, 
regional & 
local 
strategies. 
3 
Infrastructure 
agencies & 
planning  
Interactions 4 Across state jurisdictions 
Market  
5 Location 
6 Volume & timing 
Source: adapted from Saldaña (2009) 
 
Cycle 3 
Writing up was undertaken in Cycle 3, and as Minichiello et al. (2008) noted, this was 
an analytical exercise in itself.  With the conclusion of Cycle 2, the transcripts had been 
thoroughly interrogated and a structure of concepts and themes developed.  The 
content of each node was then exported into separate Word ‘reports’ for the industry 
participants and for planning participants.  The themes (node), sub and child-node 
titles formed headings and sub-headings.  The reports were extremely long, as the 
text had been coded in large ‘chunks’ to retain context and enhance understanding, 
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and a substantial amount of text contained content relevant to more than one concept 
therefore had been coded to two or more nodes.  As the reports were edited to form 
Chapters 4 and 5 further insights emerged, and the coded text was re-assembled to 
form explanatory concepts.  Table 3.7 provides an example.   
 
Table 3:7 Example: Cycle 3 re-assembling explanatory concepts  
CYCLE TWO 
CONCEPT SUB-CONCEPT RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
PLANS & 
PROCESSES 
Strategic Planning 
Metro, regional & 
local strategies 
Local and regional 
land use plans 
Metropolitan 
strategies 
Land release 
Greenfield/brownfield 
Consolidation 
Issues considered 
Industry participant: 
We have never looked 
at planning controls 
and said, this is a 
reason not to buy the 
site1.  We look at 
planning controls and 
say, this is the reason 
to allow a lot longer to 
get a consent that we 
want..2  
1 
Participants prioritised 
those influences over the 
provisions of strategic 
plans, planning controls 
and planning processes.   
2 
‘Time’ to amend or vary 
strategic plans and 
planning controls can be 
lengthy and unpredictable.  
Until those strategic 
planning processes are 
complete planning 
approvals cannot be 
obtained and therefore 
housing project delivery 
cannot commence 
COMMUNITY & 
ELECTED REPS. 
Community 
participation 
(residents, 
businesses) 
Interaction with the 
system 
Interactions with 
developers 
Values and 
perceptions 
Rights and 
responsibilities 
Planner participant: 
And you’ve got an 
ageing community1 –
with a whole other set 
of values they set, and 
a bit of spare time, 
who are going to put a 
lot of pressure on 
agencies1, which are 
going to be not terribly 
positive about 
development because 
they want their area to 
stay as it is and not 
plan for the future… 
1 
Some community members 
may have priorities that are 
inconsistent with planning 
objectives, particularly 
housing diversity and 
effective use of 
infrastructure.  They are 
simultaneously over 
represented in consultation 
processes. 
Source: adapted from Saldaña (2009) 
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In a manner anticipated by Corbin and Strauss (2008) new insights arose at this late 
point of analysis.  Industry data relating to broad influences on decisions had been 
categorised according to the organisational types, however as explanatory concepts 
emerged it became clear there were contrasting influences and approaches within 
these categories, rather than between them, so the data was re-ordered.   
 
Writing and re-writing was undertaken to finalise this phase, which was the most 
difficult, however Charmez (2006) provided guidance.  Creating a logical reading 
structure from the themes and concepts required much iteration, when the findings 
were re-ordered and critical decisions were made regarding what would be retained 
and what discarded.  However, this allowed ‘discoveries’ to be made.  Most important 
was to question each idea, asking ‘so what, is this at all relevant to the research 
questions?’  After many months it became apparent that a ‘perfect manuscript’ was 
not going to materialise, and the process must be ‘let go’ and finalised (de Vaus, 2011: 
285, 286).   
 
Sequential case study 
Planning for new housing and its delivery within Sydney’s two Growth Centres 
provided a contemporary, and real world case in which to test the explanatory 
concepts that emerged from the data analysis (Yin, 2014, de Vaus, 2011).  This 
method was chosen as urban and market contexts are too complex to allow survey or 
experimental methods to establish causal links, and during the Growth Centres 
experience planning and industry interacted while sharing the objective of delivering 
new housing in quality new neighbourhoods (Yin, 2014).   
 
The Centres were considered a suitable unit of study as their physical boundaries are 
clearly defined.  While adjoining Sydney’s growing new suburbs, when planning 
commenced there were no urban residential areas within their boundaries, reducing 
complexities such as the participation of large and diverse communities, or the 
installation of major infrastructure into existing urban areas.  Multiple sources of 
relevant data were readily available.  It was possible to establish the Centres planning 
process as it was conducted separately from other NSW planning processes, had a 
clear commencement point in 2001, and process milestones were unambiguously 
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flagged by notification in the NSW Government Gazette on specific dates.  Planning 
objectives were identifiable from primary sources such as regularly published plans 
and supporting documents, government announcements, statutory documents, and 
some academic literature.  The volume, timing and location new housing of lot delivery 
was quantifiable from reliable data regularly published by the state planning agency.  
Finally, eight industry participants, seven from NSW and one from the ACT, and nine 
planner participants, eight from NSW and one from a national agency referred to some 
aspect of Centres planning or delivery, reinforcing its value as a case study, which the 
flexibility of the qualitative method permitted (Charmez, 2006: 14).   
 
The identified planning objectives applied to Centres’ planning were able to be 
compared to actual housing outcomes, defined as the volume, timing, and location of 
new housing lots delivered.  Conclusions could be drawn regarding the influence of 
planning on new housing projects that industry delivered, or were unable to deliver.   
 
Analysis 
The final research phase brought the findings and the sequential case study together 
to address the research question, ‘What are the implications for Australian 
development industry and planning practice in relation to new housing?’  This analysis 
drew heavily on memos made during the analysis of data collected from the interviews 
and focus groups, and while undertaking the sequential case study.    
 
Risks and limitations 
The reliance on primarily qualitative methods to collect and interpret data in housing 
research has several limitations and demands a rigorous approach.  The ability to 
generalise results to other circumstances may be limited as the work is grounded 
within particular case studies, and generalizable statistically significant results are not 
produced (Maginn et al., 2008).  However, ‘empirical generalisations’ or theoretical 
inferences can be produced (Maginn et al., 2008: 18).  Qualitative work may require 
significant resources, and in this respect, on reflection too many participants may have 
been included, resulting in this researcher being challenged by: 
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… the vast amount of unstructured data that must be coded or analyzed in 
some way, a task that is enormously time consuming.  (Groat and Wang, 2013: 
220) 
 
Replication of the study by a different researcher may not generate the same findings.  
Maginn et al. (2008) suggest emulation may be a more appropriate term for qualitative 
work.  Accordingly, while another researcher may draw different conclusions from the 
data, the systematic and logical research process applied in this study could be 
emulated.   
 
Qualitative work can be subject to researcher bias, and relies heavily on the 
researcher’s skill, particularly in the conduct of interviews and focus groups.  There 
was potential for preconceived ideas to bias the findings.  I entered the NSW urban 
planning world at 17 years, in 1979 when I commenced undergraduate studies at the 
University of NSW.  I have practiced as an urban planner since 1984, within councils, 
the state rail agency and planning department, and also as an employee of two large 
property development organisations.  This experience within the planning system and 
the housing development industry inspired an interest in the topic, as is often case in 
this type of research (Jourdan, 2008).  During my 38 years of involvement in planning 
I interacted to varying degrees with some participants.  However, each participant and 
their industry organisation or government agency were selected in accordance with 
the approach described above.  In addition, the views and perceptions of participants, 
as professionals were sought in this study.  As professional’s participants were used 
to communicating their ideas, and unlikely to be influenced by a desire to please the 
interviewer.   
 
As an ‘insider’ I had to ensure I did not assume an incorrect understanding of a 
participant’s meaning, while simultaneously I benefited from understanding ‘the logic 
of the informant’s use of idiom, and how to translate it into a system of conceptual 
thought’, which facilitated nuanced interactions with participants (Minichiello et al., 
2008: 264).  I was able to enter the studied ‘phenomenon’ and gain access to multiple 
perspectives in accordance with the constructionist approach (Charmez, 2006: 187).  
Corbin and Strauss (2008) suggest it makes ‘sense’ for researchers to draw on 
personal experiences and resultant knowledge, which cannot be completely 
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‘bracketed’ from the research exercise in any case.  It can inform data interrogation, 
by raising ‘other possibilities of meaning’ than those that may be ostensibly presented, 
thereby enhancing insight (2008: 80).  Charmez (2008) advises that researchers 
subject their values, experiences, knowledge and pre-held positions to ‘rigorous 
scrutiny’, and weigh the effect these have on data analysis (2008: 402).  Other 
mitigation requires a researcher to be open regarding their experience, as has been 
done here, and to ensure transparent and systematic data collection, formulation and 
analysis of research findings.  In respect of the later, NVivo10TM software was used to 
support systematic analysis of the raw transcript data, in a transparent fashion as 
described above, and professional services were employed to prepare verbatim 
transcripts of the interviews to ensure no raw data was excluded from the research by 
the researcher. 
 
Conclusion 
This Chapter has outlined the research questions for this study and justified adoption 
of a primarily qualitative methodology to address the question of planning influence on 
the housing projects industry delivers.  The research method involved four phases.  
Primary data was collected from interviews and focus groups with planning and 
industry participants based within 3 case study planning jurisdictions.  In Chapters 4 
and 5 a set of concepts was then generated from the data that sought to explain 
influences on industry as it delivers housing, and in particular the influence exerted by 
interactions between planning and industry.  In Chapter 6, the recent experience of 
planning and delivering housing in Sydney’s Growth Centres provides a case study 
where the concepts developed during the first two phases could be explored in a real 
life, contemporary setting.  The final research phase is completed in Chapter 7 where 
the findings from the first three stages are analysed to address the implications for 
Australian planning and development and practice.   
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Introduction 
This chapter addresses the study aim of placing the influence of planning on new 
housing outcomes within the broader urban and market context.  The process of 
planning for new housing is undertaken within the Australian planning system, where 
planning objectives are formulated with the intention that they will be implemented in 
new housing projects.  Planner participants described the planning objectives they, 
and their public sector planning agencies formulate.  They then discussed the 
challenges that impede implementing those objectives.  The housing development 
industry is responsible for undertaking the housing delivery process.  Industry 
professionals described the factors that influenced the decisions they, and their 
organisations made as they prepared and delivered new housing projects.  At this 
point in the interviews or focus groups the participants were able to raise any factor 
that was important, so ‘planning’ was not referred to when discussing influences with 
industry participants, and likewise ‘industry’ was not referred to when discussing 
objectives and challenges with planners.   
 
Australian planning and housing delivery processes are conducted over long periods 
of time, during which a myriad of potential industry influences or planning challenges 
may affect the course of those processes and alter the new housing outcomes 
ultimately delivered.  Therefore a brief description of conceptual steps in each process 
is provided in this chapter, before the discussion turns to the findings drawn from the 
data provided by participant planners and industry professionals participants. 
 
Planning for new housing  
The planning process 
The process of planning for new housing in Australia is divided into two phases: 
‘strategic planning’, and ‘development assessment’.  Strategic planning is generally a 
state and territory government responsibility (Williams and Maginn, 2012: 47).  It 
commences with formulating a concept of the desired future of the metropolitan area, 
region or locality to which the resultant strategic plan will apply.  It is then guided by 
the ‘normative planning principle’ of allocating land ‘in the right location and at the right 
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time’, to facilitate projects or land uses for which there is a need or demand, while 
achieving ‘community objectives’, such as preventing projects on environmentally 
sensitive land (Gurran, 2011: 67).  Future housing needs are projected from underlying 
demographic drivers such as increasing numbers of households or employment 
growth, which are then converted to targets for the volume and type of new housing 
to be delivered in particular locations, over particular time periods.  Local councils are 
then generally responsible for allocating, or ‘zoning’, sufficient land in local structure 
plans to accommodate the targeted new housing.  The uptake of allocated land is 
monitored, and additional housing land allocated if required (Gurran, 2011: 67).   
 
Project, building and site specific planning controls are formulated and adopted, either 
separately from structure planning, or simultaneously in the form of master planning.  
In some cases, local strategic planning is undertaken by state governments, for 
example the Sydney Growth Centres, which are described more fully in Chapter 6.  
Consultation with potentially affected communities and government agencies is a 
feature of strategic planning processes.  Infrastructure agencies prepare infrastructure 
plans in parallel with regional, metropolitan strategic plans.  This results in a myriad of 
‘housing plans, water plans, energy plans, environment protection and enhancement 
plans, business development and innovation plans, education plans, health plans and 
tourism and recreation plans’ which are also considered within the planning system 
(Searle and Bunker, 2010: 176).  Planning decision makers such as state or territory 
planning ministers, and local councillors are also involved.  Increasingly, independent 
panels or commissions comprising elected and/or expert members, are being 
appointed to make or recommend planning decisions (Williams, 2014).   
 
Industry organisations initiate the second planning phase when they lodge proposed 
projects to planning agencies for ‘development assessment’, which is primarily 
undertaken by local councils (Gurran, 2011).  Planners and technical specialists 
assess the proposal for compliance with strategic plans and planning controls.  They 
then determine whether to provide the proposal with a planning approval or refusal, or 
recommend one of these determinations to other planning decision makers (Williams, 
2012).  The process may include consultation before formal lodgement, and also 
appeals to courts or tribunals after formal determinations are made.  Approvals are 
commonly conditional on undertaking design amendments, compliance with 
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operational and construction standards, and the provision of supporting infrastructure.  
Approval conditions typically specify the provision of supporting infrastructure and 
utilities through land dedications and works-in-kind, or monetary contributions to local 
or state infrastructure funds.   
 
While compliance with strategic plans and planning controls is an important 
development assessment criterion, planners and planning decision makers can 
exercise professional judgement and discretionary consideration, particularly in 
relation to subjective matters such as architectural design or unique issues associated 
with particular projects which may have been unforeseen or unresolved during 
strategic planning (Gurran et al., 2009).  This can result in protracted negotiations 
between planning agencies and industry organisations, with proposed projects 
effectively ‘regulated on a product-by-product basis’, irrespective of whether the 
strategic planning ‘framework is flexible or rigid and legalistic’ (Dodson  et al., 2005: 
11).  
 
Figure 4:1 The two stage Australian planning process 
Source: Author   
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Planning systems 
Each Australian state and territory government has established a unique planning 
system within its jurisdiction (Williams, 2012).  However, SA and NSW have similar 
characteristics.  The NSW system is two tiered, with planning undertaken at state and 
local levels, as established by the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  
SA also has a two tiered planning system, established by the Development Act 1993.  
State departments undertake strategic planning for metropolitan and regional areas, 
resulting in spatial plans and policy documents, principally A Plan for Growing Sydney 
(2014) and the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (2010).  Local strategic planning is 
primarily undertaken by local councils, however state agencies may be responsible for 
the process where regional or state objectives are present (Williams, 2012). 
 
In SA state spatial plans and policies are consolidated into a single Development Plan 
(DP) for each council area.  DPs include ‘Desired Character’ statements that establish 
the strategic vision for a zone or precinct, objectives and ‘Principles of Development 
Control’.  Proposed projects are classified as either permitted or ‘non-complying’.  Non-
complying projects can obtain planning approval, but are subject to additional 
community and agency consultation, and assessment to address the principles within 
the Desired Character statement.  In NSW each council area has a Local 
Environmental Plan (LEP), complemented by Development Control Plans (DCP) that 
contain site and project planning controls.  Proposed projects are either permitted or 
prohibited.  Prohibited projects are generally unable to obtain planning approval.  NSW 
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPP) are separate and additional to LEPs.  
In this respect, the SA system could be considered more performance based, while 
the NSW planning system is prescriptive and seeks conformance (Steele and Ruming, 
2012). 
 
Within SA and NSW planning departments review locally prepared LEPs or DPs to 
ensure consistency with state planning objectives prior to legal adoption, by the 
Minister in NSW and the Governor in SA.  Development assessment is principally 
undertaken by councils, with determinations made by planners, or elected Councils.  
However, some larger residential projects with potential ramifications at a state or 
regional scale may be assessed by planning departments and determined by the 
Minister in NSW, or Governor in SA.  Planning panels also make planning decisions. 
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Approaches to calculating contributions toward the provision of regional and local 
infrastructure and utilities required to support housing projects are determined by state 
legislation (Gurran et al., 2009).  They vary from ‘highly prescriptive’, where fixed rates 
are apportioned to development ‘units’, to ‘case-by-case negotiation’ between the 
proponent and planning agency (Dodson  et al., 2005: 12, 13).  In NSW, industry 
organisations contribute through monetary payments, land dedications and/or 
construction of facilities in accordance with adopted state or local infrastructure 
contribution plans, or by negotiated Voluntary Planning Agreements (VPAs), for 
matters that may not be contemplated in contribution plans.  Contribution plans and 
VPAs can address biodiversity enhancement, open space, water and road 
infrastructure, social facilities and affordable housing.  In SA provision for developer 
contributions toward infrastructure is limited to open space when land is subdivided 
into housing lots, car parking funds, ‘urban trees’, and in large projects 15% dwellings 
in new subdivisions or residential areas must be offered at ‘affordable’ prices to buyers 
who meet government eligibility criteria or social housing providers.  Where strategic 
planning processes are focused on a particular proposed project, VPAs or similar 
formal agreements are used in SA and NSW to resolve planning, funding and 
implementation of regional infrastructure between the developer and planning system 
(Gurran et al., 2009, Australian Productivity Commission, 2011).  
 
In both states, public and private sector infrastructure agencies may charge fees for 
connections or regional upgrades.  Utility, environmental and biodiversity agencies 
may provide specifications for infrastructure, which is then designed and constructed 
by developers, and often projects, require approvals from these authorities, beyond 
planning approvals.  Infrastructure is planned and provided for by a range of agencies, 
departments and authorities, with state Treasury agencies responsible for funding.  
Both state planning departments prepare infrastructure plans to accompany regional 
or metropolitan strategic planning (Gurran et al., 2009, Australian Productivity 
Commission, 2011). 
 
The ACT’s single tier planning system is established by the Planning and Development 
Act 2007.  A single planning agency undertakes metropolitan and local strategic 
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planning, and development assessment.  The Canberra Spatial Plan is the 
overarching metropolitan strategy, while the Territory Plan contains local area 
structure plans and planning controls.  These include statements of planning ‘intent’ 
associated with the controls, mandatory and non-mandatory ‘rules’ which outline the 
quantitative aspects of the control, and qualitative ‘criteria’ for assessment of the 
proposed project’s merit.  There are three development assessment pathways: 
compliance with the rules and criteria; compliance with the merit criteria, but not the 
non-mandatory rules; or impact assessment where the proposed project does not 
comply with either the non-mandatory rules or the merit criteria.  Territory and 
Municipal Services (TAMS) plan, implement and operate regional and local 
infrastructure.  TAMS and private providers specify designs and then approve designs, 
plans and installation of utilities and infrastructure, which are undertaken by 
developers.  All ACT land is publicly owned and is leased from the government for 99 
year terms.  Crown leases contain conditions that resemble planning controls, and 
must be complied with in addition to planning requirements.  Infrastructure required to 
support land use changes is funded in part from ‘Lease Variation Charges’, imposed 
by the government when the lease conditions are varied at the request of a developer, 
for example to intensify permitted land uses.  The Land Development Agency (LDA) 
undertakes new urban land releases and some redevelopment of government held 
sites within existing parts of Canberra, and subsequent revenue from the lease of land 
or project sites within the developed areas is returned to government. 
 
Objectives and challenges 
In order to better understand planning issues within the three case study jurisdictions 
the perspectives of 36 practicing planners and specialists were sought.  Participants 
were drawn from federal, state and local government agencies, with responsibilities 
for urban and regional planning, or the provision of supporting physical infrastructure, 
natural resources management and environmental protection.  Annexure 3.1 provides 
more detail of participants and their agencies. 
 
The planning ‘objectives’ participants and their agencies sought for new housing, and 
the challenges they experienced during implementation are presented below.  The 
findings were drawn from raw transcript data through three cycles of analysis, which 
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progressively refined emergent themes, concepts, and sub-concepts.  The method 
applied to selecting planning agencies and participants, and then analysing raw data 
is described in Chapter 3.   
 
Objectives 
Interviews and focus groups commenced by discussing perspectives on the planning 
objectives for new housing, which participants and their agencies sought to achieve in 
their communities.  These are discussed below. 
 
New housing supply  
We really want projects... SA state strategic and assessments planner 
(SAPFG1(02) 
 
Facilitating the supply of new housing projects was an objective reported by 
participants from a range of agencies.  State assessments planner NSWI(01) was 
committed to projects proceeding provided they conformed with the Sydney 
metropolitan strategic plan, while NSWP(12) reported his state finance agency was 
considering how to facilitate an increase in new housing delivery after an acute 
downturn in activity, when developers ‘shied away from Sydney’.  Senior executives 
from two councils, SAP(04) and NSWP(03), and SAP(05) a strategic planner from an 
inner Adelaide council, reported implementation of state imposed housing targets as 
an objective.  A senior assessments planner from an inner urban council NSWP(11) 
described a ‘desire’ to provide housing projects with planning approvals in an efficient 
way.  ACT planner participants monitored and analysed market demand for new 
housing land, and coordinated with the LDA to ensure the land supply allocated in 
strategic plans and then provided with supporting infrastructure was adequate to meet 
demand.  Federal participant AUSPFG(03) explained his agency had an indirect role 
in promoting new housing supply.  The agency was responsible for collating economic 
data associated with housing activity, and potential planning system impediments to 
new supply, which informed the budget or policy recommendations the agency made 
to elected decision makers.   
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Metropolitan urban form 
Participants from state agencies raised the spatial layout of land uses and transport 
within cities, and the location and type of new housing projects as a category of 
objective.  Senior executives from state and territory agencies SAP(01), ACTP(01), 
and NSWP(09) prioritised transport and activity corridors, mixed use centres, and 
locating new medium or high density housing close to transport, infrastructure and 
centres.  These priorities were also mentioned by SAP(02), a state assessments 
planner and NSWP(12) from a state finance agency.  Facilitating large urban renewal 
projects was also an objective.  NSWP(09) referred to Sydney’s ‘Urban Activation 
Precincts’, in Adelaide participants mentioned ‘Bowden’, a large renewal project on an 
obsolete industrial site.  In the ACT it was medium to high density housing along a 
future light rail route through Canberra’s northern suburbs.  Other planners raised 
urban containment objectives.  State assessments planner NSWP(01) wanted to limit 
‘McMansions’ ‘way out west where there’s no infrastructure’.  NSWP(12) expressed a 
view that low density, new residential areas outside of existing urban areas generated 
economic costs, associated with transport congestion, negative environmental and 
social outcomes, and delivering infrastructure.  SAP(08) and SAP(07) from state 
natural resources and environmental protection agencies sought to contain new 
housing areas and separate them from sensitive natural areas, such as water 
catchments, or economically important industries whose activities may be constrained 
by proximity to housing.   
 
At the local level, enhancing the use of infrastructure and services by directing medium 
and higher density housing to accessible locations was important for NSWP(08) a 
growth council assessments planner, SAP(03) an executive from a growth council and 
NSWP(06) an executive from a regional council. 
 
Building strong and prosperous communities 
The creation of communities with high quality residential amenity was an important 
objective, particularly for local council participants.  For NSWP(05) a senior 
assessments planner from a growth council, and executive SAP(06) from a regional 
council, this meant protecting the unique rural character and amenity of their areas 
from subsumption by new suburbs.  SAP(06) wanted to attract high quality projects to 
bring benefits to her regional community, however any new project would have to be 
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integrated and not become a stand-alone, privileged enclave.  Other objectives 
included the creation and maintenance of liveable, safe, sustainable, and economically 
viable communities.   
 
Creating diverse and affordable communities 
‘Diverse communities’ that accommodate a range of housing ‘with a bit of everybody 
and everything’, was important to NSWP(11).  Affordable housing was a key element 
of diversity.  At a state level, NSWP(12) identified improving housing affordability as 
an objective for Sydney as NSW was losing population to more affordable jurisdictions.  
NSWP(11) thought that affordable dwelling targets should be implemented to assist 
people displaced by high house prices in his inner Sydney area.  In inner Adelaide, 
strategic planner SAP(05) argued for additional higher density projects to increase the 
total volume of available housing.  New medium density projects were well supplied in 
strategic planner NSWP(06)’s regional town, so his objective was to increase low 
density housing in new release areas.  Growth council executives SAP(03) and 
SAP(04) thought the provision of diverse housing types was important to generate a 
range of prices to suit different housing budgets, different types of households and 
different life stages.  Again in inner Adelaide and Sydney, SAP(05) and NSWP(11) 
emphasised the need for medium and higher density in their areas for older people 
seeking smaller homes.  In Sydney, the provision of larger apartments for families was 
the objective.  In Adelaide, providing housing that was capable of adaptation to longer 
term demographic changes was desirable, for example, student accommodation that 
could later accommodate older couples. 
 
In inner Sydney developers must make monetary contributions toward the provision 
of affordable housing, or provide affordable dwellings within their projects. NSWP(11) 
noted the total funding generated from these contributions was only a small proportion 
of what was actually required to address affordability in the area.  In SA SAP(02) 
discussed ‘affordable living’ as an objective, where housing is well located relative to 
employment, services and infrastructure and well designed to manage on going costs. 
High quality project and urban design 
High quality urban and architectural design was an objective for planning controls.  
SAP(04), a senior executive from a growth council, explained ‘good urban design for 
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me is the mix of compromises that gives you the best overall outcome’, therefore he 
sought input from community, environmental, and engineering specialists as well as 
architects and landscape architects.  Architectural and urban design quality was 
prioritised by NSWP(10), a member of a state assessment panel, and this was also a 
planning objective in NSWP(11)’s inner Sydney council area.  
 
Ensuring sustainability  
For federal environmental planner AUSTP(02) working with state, territory and local 
government to integrate water cycle management, biodiversity and energy 
management principles from the earliest phases of strategic planning was 
fundamental to ensure those principles were implemented in the completed 
communities.  A similar approach was taken to resolving national biodiversity issues 
during strategic planning for the Sydney Growth Centres, and in Canberra’s Gungahlin 
growth area, negating the need individual projects to obtain environmental clearances 
from the federal government in a piece meal fashion.  However, AUSTP(02) cautioned 
that for this to be successful, the federal government must be confident the state or 
territory involved will fulfil any commitments it made as the new residential area is 
delivered.  In inner Adelaide, SAP(05) was mindful of meeting state and federal 
government sustainability objectives. 
 
Personal and professional objectives 
Planner participants had professional and personal objectives.  In particular, they 
wanted to contribute value which would enhance the quality of completed projects.  
SAP(05) noted, ‘if I could make them better, then I’d done my job’, while NSWP(05) 
felt adding ‘value’ that improved completed projects was the ‘point’ of her work, and 
she had improved her knowledge by dealing with ‘real planning issues’.  Council 
executive SAP(04) worked in a disadvantaged growth area in outer Adelaide.  He was 
motivated by ‘personal value drivers’ to do ‘something that was more an outcome for 
the citizens of SA’.  He, NSWP(05) and SAP(06) enjoyed being part of a council and 
a community, and found visiting project sites informative for them and their staff.  
Senior infrastructure manager ACTP(03) had a long career ‘serving the community’, 
and received a ‘lot of happiness’ from driving in Canberra’s new suburbs seeing what 
had been built, and would remain ‘for another hundred years’.  He was proud that he 
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had ‘led a team who did these things in Canberra’.  Senior state planners NSWP(02) 
and NSWP(01) were mindful of imposing personal values and preferences regarding 
housing types and planning solutions during their professional activities.  
 
Challenges to achieving planning objectives 
Planner participants discussed factors which challenged the achievement of planning 
objectives for housing within their state, metropolitan, regional and local communities.  
During analysis of the raw data, the challenges they faced were categorized into three 
themes: the planning system in which the participants worked; the complexities 
associated with ensuring physical and social infrastructure is delivered to support new 
housing; and, addressing the attitudes, values and objectives of their communities, 
including elected representatives. 
 
The planning system 
Planner participants from each case study jurisdiction and each tier of government 
raised the planning system itself as a challenge to the achievement of planning 
objectives.  Complexity in the NSW system was referred to by eight participants, for 
example, NSWP(11) noted development assessment processes were becoming 
‘more and more sophisticated and complicated every year’.  He also reported that the 
range of planning controls imposed by the state government in LEPs were impractical 
to implement.  Some referred to environmental constraints that were not present, or 
were beyond Council’s ability to assess and determine.  He and his planning team 
were obliged to consider these during development assessment, and developers were 
required to submit technical reports.  The controls were couched as, ‘Council must 
not…it’s up to the Council to determine’, but he argued, ‘it shouldn’t be up to Council’, 
as they were not technical experts and could not take responsibility for proper 
assessment.  He also suggested that standard templates for planning controls being 
applied across NSW could not adequately address local issues, ‘I can’t possibly see 
how it can address all of these things’.   
 
In contrast, state assessments planner NSWP(01) questioned many of the controls 
that local Councils imposed on the project sites.  In her experience assessing 
proposed projects on these sites, a lot of time was spent ‘angsting over a lot of detail 
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and a lot of conditions and a lot of requirements’, when some controls are ‘just not 
complied with, and people just go and build what’s practical’.  Similarly, NSWP(03) 
found some planning controls superfluous when he could resolve site, design and 
community benefit issues directly with individual developers.  This could then be 
encapsulated in a Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) that legally bound council and 
the developer to meet commitments.  Senior assessments planner ACTP(02) found 
that strategic and development assessment processes seemed to ‘take forever’ 
‘because there’s constraint over constraint over constraint’ which must be resolved. 
 
Another aspect of complexity was its impact on affordability.  For example, state 
assessments planner SAP(02) was of the view SA residents had relatively low 
incomes and could not afford the initial outlay on sustainability measures, 
notwithstanding the house would be more affordable to live in. 
 
Lack of suitable project sites 
Participants also reported that sites suitable for new housing projects in locations 
which met metropolitan strategic planning objectives were becoming increasingly 
scarce.  For example, NSWP(09) an executive from a state planning agency noted: 
‘all the low hanging fruit’s been taken’ in Sydney’s established areas.  Also in inner 
Sydney NSWP(11) described two obsolete industrial precincts where strategic 
planning had been completed, rezoning them for residential and creating planning 
controls.  Unfortunately, delivering new housing projects ‘in the next 5, 10, 15, 20 years 
or whatever’ in a coordinated way would be constrained by persisting industrial uses 
and the ‘numerous land holdings’, some of which had ‘some very strange allotment 
shapes and sizes’.   
 
Similarly, in SA, some newly released and rezoned areas are held by hundreds of 
individuals, who SAP(04) an executive from a growth area council, had found difficult 
to coordinate, ‘try and pull 80 together’, there are ‘ethnic tensions’, owners who do not 
wish to sell, and pre-existing horticultural uses that were not suitable for a residential 
area, but whose right to continue operating were protected.  The outcome was ‘a 
patchwork quilt’ of project sites that could take up to 30 years to meld into a cohesive 
urban area, confounding the ‘orderly’ development of growth areas.    
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Rigidly application of time limits and planning controls 
Participants perceived regulated time limits on development assessment processes, 
combined with rigid application of strategic planning requirements as a challenge to 
delivery of housing projects.  Growth council executive SAP(03), described how 
planners were placed under pressure when industry organisations formally submit 
proposed projects for development assessment and the ‘clock starts ticking’.  Strategic 
planner focus group participants from a middle ring Sydney council area explained 
rigid application of planning controls was exacerbated by external pressure to 
complete assessment processes more quickly than even the regulated time limit.  
They observed a ‘tick a box’ approach to assessment had been engendered, which 
encouraged submission of ‘cookie cutter’ projects which progressed quickly through 
assessment.  Simultaneously, they perceived developers were deterred from 
submitting proposed projects that may have offered a higher quality design, but would 
require more careful assessment.  These planners had prepared planning controls 
that were intended to be interpreted flexibly, and allowed a variety of design solutions.  
However, they were disappointed their assessment planner colleagues were under 
such pressure they were unable, or unwilling, to interact with industry professionals to 
achieve improved design outcomes.   
 
Resource constraints resulted in NSWP(03)’s middle ring council adopting a similar 
approach.  Interactions with industry organisations and professionals during 
development assessment were limited to an ‘almost a rules-based negotiation 
process, and the rule is, you make an application to us and we’ll determine it.’  
Alternate design options were not discussed unless additional application fees were 
paid.  Instead projects were approved with conditions addressing concerns, or refused, 
because ‘we can’t afford to hold their hands.’  The rigid application of controls was a 
‘huge attitude problem’ for ACTP(03) a senior manager from the ACT’s infrastructure 
agency.  He found workable design solutions could be refused if they did not 
completely comply, which impacted negatively on the delivery of utilities and services.   
NSWP(07) from a regional council had previously worked in SA, where the planning 
system allows non-compliant proposed projects to be assessed and approved.  She 
believed these provisions allowed planners to consider ‘grey’ areas, as proposed 
projects and associated issues may not be simply ‘black and white’.  She contrasted 
her SA experience positively against the NSW planning system, where she noted state 
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planning agencies were involved in the preparation and content of growth area 
structure plans and planning controls, and only projects that were ‘permissible’ were 
able to be considered.  
 
Other participants supported consistent application of planning provisions.  For 
example, state assessments planner NSWP(01) considered it ‘bad’ the government 
was prepared to assess potential housing sites beyond those identified in metropolitan 
strategic plans, ‘to my mind you either have true strategic planning or you don’t’.  
However, she then observed, ‘but then again all this strategic planning doesn’t seem 
to result in much, so something needs to happen differently’.   
 
The planning profession 
These challenges were compounded for some participants by external pressures on 
the profession.  State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) described a ‘dedicated’ 
profession that was taking a ‘pounding’, while council planner SAP(05) described 
planners as ‘stressed’.  State assessments planer NSWP(01) found it frustrating ‘when 
everyone always blames the planners’.  State level assessments planner SAPFG(02) 
was also frustrated by erroneous perceptions planners were ‘anti-development’.   
 
Participants perceived a lack of relevant skills or confidence within the planning 
profession as an impediment to delivering housing that met planning objectives.  State 
assessment panel member NSWP(10) attributed this in part to planner education, 
arguing architecture and urban design education should be augmented in planning 
courses.  She also observed planners were inexperienced and not well supervised, 
resulting in a tendency to confine development assessment to ‘tick-a-box’ exercises, 
or a focus on small details rather than mediate compromises or negotiate better 
outcomes.  NSWP(03) thought it may be a matter of experience, with planners who 
were ‘younger than us’ being more ‘pedantic’ in their approach to development 
assessment and curtailing the ‘scope’ available to project proponents.  State 
participant NSWP(12) also noted planners’ experience was often limited to the public 
sector, and they had little exposure to business, so while they found it easy to ‘white 
ant’ and criticise industry activities, and they did not understand industry motivations.  
Senior executives from three councils observed planners under their supervision 
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lacked an understanding of industry imperatives.  SAP(03) provided an example of a 
young planner who failed to see the urgency in obtaining input from an infrastructure 
agency that was required to complete a development assessment.  SAP(04) 
sympathised with the industry ‘catchcry’ that planners focused on technical 
compliance and did not understand commercial realities, or the negative 
consequences of long time frames and unnecessary requests for more information.   
 
Others perceived planners as misunderstanding their role, or having a poor attitude.  
State planning agency executive NSWP(09) thought some planners had a ‘very 
strange mentality’, which was ‘myopic’, so when projects are delivered, ‘they think they 
were the biggest part in the puzzle and they weren’t’.  Conversely, when projects do 
not occur, ‘they blame themselves’, when in reality there were ‘far greater economic 
circumstances’ beyond the scope of planning that are a ‘throttle on housing supply’.  
Assessments planner ACTP(02) expressed similar sentiments, planners were ‘kidding 
themselves’ regarding their role in the development process, they facilitate projects, 
they do not deliver them.  NSWP(12) observed planners had a limited appreciation of 
‘how they can encourage things, what the natural tensions are, and what other 
people’s roles are’.  He argued planners fundamentally misunderstood their ability to 
control the city, considering it a ‘personal Lego set’, and that they could direct how 
people lived.   
 
Strategic plans with no commitment to provide infrastructure  
Participants viewed supporting infrastructure as essential for successful plans, 
projects and cities.  For SA local and state planners attracting federal government 
funding for major urban infrastructure was important.  State planning agency executive 
SAP(01) viewed these projects as catalysts that changed and shaped cities and 
regions.  Growth council executive SAP(04) saw federal infrastructure investment in 
SA as necessary to enhance its ability to attract investment from large housing industry 
developers.  Federal infrastructure planner AUSP(01) had a slightly different 
perspective, expressing frustration that state governments sought up to $billions for 
projects that would not be supported by the new urban growth that was required to 
justify such large investments.  Instead, funding requests were a consequence of 
political pressure to announce major infrastructure projects, or associated with 
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unachievable planning objectives, for example 30:70 ratios of new housing in growth 
areas to existing areas.   
 
State and local planners from all three jurisdictions were challenged by strategic 
planning processes which generated housing targets for local areas and coloured 
maps that allocated land for housing, but failed to address requirements for supporting 
infrastructure.  The housing envisaged by these plans could not be delivered until there 
were commitments to fund, implement and operate infrastructure.  ‘Infrastructure’ 
included the range of physical and social infrastructure provided at a local, regional 
and national level, and included: biodiversity and vegetation; roads, rail and public 
transport services; water utilities; and storm and flood water management; energy and 
telecommunications; education and childcare; parks and recreation; health and 
welfare; commercial and retail centres and employment. 
 
Growth council executive, SAP(04) observed that within government the concept of 
‘zoning’ a site for housing was construed as ‘market ready’, however for land to be 
market ready there needed to be at least a commitment to the required infrastructure.  
Middle-ring council executive NSWP(03) attributed this phenomenon in part to a state 
planning agency which had ‘lost their way’, becoming ‘planning administrators’ instead 
of undertaking strategic planning to resolve regional infrastructure issues.  As a result, 
strategic plans for metropolitan Sydney were less relevant than in the past, even 
though they were adopted at more frequent intervals.  In his area the limited capacity 
of regional infrastructure meant it would not be possible to achieve the state target for 
new dwellings.  Until the state government committed to providing supporting 
infrastructure his Council had decided not to support strategic planning new residential 
areas or increased residential densities.   
 
State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) described the failure to resolve infrastructure 
prior to rezoning as frustrating for local councils and developers who assumed that 
planning approvals could be obtained, when they could not.  Simultaneously the 
acquisition of project sites became more expensive as land owners’ price expectations 
rose.  SAP(03) argued this failure undermined the confidence of industry, the council 
and the community in state managed strategic planning processes.  For example, the 
state had rezoned land for a new, large residential area within his area, located in 
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south east Adelaide.  It was two years before Council could provide planning approvals 
for residential subdivisions as infrastructure arrangements had not been resolved 
between the state, the council, land owners and developers.  Similarly, NSWP(08) a 
council assessments planner, described Growth Centre Precincts within her council in 
south west Sydney that the state government had rezoned for new residential areas.  
Key items of regional infrastructure were still in the early phases of planning and 
design and it would be several years before installation could commence.   
 
State planner NSWP(02) had a different perspective, suggesting Councils resisted 
growth because they had unrealistic expectations regarding the quality and amount of 
infrastructure required, and feared new suburbs would be under serviced and poor 
quality environments.  However, council planner participants NSWP(05), SAP(05), 
SAP(03), and NSWP(07) observed resentment toward state government imposed 
projects, or processes, was associated with the limited financial resources Councils 
had available to fund services within new communities.   
 
Conversely, where infrastructure commitments were resolved with strategic planning 
better processes were reported.  SAP(03) provided another example of a large scale 
strategic planning process undertaken by his Council where each benefiting land 
owner or developer was required to enter into a legally binding agreement with Council 
to contribute to infrastructure prior to completion of strategic planning.  Developers 
were ‘whinging’ about this arrangement as it was a first for SA, but SAP(03) noted ‘the 
proof is in the pudding’ and those developers had continued to invest in the area.  
Similarly, NSWP(05) reported state government commitment to supporting 
infrastructure within new residential areas had contributed to overcoming the Council’s 
and community’s initial resistance to growth.   
 
Complex cross agency and cross tier processes 
Participants were challenged by the complexity and time required to coordinate 
infrastructure and secure commitments to its funding, implementation and operation 
across agencies and government tiers.  State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) lacked 
confidence in the information the state planning agency provided regarding the 
location, volume and timing of new projects.  Her agency had made a significant 
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investment in infrastructure in the Precinct on the basis that strategic planning had 
been completed and the area was rezoned for residential purposes.  However, no new 
housing projects were delivered in that area for many years.  Conversely in another 
Precinct the state planning agency had provided accurate information on lot production 
and staging.  This allowed the agency to efficiently coordinate infrastructure 
investment, and identify when a future investment stage should occur.  Similarly, 
council assessments planner NSWP(11) reported poor information regarding the 
timing of essential regional infrastructure installation delayed development 
assessment processes for proposed housing projects in new residential sites within 
inner Sydney.   
 
Senior strategic planner ACTP(01) explained strategic plans required the approval of 
the ACT Cabinet and input from other agencies which lengthened strategic planning 
time frames.  Council strategic planner, NSWPFG(02) provided an example of 
planning for new housing projects and associated public domain where a state 
infrastructure agency would not coordinate its requirements for land to accommodate 
regional infrastructure.  The state planning agency did not mediate a resolution 
between council and the infrastructure agency, but instead state planners sought to 
impose a third, and contradictory, design solution, which in this participant’s view was 
not suited to the local context.   
 
For state agency planners SAP(02) and SAP(01) the privatisation of some 
infrastructure providers challenged coordinating infrastructure provision and new 
housing in strategic planning and development assessment processes they 
undertook.  Similarly, parallel, and sometime competing, requirements and processes 
of infrastructure agencies challenged state strategic planner NSWP(02) in the Sydney 
Growth Centres.  He and his agency had been working with those agencies to consider 
how planning processes for land use and infrastructure could be coordinated to 
facilitate housing supply.  However, he had encountered ‘fairly strong resistance’ and 
a ‘defensive sort of attitude’.  State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) also found 
relationships between planning, infrastructure agencies, and industry ‘adversarial’, 
despite a notional shared commitment to the delivery of high quality new housing.   
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Duplication between agencies was a factor.  ACTP(02) described how biodiversity 
issues were assessed by the federal government under the federal Environmental 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act).  These matters were also 
considered by the ACT planning agency during development assessment.  The federal 
agency was prepared to merge the two assessment process, but still require projects 
obtain two separate approvals.  ACTP(02) argued federal approvals should also be 
merged with Territory planning approval.   
 
A lack of transparent processes for managing infrastructure responsibilities with industry 
In SA the lack of clear processes for scoping and specifying local infrastructure, and 
then apportioning responsibility for its funding, construction and ongoing operation 
presented a challenge.  Growth council executive SAP(04) observed this generated 
uncertainty and conflict.  In the absence of a clear process Council and developers 
became combatants ‘thrashing out a deal’, which resulted in a loss of trust that tainted 
the relationship at a point when they should be working in partnership to create new 
communities.  He explained that in SA, councils were responsible for providing local 
infrastructure to support growth areas, yet they lacked staff and financial resources, 
and may be required to borrow large amounts.  He also observed uncertainty 
regarding infrastructure was driving smaller organisations out of the industry.   
 
Unlike SA, NSW has a transparent process for scoping, costing and apportioning 
responsibility for local infrastructure, provided by the provisions of Section 94 of the 
Act.  Notwithstanding, there were still issues associated with its implementation.  State 
assessments planner NSWP(01) observed Councils were pressuring the state 
government to allow them to increase the infrastructure contributions they could seek 
from industry.  Local assessments planner NSWP(11) viewed the Section 94 process 
as somewhat flawed.  He had observed industry professionals overestimated the value 
of land, or Works in Kind (WIK) they provided in order to minimise the monetary 
component of their contribution responsibilities.  The process of resolving issues was 
time consuming, and required specialists reports such as land valuations, and in his 
view ‘the system’s not ideally set up for it’.  Both he and fellow council planner 
NSWP(06) found the contributions process complex and resource hungry. 
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In the ACT the process of calculating and collecting contributions from developers is 
clearly established and is tied to ‘Lease Variations’.  For ACTP(03) the issue was 
ensuring that local infrastructure assets delivered by developers in conjunction with 
project construction were of acceptable quality and met standards and specifications 
to minimise maintenance and operational issues.  
 
The community’s housing preferences 
A lack of market demand was perceived as discouraging industry from delivering 
certain housing types in the locations that were sought by planning objectives.  For 
example, state strategic planner SAPFG(02) suggested there was market resistance 
to medium density, infill housing.  NSWP(02) argued planners should work to educate 
the market to demand housing which met planning objectives.  NSWP(12) suggested 
while apartments in inner areas were consistent with planning objectives, they needed 
to be made more attractive to the market to compete with houses in outer urban areas 
that were available at similar prices.  In Adelaide, SAP(05) reported her Council was 
already actively promoting the benefits of higher density, inner city living by running 
an ‘Already Home’ campaign. 
 
Existing Communities  
Community participation in planning activities was supported by participants.  As 
strategic planner ACTP(01) described, ‘in principle, it’s a democratic process, and it’s 
good, and you learn lots about local communities that you don’t know.’  However, 
participants from all jurisdictions and government tiers raised concerns regarding the 
amount of community participation, and its utility given a tendency for some community 
sections to dominant the discourse, with intractable positions that were potentially 
counterproductive. 
 
Older people were perceived by planners ACTP(01), NSWP(04) and SAP(05) as 
dominating community consultation programmes as they had the desire, time, 
resources and skills to participate, whereas other groups may not.  NSWP(04) 
predicted that as older people became an increasingly larger proportion of the 
population the tension between their positions, and the requirements of other groups 
would increase.  Achievement of planning objectives such as housing diversity was 
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challenged by their priorities, such as protecting their interests, neighbourhoods and 
lifestyles from perceived threats associated with catering for other households with 
different housing preferences, needs and budgets.  For example, SAP(05) suggested 
younger households may have smaller budgets, and a willingness to live at higher 
densities, in ‘share’ households, or without parking.  SAP(03) and SAP(04) observed 
residents who lived on large allotments and valued retaining rural character resisted 
smaller lots, yet SAP(04) believed there was demand for small lots as they sold well.     
 
At a broader level federal infrastructure planner AUSP(01) perceived some community 
input as symptomatic of a broader societal trend.  He asked, ‘what sort of society are 
we creating for ourselves?’  He argued the ‘people of Sydney’ are ‘looking to 
appropriate scarce public resources to protect their position’, and will ‘not accept that 
there is a curb’, and also a ‘responsibility to accept some change’ for example 
additional housing projects in their areas to support the provision of new infrastructure.  
Similarly, in middle ring Sydney NSWPFG(02) described how existing residents 
wanted improved shopping centres and services, but simultaneously rejected the new 
housing projects that would make provision of those improvements feasible.     
Other participants referred to more general attitudes.  NSWP(10) had noticed ‘very 
well orchestrated objectionism’ against even relatively minor proposals, even when 
those objecting may not be significantly affected.  NSWP(04) believed the ‘community 
perceives developer is a dirty word’, and development is ‘not seen, in any way, shape 
or form, as positive.’  NSWP(12) described the community’s dislike of change.  This 
participant was blunt: 
Yeah, again some of those community group people that just spruik fear, out 
of bigotry really.  NSWPFG(01) 
 
 
Participants also described misunderstandings that exacerbated community concerns.  
For example, NSWP(05) received objections to proposed childcare centres within new 
residential areas, which were permitted within applicable plans, but which the 
community had not anticipated.  NSWPFG(02) believed his community overestimated 
the size of the area zoned to permit apartments.  ACTP(02) thought that the community 
did not understand the broader planning context and therefore worried each proposed 
project was the ‘thin end of the wedge’ and must be stopped. 
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ACTP(02) argued for ‘keeping the dialogue going’, while ACTP(01) suggested visual 
material such as diagrams or models may assist with understanding.  NSWP(04) noted 
it may be difficult to communicate with older people using the internet or the like. 
 
Some participants perceived excessive community scrutiny contributed to unintended 
housing outcomes.  The NSW government had set targets for higher density housing 
in one middle ring, low density Sydney council area, and then undertook planning to 
ensure those targets were met.  Strategic planner participants from that council 
reported strong opposition from the community and elected councillor representatives.  
These participants found themselves managing a tense relationship between state 
and the community.  One was convinced: 
…. because the residents and everybody is just so against development, that 
we’re getting poor quality development as a result.   NSWPFG(03)   
 
Nevertheless, planner participants were determined to involve the community in 
innovative ways.  In this council, and an adjoining area, consultation programmes had 
been instigated which sought the views of a broad range of residents, beyond those 
who responded to regulated, mandatory notification processes.  Focus groups were 
convened and random surveys undertaken.  Unfortunately, the results were not 
accepted by regularly involved community members, councillors and in one case, the 
state member of parliament.  NSWPFG(01) described how some community members 
claimed participants in these programmes with different views ‘didn’t understand the 
issues’ or were ‘bribed’ to provide particular responses.  Conversely, in Adelaide 
SAP(05) reported similarly styled consultation programmes resulted in positively 
received results that contributed to planning processes.   
 
Planning decision makers 
Elected councillors presented a challenge to some SA participants.  SAP(04) reported 
Councillors lacked a clear vision for the area.  SAP(05) noted Councillors under 
intense community scrutiny had become ‘dysfunctional’, and some did not understand 
the need for higher density.  Conversely SAP(06) reported Councillors sought more 
new housing in a quest to generate revenue, without considering the increased 
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financial burdens associated with growth.  SAP(03) reported a conscious effort to de-
politicise the development assessment process in SA by establishing an independent 
Development Assessment Commission (DAC) and Development Assessment Panels 
(DAPs).  Similarly, SAP(05) reported the use of independent and expert panels to 
assess major projects had overcome the problem of Councillors delaying proposed 
high density apartment projects in the city for other than sound planning reasons, and 
NSWP(12) supported the referral of proposed projects with potential impacts beyond 
the local area to Joint Regional Planning Panels for determination.   
 
NSWP(12) explained there are 42 metropolitan councils within metropolitan Sydney, 
which some Councillors considered ‘parochial fiefdoms’, and did not value the 
imperatives of the regional community.  He provided this summary of the complex 
milieu in which NSW planning operated: 
And so you get people on council who may not represent the broader 
community; and you get councils who may not act in the benefits of the 
broader regional community, and having so many of these politicians, there’s 
a cost to that, and then you’ve got to overlay it, obviously, with community 
action groups and lobby groups on both sides, and a lot of philosophers within 
that, and people who want to comment on where they think people should be.  
Finance, state NSWP(12) 
 
Delivering new housing 
In this chapter section the housing delivery process is outlined, and the influences on 
the decisions of industry participants and their organisations during that process are 
discussed.  The findings were drawn from raw transcript data through three cycles of 
analysis, which progressively refined emergent themes, concepts, and sub-concepts, 
as described in Chapter 3.  Industry participant quotes, and the explanatory concepts 
drawn from that raw data are provided at Annexure 4.1.   
 
Thirty nine industry professionals based within the three case study planning 
jurisdictions participated.  They were selected from a diverse range of industry 
organisations, which were characterised by their size and structure, for example 
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private companies, ASX listed, government developers and NFP.  A full description of 
each participant’s organisation is at Annexure 3.2.   
 
The housing delivery process 
In Australia housing is delivered by industry organisations and professionals who take 
‘most of the initiative for development and redevelopment in Australian cities’, using 
their ‘innate ability to read market signals’ while acting as a ‘nexus between occupier, 
investor, development and construction sections of the property market’ (Ruming, 
2009: 1462, 1463).  A variety of activities are undertaken as labour, capital, and land 
inputs are coordinated to deliver the volume and type of housing the market demands, 
in particular locations at particular points in time (Rowley and Phibbs, 2012: 4).  The 
completed project may be very different from the one initially visualised, as 
compromises are made in order to synthesis a range of evolving influences and inputs 
over sometimes lengthy delivery time frames (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013, Ball, 2012, 
Coiacetto, 2012). 
 
The housing delivery processes can be distilled into three broad phases.  
Commencing a project is motivated by the potential to gain from meeting a new or 
unmet demand, which industry identifies by considering demographic, technological, 
economic or social drivers (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  This potential is weighed 
against the strength of competition within the market segment (Ball, 2003).  While 
success relies on the strength of market demand for the project, judging the market is 
an inexact science and market conditions can evolve between project inception, and 
presentation for sale or rent (Coiacetto, 2012).  The intentions and aspirations of the 
organisation are also influential during this early phase, and strategic sites may be 
secured for projects that may not commence for many years hence (Adams et al., 
2008, Adams and Tiesdell, 2013). 
A search is commenced for a site with potential to accommodate a project for which 
there is demand, although it is unlikely that a perfect match will be found (Coiacetto, 
2012).  Site acquisition may be initiated with land holders to gauge their price or 
contractual expectations and potential costs considered, such as the complexity of 
acquisition, requirements for property amalgamations, tenure, existing easements, 
physical constraints such as contamination and legal issues (Rowley and Phibbs, 
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2012: 4).  The assets of the site and its neighbourhood are judged, for example its 
access to infrastructure, centres, employment, and services, and the potential 
attitudes of the existing community (Ball, 2012).  ‘Risks’ associated with plans, 
planning controls and planning processes and community attitudes are considered 
(Rowley and Phibbs, 2012: 4).  However, these may not necessarily be a priority, as 
they can be managed during the course of the project.  There is ‘always flexibility in 
planning:  room to negotiate, to lobby, and to use formal channels to bend some 
planning requirement, in time’ (Coiacetto, 2012: 63). 
 
Next, project feasibility is assessed and a commitment is made to proceed.  Failure to 
understand constraints, costs or revenue could not only affect feasibility, but also delay 
project delivery so the market is ‘missed’, and revenue affected.  No potential project 
is the same as another, so there is no formula which can be relied on to establish 
feasibility in every case (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  Concept designs that nominate 
housing types, including subdivision and titling arrangements, and the volume and 
timing of stages within larger projects are prepared.  Costs are established from 
specialist work addressing the site’s physical constraints; requirements for utilities and 
infrastructure, including planning contributions; site acquisition costs; planning related 
costs; construction costs; taxes and financing.  Revenue is projected from an 
understanding of the market price the project will achieve, at the time it is delivered.  
The preparation of concept designs, cost estimates and revenue projections is an 
iterative and interactive process, requiring inputs from a team of specialists, including 
architects, lawyers, engineers, marketing experts, estimators, surveyors and planners 
(Coiacetto, 2012).   
 
The project is structured, for example Joint Venture (JV) may be established, or project 
development agreements entered into with site owners (Rowley and Phibbs, 2012: 4).  
The site may be acquired outright, or arrangements made with the owner, for example 
options, staged purchase or profit sharing arrangements.  The price of potential project 
sites is affected by the market knowledge of the vendor and the acquirer, and cost of 
providing infrastructure to support the envisaged use (Ball, 2003).  The timing of 
acquisition, seeking planning approvals, construction commencement, rate of delivery 
and introduction to the market are dependent on ‘interactions of macro-factors, local 
housing market context and microeconomic issues’ (Leishman, 2015: 19). 
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Finally, project designs are completed and mandatory planning approvals obtained.  
Construction is undertaken including earth works, landscaping, and installation of 
supporting infrastructure.  New property boundaries are surveyed and titles are 
registered allowing the new dwellings or house lots to be sold, rented and finally 
occupied.  The market, availability of labour, As the resources available to developers 
are finite, a delay of one project’s delivery process will constrain the ability to progress 
the next project, thereby reducing the volume of new housing or housing land that can 
be delivered in a particular time frame (Australian Productivity Commission, 2011: 
151).   
 
Figure 4:2 illustrates the delivery process.   
 
 
Figure 4:2 The housing project delivery process 
Source: Author and Rowley and Phibbs (2012) 
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Influences on industry decisions 
Industry participants discussed what influenced them and their organisations as 
decisions were made regarding the location, type, price, volume and timing of new 
housing projects.  Four inter-related explanatory concepts emerged from analysis of 
the raw data: the market; the organisation; the site; and financial imperatives and 
economic conditions’.   
 
The housing market  
At the end of the day …. if we haven't got buyers we've got nothing.  Small, 
private, developer SAI(02) 
 
Participants reported addressing market factors in three ways.  Firstly, some acquired 
sites suitable for projects that met organisational imperatives.  There may not be an 
existing market for that project in that location, so the organisation would work to create 
a market.  Medium ASX NSWI(11) described a project site which was suitable for the 
high volume residential estates his organisation delivered, but was in a pioneer 
location separated from a nearby city and regional town and their established housing 
markets.  This organisation will promote the project, until there is a ‘realisation by the 
market that it is something different, and that it isn't as remote as people had originally 
contemplated’.  Participants from government developers also undertook projects that 
would introduce new housing types and/or locations to the market.  For example, 
SAI(07) was working on Bowden, a brown-field project where medium density and 
apartments were being introduced into inner Adelaide.  Other government developers 
NSWI(10) and ACTI(01) noted the importance of not competing with the private sector 
when determining the location and type of projects undertaken.   
 
Secondly, participants reported focusing on an existing market segment, and 
purposefully acquiring sites capable of accommodating a suitable project for that 
market.  NFP SAI(13) described the approach as a ‘marketing exercise’ where ‘you're 
trying to help someone else’, so the aim is to ‘provide affordable housing for people 
which is affordable to live in’.  This influenced location, as ‘you have to have access to 
public transport, schools, social services’ to reduce costs associated with transport.  
Large, private, apartment developer NSWI(08) also purposefully sought locations near 
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public transport and ‘decent schools’ as ‘that's the sort of thing that'll appeal to’ 
Chinese purchasers, who comprised the ‘bulk’ of his organisation’s market.  Other 
locations without this access ‘would not appeal to them’ and were discounted.   
 
Finally, participants reported having surplus or opportunistically acquired sites in their 
portfolios.  An existing market for that site was identified, then a matching project 
designed.  For example, NSWI(08)’s organisation deviated from apartments in the 
inner and middle ring to deliver two low density estates in Sydney’s outer suburbs, 
‘because we had two caravan parks that [the owner] bought as investments 40 years 
ago and it came time to divest.’  Government developers ACTI(01) and NSWI(10) also 
undertook one off projects aimed at high end market segments where government 
land in prestige locations became surplus.  NSWI(10) described varying from 1st and 
2nd buyer estates in middle and outer suburbs to undertake a coastal project on a 
surplus hospital site, where the house lots sold ‘for up to $3 million’, however, that was 
‘a peculiarity of that particular project.’  SAI(04) explained the ‘sorts of projects’ his 
medium, private company undertook were designed to suit the project sites that they 
opportunistically acquired.   
 
The targeted market segment influenced the type, features and quality of projects.  A 
member organisation of NSWI(02)’s community housing group required one bedroom 
apartments to suit their ‘predominately single women’ clients, so these were included 
in an apartment project under construction.  SAI(12) from a medium, private company 
sought to include smaller lots in a regional, coastal project ‘because there are retirees 
that want a low maintenance lifestyle.’  Similarly, ‘Design Guidelines’ which applied 
design standards and controls to new housing, particularly in master planned 
residential estates, imposed constraints on future residents, but also provided 
certainty.  Depending on market preferences some participants imposed Guidelines, 
while some purposefully did not, as NSWI(03) from a medium private company 
undertaking a large land development project noted, ‘we offer the feature of not having 
Design Guidelines.’  
 
The market attractiveness of features such as lifts, pools, gyms, or embellished parks 
and playgrounds was weighed against the potential for these to increase development 
costs beyond what the market would accept as a commensurate price increase.  
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SAI(03) and NSWI(14), both from small, private companies, did not include these 
features where the market was unwilling to accept the ongoing operation and 
maintenance costs.  The ongoing costs associated with the project were also critical 
for social housing provider and NFP participants as their organisations may retain 
ownership of the project into the long term. 
 
Market was a key determinant of the sales price or rental for the finished dwellings or 
lots.  Some participants reported having limited control over the sale price, as 
NSWI(12) from a global ASX noted, the ‘price point of sale can only be the price point 
of sale…’. SAI(11) from a large ASX, noted he could not calculate the market price by 
simply adding ‘what it cost us’ to the desired return as, at ‘the end of the day, that's 
not how the market works’, instead the price is ‘determined on supply and demand 
and competition.’  Similarly, small, private NSWI(15) described how the ‘sale rate and 
risk and everything else is just purely related to price.  There’s demand at a certain 
price.  There’s unlimited demand at a certain price.  As soon as you tip over that price, 
the demand slows down.’  This allowed a strategic approach to pricing to be 
implemented by NSWI(11) and NSWI(03) who were working on large master planned 
projects with long delivery time frames.  For example, the prices of initial stages were 
lower, then progressively raised in later stages, to generate a positive image of the 
project.  NSWI(14) from a small, family owned company wanted to stretch the 
company by building higher quality apartments, but had to acquire sites in locations 
where the market would accept higher prices to cover the additional cost, ‘because 
you can build something out of diamonds in Bankstown and they’ll still only pay 
$400,000 for a unit’.  
 
The imperative of understanding the market influenced decisions regarding the timing 
and location of site acquisition, project construction or project marketing, and the 
volume of dwellings or lots delivered in each project stages.  NSWI(05) from a small, 
private company explained, ‘you always want to tread in a market place which you can 
control, you know what the influences are’.  He had never ‘seen a developer hold on’ 
as they ‘speculate that the margins will be more in the future’, and arguments that it 
was developer ‘form, they’re just going to buy that and sit on it forever’ were 
inconsistent with his experience and knowledge of industry.  His organisation wanted 
to be ‘in there and building and going as quickly as possible, onto the next thing’.  
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Delaying project construction could therefore have a cumulative effect on the volume 
of housing delivered over time, as some organisations cannot commence one project 
before completing the last.   
 
Accordingly, thirteen participants from a range of organisation types in each 
jurisdiction expressed a desire to commence projects quickly after obtaining planning 
approval: 
It's pretty much, if we're going to buy something, we're getting the approvals 
and getting into it straightaway.  Small, private company SAI(05) 
 
SAI(12) from a medium, private company described requiring an input of capital to 
keep going or move to the next project, and NSWI(13) found delays affected investors 
in his company who relied on income from projects, so his business model was 
‘damaged’ by delays. 
Organisational characteristics  
Participants referred to organisational characteristics as influencing the type, location 
and price of their projects.  Firstly, the skills and experience of the organisation and its 
employees influenced the projects that were pursued:  
…what do you do and where do you do it?  That’s tied, as most corporates 
are, to their history and how quickly you can change and where you can go.  
Government developer NSWI(10) 
 
Interestingly, some organisations were skilled at undertaking project types with which 
they had no previous experience, and were also able to address multiple property 
sectors and market segments.  NSWI(05) from a medium, private company reported 
his organisation pursued ‘some very left of field things’ as ‘the risk for reward will be 
worth it’.  The company was prepared to undertake new types of projects, in untried 
locations where there was potential for a return, ‘..our adage is we don’t go broke 
making a profit.’  NSWI(07) from a small private company described ‘opportunistic 
projects based upon a particular parcel of land and the opportunity for that parcel of 
land when it arose’.   
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The obligations imposed by statutes, charters and the like were influential on NFPs, 
and government social housing providers and developers.  NSWI(02)’s NFP 
organisation was provided with project sites by churches committed to providing low 
cost housing, which influenced the location, and type of project they undertook.  
Government developers worked to achieve planning objectives, particularly by ‘de-
risking’ strategically located sites to make them attractive to private sector 
organisations.  NSWI(04) social housing agency was driven by ‘the social obligation 
of providing housing for the neediest members of our communities.’  Government 
developer SAI(06) described projects where there was potential for ‘uplift for sound 
reasons that suit the State's objectives’. 
 
Access to resources, including the availability of staff or consultants to undertake the 
project, potential project sites, and the ease or difficulty of raising finance was 
discussed.  SAI(03) small, private company relied on the same consultant planners, 
engineers and architects to design his projects, ensuring consistency and 
documentation that met their standards and requirements as they knew ‘how we detail 
things up’.  The location of the organisation’s office was important for small and 
medium organisations.  SAI(12)’s small private company stopped working 
Queensland, as they did not have the resources to be ‘on the ground’ solving day to 
day building issues.   
 
SAI(10) from a small, private company, was discouraged from moving from low density 
residential estates in growth areas to infill medium density projects because these 
types of projects were more difficult to finance.  This was exacerbated by the inability 
to stage delivery to match market demand so that construction costs were balanced 
against revenue.  NSWI(05) and NSWI(07) from small, private companies reported 
avoiding locations where financial resources were needed to compete in markets that 
NSWI(07) described as ‘hot…where there's little supply and great demand’. 
 
Enhancing and maintaining the reputation of an organisation influenced decisions 
regarding project quality and features, and also the approach taken to the communities 
in which participants worked, future residents, and relationships with the planning 
system.  The enthusiasm with which participants shared plans, brochures and 
newspaper clippings, and in one case, a tour of a recently completed apartment project 
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illustrates the pride they took in their projects and activities.  NSWI(03) from a small 
company, saw it as his ‘job’ to ensure the family that owned the company, and the 
religious brothers who owned the site, were proud of the project as, ‘they’re prominent 
people in the community here’.  This was an influence which was ‘irrelevant’ to the 
feasibility.  A ‘good reputation’ with the state planning agency for being ‘reasonable’ 
was valuable to small, private NSWI(05).  This was also important for government 
developer ACTI(01) whose agency was ‘very focused on building that trust’ with the 
communities within which they worked. 
 
Organisations used different methods to ensure the projects they delivered met their 
own standards, and their reputation.  For example, government developers reported 
stipulating design and construction quality through tender conditions when disposing 
of sites, or through contractual arrangements within joint ventures.  SAI(03) who 
owned a small company sought to ‘control all aspects of the process’ as this made it 
easier ‘to satisfy the promises and deliver what you said you would deliver.’ 
The site and its locality 
Participants highly valued their sites and the infrastructure and amenity of localities 
and neighbourhoods.  A site could attract them to a location, and understanding its 
potential was a key input into the project design and decisions regarding project type.  
For NSWI(07) from a small, private company, the site and its ‘community’ inspired a 
‘vision’ for the project that they would ultimately create. 
 
Seventeen participants described undertaking specialist investigations and designing 
to accommodate physical constraints, such as topography, vegetation, hydraulics, 
vehicle access, or heritage buildings, and attributes such as orientation and outlook.  
Twenty three discussed the existing or future amenity of the locality and 
neighbourhood and access existing or potential infrastructure, services and 
employment.   
 
Thirteen participants raised the cost and complexity of acquiring a site as a constraint 
to choosing that location for a project.  NSWI(01) from a large private company 
described finding a site to suit an identified market for ‘inner city living in Brisbane’, but 
‘the vendor is asking too much money’ affecting project feasibility, so the acquisition 
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will be delayed until the ‘vendor realises that they want to sell’.  NFP ACTI(03) wanted 
to partner with ‘likeminded developers and investors to increase housing stock in our 
charter’, but the high cost of site acquisition in the ACT meant that the ultimate rent ‘is 
extremely high’.  Conversely small, private SAI(01) described entering into contractual 
arrangements with a family to acquire a freehold site as ‘pretty easy’. 
 
Decisions regarding the type, location, price, volume and timing of projects were 
influenced by the size of the project site.  Large sites accommodated ‘master planned’ 
projects undertaken by organisations with the resources and skills to strategically 
manage project implementation over a long period.  A diversity of housing types, 
neighbourhood characteristics and prices could be accommodated in different 
locations within these large projects, which could be delivered at different points in to 
meet changing market conditions.  For NSWI(03), whose company was the ‘long term 
owner’ of a large master planned project, the aim was to build a ‘broader, more robust 
community’ by managing ‘temporal’ fluctuations in ‘confidence’ associated with 
economic cycles, the project scale of the project, and dealing with their ‘responsibility 
in terms of social mix and diverse community and all that’.  NSWI(03) noted ‘good 
common sense’ was applied to the location and timing of construction and marketing 
stages that was based on proximity to infrastructure and existing services.  His 
company did not take a ‘scatter gun’ approach.  Medium to high density housing may 
be provided later as centres and services are provided. NSWI(11) from a medium ASX 
company used a master plan to inform the feasibility and manage cash flow.  It 
included the project’s spatial design, which was divided into costed and timed stages 
containing a specific number of new lots or dwellings, to be constructed at different 
times and coordinated with the provision of infrastructure, centres and services.   
 
Centres and services may not be initially provided in these large, long term projects 
as reported by SAI(14) from a large, private company.  Instead, provision could be 
staged and coordinated with housing delivery, and the arrival of the residents required 
to support viability.  These were provided by the developer, by joint venture, in 
partnerships with builders, or by creating sites and selling or dedicating them to 
appropriate private or public providers.   
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NSWI(11) also used the master plan to communicate the project principles to the 
design and construction team, the company board, the market and to planners and 
planning decision makers during strategic planning processes.  Given implementation 
would take several decades, he anticipated the project would be modified, but 
planners and planning decision makers would consider modifications within the master 
plan framework, which would demonstrate to that the project’s underlying project 
principles were unchanged. 
 
Financial imperatives and economic conditions 
The process of establishing the financial feasibility was described by NSWI(07) from 
a small, private company as commencing with a ‘vision’ for the project, and then 
working out how it could be achieved ‘on a feasible basis.’  For some, feasibility 
entailed careful analysis.  NSWI(11) medium ASX company considered everything, 
including environmental constraints, potential yield, and the ‘political context’.  Analysis 
comprised ‘basically a constraints and opportunities analysis across a whole range of 
considerations which then drops down into a risk profile and a reward profile.’  
Conversely others relied on their knowledge, intuition and experience, for example 
NSWI(14) who reported applying a ‘back of the envelope square metre rate’, combined 
with ‘a lot of experience’.   
 
Only three participants reported undertaking market research, and for two of those it 
was only one of a wide range of specialist reports which were incorporated into the 
feasibility, or used in combination with intuition and trial and error, such SAI(12) whose 
organisation undertook market research, but then put a ‘toe in the water’ and took a 
‘punt’, and NSWI(05) whose organisation was ‘constantly tempering our gut feel with 
some science’. 
 
‘Return’ was considered in two ways.  Firstly, participants reported their organisations 
took a long-term view, committing to projects where site acquisition costs were 
relatively cheap, but which may take a long time to realise, motivated by the potential 
for eventual high returns.  Others undertook projects that could be realised quickly, 
such as NSWI(09)’s large, ASX company whose ‘strategy is just to provide to market 
straightaway’, as quickly as possible, ‘so economies of scale with high turnover’.   
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NFPs, social providers and government developers reported project feasibility was an 
important component of their delivery processes, however returns were not required 
to be as high as other types of organisations.  Instead, the aim was to maintain 
financial stability, while enhancing the ability to deliver housing that met charters or 
government strategic objectives.  As explained by SAI(06), ‘every project has to work 
financially’.  To ensure his NFP organisations did not ‘manipulate the market price’ 
and undercut other developers, ACTI(02) built housing types that met an affordable 
‘rent level’.  
 
Financial imperatives and economic conditions implicitly influenced industry 
participant activities, for example market confidence and the ability of purchasers to 
obtain home loans was affected by economic conditions, which in turn influenced 
demand.  Participants reported being more cautious regarding the volume and timing 
of the new lots or dwellings their organisations delivered since the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC) in 2008.  For example, large, ASX SAI(11) had noticed a ‘lot of focus on 
cash flow’, which reduced the volume of new lots within each of the project stages, ‘so 
gone are the times when we'd build 100 lot stages’, they no longer assumed they could 
‘build it and they would come’.  This company were more ‘prudent’ than in more 
economically confident times, and waited until purchasers had committed to a certain 
number of new lots before construction commenced.  The economic downturn and 
weaker competition provided other participants with an opportunity, provided they had 
adequate financial resources and project sites, as SAI(02) observed, ‘we didn't have 
to answer to anybody, this is our time to shine’.   For small, private SAI(10), economic 
conditions were the ‘greatest driver right now’. 
 
Taxes, and government grants or funding which stimulated particular market segments 
or facilitated projects influenced the volume and timing of delivery.  For example, 
federal and state government launched First Home Owner Grant ‘Boost’, and first 
home buyer support schemes initiated in 2008 (SA Office of State Revenue, 2008, 
Housing Industry Association, 2014).  These facilitated some organisations to maintain 
or increase production, particularly to meet lower priced segments.  NSWI(15)’s small, 
private company increased their ‘production significantly’ when the grant programme 
was introduced.  
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The opportunities provided by government financial stimulus during and after the GFC 
were enhanced when they complemented organisational characteristics and housing 
market drivers.  SAI(11) from a large, ASX thought his organisation was ‘lucky when 
the GFC hit’ as government ‘stimulus’ bought ‘first home buyers onto the market’ and 
it was ‘perfect’ as that was their ‘core market’ and consequently they experienced 
‘amazing growth’.  For social provider NSWI(04) the link was more direct, as the 
federal government increasing funding to the states for new housing affecting the 
volume and timing of their new projects.  NFP ACTI(02) obtained loans from the ACT 
government which enabled his organisation to continue constructing projects when 
other for profit ACT developers could not. 
 
Decision making approaches 
During Cycle 3 of the analysis four organisational approaches to decision making 
emerged, which also influenced the type, location, price, volume and timing of their 
housing projects.  These approaches reflected the requirements, proclivities, 
temperaments or political outlook of the owners, committees, boards, senior 
management, shareholders or the current government for social providers, and 
government developers.  For example, government developer NSWI(10) explained his 
organisation was able to pursue ‘exploratory, more high-risk opportunities’, as the 
Treasury and government Ministers were ‘comfortable that our returns will be reduced 
because we will be doing that work which isn't commercial.’  NFP NSWI(02) was also 
able to take risks and described board members who thought, ‘Oh development, let’s 
get into it’. 
 
Conservative 
Some participants described conservative decision making.  The motivation was 
securing a revenue stream by delivering a steady volume of housing product over time, 
or by undertaking projects in location and type segments which were consistent with 
the organisation’s experience, skills and resources.  These included large and well-
resourced organisations, such as NSWI(09)’s ASX listed company and NSWI(08)’s 
privately owned company, and also smaller, private companies such as SAI(02)’s 
which focused purely on the inner urban, high density market segment. 
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Risk taking 
Smaller and less well-resourced participants reported decisions that carried potentially 
high risks associated with location, housing type, market or strategic plans and 
planning controls.  There were several motivations, for example NSWI(05) and 
NSWI(07) from small, private companies did not have the financial resources to 
compete for high value sites, however were skilled at visualising, then realising, the 
potential of cheaper sites.  Conversely government developer NSWI(10) described 
highly resourced organisations with access to ‘patient’ capital, which enabled them to 
bear the often long time frames, in anticipation of future high returns.  NSWI(12) from 
a global ASX, and NSWI(01) and SAI(14) from the same large, private company 
described applying this long term approach to projects.  NSW(01) described acquiring 
project sites ‘very, very cheap’, but when eventually incorporated into metropolitan 
strategic plans could be developed to either generate a ‘continuous income stream’, 
or sold to other, more conservative industry organisations.   
 
Government developers also undertook these types of projects, which were ‘de-risked’ 
by obtaining amendments to strategic plans and planning controls, or by resolving 
physical constraints such as contamination or site amalgamations.  The projects were 
then sold to more conservative industry organisations to develop, or developed as joint 
ventures.  However, while government developer ACTI(01) believed ‘de-risked’ sites 
were ‘what the developers like’ and ‘removing the unknown’ therefore added ‘a lot of 
value’, participants with a propensity for risk taking or adding value reported being 
deterred from such low risk projects.  For instance, small, private ACTI(04) planned to 
search for sites outside the ACT as he perceived the government dominated delivery 
of new residential land, and made the returns, while intermittently over supplying the 
market.  Small, private SAI(03) was uninterested in the government’s Bowden project 
as the master plan determined the type and design of each new building, and this did 
not suit his organisation’s approach which relied on adding value with unique ‘clever 
solutions’.   
 
Responsive 
While all participants considered the market, some were particularly responsive and 
sought sites, designed projects and set prices in response to market demands and 
requirements. 
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The market is king as the old saying goes….  Large, private NSWI(08) 
 
Strategic 
Some participants made decisions within a framework created by an organisational 
strategic or corporate plan.  Social housing provider NSWI(04), owned and managed 
housing assets ‘for a very long time’, so applied a 20 year strategic time frame to 
decision making during which those assets must be able to respond to changing client 
needs.  Some were motivated to achieve long term goals and balance sectors and 
segments over time.   
We have a very carefully considered strategic plan.  NFP ACTI(02) 
 
Others applied strategic management to the implementation of large, long term 
projects.  As a consequence of its large scale residential land holdings in one outer 
metropolitan market, NSW(03)’s company was able drive the market, ‘rather than just 
respond to it’, applying a long term, strategic approach to the mix of housing and lot 
types, the ‘price path’, and the volume and timing of delivery.  By managing diversity 
within the project over time a robust, long term project was ensured.  The same 
organisation also had the resources to provide retailing, employment and services 
within the locality, which both supported its residential activities, and provided 
additional resilience.  Similarly, medium ASX NSWI(11) applied a carefully managed 
strategic approach to pricing, housing mix, and sequencing of project stages, 
particularly the volume of product within those stages and the timing and their 
construction and marketing, as did large ASX SAI(11) when considering which projects 
to progress and at what time.   
 
These four approaches to decision making were not mutually exclusive.  Within each 
decision there may be a proportion of risk, market responsiveness, strategic thought, 
and conservativeness, as illustrated in Figure 4:2.  For example, global ASX 
NSWI(12), large ASX NSWI(11), and government developer SAI(07) reported 
selecting sites which had varying degrees of market and planning risk, but which could 
accommodate a project that met the organisation’s long term strategic goals.  
ACTI(02) reported his NFP organisation had spent four years building a sustainable 
commercial model ‘to deliver those affordable outcomes’ within a corporate plan, but 
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now he could take risks by ‘pushing’ the ‘interpretation of certain codes in the Territory 
Plan’ to deliver ‘further benefits in affordable housing’. 
 
 
Figure 4:3 Industry approaches to decision making 
Source: Author  
Conclusion 
Participant planners were invited to discuss the objectives for new housing they and 
their agencies sought to implement, and the challenges they experience during the 
planning process that potentially impede meeting those objectives.  Explanatory 
concepts were drawn from the data they provided.  A key finding was the participants’ 
commitment to facilitating the creation of high quality neighbourhoods, 
accommodating a diverse range of housing types and prices, and well served with 
supporting infrastructure.  Participants gained personal satisfaction from involvement 
in the physical delivery of new housing, and in their communities.  ‘Industry’ did not 
emerge as a strong challenge to achievement of planning objectives, rather factors 
within the planning system and profession were raised.  Ensuring commitments to 
supporting infrastructure was difficult and complex and required cross agency and 
cross government tier coordination.  While participants supported community 
participation in planning processes, they perceived the priorities expressed by some 
community members were contrary to planning objectives relating to increased 
housing supply and greater diversity, and in those cases the involvement of community 
and their elected representatives was found to be problematical.   
Similarly, ‘planning’ did not emerge as a priority influence on the decisions made by 
industry participants or their organisations.  Instead, they were influenced primarily by 
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four interrelated factors: market requirements, organisational characteristics, the site’s 
assets and constraints, and financial imperatives or economic conditions.  The theme 
of organisational characteristics was interesting in two aspects.  Firstly, participants 
raised concepts of pride and reputation, which influenced not just project quality, but 
also relationships with public sector planners and planning agencies.  Secondly, the 
location, type, price, volume and timing of projects industry organisations delivered 
was influenced by their approaches to decision making, which have been 
characterised here as ‘responsive’, ‘strategic’, ‘risk taking’ or ‘conservative’.  These 
characteristics were also pertinent to how the organisation responded to the influence 
of planning. 
 
In summary, planning and housing delivery processes are undertaken in complex 
contexts, which are subject to a myriad of factors, that change over time.  Within this 
context the challenges faced by planner participants and their agencies where not 
related to the industry behaviour, and factors within the planning system were not 
priority influences on industry participants or their organisations.  Nevertheless, 
housing industry organisations and professionals must interact with the planning 
system and planners as they work to obtain mandatory planning approvals for new 
housing projects, providing an opportunity for planning agencies and planners to 
influence the projects that are delivered.  These interactions are addressed in Chapter 
Five.   
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CHAPTER 5 : PLANNING INFLUENCE 
Introduction 
The ability to withhold planning approvals, or apply approval conditions is the 
mechanism planning systems use to influence industry decisions.  It is applied after 
industry organisations initiate development assessment in order to obtain planning 
approvals by submitting proposed projects to planning agencies for development 
assessment.  At this point, the conceptualised planning and delivery processes 
described in Chapter 4 converge, and there is apparent assumption that the proposed 
project has been designed to meet the objectives and planning controls contained 
within an established strategic planning framework.   
  
However, the findings described in Chapter Four would suggest that the two processes 
do not progress in accordance with this ideal model.  The stronger influences of 
market, organisation, site and finance or economics act on the decisions of industry 
participants and their organisations are prioritised before planning matters.  Planner 
participants and their agencies were implementing planning objectives, while 
responding to challenges associated with ensuring infrastructure provision and the 
often conflicting priorities of their communities. 
 
Within this broader context, this chapter addresses the perceptions and responses of 
both planner and industry participants as they interacted with the aim of obtaining 
planning approvals for housing projects that met both planning objectives and industry 
imperatives.  Planner participants offered, not just observations on the mechanics of 
their interactions and responses, but also suggestions for improving those interactions 
in order to both enhance the ability of planning measures to influence industry.  
Industry participants similarly discussed their perceptions and responses to during 
their interactions with the planning system.  These perceptions, responses and 
suggestions have been distilled into a series of explanatory concepts.  
 
Planning and delivery processes converge 
In Australia, as in other wealthy western countries, planning and housing delivery 
processes described in Figures 4:1 and 4:2 formally converge when industry 
organisations submit proposed projects to planning agencies for development 
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assessment in order to obtain mandatory planning approvals.  As illustrated in Figure 
5:1 this convergence occurs in the final phases of both processes.  The strategic 
planning framework has been established, and industry has made decisions regarding 
the location, type, price, volume and timing of housing projects.  Industry professionals 
and public sector planners must interact to ensure that proposed projects comply with 
planning objectives, while meeting industry imperatives.   
 
 
Figure 5:1 The processes of planning and delivery converge 
Source: Author 
 
Planner perspectives on industry 
‘Industry’ did not emerge from the analysis of planning participant transcripts as a 
challenge to achieving the identified planning objectives.  However, the perceptions of 
industry and experiences interacting with industry professionals and organisations 
were discussed during the planner interviews and focus groups.  The emergent 
explanatory concepts are presented below.  Appendix 5.1 contains planner participant 
quotes, and the explanatory concepts that were drawn from that raw data. 
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Planning and delivery processes are ongoing and a shared responsibility 
Planning for new housing and its delivery was visualised as a ‘journey’ by SAP(03), 
which commenced with a decision to plan for growth and ended with new houses 
delivered on the ground.  He and ACTP(03) described the steps of preparing strategic 
plans and planning controls, then development assessment, delivery of new housing 
projects with supporting infrastructure, and finally the dedication of infrastructure to the 
agencies for ongoing operation and maintenance.   
 
SA planner participants favoured the conduct of the process as a partnership between 
industry, councils and state planning and infrastructure agencies.  SAP(03) argued 
this would reduce the potential for duplicated investigations and wasted resources.  
SAP(05) described industry as ‘our partners’, while SAP(04) recognised ‘we’ve all got 
a stake in this’ and was forming ‘strong bonds with the UDIA1 in a partnership 
approach’.   
 
Similarly, according to ACTP(02) the early involvement of infrastructure agencies and 
industry organisations in strategic planning would ensure strategic plans were feasible 
and capable of delivery.  This would avoid conflict as industry sought to amend plans 
after they were adopted.  This was echoed by NSWP(01) who thought industry peak 
groups should become involved in strategic planning rather than ‘complaining’ about 
plans after they were implemented.   
 
Agreement between the three groups regarding a ‘commonality in our principles of 
operating’ was sought by SAP(04), who suggested this would address matters that 
are not standard and cannot easily be resolved.  For example, requirements for 
infrastructure, funding and ongoing maintenance are unique to each locality and 
project, while road specifications are standard.  For SAP(06) it was important for the 
state, councils and industry to clarify what is, and is not, negotiable.  In SAP(04)’s view 
such agreements between industry and planning agencies would avoid potentially 
fraught negotiations with individual industry organisations and professionals on a 
project by project basis.  He also suggested industry peak groups would be involved 
in preparing those principles.   
                                            
1 Urban Development Institute Australia 
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Participants emphasised the value of establishing shared objectives early in the 
process.  For example, SAP(03) suggested the provision of new urban areas to 
accommodate growth as a shared objective, while state infrastructure planner 
NSWP(04) argued ‘they’re all working to the one outcome, you’re actually developing 
liveable communities’.  Federal biodiversity planner AUSP(02) suggested ensuring 
each group was ‘on the same page’ would reduce the potential for delays.  SAP(03) 
discussed the establishment of objectives early in the process, rather than waiting to 
receiving proposed projects from industry and responding negatively if it does not meet 
their objectives.  State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) was surprised that 
‘adversarial’ approaches were adopted.  She suggested some individuals within those 
agencies needed to better understand both their role and responsibilities.   
 
Federal biodiversity and sustainability planner AUSP(02) described early involvement 
in strategic planning for new residential areas was essential to ensuring project 
delivery was not delayed by requirements to obtain further approvals.  Regional 
council executive SAP(06) warned against state government dictating to councils, but 
instead, all government levels should work toward shared objectives.  She had worked 
on a large public housing estate redevelopment project, which created a renewed 
public domain and infrastructure to support a mixture of public and private housing 
projects.  She found the shared governance model worked well, albeit it was 
dominated by the public sector.  There was a reliance on informal agreements 
between agencies, the council and the government developer regarding infrastructure 
provision.  This tended to work while the same individuals were on the project team, 
however, commitment to the agreement left when those individuals left.   
 
Poor coordination between planning and infrastructure provision was being addressed 
in SA and NSW.  In order to secure federal investment in major infrastructure projects, 
SAP(06) argued councils and the state government must engender confidence that 
they were working in unison to ensure their plans were realised.  She sought to ensure 
local and state plans aligned and were directed to achieve the same objectives, which 
would also align with federal objectives.  State infrastructure planner SAPFG(04) was 
actively coordinating infrastructure agencies, councils, the community and industry to 
prepare infrastructure plans to accompany strategic growth plans within metropolitan 
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Adelaide.  NSWP(02) reported that the 2011 incoming Liberal government was 
committed to coordinating infrastructure agencies through budgetary measures in 
order to achieve housing supply objectives, which he anticipated would overcome 
some of the issues with coordination. 
 
In the ACT coordination of infrastructure and housing delivery was apparently implicit 
in strategic planning processes.  The ACT government generates revenue from 
delivering serviced land for new housing, as it is simultaneously the land owner, 
planning authority, infrastructure provider and land developer.  For senior strategic 
planner ACTP(01), the shared objective of revenue generation made it important for 
the infrastructure provider, Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS), the ACT 
Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA) and the Land Development Authority (LDA) to 
work collaboratively to coordinate the planning and delivery of new housing land 
serviced by infrastructure.  Assessments planner ACTP(02) explained:   
I get our Land Development Agency more involved then, because you’re 
starting to go from the planning outcomes you want to get for an area, to 
integrating with the guys who ultimately will be trying to deliver it.   
 
Interacting with industry 
Participants valued industry knowledge and sought enhanced understanding 
Participants enjoyed being involved with project delivery and argued their 
professionalism would be enhanced by an improved understanding of industry.  
NSWP(05) spoke enthusiastically of site visits, where her and her staff saw ‘amazing’ 
progress.  SAP(04) and his staff visited industry offices, and SAP(03) wanted to foster 
staff exchange programs to enhance mutual understanding and breakdown ‘cultural 
barriers’.  He noted industry could attend Council meetings, but Council staff was 
unable to attend board meetings that may provide insights into industry drivers.  
NSWP(04) believed planners and planning agencies needed to access industry’s 
knowledge base, and personally, she thought work experience within an industry 
organisation was desirable, but unfortunately not possible given her public service 
position.  NSWP(02) had consulted industry organisations active in the growing areas 
of south west Sydney regarding impediments to housing supply, however he noted, 
‘it’s a disturbingly small pool’.  He did not want to be ‘dogmatic’ in his approach to 
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proposed projects, rather he and fellow state planner SAPFG(02) wanted to 
understand industry ideas and imperatives, and project feasibilities, then respond 
within the applicable context.  Regional council planner SAP(06) wanted industry to 
communicate their ‘formula for success’, what generates an ‘opportunity’, and attracts 
them to an area.  With this information she was prepared to ‘package up a proposal’, 
rather than waiting for industry ‘to knock on the door and say, we’ve been scouting 
around and we’ve got something here’.  At the local level, SAP(05)’s inner Adelaide 
council invited Property Council representatives to present seminars to staff and 
councillors. 
 
Industry knowledge and data was also important for sound infrastructure planning.  At 
the broadest level, federal infrastructure planner AUSP(01) wanted ‘the wiser ones 
and the older ones in the industry’ to share their ideas regarding the future of Australian 
cities.  At a state level, sound investment in regional infrastructure investments relied 
on NSWP(04)’s agency having confidence in the information they received from 
planning agencies and industry regarding the volume, timing and location of future 
housing projects.  In turn, information on infrastructure provision should be readily 
available to industry to assist it with making sound project decisions.  State planner 
NSWP(02) valued ‘trust’, and was willing to listen and respond to industry when trust 
was present.   
 
Personal interactions and relationships between individual industry professionals and 
council staff members were valued and nurtured by participants.  Irrespective of the 
organisation, SAP(04) from a growth council found the quality of those relationships 
set the tenor of ‘on-ground negotiations’, so he personally invested in building those 
relationships.  However, he noted rapport could be lost if an individual left the 
organisation or council.  Similarly, NSW(05) found local industry professionals and 
organisations in her growth area were ‘passionate’ about their projects and nurtured 
good working relationships with Council staff, which was ‘a really nice thing’.  
NSWP(10) saw benefits in the collegiate interactions she and the state planning 
assessment panel she belonged to had with the industry professionals whose 
proposed projects they considered.  The panel met directly with proponents, council 
and communities and were able to understand and balance issues to achieve what in 
her view were quality outcomes.   
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NSWP(10) suggested that planning agencies and planners had a role in improving the 
relationship, suggesting they should not ‘stand still’, but consider innovative and 
collaborative approaches to their relationship with industry.  She also identified 
practical steps that could be taken, for example placing knowledgeable planners on 
front counters to answer inquiries.   
 
Probity 
While no planner participant described receiving a corrupt advance from an industry 
professional or organisation or participant, maintaining perceptions of probity was a 
concern for SAP(03).  Participants from NSW reported perceptions of corruption as 
impeding their professional interactions with industry professionals, and one ACT 
participant felt the need for planning to be at ‘arm’s length’ from industry curtailed 
collaboration.   
 
Industry professionals could improve their attitude to interactions 
Participants identified areas where industry professionals could change their 
behaviour to potentially reduce conflict and shorten development assessment time 
frames.  State assessments planner SAP(02) wanted prompt responses to her 
requests for meetings or clarifying information.  Council planners NSWP(11) and 
SAP(05), and infrastructure manager ACTP(03) wanted industry to research planning 
controls and processes, understand their responsibilities within those processes and 
invest in expert consultants to prepare high quality, compliant architectural, landscape, 
engineering and public domain plans and specialist reports.  NSWP(11) complained 
that industry professionals ignored the requirements of nuanced planning controls 
aimed at improving design quality.  Instead they committed time and resources to 
designing proposed projects based on feasibilities which addressed only the ‘money 
making controls’ of setbacks, floor space ratios and height.  Conflict was then 
generated during development assessment as industry professionals resisted when 
Council planners sought design amendments to meet other design related planning 
controls. 
 
Similarly, state strategic and infrastructure planners SAPFG(01) and (02) urged 
industry professionals to involve planners and planning agencies from the earliest 
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phases of project delivery so planning requirements could be incorporated into 
proposals.  They found ‘cold’ lodging proposed projects for development assessment 
increased time frames as issues were resolved.  SAPFG(02) saw it as potentially 
beneficial for industry as early discussions allowed government responses: 
If you'd involved us in the development of the proposal then I think government 
can be responsive and that's the issue isn't it?  SAPFG(02) 
 
Resolving infrastructure issues, and obtaining non-planning approvals prior to lodging 
proposed projects for development assessment would reduce pressure on planners 
and potential conflict.  ACTP(03) a senior engineer at the infrastructure agency 
described unnecessary pressure on his staff and assessment planners when industry 
professionals delayed obtaining engineering and infrastructure approvals until 
immediately before they wanted to commence construction.  Similarly, SAP(03) and 
his staff experienced similar pressure when proposed projects were submitted for 
assessment, even though industry professional knew that planning approvals could 
not be obtained as infrastructure arrangements were not resolved. 
 
Industry professionals could improve their attitudes toward plans, planners and 
planning agencies, and engage in direct communication.  ACTP(01) experienced 
being treated as ‘a nuisance’, and industry professionals who were ‘pushy, and quite 
aggressive’ and trying ‘to get away with what they can get away with’.  NSWP(11) 
wanted industry professionals to acknowledge the ‘valid role’ and ‘purpose’ of planning 
processes, plans and controls.  He had experienced an unconstructive attitude that 
‘planning assessments are an obstacle to be pushed aside’, associated with a 
particular industry ‘personality’, however, noted there may have been fault ‘on both 
sides’.  The opaque and confrontational ‘way developers behave’ created an unequal 
power relationship with council planners in the view of NSWP(10), a state level 
planning assessments panel member.  Growth council assessments planner 
NSWP(08) was frustrated when industry professionals took unresolved issues to 
Councillors, generating misunderstandings which could have been avoided by direct 
discussion with planning staff.   
 
Listening to planners and their advice may also contribute to smoother processes.  
Regional council executive SAP(06) believed industry should be prepared to respond 
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to the ‘views, principles and goals’ of planners, agencies and existing community 
members, and was sceptical about industry statements: ‘developers say they’re 
building communities, but their end game is really commercial’.   
 
Ensuring proposed projects are supported by reasonable and logical arguments was 
important.  NSWP(11) suspected that industry professionals made exaggerated 
claims.  For example, claims that planning controls requiring architectural quality 
standards or minimum apartment sizes increase the prices may be exaggerated, or 
the value of infrastructure delivered in association with a project overstated in order 
reduce the amount of cash infrastructure contributions they were required to pay.  He 
reported a few large private and global ASX organisations delivered large volumes of 
new housing in his area, as apartments or master planned urban renewal projects.  
One large, privately owned apartment developer delivered the highest number of new 
houses, and therefore understood Council’s planning controls and development 
assessment requirements, although on occasion, still contested them. 
 
At a state level, SAPFG(02) also perceived similar industry tactics, while planning 
committee panellist NSWP(10) found larger ASX listed companies ‘talk the talk’ 
regarding the outcomes they were going to deliver, and generally delivered those 
outcomes.  She and NSWP(09) reported relationships which ranged from collegiate 
and collaborative, to confrontational and aggressive.   
 
The approach taken by industry to designing projects, addressing sites and localities, 
and providing benefits to existing communities was raised.  NSWP(06) a senior 
strategic planner from a regional council, argued industry professionals should 
consider the project site’s constraints and opportunities, SAPFG(02) a state strategic 
planner and SAP(05) argued that projects could be better integrated into their 
neighbourhoods, and incorporate public domain improvements, including public 
transport, bike lanes and street furniture.  In the experience of SAP(05), this approach 
had assisted with gaining community acceptance for proposed projects.  Regional 
council executive SAP(06) wanted industry to carefully consider how their projects 
would integrate into existing rural communities and bring benefits that would be shared 
by old and new residents.  This would avoid the creation of privileged neighbourhoods 
adjoining poorer ones.   
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Participants were empathetic to pressures on industry 
Planning participants expressed positive attitudes toward industry activities, and were 
empathetic to the pressures industry experienced.  Consistent with planning objectives 
associated with facilitating new housing delivery, SAP(04) from a growth council was 
‘supportive of growth’, the delivery process and the industry.  Senior assessments 
planner ACTP(02) described industry professionals as ‘poor bastards’ who were 
‘building cities’ but were required to commit many hours to potentially unnecessary 
and unproductive bureaucratic and administrative processes.  ACTP(03), a senior 
infrastructure manager wanted ‘to be fair’ to the industry and acknowledged the ‘red 
tape’, ‘the hoops they have to jump through and the hurdles they have to go through’.  
SAP(05) thought industry professionals must find it frustrating when their carefully 
prepared projects were ‘knocked back by Councillors’.  NSWP(12) admired industry 
professionals who ‘put themselves on the line’, and took risks undertaking projects, 
knowing that there may people who will object.   
 
Planner participants attributed economic and financial conditions to slowing rates of 
housing delivery in their areas.  NSWP(08) believed poor conditions in the broader 
economy had stalled delivery of new apartments in her council area, even though 
planning approvals had been obtained, and state executive NSWP(09) thought this 
had also been a factor in overall low rates of new housing delivery in NSW.  NSWP(10) 
understood industry had found it difficult to secure construction finance.   
 
The context in which the relationship is conducted affected the tenor of understanding.  
For example, senior assessments planner NSWP(05) contrasted her good working 
relationship with a privately owned company delivering new residential areas in her 
growth council against the ‘confrontation’ she had experienced when working in a 
middle ring council where there was a prevalence of infill projects with neighbours and 
more complex planning issues.   
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Understanding industry diversity 
Within the participants’ jurisdictions there were a range of active industry organisation 
types, which they defined by size, or business structure.  Diversity had implications for 
resource requirements, and the management of strategic and development 
assessment processes.  Different types generated different relationships and housing 
outcomes.  Some participants dealt with small, companies, or inexperienced owners 
whose land had been allocated in strategic plans for new housing.  Interacting with 
these types reportedly required intensive use of staff time and technical resources.  
However, state infrastructure planner SAPFG(04) found investing resources in that 
situation improved planning outcomes.  Council planner NSWP(08) from outer Sydney 
found smaller companies more difficult to deal with, as they were stretched financially, 
and often their submissions were poor quality.  In inner Sydney, NSWP(11) reported 
more difficult assessments were often associated with small scale residential projects 
where interactions with neighbours and adjoining buildings had to be carefully 
managed.  His council received many proposed projects from ‘mums and dads’ who 
required assistance navigating the development assessment process, but did not 
deliver a significant volume of new housing.  Similarly, ‘middle range’ organisations 
with limited resources did not understand the project quality sought by Council and its 
planning controls, however, they undertook only a small number of projects in his area.  
The small number of infill projects in Sydney was attributed to a scarcity of small 
companies, combined with an inability of larger organisations to achieve the required 
returns from this type of project by NSWP(12).   
 
SAP(03) observed the presence of large private companies in his growing area gave 
‘credibility’, and drew the attention of the state planning and infrastructure agencies, 
who then committed resources for planning and regional infrastructure.  SAP(04) also 
from a growing area, noted a diverse range of industry organisation types and sizes 
were active in his area, constituting ‘an impressive list of people’.  While all were 
engaged in greenfield projects they had different structures and approaches, for 
example, privately owned or ASX listed, and project funding models.  This had 
implications for the type and quality of projects they delivered.  For instance, some 
companies funded community workers within their new residential areas as a normal 
project overhead, while other organisations may not contemplate providing this type 
of service.  Senior infrastructure manager ACTP(03) observed some industry 
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organisations delivered high quality projects in order to generate higher returns, but 
others ‘go with minimum and sell a bit low’ in order to make quick sales.  His ‘challenge 
is to make sure that this group A and group B are treated differently’ to ensure group 
B provide the required standard of quality.    
 
Plans, planning objectives and planning controls 
A focus on the site and project guided by an overarching objective 
The ability to respond to the particular circumstances of the site and project, and work 
pragmatically to achieve planning objectives was valued by planning participants.  For 
example, senior state assessments planner, NSWP(01) described assessing projects 
under the provisions of ‘Part 3A’ of the NSW Act, which was intended to allow the 
Minister to provide approvals for significant projects, irrespective of whether they were 
prohibited by the applicable LEP.  ‘Part 3A’ was abolished in 2011 in response to 
community concerns regarding transparency and limitations were placed on local 
council and community involvement (NSW Premier O'Farrell, 2011b).  Nevertheless, 
NSWI(03) and the planners within her team applied a ‘pragmatic’ approach to achieve 
the desired planning objectives for that site and project, rather than attempting to 
satisfy a multitude of local planning controls, and the objectives of non-planning 
agencies.   
 
When a major apartment project was proposed on a key site in NSWP(03)’s area, 
council responded by undertaking strategic planning processes to simultaneously 
assess the proposal and undertake strategic planning to rezone the site and adopt 
planning controls.  In SA, regional council executive SAP(06) approved of 
simultaneous strategic planning and development assessment, but also wanted to be 
an active partner.  She suggested, rather than being a ‘recipient’ of industry proposals, 
council could work ‘collectively’ with industry to ‘capitalise’ on opportunities.  Similarly, 
state planner SAPFG(02) wanted to coordinate strategic planning with industry 
proposals, but could only do that if industry professionals discussed them with her and 
her planning colleagues early in the project delivery process.   
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Participants raised the potential for strategic planning frameworks to incorporate 
responsiveness to unforeseen circumstances, particularly on larger sites.  NSWP(05) 
appreciated ‘the development industry moves faster than, obviously, the strategic 
planning’.  However, this had created some confusion among Councilors when a 
company sought amendments to the planning controls applying to a large new 
residential area, despite recently collaborating with Council during the strategic 
planning process.  NSWP(03) argued complexity could be reduced if planning controls 
simply established building envelopes, within which industry could design buildings as 
they required.  Similarly, NSWP(11) described providing approvals for ‘Stage 1’ master 
plans on a large brownfield residential project, which established building envelopes, 
roads and public domain.  The detailed designs of individual residential buildings were 
then assessed at ‘Stage 2’ of the assessment process.  SAP(06) described the 
renewal of an Adelaide public housing estate that was guided by a master plan over 
its long project delivery period.  She and the council planners she supervised were 
committed to the master plan’s principles.  When industry organisations required 
amendments, council planners assessed them against those principles.  Detailed 
design of projects within the master plan proposed by industry organisations were 
assessed by Council to ensure planning objectives were met.  
 
Housing diversity 
There was an understanding that industry responded to the market when determining 
the housing types they delivered.  State planner NSWP(02) explained industry found 
it difficult to deliver housing types for which there was no demand, while NSWP(11) 
complained industry may provide what the market wants today, but that may be 
inconsistent with planning objectives.  In his view it was straightforward to conclude 
market demand was being met if projects were sold or tenanted.  However, there may 
be households who had an unmet need for housing in the area, but this was not 
obvious, as they lived elsewhere.  Therefore, research was required to identify 
‘whether or not we’re satisfying housing needs’.  Similarly, SAP(03) understood that it 
took time for industry organisations to change the housing types they deliver, as this 
was determined by their skills and experience, while SAP(04) observed that in his 
outer Adelaide area industry was responding to changing market expectations and 
delivering more diverse types.  
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Promoting housing diversity was a planning objective listed in Chapter 4.  Participants 
provided specific examples of where different types of housing were required in their 
areas to complement existing stock.  In outer Sydney, NSWP(08) observed a ‘bit of 
push back’ from local industry regarding the delivery of medium density projects near 
transport infrastructure in accordance with strategic plans.  In regional NSW, 
NSWP(06) observed new medium density projects were well supplied, but low density 
projects were required to meet community needs.  In regional SA, SAP(06) thought 
more medium density housing was required for young people, but within rural centres 
rather than isolated near coastal areas.  NSWP(12) also believed there was a 
requirement for medium density projects for older people, located in areas currently 
dominated by lower density housing, so they could live near younger family members.  
NSWP(11) noted there appeared to be an undersupply of new housing suitable for 
families in his inner city area.  However, industry was resisting including the required 
proportion of three bedroom apartments in some projects, and when provided, these 
apartments were penthouses, and were therefore expensive.  He argued for planning 
control amendments to make it mandatory to provide three bedroom apartments at 
lower levels with access to open space.   
 
Strategic planners from a middle ring council in Sydney observed poor quality and 
homogeneous apartment buildings were being delivered in their area, which they 
attributed to community antipathy and rigid application of planning controls and 
planning process time limits as described in Chapter 4.   
 
The issue of housing affordability was raised by NSWP(10), who noted Sydney 
housing projects were good quality, winning awards and setting benchmarks.  
However, even prospective purchasers or tenants with good salaries were finding it 
difficult to afford housing.  She had seen examples of good quality, affordable housing 
projects in London, such as housing cooperatives, and some located in central 
Sydney.  Also in central Sydney NSWP(11) observed more, smaller, self-contained 
student dwellings and affordable ‘new age boarding houses’ were being delivered.  
However, he noted affordability was affected as Sydney is part of the international 
housing market, and land values and construction costs are high.  In SA, state 
assessments planner SAP(02) believed the delivery of alternate, and potentially 
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cheaper, types were required, for example small or communal houses, or specific 
housing for older people within their current neighbourhoods.   
 
Industry perspectives on planning 
Plans and planning controls are a secondary influence, therefore negotiation is required 
When asked, ‘What influences your decisions at key points in the process?’ only six 
industry participants raised planning related matters as the first factor.  However, all 
were delivering housing projects, and therefore had engaged with the planning system 
and successfully obtained planning approvals.  Most, if not all, narrated anecdotes of 
negotiating with the planners, planning agencies and planning decision makers to 
obtain amendments to strategic plans, policies and controls and planning approvals.   
 
This was a consequence of two factors.  Firstly, industry participants prioritised the 
market, their organisational imperatives, the site and financial and economic 
conditions, ahead of the strategic planning framework when they made decisions 
regarding projects, as outlined in Chapter 4.  NSWI(12) from a global ASX company 
explained: 
If the sector’s right and the geography’s right and everything else is right, 
planning is seen as….a process by which to facilitate that development.   
 
Secondly, Australian planners and planning decision makers have the discretion to 
provide, or withhold, planning approvals irrespective of compliance with the planning 
framework, and issues may arise from community consultation.  For example, 
NSWI(02) from a NFP described a project were 42 dwellings were permitted on the 
site, which they had acquired from Council.  However, during assessment the 
community, the Council and then the Court determined that existing vegetation must 
be retained, reducing the volume of dwellings that was delivered to 26.  NSWI(08) was 
told by the Lord Mayor in a public forum that his large private company should not 
expect to achieve the volume of dwellings anticipated from the controls.    
 
While industry participant anecdotes regarding these negotiations often related 
negative experiences, there was acceptance that managing their relationship with 
planning agencies and planners was a key industry skill: 
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That’s the reality of it Sally.  You know if it was easy, everyone would be doing 
it.  The fact is, it’s hard, and does it need to be this hard?  No.   Medium, private 
NSWI(05) 
 
Strategic planning 
Metropolitan plans were not a strong influence 
Metropolitan strategic plans were not reported as an important influence on participant 
decisions.  Eight SA participants considered the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide’s 
objective of increasing medium and high density infill housing projects.  They 
considered the plan’s strategically identified land for new projects, while SAI(10) noted 
industry organisations such as his would require time to adjust to undertake the infill 
projects favoured by the plan, as their skills and experience were with low density 
projects in new areas.  Few NSW participants discussed Sydney metropolitan strategic 
planning, and then only obliquely.  NSWI(01) asked why land use and infrastructure 
planning directed resources to centres, particularly the Sydney CBD, when many 
people lived and worked in other locations.  NSWI(07) from a small, private company 
believed inner Sydney infrastructure was at capacity.  Therefore, new, expensive new 
infrastructure would be required to support new population in those areas, making the 
cost of servicing new suburbs comparable to infill or brownfields projects.  
 
Some participants held large, strategically located rural and urban sites that were not 
included in metropolitan or regional strategic plans as future residential areas.  These 
participants and their organisations had a propensity for risk taking, and the skills and 
time required to engage in strategic planning processes in order to have their sites 
incorporated into strategic plans.  A range of organisations undertook these projects 
as described in Chapter 4, including smaller organisations without the resources to 
compete for sites where strategic planning was more progressed, NSWI(12)’s global 
ASX company and NSWI(13)’s small, private company whose ‘typical model’ for 
projects was to ‘get planning permission through zoning, sometimes development 
approval’, then sell the project to another organisation for delivery.  Government 
developers reported initiating strategic planning process for large sites, however, their 
symbiotic relationships with the planning system mitigated the complexity of amending 
strategic plans.  ACTI(01) from the government developer described ‘liaising with the 
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planning authority’ when master planning was commenced, and sharing responsibility 
for its completion.  SAI(06) explained that while the planning controls were ‘always 
relevant’, but were not as constraining on his government organisation compared to 
the private sector, as they worked ‘very closely’ with the state planning department, 
within a ‘structured’ and ‘robust’ planning process.  Conversely, NSWI(10) reported 
his organisation sought strategic plan amendments and planning approvals in the 
same manner as private sector organisations to avoid potentially competing unfairly, 
‘and so we experience all of the joys of the NSW planning system’.   
 
Strategic plans and planning controls were a concern to participants whose 
organisations made decisions within organisational strategic or corporate plans.  
Social housing provider, NSWI(04) discussed the ‘tension’ between the 5 or 10 year 
‘cycle’ of planning control changes and the strategic, 20 year ‘investment decision 
making horizon’ applied by his government agency.  Planning controls address the 
current context, which he argued may suit developers who build, sell, then move on, 
however limited the flexibility available to social housing providers to deliver housing 
that will be both suitable for current tenants, and responsive to changing needs over 
the long term.  NFP ACTI(02) was implementing an organisational strategic plan, for 
the ‘last four years we’ve really had a focus on our development activities because we 
had to build this sustainable model and this commercial model to deliver those 
affordable outcomes that we want to deliver.’  Now he was confident they were ‘pretty 
good at what we do’ and was prepared to attempt new designs and housing types, 
such as group homes, which may not comply with the Territory Plan but may increase 
‘benefits in affordable housing’.    
 
A pragmatic approach to the site and project guided by an overarching objective 
NSWI(12) from a global ASX company believed large, strategically located sites 
initiated by developers could lead strategic planning.  For example, he had worked on 
a large scale UK site, which was occupied by an obsolete industrial use, but was 
strategically located on a major piece of international transport infrastructure.  The 
site’s owner initiated a strategic planning process to convert the site for residential 
purposes.  The government in this case responded to the strategic opportunity and the 
project was successfully planned and implemented. 
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At a site or locality planning level, other participants argued that planners and planning 
agencies prioritised addressing constraints and the requirements of infrastructure 
agencies in strategic planning processes, rather than the planning objectives such the 
creation of high quality communities.  For instance, NSWI(07) an experienced industry 
professional from a small, private company, perceived a tendency in strategic planning 
to layer ‘constraints over constraints’ which thwarted ‘creation of a place where people 
love to live’.  His approach to project design prioritised layering ‘opportunities over 
opportunities’, and emphasising the site’s physical assets, for example trees or 
landmark features.  Similarly, NSWI(06) thought requirements for ‘concurrences’ from 
many infrastructure agencies was symptomatic of trying ‘to find as many issues as we 
can to create as much frustration and stop [projects]’.   
 
It was also argued site and project planning controls should be secondary to the unique 
circumstances created by the confluence of site, market, organisation and financial 
and economic considerations, at the time the project was being prepared.  As 
government social housing provider NSWI(04) argued, ‘no planning control should be 
sacrosanct.’  Some planning controls were considered counterproductive, and 
sometimes unnecessary.  In NSW State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) 65 
regulates architectural design of apartment buildings.  NSWI(08) and NSWI(13) from 
private companies employed notable architects, irrespective of planning requirements.  
NSWI(01) wondered why some design aspects required mandatory control, asking, 
‘Who says everyone needs a balcony?’  Similarly, NSWI(14) from a small, private 
company found he was required to provide northern balconies in accordance with 
SEPP 65 guidelines, even though good design would suggest they be provided on the 
southern side to take advantage of views.   
 
In SA, participants were positive about state formulated planning controls that provided 
flexibility to deliver different types of housing within the same zone.  Conversely where 
planning controls were inflexibly applied, SAIFG(05) reported being unable to provide 
housing that was affordable.  SAI(05) from a medium private company described a 
situation where a variety of medium density housing types were notionally compliant 
on his site.  However, in reality only one type could comply with all the numerical 
planning controls.  Unfortunately, that type was unattractive to the market and less 
efficient to build.  He understood that the overarching planning objective was medium 
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density, but believed it could be achieved with a different housing type.  It took time to 
resolve the areas of non-compliance with the Council and obtain planning approval for 
a project that achieved the required density and suited the market.  He noted that 
market requirements change over time, and called for flexibility to meet planning 
objectives in ‘the most efficient way’. 
 
Responsiveness to different design types was reportedly enhanced where projects 
were undertaken in JV with the SA government developer, the Land Management 
Corporation (LMC), and where planning decisions were made by the Development 
Assessment Commission (DAC), rather than council.  NSWI(14) reported a similar 
advantage.  He was able to resolve design issues specific to his site and project with 
the council and the government developer who owned the site, rather than undertake 
the formal process of amending adopted planning controls applied to privately owned 
projects.  As the site was within a large government project the master plan, the 
conditions of sale were de facto planning controls, and there were no Council imposed 
planning controls.  It should be noted that this experience contradicts NSWI(10)’s 
assertion that the government developer followed the same processes as the private 
sector, described above.   
 
Participants are determined to obtain approval and commence their projects 
Participants expressed confidence in the logic and reasonableness of their projects, 
and were determined to have strategic plans or planning controls amended or varied 
so planning approvals could be obtained.  While they struggled with different 
processes and controls across jurisdictions and across time, generally they were not 
deterred from undertaking a project within a council, state or territory jurisdiction 
because of planning factors.  For example, NSWI(05) from a small, private company 
noted they had never been deterred from acquiring a site because the planning 
controls were inconsistent with the site’s potential.  Instead, they factored additional 
time to obtain planning approvals into feasibility considerations.  Similarly, NSWI(08)’s 
large, private organisation continued to undertake projects in NSW in response to 
strong market conditions, despite the longer timeframes required to obtain planning 
approvals.  Conversely, weaker market conditions in Queensland deterred him from 
undertaking projects there, despite positive experiences obtaining planning approvals.  
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SAI(10) from a small, private company, noted planning approvals would be obtained 
‘at the end of the day’.   
 
Only a small number of participants reported being deterred from a jurisdiction by 
planning factors.  NSWI(09) and NSWI(13) reported unpredictable planning processes 
in NSW were a deterrent.  For NSWI(09)’s large ASX organisation this was temporary, 
and they returned to NSW after a change of government in early 2011.  However, 
NSWI(13) vowed that his small, private company would never undertake another NSW 
project.  Similarly, a strong, negative attitude to lower budget housing expressed by a 
council in Adelaide deterred SAI(13) from a NFP from undertaking new projects in that 
area.   
 
Thirteen participants expressed a desire to commence projects quickly after planning 
approvals were obtained.  Despite perceptions that it was developer ‘form’ to buy land 
and ‘sit on it for ever’, NSWI(05) suggested that the priority of understanding the 
market placed pressure on industry to commence, rather than speculate that ‘higher 
margins’ could be achieved in future markets.  Other reasons included the need to 
recruit capital, and receive returns on investments. 
 
‘Time’ was the primary influence of planning on housing outcomes 
Participants were commonly engaged in negotiation with planners and planning 
agencies to amend or vary strategic plans and controls to align with the unique 
characteristics of proposed projects, or to resolve discretionary matters of merit raised 
during development assessment.  Time taken to complete negotiations and planning 
processes emerged as a planning influence on housing outcomes.  While they were 
being conducted, planning approvals could not be obtained, and therefore project 
delivery could not commence.  SA and NSW participants reported the time frames 
associated with strategic planning processes were often underestimated.  ACT 
participants were not engaged in strategic planning processes, aside from the 
ACTI(01), from the government developer, whose activities were coordinated with the 
planning agency. 
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Infrastructure 
Strategic plans with no commitment to provide infrastructure  
When governments invested in infrastructure participants reported it provided 
confidence to undertake new projects.  For example, SAI(02) from a small, private 
company reported a confidence boost when the SA government invested in Adelaide 
Trams and Adelaide Oval.  SAI(10) took a conservative approach to potential project 
sites letting the ‘trailblazers’ go first, while he wanted to see what ‘infrastructure 
support would be available’.  However, the four priority influences identified in Chapter 
4 needed to be satisfied, for industry to act following government investment.  
SAI(02)’s company already owned sites and had experience building apartments in 
inner Adelaide.  NSWI(08) reported that Queensland government investment in 
transport infrastructure adjoining a project site his company owned did not sway them 
to commence construction, as weak market conditions were a stronger influence.   
 
SA industry participants were frustrated by strategic planning which rezoned land for 
housing, but did not resolve supporting infrastructure.  SAI(01) found it ‘ridiculous’ that 
land had ‘technically been rezoned’, but council would not accept proposed projects 
for development assessment as infrastructure had not been ‘sorted out’.   
 
Government developer ACTI(01) had professional experience in both NSW and the 
ACT.  While he understood that the planning system was different in NSW, he saw 
benefits in applying the ACT model of infrastructure commitments there.  In the ACT, 
e planning and infrastructure agencies work together to provide infrastructure.  He 
believed similar agreements could be made between state planning and infrastructure 
agencies, and local councils to plan, fund and deliver infrastructure to support new 
residential areas.  These agreements would identify ‘gaps’ in the funding that would 
be the responsibility of industry.  
 
Resolving infrastructure requirements and responsibilities was reported to improve 
development assessment processes.  SAI(11) from a small, private company 
described a positive experience where council, agencies and industry jointly resolved 
infrastructure requirements in parallel with strategic planning.  Subsequent 
development assessment processes were smooth as industry, planners and elected 
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councillors understood infrastructure requirements.  NSWI(11) also described 
designing a master plan for very large residential project within regional NSW.  It 
established the timing and volume of project implementation stages, and informed 
estimates of infrastructure requirements and costs.  The framework it provided 
informed infrastructure negotiations with council and state agencies, and under pinned 
formal state and local contributions plans.  Both these participants referred to the 
flexibility.  Importantly, NSWI(11) anticipated it would be a framework for managing 
modifications over the long project implementation period, providing planners and 
planning decision makers with the confidence that the organisation was not ‘re-
inventing the wheel’.   
 
A transparent process for determining infrastructure requirements and responsibilities  
A transparent process with clear specifications, which applied across projects, may 
address some of these issues.  SA focus group participants believed Councils and 
agencies over-specified, or ‘gold plated’ the required infrastructure, which ultimately 
contradicted other planning objectives seeking housing affordability.  Obtaining 
approvals from infrastructure agencies was also reported as potentially time 
consuming and difficult.  For example, NSW(05) found the road infrastructure agency 
‘reprehensible’ in its approach to required approvals, which generated a ‘major risk’ in 
respect of construction commencement. 
 
Like planner participants, SA industry participants raised the lack of a transparent 
process or specifying infrastructure, calculating its cost, and then apportioning 
responsibility for funding between developers, council and infrastructure agencies as 
an issue.  Infrastructure requirements are negotiated on a project-by-project basis.  
For SAI(06) the lack of clear process for identifying and apportioning infrastructure 
requirements in SA generated ‘confusion’, and consequent project risks.  It made 
understanding the project feasibility more difficult, however as SAI(05) noted, a 
contingency could be incorporated, which may ultimately not be required. 
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Development assessment 
Rigid application of regulated time frames and planning controls 
Some participants found planners and planning decision makers who exercised 
discretion during development assessment beneficial, while for others, it was a source 
of frustration.  Small, private SAI(03) relied on unique and well-designed projects 
tailored to the site and market to generate returns.  He worked to ‘convince the 
planning staff and ultimately the Development Assessment Panel’ that his projects had 
merit, even though they may not strictly comply.  Conversely, NSWI(08) whose 
company delivered a large volume of apartments found the need to negotiate 
irrespective of compliance with planning controls frustrating.  
 
Despite development assessment time frames being regulated in each jurisdiction, the 
‘time’ associated with development assessment processes was also a concern for 
participants.  Small, private NSWI(15) noted delaying design completion and 
submission of proposed projects for development assessment to shortly before 
construction commencement in order to ensure that the final design responded to 
current ‘market conditions’, ‘sizes and trends and everything else’.  He found he could 
not rely on planning agencies meeting regulated development time frames, despite his 
project’s compliance with planning requirements.  For one private, organisation that 
specialised in housing for purchasers with lower budgets this was a particular problem.  
 
Interactions 
Professional involvement by planners was encouraged 
Participants valued working relationships with planners and other government 
specialists as it fostered good communication, which in turn improved the quality of 
strategic planning and development assessment processes.  Effective working 
relationships allowed participants to communicate their ideas to planners and resolve 
issues.  Medium ASX NSWI(11) found it beneficial to involve planners in project design 
virtually from inception, believing planners received professional satisfaction from 
contributing to the design, and were more supportive of the proposal during the 
strategic planning processes.  Small, private NSWI(07) found planner participation 
contributed to, ‘pretty successful, projects in achieving a place to live’, and was 
preferable to Councils or planners ‘nay saying’ the project after it was submitted for 
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assessment.  It was normal practice for small, private SAI(01) to ‘sit down’ with state 
planners, with whom he had a ‘good relationship’ to discuss projects before formally 
commencing planning processes.  For small, private developer SAI(03) generating 
relationships assisted with resolving issues, and he invited planners on site during and 
after construction.   
 
Communication may be inhibited to avoid perceptions of corrupt interactions 
Only eight participants raised probity, transparency and the potential for corrupt 
interactions.  Two were government developers who reported that their projects must 
be independently assessed.  Six others observed the ability, or willingness, of planners 
and planning agencies to communicate professionally with industry had been impeded 
by a concern those interactions could be perceived as corrupt, particularly in NSW.   
 
NSWI(13) from a small private firm, understood the importance of planners being ‘seen 
to be incorruptible’ in all their activities, noting they have a responsibility to ‘act 
ethically’ as they work on ‘big property issues’, with the potential to create ‘significant 
enrichment’.  However, he also argued that was not an ‘excuse for being scared to 
make decisions’.  SAI(08) from a medium ASX company recalled working in NSW 
when ‘you could still talk with the planners’, and ask, ‘What do you think of this or what 
do you think about that?’  Now, he preferred working in Adelaide and Darwin, as 
communication with planners in NSW had ‘clammed up’ with Independent 
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) and a high profile corruption case involving a 
developer.  He perceived that council planners would not talk to industry professionals 
‘unless they have a whole raft of people in there including a probity officer’, and it was 
‘a planning regime where you just can’t get an answer’.  Notwithstanding this perceived 
impact, none of the industry participants mentioned receiving a corrupt advance from 
a planner, politician or other planning decision maker.   
 
Planners who took responsibility and were responsive were valued 
Participants valued planning processes and planners who were responsive to their 
ideas and proposals.  NSWI(12) from a global ASX company found Australian planning 
agencies and planners were not responsive to industry initiated planning processes 
for large scale projects, indeed ‘planners hate them because they think that’s their job’.  
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When proposing such a project, he had been advised by senior planners who ‘should 
know better’, that the strategic plan was finalised, and ‘you can’t change it, that’s the 
strategy’.  His site therefore could not be included in the plan, nor housing delivered.  
Simultaneously, the ‘reality’ was that housing projects were not being delivered in the 
locations identified by strategy either.  This participant found it frustrating when 
planners put maintaining the strategic plan ahead of the community’s need for new 
housing.  This site was eventually identified in the regional strategic plan after many 
years of interactions between the company and government agencies. 
 
Participants reported better outcomes resulted when planners were responsible for 
managing planning processes, giving advice, making decisions, and using their 
judgement.  This did not mean planners and planning decision makers always said 
‘yes’, but it contributed to what NSWI(14) described as a ‘good process’.  For this 
participant, it was simple things one would expect in a professional relationship, ‘she 
returned calls, she actually made phone calls, she followed through, she’d say I’ll get 
back to you on Monday and you wouldn’t call up Monday and be told that she’s on 
annual leave for three weeks’.  SAI(11) from a large ASX company, worked with a SA 
council planner who provided approval for a ‘non-complying’ medium density project 
because it was a reasonable planning outcome for that site.  However, he warned that 
agreements or planning controls could be interpreted differently by other planners 
during often long project implementation time frames, and therefore documentation of 
agreements was required.   
 
Planner involvement was particularly important for SAI(13) from a small NFP.  He had 
employed consultants to manage development assessment processes, until he 
discovered that incorporating planning requirements into proposed projects and 
obtaining planning approvals was ‘not rocket science’, and he could ‘go and talk to the 
council and get them to do it for you’.   
 
Participants had experienced situations where neither planners nor senior managers 
took responsibility for making the compromises between competing agency and 
planning imperatives that were required to achieve desired planning objectives and 
housing outcomes, as NSWI(06) noted, ‘no-one’s responsible at the end of the day’.  
SAIFG(05) described attending meetings with planning agencies where clear advice 
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on planning requirements was not provided by senior managers.  Instead ‘20 people’ 
from planning and other agencies were invited to ‘have a say’ on what their particular 
requirements engendering complexity and uncertainty.  NSWI(13) had an experience 
where one state agency planner had opposed a project that was otherwise well 
supported.  Strategic planning processes were delayed as senior managers did not 
resolve that planner’s concern.   
 
Planners and decision makers who were pragmatic, dispassionate and objective were valued 
Industry participants valued planners and planning decision makers who were able to 
consider projects objectively.  Participants perceived that planner sentiments were 
volatile and could impinge on their approach to managing planning processes.  
NSWI(09), from a large ASX company and NSWI(05) from a small, private company 
had large projects that were in the strategic planning phase.  They were reluctant to 
provide details of those projects for this study, as there was a ‘risk’ state planners and 
planning decision makers may become ‘cranky with us’.  They did not want to provide 
details until the project sites were rezoned and incorporated into planning frameworks.  
NSWI(14) was ‘scared’ to approach one council, having heard they could be ‘difficult’.  
Similarly, small, private NSWI(07) reported deviating from the ‘rules’ could leave a 
project in ‘purgatory’, as planners acted as ‘police’.  Medium ASX NSWI(11) described 
a reluctance within industry to involve planners in project preparation as they may ‘be 
screwed over’ by planners who did not understand ‘commerciality’, or would ‘come 
with a prejudicial bias’ which inhibits their ability to ‘objectively listen to something 
that’s different’.   
 
Planners were perceived as imposing personal values.  For example, global ASX 
NSWI(12) reported planners resisted reducing the size of gardens relative to houses, 
although the area was favoured by purchasers whose cultural preferences was for 
large houses to accommodate extended families, with access to public parks for 
communal get togethers rather than private gardens.  A lack of knowledge of planning 
and the economics of housing delivery was perceived, with some participants noting 
they dealt with very young and inexperienced professionals or ‘environmental 
scientists’ with a natural antipathy to development that hampered them in undertaking 
their responsibilities.   
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Small, private NSWI(06) sought a ‘pragmatic approach’ from planners who were 
‘working on a project’, ‘looking at the site’ and concluding it ‘is a perfectly great site’, 
what is proposed ‘is reasonable’ and then considered how to ‘make it work’.  
 
The skills of individual planners and other specialists were the subject of anecdotes 
related by industry participants, which were often negative.  However, it was generally 
understood that planners were part of a wider context: 
So it’s probably unfair to say it’s the planners.  It’s easy for me to blame them 
if there’s a delay.  But it’s probably not fair…. NFP SAI(13) 
 
Community and elected representatives 
The input of existing residents, their elected representatives and other planning 
decision makers into development assessment processes was also discussed by 
industry participants.  In NSW and SA panels were appointed at a state or local level 
to provide independent advice to councils and government or make planning decisions 
on strategic or development assessment matters.  Industry participants perceived the 
operation of panels in both positive and negative ways.  Rather than technical and 
objective, NSWI(14) had experienced panels were members were subjective, and 
thought ‘personality’ should be removed from the process.  SA participants described 
the state convened panel positively, particularly when the project was proposed by, or 
in conjunction, with the government developer.  However, local level panels were 
perceived to be somewhat political and subjective, in a similar way as elected 
councillors.  Simultaneously additional council planner resources were required to run 
and manage the panels.   
 
One participant found the inability to communicate directly made it difficult to resolve 
issues: 
So you just sit there and it’s like you’re in court being accused of a crime you 
haven’t done.  But you can’t answer and you’re just hoping you get off without 
the death sentence.  Small, private SAI(03) 
 
The opportunity to communicate directly with community members was reported as 
enhancing responsiveness to concerns, and resolving misunderstandings regarding 
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sites, projects or the industry participant’s motivations.  Some participants engaged 
early in the delivery processes.  For example, when NSWI(02) from a large NFP 
identified demand for affordable housing, and large state government owned land 
parcels capable of accommodating that housing, he made preparatory presentations 
to Council and successfully garnered not just their support but their active involvement.  
On another project, he found objectors ‘finally got it’ when he was able to talk to them 
directly, however he could not start ‘talking to people’ until the end of the assessment 
process, when the planning panel adjourned to determine the application, and he was 
left alone with the objectors.  After his project was built, an objector told SAI(03), ‘Wow 
it’s just incredible.  You wouldn’t even know that it’s two storey, and it’s just finished 
the street off.  I’m embarrassed that I was so against it.’   
 
Councillors ‘grandstanding’ in front of their communities were raised by government 
social provider NSWI(04), and NSWI(02) and SAI(13) from NFP organisations.  This 
exacerbated community emotions regarding social, affordable and/or medium density 
housing, and contributed to misunderstandings regarding the projects and their future 
residents.   
 
Participants observed the leadership offered by council or state agency management, 
and councillors or parliamentarians also affected the quality of communications 
between themselves and planners.  Three SA participants referred to the SA planning 
minister declaring, ‘No more Mt Barkers2 on my watch’.  They observed a negative 
response to other greenfield projects from planners and agencies after the minister’s 
comment.  Two NSW participants recalled a similar outcome when a Premier publicly 
declared, ‘Sydney’s full’.   
 
The amount of consultation 
NSWI(08) believed that excessive community consultation undermined ‘meaningful’ 
decision making, and that elected representatives needed to be ‘brave’ and make 
those decisions to demonstrate that some community concerns were baseless, ‘let’s 
try it for a term, the sky will not fall in, we cannot destroy the planet in four or five years, 
                                            
2 Mt Barker is a large new growth area in Adelaide’s south east 
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let’s just see how it goes’.  SAI(03) suggested there needed to be a greater reliance 
on decision making by professional staff: 
People always fear the unknown and that’s why I say the best thing is to give 
more decision making to the staff because the staff go through all those 
processes as required.  Small, private SAI(03) 
 
Participants were comfortable, and willing, to engage with the community, but this 
could only go so far, and when the community was implacably opposed it was difficult 
to engage.  NSWI(07) from a small, private company described presenting proposals 
to the community and asking, ‘Well, think about all of this.’  He observed a community 
‘in a positive mind’ could provide input that improved the project ‘dramatically’, 
however, if the community were opposed, there was little he could do, ‘there’s no help 
with that.’   
 
Explanatory concepts 
Table 5.1 summarises the explanatory concepts that have emerged from the findings 
provided in Chapters 4 and 5.  Appendices 5.1 and 5.2 contain a selection of quotes 
from which the concepts were drawn. 
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Table 5:1 Explanatory concepts 
INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
PLANS AND PROCESSES 
 
1. Projects were unique combinations of 
market requirements, the assets of the 
site and its locality, the skills, reputation, 
charter and/or resources of the 
organisation undertaking the project, 
and financial issues and economic 
conditions.  These influences may 
evolve during the project delivery 
process.   
 
2. Participants prioritised those influences 
over the provisions of strategic plans, 
planning controls and planning 
processes.   
 
3. Planners and planning decision makers 
may raise matters of merit during 
development assessment that are 
outside of strategic plans and planning 
controls.  This can be beneficial or not, 
depending on whether the participant 
was conservative or had a propensity 
for risk taking. 
 
4. Industry participants were determined to 
obtain planning approvals and were not 
deterred by perceptions that a particular 
jurisdiction was harder or easier to deal 
with. 
 
 
 
 
1. Planning is a process, which commences 
with determining new housing is 
required, and concludes with the delivery 
of that housing. 
 
2. Strategic planning processes could be 
improved if state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, councils and 
industry partnered to address the desired 
outcome.   
 
3. This is inherent in large scale projects 
and land releases in the ACT, and with 
government developer projects.  
However, it is not the case for private 
sector projects in NSW and SA. 
 
4. The availability of sites is a challenge to 
meeting strategic planning objectives. 
 
5. Pressure to comply with regulated time 
frames and/or rigid implementation of 
strategic plans and controls can limit 
proposed projects to only those that 
comply with numerical provisions of the 
controls, which results in repetitive and 
mediocre design. 
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INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
 
5. ‘Time’ to amend or vary strategic plans 
and planning controls can be lengthy and 
unpredictable.  Until those strategic 
planning processes are complete 
planning approvals cannot be obtained 
and therefore housing project delivery 
cannot commence. 
 
6. Time was critical as industry 
participants aimed to commence a 
project as quickly as possible and 
maintain delivery rates as to ensure the 
housing meets the current market, 
create and maintain a revenue stream 
and recruit capital. 
 
8. Meeting regulated time frames for 
development assessment processes is 
important. 
 
7. Planning and planners that took a 
pragmatic approach to resolving 
strategic issues, infrastructure and 
planning controls for the locality, site 
and/or project, in order to meet an 
overarching objective may improve 
project outcomes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Planning participants supported working 
pragmatically with industry to achieve 
outcomes for sites and projects, 
irrespective of strategic plans and 
planning controls.   
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INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
PLANS AND PROCESSES - Infrastructure 
 
10. Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to fund, 
deliver and operate supporting regional 
and local infrastructure. 
 
11. Agreed and transparent processes for 
determining the scope, funding and 
responsibility for supporting 
infrastructure may reduce uncertainty 
and conflict. 
 
8. Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to 
infrastructure that are based on a 
realistic understanding of a locality’s 
capacity. 
 
9. Agreed and transparent processes for 
determining the scope, funding and 
responsibility for supporting 
infrastructure may reduce uncertainty 
and conflict. 
PROFESSIONAL INTERACTIONS 
 
12. The relationship will always be fraught, 
but could be better. 
 
13. Planners and planning decision makers 
that are objective and dispassionate 
were highly valued. 
 
14.  Planners who take responsibility, make 
decisions and are pragmatic were highly 
valued. 
 
15. Involving planners early and 
continuously can improve the process, 
the ability to resolve issues and the 
completed project. 
 
 
 
 
10. The relationship will always be fraught, 
but it could be better.  
 
11. Planning participants saw their role as 
being involved, adding value and 
contributing to better outcomes. 
 
12. Industry organisations and professionals 
who considered the site and the potential 
community benefits associated with their 
projects were valued. 
 
13. Planners need to be objective, confident 
and skilled, and understand their role. 
 
14. Planner participants wanted to be 
involved early and continuously in 
proposed projects so they can contribute 
value and respond to industry issues. 
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INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
  
15. Planner participants valued industry 
knowledge and experience, and are 
interested in industry motivations and 
drivers. 
 
16. Planner participants were empathetic to 
the pressures on industry and the 
influences on their decisions. 
 
17. Industry professionals who make well 
documented applications, supported by 
reasonable and credible arguments, and 
based on a researched understanding of 
the planning requirements are valued. 
 
18. Industry professionals who understand 
their responsibilities regarding the 
efficient and professional conduct of 
development assessment processes are 
valued. 
 
19. Planner participants relied on high 
quality information from other agencies 
and industry. 
PROBITY 
 
16. No industry participant reported 
receiving improper advances. 
 
17. Probity must be a feature of the 
relationship, but can stymie 
communication and professional 
relationships. 
 
20. No planning participant reported 
receiving improper advances  
 
21. Probity must be a feature of the 
relationship, but can stymie 
communication and professional 
relationships. 
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INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
 
COMMUNITY AND ELECTED OFFICIALS 
 
18. Community input is valued, and can 
contribute to better projects. 
 
19. If the community is not prepared to 
listen and engage, there is limited utility 
in consultation, and planning decisions 
must be made.  These decisions may 
require an element of ‘bravery’. 
 
20. Direct communication can overcome 
misunderstandings regarding proposed 
projects that contribute to anxiety and 
unnecessary submissions. 
 
21. The leadership of elected officers and 
senior management is influential on the 
relationship and the effectiveness of 
relationships. 
 
 
22. Community input is valued and can 
contribute to better projects. 
 
23. Some community members may have 
priorities that are inconsistent with 
planning objectives, particularly housing 
diversity and effective use of 
infrastructure.  They are simultaneously 
over represented in consultation 
processes. 
 
24. Pressure from community scrutiny can 
result in poorer outcomes. 
 
25. The community must be given an 
opportunity to participate, however, 
ultimately, planning decisions must be 
made.  These decisions may require an 
element of bravery. 
 
26. Existing land owner price expectations 
are challenging acquisition of project 
sites and therefore, the achievement of 
planning objectives. 
 
27. Educating the market to accept housing 
that meets planning objectives. 
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INDUSTRY PARTICIPANTS PLANNING PARTICIPANTS 
INDUSTRY DIVERSITY 
 
22. Large industry organisations and/or 
large projects can initiate and lead 
strategic planning.  Planning objectives 
such as housing diversity can be 
incorporated into these large projects. 
 
27. Organisations take a strategic, risk 
taking, market responsive or 
conservative approaches to decisions 
regarding projects.   
 
28. These approaches are not necessarily 
related to the type of organisation or its 
size. 
 
29. Some decisions comprise components 
of each. 
 
30. Some projects comprise several 
approaches, which are applied 
consecutively over time. 
 
31. Financial feasibility assessment can be 
science, intuition and experience, or a 
combination depending on the decision 
making approach. 
 
28. Larger industry organisations can bring 
‘credibility’ and draw in resources. 
 
29. Smaller industry organisations and/or 
projects can require more resources, but 
that input can improve outcomes. 
 
 
Conclusion 
The projects industry participants proposed were unique expressions of the market 
they were addressing, the characteristics of their organisations, the assets and 
constraints of their sites and financial or economic imperatives.  These influences were 
much stronger than the planning system.  Therefore in most cases, the proposed 
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projects discussed by participants were non-compliant in some, or all, respects with 
the applicable strategic planning framework.   
 
Smooth progressions through the combined planning and housing delivery process 
illustrated in Figure 5:1 did not occur.  Instead, the proposed projects required a 
strategic planning process to be undertaken to resolve non-compliances, whether it 
was a minor variation to a planning control, or inclusion of a major land release in a 
metropolitan strategic plan.  Negotiating these strategic planning processes took 
considerable periods of time, during which planning approvals could not be obtained 
and new housing projects could not be delivered.  Despite being unable to predict 
accurately the length of time it would take, participants were determined and 
committed to the logic and reasonableness of their projects and reported being 
optimistic strategic planning amendments would be obtained, allowing submission and 
assessment of development applications.  
 
Similarly, some planner participants viewed planning for new housing as a continuum, 
in which there were three essential participants, Council, state planning and 
infrastructure agencies and the housing development industry.  They emphasised 
early and high quality communication between each group during strategic planning 
processes, a joint commitment to an objective and a pragmatic response to the site, 
project and other challenging issues.    
 
Both groups raised the importance of responsiveness in planning practice.  Some 
planner participants noted that rigid application of strategic planning requirements and 
planning processes resulted in poorer housing outcomes.  Industry participants sought 
responsiveness to their proposals in order to resolve strategic planning issues.  
Planning and planners that took a ‘pragmatic’ approach that addressed the locality, 
site and project were valued by both groups.  Transparent processes with agreed 
principles and objectives were also valued.  The importance of both planners and 
industry professionals taking responsibility for their roles and communicating openly 
as they interacted was emphasised.  
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Introduction 
The North West (NWGC) and South West (SWGC) Sydney Growth Centres (Centres) 
provide a contemporary case study where planning sought to influence housing 
industry behaviour to foster the orderly creation of high quality, sustainable new urban 
neighbourhoods within contained urban boundaries.  Since 2001, accommodating 
new urban areas within the Centres has been a central component of metropolitan 
strategic planning for Sydney (NSW Government, 2005e: 1).  They have been subject 
to extensive planning processes, and both public and private sector industry 
organisations have delivered new housing projects within their boundaries.   
 
The case study explores the effectiveness of planning influence on industry, and 
identifies the planning challenges that arose during planning and delivery, and the 
non-planning influences that impacted on industry decisions.  It comprises a brief 
description of the Centres, then planning objectives are drawn from primary sources 
such as planning documents, regulation and media releases and secondary academic 
literature.  The successful achievement of these objectives is then considered, based 
on an analysis of data on the location, timing and volume of new housing projects 
within the Centres that is regularly published by the NSW Department of Planning and 
Environment (the Department).  Finally, the challenges and influences that affected 
housing outcomes within the Centres are outlined.  Insights offered by eight industry 
and nine planner participants who referred to an aspect of Centre planning or housing 
delivery are incorporated into the evaluation.   
 
The Growth Centres 
The Centres are located within metropolitan Sydney, adjoining new and growing urban 
areas, as shown in Figure 6:1.  The SWGC is 17,000 hectares ‘with capacity for around 
110,000 new homes’, and the NWGC is 10,000 hectares and ‘will contain about 70,000 
new homes’ (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006b: 1).  Figure 6.1 shows the 
location of the Growth Centres within the Sydney metropolitan area. 
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Figure 6:1 Sydney Region Growth Centres 
Source: Compiled by author from plans at (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013d:1, 
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013c: 1) 
 
The planning process 
Growth Centre planning processes comprised strategic planning then development 
assessment phases described in Figure 4:1 and was primarily undertaken by the 
Department, commencing in 2001 with strategic planning for two new urban areas in 
north west and south west metropolitan Sydney (NSW Department of Planning, 2010b: 
18).  The specialist and technical reports required to inform structure planning, and 
determine boundaries for the new urban areas were completed in early 2003.  On 28 
July 2006 the Growth Centres became formal entities with gazettal of SEPP3 (Sydney 
Region Growth Centres) (NSW Government, 2006a).  The Growth Centre boundaries, 
                                            
3 State Environmental Planning Policy 
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Structure Plans, and the boundaries of Precincts within the Centres are defined in 
maps attached to the SEPP.  Centre Structure Plans are at Figures 6.2 and 6.4.   
 
There are 31 residential ‘Precincts’ within the Centres, 16 in SWGC and 15 in NWGC.  
Precinct boundaries and cadastre are shown at Figures 6.3 and 6.5.  Precincts must 
be formally ‘released’, as a pre-requisite for ‘Precinct Planning’.  There are two 
pathways for Precinct release.  The first is initiated by government following a release 
sequence that was established by the Department, and adopted by the Minister in 
2005, and is subject to review (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006g: 1).  
Alternatively, land owners or interested industry organisations can initiate release 
outside of the adopted sequence, by making an application under the ‘Precinct 
Acceleration Protocol’ (PAP), which the NSW government adopted in November 2006 
in response to industry requests (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006e, NSW 
Department of Planning, 2006, NSW Department of Planning, 2010f, NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2008b). 
 
During PAP Stage 1 applicants must demonstrate an ‘ability and commitment’ to 
finance and deliver infrastructure, and, if approved, pass to Stage 2 where 
commitments must be made to fund any additional infrastructure requirements 
associated with the ‘accelerated’ release of the Precinct, through legally binding 
Voluntary Planning Agreements (VPAs) entered into with the Planning Minister (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2006e).  Formal release under both pathways is notified 
in the Government Gazette in accordance with provisions in the SEPP, the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (the Act), and Environmental Planning 
Regulations 2000 (the Regulations).  A ‘Precinct Boundary Review Process’ was also 
adopted by government to manage the assessment of amendments to the gazetted 
Precinct boundaries (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2008c).  Neither the PAP nor 
Boundary Review Process are included, referred to or regulated by the Act, SEPP or 
Regulations. 
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Figure 6:2 SWGC – Structure Plan 
Source: (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013d: 1) 
 
 
 
Figure 6:3 NWGC – Structure Plan 
Source: (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013c: 1) 
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Precinct Plans establish zones for urban purposes, and dictate the location, type and 
yield of housing and other land uses within those zones.  They also contain specific 
site and project development controls (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006g, 
NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2008d, NSW Department of Planning, 2010c: 23).   
 
After strategic planning is completed, proposed projects can be submitted to Councils 
for development assessments in order to obtain planning approvals. Councils then 
implement local infrastructure contributions plans, and collect monetary or works in 
kind contributions.  Construction and delivery of approved projects can then be 
undertaken by industry.   
 
The Centres’ planning process is summarised in Figure 6:2, and follows the steps 
outlined in the conceptual processes illustrated in Figure 4:1 and 5:1. 
 
 
Figure 6:4 Growth Centre planning and delivery process 
Source: Adapted by author from (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006c, NSW Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure, 2012c: 16, NSW Department of Planning, 2010a) 
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Planning objectives 
A representative range of metropolitan and Centre planning documents dated between 
2004 and 2015 were reviewed to identify implicitly and explicitly expressed objectives.  
These documents included statutes, media releases from successive NSW Premiers 
and planning ministers, planning reports prepared by the Department, and specialist 
and technical reports.  Annexure 6.1 provides the analysis of planning documentation 
referred to above.   
Targeted and contained new housing areas  
When Centres planning commenced in the early 2000s, an Australian and 
international planning objective was the facilitation of ‘compact cities’ as a means of 
mitigating the potential negative consequences of urban ‘sprawl’.  In summary, the 
planning principles are containment of urban growth within defined boundaries while 
simultaneously consolidating new projects within those boundaries, (Yates, 2001, 
Birrell et al., 2005, Altes, 2006, Cheshire, 2008, Adams, 2011, Gilbert, 2012: 12, Weitz, 
2012, Monk et al., 2013).   
 
The views expressed in 2000 by the Department’s then Director General illustrate a 
commitment to a more compact Sydney: 
It’s obvious that low density means sprawl, uniformity and lack of choice.  
Sprawl means higher infrastructure costs, more car travel and environmental 
degradation....Slowing the sprawl: we have slowed urban expansion for the 
first time in almost 20 years....This lessens the impact on air quality, water 
supply and natural resources.  The land nearest the urban fringe is particularly 
precious because it preserves green space near the city and supports 
biodiversity.  (Holliday, 2000) 
 
Accordingly, in 2004 early Centre planning was founded on containing new suburbs, 
thereby complementing 1990s consolidation policies which sought to ensure 60-70% 
of new housing was delivered in existing urban areas, while redressing 1990s planning 
which was described as contributing to the creation of new urban areas which were 
under served with infrastructure (NSW Department of Infrastructure Planning and 
Natural Resources, 2004b: Fact sheet 1, NSW Government, 2005a).  
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Academics considered the Centres within the context of Australian metropolitan 
planning during that period.  Searle and Bunker (2010) noted the 2005 metropolitan 
strategy, City of Cities was based on a spatial blueprint for growth and change in 
Sydney over the following 25 years.  It included defined Growth Centres boundaries 
and locations for other metropolitan land uses, major infrastructure and transport 
corridors (2010).   
 
In addition to Growth Centre boundaries, City of Cities included target yields for new 
houses and house lots within the Centres (NSW Department of Planning, 2005: Figure 
2, 133).  At a local level, the 2005 NWGC and SWGC ‘Planning Reports’ included 
targets not just for new dwellings within each Precinct, but also the proportion of low, 
medium or high density dwellings within that target, and the number of supermarkets, 
corner shops and other facilities (NSW Government, 2005d, NSW Government, 
2005c). 
 
City of Cities was reviewed in 2007, and again in 2010, with a new draft metropolitan 
strategy launched in May 2013.  These reviews did not consider additional land 
releases outside Centre boundaries, which were generally unchanged from the  2004 
form (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013a: 87: 96).  Planning 
documents and announcements included various reasons why the Centres must be 
maintained.  There were concerns Sydney would sprawl over an additional 850 square 
kilometres (NSW Department of Planning, 2010a: 2).  NSW Minister for Planning 
Keneally (2009) noted there was a 25 year supply of land within the Centres and new 
homes and infrastructure could not be properly coordinated outside the Centres.  
Finally, protecting agricultural and resource lands was important and would be 
achieved by consolidating new projects in existing areas and within the Centres (NSW 
Department of Planning, 2010c).   
 
In early 2011 a new Liberal Government was elected with a stated commitment to 
increase new housing delivery.  Developers and land owners were invited to nominate 
potential housing project sites for government consideration, irrespective of whether 
those sites were within or outside the Centres.  A planning assessment was 
undertaken that recommended eight of these sites receive government planning 
resources immediately, of which 2 were inside the SWGC, and 3 were immediately 
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adjoining its boundaries.  In effect, this review of potential new housing locations 
resulted in an enforcement of the spatial blueprint.  Sites outside of the Centres were 
not recommended for further investigation, as they were not a ‘strategic fit’ with the 
‘broad planned pattern of growth and urban policies’, which would result in long land 
use and infrastructure planning lead times, or inconsistent urban growth patterns such 
as emerging ‘new large satellite towns’ (NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure, 2013e: 2, 3, 7, 8, 10).  The decision was associated with ensuring 
coordination of housing and infrastructure (NSW Minister for Planning Hazzard, 
2013b).  
 
In late 2013 and through 2014 increasing housing supply was considered one way of 
‘improving housing affordability’ in response to the high price of Sydney housing, 
(NSW Minister for Planning Goward, 2014a: 1)  Nevertheless, the finalised 2014 
Sydney metropolitan strategy confirmed the Growth Centres as the primary location 
for the creation of new urban areas, in conjunction with a framework for identifying and 
planning for additional new areas was incorporated with a significant potential land 
release in the south west identified on the spatial plan which accompanied the strategy 
(NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2014: Figure 2, 78, 79).   
 
The commitment of planners and planning decision makers to directing new residential 
areas to locations within Centres boundaries was supported by Gilbert (2012) who 
called for ‘proactive’ government management, as an alternative to ‘reactive 
development control focussed on economic growth, housing construction and 
development certainty’, warning, ‘a focus on housing delivery in response to industry 
demands and affordability issues ignores development pattern implications and the 
full range of reasons that contribute to housing costs releasing land outside the Growth 
Centres’ (2012: 12). 
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Coordinated and orderly delivery of housing and infrastructure 
The government adopted a sequence for the release of Precincts for planning, which 
was founded on Centre Structure Plans, and associated targets for the volume and 
type of housing to be delivered within each Precinct (see Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 
6.5).  Orderly Precinct sequencing was intended to ensure the delivery of new 
neighbourhoods coincided with the provision of supporting local and regional 
infrastructure.  As a consequence, new residents would experience a high level of 
amenity from the first day of their arrival.  State agencies and councils were to prepare, 
exhibit, finalise, and then regularly review an Infrastructure Plan that detailed the 
required infrastructure items, their cost and estimated date of delivery.   
 
Neither the foreshadowed Infrastructure Plan, nor the adopted sequence for 
government initiated Precinct releases was exhibited or published.  Nevertheless, 
planning documents and government announcements indicate that Precincts were 
prioritised according to the efficiency with which they could be connected to services 
and infrastructure.  State planner participant NSWP(02) confirmed ‘the sequences of 
release’ were ‘driven very much about decisions about provision of infrastructure’.   
 
Innovative, business like and efficient 
Centres’ governance was to innovative, business like and efficient.  To this end, in July 
2005, a Growth Centres Commission (GCC) was incorporated under the Growth 
Centres (Development Corporations) Act 1974, to manage Growth Centre planning 
and implementation.  The GCC comprised a Board, and staff led by a Chief Executive 
Officer.  It was charged with funding provision of regional infrastructure, including 
collecting a Special Infrastructure Contribution (SIC) from developers, undertaking 
land use and infrastructure planning, while consulting and negotiating with 
government, landowners and industry (NSW State Records, 2013).  The GCC was 
abolished on 10 December 2008, under the Budget Measures Act, (NSW Government, 
2008b), however this study found no documents that provided an explanation for its 
abolishment after two years of operation.  Subsequently, the Department became 
responsible for planning and implementing the Growth Centres, with the involvement 
of Councils whose LGAs include parts of the Centres (NSW Department of Planning 
and Environment, 2015a: 6).   
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The influence of neoliberalism on City of Cities was explored by McGuirk (2005), who 
concluded the application of neo-liberalist ‘techniques, rhetoric, aspirations and 
ideologies’ were exemplified in the establishment of the GCC (2005: 66, 67).  Williams 
(2007) described the GCC as an example of ‘corporate liberalism’, where the state 
‘envisages’ itself as a corporate entity competing for investment and establishing 
business uses (2007: 38).   
 
The objectives that guided Centres plans and processes reflected this business 
oriented approach.  Between 2004 and 2008, planning and governance objectives 
related to the role of the GCC.  Its work was intended to extend beyond simply rezoning 
land, as it managed innovative, business like and business focused planning and non-
planning processes.  A key outcome of this new approach would be a dramatic 
reduction strategic planning process timeframes, down to two to three years, from the 
seven to ten years experienced under existing planning system in NSW.  New, 
simplified strategic planning and assessment processes would be efficient and save 
the government and industry time and money.  Industry, land owners and 
infrastructure agencies would enjoy certainty.  In response to market demand, the 
GCC would quickly deliver a steady supply of attractive housing land to the market, 
while making the most effective use of government resources.  It would negotiate with 
the private sector, and create opportunities for private investment in essential 
infrastructure.  The planning Minister would determine when Precincts were ready to 
develop, and then release them for strategic planning.  Completion of strategic 
planning processes would kick start Precinct development. 
 
When the Department became responsible for planning and implementing the Centres 
in 2008 the planning objectives remained similar, addressing seeking streamlined 
processes in order to facilitate the quick supply of new urban land to the market in the 
most efficient way.  The PAP would facilitate planning responses to industry initiated 
Precincts, and would speed up the construction of new homes by using the private 
sector to fund infrastructure.    
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Sustainable, liveable, affordable and diverse 
The fourth set of objectives related to the quality of newly established residential areas.  
Between 2004 and 2013, it was promised Centres’ planning process and plans would 
ensure sustainable growth and change over a period of 30 years.  High quality 
conservation areas would be strategically addressed to create sustainable 
communities.  In 2012, planning aimed to create a sustainable, ‘vibrant’ transit oriented 
Town Centre, with an ‘imageable’ public domain (Conybeare Morrison, 2012: 7).  
Successive planning ministers echoed these objectives.  In 2006 the Labor minister 
promised, ‘vibrant’, ‘liveable’ and ‘sustainable’ communities (NSW Minister for 
Planning Sartor, 2006a: 1, NSW Minister for Planning Sartor, 2006b: 1), while in 2013 
by the Liberal minister promised ‘vibrant’ and ‘liveable’ communities (NSW Minister for 
Planning Hazzard, 2013a).  Both Ministers stressed the importance of concurrent 
provision of infrastructure and services with housing. 
 
In August 2014 the SEPP was amended to introduce ‘housing diversity’, by facilitating 
small lot subdivision and medium density housing.  Exhibition material associated with 
the amendment argued this type of housing would be more feasible to deliver, and 
therefore could be offered to the market at lower prices, thereby addressing 
‘affordability’ while extending ‘housing choice’ (NSW Minister for Planning Goward, 
2014b, NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2013b).   
 
As the first Centres’ communities in Oran Park and Turner Road are only nearing 
completion in 2016, it is considered too early to assess whether they will be more 
‘sustainable’, ‘liveable’, or ‘vibrant’ than any other new residential area in Sydney.  
Notwithstanding some early evaluation has been undertaken.  In 2004, prior to 
commencement of any detailed planning or housing delivery, NSW Sustainability 
Commissioner, Professor Newman, reviewed processes and draft Structure plans, 
concluding the Centres would contribute to a ‘more sustainable’ Sydney, and the 
innovative sustainability measures applied would make them objects of ‘considerable 
international and national interest’.  In particular, the provision of ‘quality places’ was 
found to exceed ‘world best practice’ with spatial design being of a ‘very high quality’ 
(Newman, 2004, NSW Government, 2005a: 32, 33). 
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Implementation 
By December 2015 there were 21 residential Precincts active at various points in the 
planning process.  These Precincts had been released, PAP applications for release 
had been made, and/or Precinct Plans were being prepared or gazetted.  In some 
rezoned Precincts housing projects were being delivered, therefore planning 
approvals had been obtained.  Precinct progress through key planning milestones was 
collated from a number of primary sources, including planning documents prepared by 
the Department, government media releases, the NSW Government Gazette, and 
VPAs entered into by developers and the Minister for Planning.  The collated data is 
presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.   
 
Data on the location, volume and timing of new housing lot delivery within the Centres 
was extracted and collated from the Metropolitan Development Programme (MDP), 
which regularly reports on residential planning and delivery activity within the Sydney 
metropolitan area.  The last published data was for the July-December 2015 quarter.  
Lot ‘production’ data was selected as it provides a definitive indication of developer 
activity.  To be counted as ‘produced’, the new lot must be physically constructed with 
linking infrastructure and utilities, and a new title created by registration with NSW 
Land and Property Information (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 
2012c: 16).  The Department also monitors planning approvals for new lots and 
dwelling completions however this data may not indicate developer activity, as 
approved lots may never be delivered, or delivery may be delayed for up to 5 years 
after approval, and dwellings may be constructed by others, for example the home 
owner.  Data for each year is summarised in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, and provided for each 
quarter or half year at Appendix 6.2 and 6.3. 
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Table 6:1 SWGC planning progress (2001 – 2016) 
 
Source: Compiled by the author from various sources, listed below: 
1. (NSW Department of Planning, 2010b: 18) 
2  (NSW Government, 2006a: 5947) 
3. (NSW Department of Planning, 2006: 7) 
4  (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2007a: 40) 
5  (NSW Minister for Planning Hazzard, 2013b: 1) 
6. (NSW Government, 2007a: 4, NSW Government, 2009b: 5479, NSW Government, 2011a: 6549, 
NSW Government, 2011b: 5130, 5131) 
7. (NSW Government, 2010b: 3919, 3920, NSW Government, 2012b: 4808) 
8. (NSW Government, 2006b: 1674, NSW Government, 2007b: 10136, NSW Government, 2013f: 1, NSW 
Government, 2013g: 2, NSW Government, 2016: 1) 
9. See Table 6.3 
10. NOTE:  dates of PAP application submissions are not published by the Department. 
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Table 6:2 NWGC planning progress (2001 – 2016) 
 
Source: Compiled by the author from various sources, listed below: 
1  (NSW Department of Planning, 2010b: 18) 
2.  (NSW Government, 2006a: 5947) 
3. (Otto, 2012) 
4. (NSW Premier O'Farrell, 2011a: 1, NSW Minister for Planning Hazzard, 2013a: 1) 
5. (NSW Government, 2007a: 4, NSW Government, 2009b:5479, NSW Government, 2011b: 5130, 
NSW Government, 2014: 3053, NSW Government, 2013a: 3613, NSW Government, 2013d: 1662) 
6. (NSW Government, 2009a: 331, NSW Government, 2010b: 3919)  
7. (NSW Government, 2005b: 1604, NSW Government, 2008a: 12626, NSW Government, 2010a: 1, 
NSW Government, 2011c: 1, NSW Government, 2012a: 1, NSW Government, 2013b: 1, NSW 
Government, 2013c: 1, NSW Government, 2013e: 1, NSW Government, 2016: 1) 
8.  See Table 6.4  
9. NOTE:  dates of PAP application submissions are not published by the Department. 
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Table 6:3 Summary: SWGC Production (2005/06 – December 2015) 
 
Source: Compiled by the author from various sources, listed below: 
1. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2011a: 212, 213) 
2. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2011b: Part 2, Table 3 "Greenfield Lot Production", 
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012b: Table 3.6 Greenfield Lot Production: 14) 
3. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012b: Table 3.6 Greenfield Lot Production: 14) 
4. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012a: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16, NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16) 
5. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16, NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment, 2015c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 20) 
6. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2015c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 20, NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment, 2015d: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production: 18) 
7. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016a: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production: 17) 
8. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016b) 
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Table 6:4 Summary: NWGC Production (2005/06 – December 2015) 
 
 
Source: Compiled by the author from various sources, listed below: 
1. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2011a: 189, 190) 
2. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2011b: Part 2, Table 3 "Greenfield Lot Production", 
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012b: Table 3.6 Greenfield Lot Production: 14) 
3. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012b: Table 3.6 Greenfield Lot Production: 14) 
4. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2012a: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16, NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16) 
5. (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014c: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 16, NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment, 2015c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 20) 
6. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2015c: Tabel 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production": 20, NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment, 2015d: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production: 18) 
7. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016a: Table 3.6 "Greenfield Lot Production: 17) 
8. (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016b) 
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The production of housing lots in the active Precincts are discussed below in two 
groups; those where developers initiated the planning process by making PAP 
applications; and those where the government initiated the planning process in 
accordance with its adopted sequence.   
 
Developer initiated precincts 
Colebee was zoned for urban purposes in mid-2015, prior to gazettal of the Growth 
Centres, following separate planning processes undertaken in conjunction with the 
relevant Councils (see Table 6.2).  By December 2015, over ten years later, 1,033 lots 
had been delivered, above the anticipated total yield (see Table 6.4).  There was 
developer committed to housing delivery within the Colebee Precinct, and a VPA to 
fund state infrastructure was executed in 2005 (Medallist Golf Holdings Pty Ltd et al., 
2005).  
 
Developers or land owners have initiated the release of six Precincts or part Precincts 
using the PAP.  As these applications have been approved through Stage 1, the 
government was satisfied those developers had the ability and commitment to deliver 
housing projects and infrastructure.  Their individual progress is described below. 
 
The Lowes Creek and Bringelly PAP application was submitted in 2006, and approved 
through Stage 1 in May 2007 (see Table 6.1).  Six years later in 2013 the Planning 
Minister announced the Precinct would be released.  However, at July 2016 this had 
not occurred, although there is developer commitment to fund Precinct planning 
(Macarthur Developments Pty Ltd et al., 2014).   
 
The Catherine Fields PAP application was also submitted in 2006.  Five years later, in 
late 2011 the developer committed in a VPA to fund Precinct planning (Valad 
Development Management Pty Ltd and Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, 2011).  
A second VPA was executed in December 2013, close to completion of the planning 
process (Hixson Pty Ltd et al., 2013).  In 2013, seven years after the developer initiated 
the planning process, the Precinct Plan was gazetted, but by December 2015 no new 
lots had been delivered (see Tables 6.1 and 6.3). 
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The East Leppington PAP application was also submitted in 2006, and approved 
through Stage 1 in May 2007.  Its progress was described by Applied Economics 
(2010) in a consultancy commissioned by NSW Treasury.  Subsequent to the PAP 
being approved through Stage 1 there were several years of negotiation between the 
developer and government.  In accordance with the PAP prior to Stage 2 approval and 
Precinct release, the developers were required to enter into a VPA committing to fund 
items of physical infrastructure.  As the Precinct was not released detailed Precinct 
planning needed to establish yields, and therefore revenue, could not be undertaken.  
The developer was therefore unable to assess the project feasibility, which is 
necessary prior to entering a VPA.  As the sequence for government initiated release 
was not published, the developer could not determine if potentially high financial risks 
associated with additional PAP infrastructure requirements were worthwhile against 
the potential benefits of an accelerated release (2010: 52 - 55) 
 
In 2011 the government initiated release of East Leppington, removing the 
requirement for developers to commit to additional infrastructure funding associated 
with the PAP.  A developer committed to fund the Precinct planning process 
(Stockland Development Pty Ltd and Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, 2013).  
In 2012, approximately six years after a developer initiated planning by submitting a 
PAP application, the Precinct was rezoned.  By December 2015, nine years later, 815 
new lots had been delivered, or 20% of the targeted yield of 4,150 (see Tables 6.1 and 
6.3). 
 
The Marsden Park PAP application was submitted in 2008.  The developer committed 
to fund Precinct Planning in late 2011, and to regional infrastructure in 2013 (Winten 
Pty Ltd and Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, 2011, Winten Pty Ltd et al., 2013).  
Five years after the developer initiated the planning process the Precinct Plan was 
gazetted, and by December 2015, seven years later, 477 new lots had been delivered, 
or 5% of the target yield of 10,000 (see Tables 6.2 and 6.4). 
 
Marsden Park North PAP application was submitted prior to November 2013, when a 
draft developer commitment to fund Precinct Planning was exhibited by the 
Department (NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2015b).  The 
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commitment was formally made in early 2015 (The Angliss Estate Pty Ltd et al., 2015).  
By July 2016 Precinct planning had not been completed (see Tables 6.2 and 6.4). 
 
Part of the West Schofields Precinct was released for planning in mid-2013, however, 
by July 2016 Precinct planning had not completed (see Table 6.2).  A developer has 
committed to fund Precinct planning and infrastructure within the part Precinct (CSR 
Building Products LTD and Minister for Planning, 2015).   
Government initiated Precinct releases 
The government has initiated and funded Precinct planning for fifteen Precincts.  
Edmondson Park was zoned for urban purposes in March 2006, prior to gazettal of 
the Growth Centres, following separate planning processes undertaken in conjunction 
with the relevant Councils (see Table 6.1).  By December 2015, nearly 10 years later 
1,372 lots had been delivered, or approximately 23% of the targeted yield (see Table 
6.4).  This study did not find evidence of industry commitment in Edmondson Park 
prior to the rezoning.   
 
Oran Park and Turner Road Precincts were released in 2006 and their Precinct Plans 
gazetted in late 2007, 12 months later.  Developer commitments to fund or provide 
infrastructure to support these Precincts were made in 2008, 2011 and 2012 (Landcom 
and NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2008, SH Camden Valley Pty Ltd and The 
Crown, 2010, Dart West Development Pty Ltd and Minister for Planning, 2011, 
Landcom and The Crown, 2012).  By December 2015, 2,393 lots had been delivered 
in Oran Park and 2,167 in Turner Road, or 32% and 54% of the targeted yields 
respectively (see Tables 6.1 and 6.3).   
 
Austral and Leppington North were released late 2009, and Precinct Plans gazetted 
within 2.5 years in March 2013 (see Table 6.2).  By December 2015 no lots had been 
delivered in these Precincts, 6 years after release (see Table 6.3).  Leppington was 
released in late 2011 and its Precinct Plan was gazetted four years later in November 
2015 (see Table 6.2).  This study did not find any developer commitments to funding 
planning processes or infrastructure in these three Precincts.  
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Alex Avenue and Riverstone were released in late 2006, and Precinct Plans gazetted 
in mid-2010, 3.5 years later.  In December 2015, nine years after release, 1,511 lots, 
or 24% of a targeted 6,300 had been delivered in Alex Avenue and 691, or 8% of a 
targeted 9,000 in Riverstone (see Tables 6.2 and 6.4).   
 
Area 20 and North Kellyville were released in late 2006.  The Area 20 Precinct Plan 
was gazetted in late 2011 but 4 years later in December 2015 no lots of the targeted 
4,500 had been delivered.  North Kellyville’s Precinct Plan was gazetted in late 2008, 
and by December 2015, 1,142 lots, or 25% of the targeted 4,500 had been delivered 
(see Tables 6.2 and 6.4).  
 
Riverstone East and Vineyard Precincts were released for planning in mid-2013.  The 
Riverstone East Precinct Plan was gazetted in August 2016, over 3 years later, and 
the Vineyard Precinct Plan is yet to be gazetted (see Table 6.2).  Box Hill and Schofield 
were released in late 2009, and Precinct Plans were gazetted in early 2013, over 3 
years later.  By December 2015 no lots had been delivered in Box Hill, and only 145 
of a targeted 2,950 in Schofields (see Tables 6.2 and 6.4).  Developers have 
committed to funding infrastructure to support projects within parts of these Precincts 
(EJ Cooper and Son Pty Ltd and The Minister for Planning, 2005, Capital Eden Grange 
and The Crown, 2013). 
 
Time frames for government initiated and developer initiated Precincts 
Table 6:5 summarises the time frames outlined in Tables 6:1 and 6.2 into developer 
and government initiated Precincts. were  
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Table 6:5 Developer and government initiated Precinct time frames  
 
Source: Tables 6:1 and 6:2 
Note: Edmondson Park and Colebee are not included as they were rezoned prior to the Centre’s 
creation in 2006. 
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Planning challenges and influences on industry  
Fragmented landholdings with high land values 
The Centres comprise large areas of highly fragmented land held in small lots by 
many, if not thousands of individual owners.  In 2010 Landcom4 undertook an analysis 
of the pattern of landholdings within the Centres, which is summarised in Table 6:1.  It 
shows that 52% of land within the SWGC, and 47% of land within the NWGC is 
fragmented into allotments that are smaller than 5 hectares.  Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show 
where the areas of ‘fragmentation’ are located relative to Centre and Precinct 
boundaries.  These land holdings are occupied by homes, or rural and horticultural 
activities (Edge Land Planning, 2003).  The Western Sydney Regional Organisation 
of Councils (WESROC) (2013) quotes land use studies which estimate ‘40% of 
Sydney’s most productive agricultural land and 50% of Sydney’s identified vegetable 
farms’ operate within the Centres (2013: 23).   
 
Table 6:6 Composition of Centre land holdings 
 
Source: Adapted by author from (Applied Economics, 2010: 83, 84) 
 
                                            
4 The state development agency 
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Figure 6:5 SWGC – Precincts with pre-planning cadastre  
Source:  Author compiled from (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014a: 1, NSW 
Department of Planning, 2010b: 216 - 220) 
 
 
Figure 6:6 NWGC – Precincts with pre-planning cadastre  
Source: Author compiled from (NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 2014b: 1, NSW 
Department of Planning, 2010b: 203, 204) 
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The government adopted Precinct release sequence prioritised the release of highly 
fragmented Precincts of Austral, Leppington North and Leppington in SWGC and 
North Kellyville, Riverstone, Box Hill, Alex Avenue, Area 20 in NWGC, in contradiction 
of one planning criterion for Precinct release: 
 ‘Level of fragmented land ownership and the impact on development rates’. 
(NSW Government, 2005a: 4) 
 
Planner and industry participants discussed the challenges this presented to 
coordinated and efficient provision of infrastructure and new housing, innovative and 
business like governance, and sustainable and liveable communities.  Firstly, the 
physical constraint of fragmentation within these Precincts impeded the ability of 
industry organisations to create suitable and feasible project sites that met their 
organisational characteristics.  These difficulties may explain why there have been no 
PAP applications submitted by industry seeking the release of fragmented Precincts.  
NSWI(09) reported that while industry was actively searching for potential project sites, 
it was difficult, if not impossible, to ‘consolidate’, or amalgamate fragmented areas into 
parcels large enough to enable delivery of the high volume, master planned projects 
her organisation was experienced and skilled at undertaking, particularly when land 
owners’ price expectations were unrealistic.   
 
Government developer NSWI(10) believed it was a considerable constraint on private 
sector developers given the time and financial resources that would be expended 
coordinating acquisitions with many land owners, who have high price expectations.  
This was exacerbated by the scale of fragmentation, with some government initiated 
Precincts contain thousands of existing lots.   He wondered what the implications 
would be for industry in 10 years’ time when there would be only ‘five acre lots to deal 
with, which is the majority of what is being rezoned within the Growth Centres’.  
NSWI(07) agreed that private developers did not have the resources to play ‘pass the 
parcel’ with many land owners to consolidate feasible project sites.  This may have 
contributed to state planner NSWP(02) description of the number of industry 
organisations working in the Centres as ‘disturbingly small’. 
 
The lack of industry organisations with the skills and resources to undertake projects 
on smaller sites in fragmented areas may be another factor.  NSWI(10) noted there 
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were a limited number of small industry organisations able to undertake successful 
projects on 2 to 3 hectare project sites, and NSWI(07) who had decades of experience 
in south west Sydney recalled arguments that small developers would ensure the 
Centres ‘are going to be doing great guns’.  He agreed with NSWI(10), noting ‘the 
bloke who used to go and do a couple of five acre sub-divisions a year, he doesn’t 
exist’.   
 
The difficulty of dealing with many individual owners is potentially exacerbated by the 
higher price expectations of existing rural/residential land owners after their properties 
are rezoned, irrespective of those properties being un-serviced, and therefore unable 
to be developed as observed by NSWP(04).  In this respect state planner NSWP(02) 
reported actively trying to educate land owners regarding reasonable price 
expectations, as this was one factor potentially slowing the rate of site acquisition by 
developers. 
 
The difficulty of dealing with many individual owners is potentially exacerbated by the 
higher price expectations of existing rural/residential land owners after their properties 
are rezoned, irrespective of those properties being un-serviced, and therefore unable 
to be developed as observed by NSWP(04).  In this respect state planner NSWP(02) 
reported actively trying to educate land owners regarding reasonable price 
expectations, as this was one factor potentially slowing the rate of site acquisition by 
developers. 
 
State planner NSWP(02) agreed amalgamation of project sites within fragmented 
areas was ‘a problem’, but offered a different perspective.  He noted that historically 
fragmented areas took longer to initiate, but ultimately a higher volume of housing 
could be delivered than in non-fragmented areas.  However, in this respect it is noted 
that while ultimately achieving a higher volume of new housing may be consistent with 
planning objectives, Centres’ planning objectives sought quick, smooth and steady 
supply. 
 
Secondly, planner participants reported fragmented areas presented a challenge to 
the orderly provision of infrastructure.  NSWP(08) a planner from a south west Sydney 
growth council described the ‘chicken and egg’ problem of coordinating infrastructure 
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and housing in fragmented Precincts.  Utilities agencies require a certain number of 
lots to be delivered to support the viability of providing infrastructure, for example 200 
or 400 lots are required to support the installation of utilities, even initial temporary 
solutions such as removing effluent in tankers.  Where land is fragmented into small 
project sites that are only capable of accommodating 20 or 30 lots they cannot be 
viably serviced.   
 
Developing fragmented areas is known to impose additional costs on public planning 
agencies.  In 2007 the GCC considered how fragmentation could be managed, 
providing a case study of a fragmented release area in western Sydney that was 
developed for housing in the 1980s and 1990s.  The process required construction of 
temporary roads, and new houses were delivered into unfinished streets.  The local 
council became responsible for administering temporary roads, closures, residue 
allotments and land swaps (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2007b).  The site of 
the future SWGC town centre at Leppington comprises over 100 lots with an average 
size of 2 hectares.  The Department’s urban design consultant acknowledges the 
additional administration resources that will be required to undertake potentially 
‘complex land purchase negotiations’ (Connybeare Morrison, 2012: 3).   
 
Government developer NSWI(10) described the ‘difficult exercise’ of addressing 
fragmentation in the Riverstone Precinct, where the government had resourced a 5 to 
6 year process of coordinating land owners and planning and infrastructure agencies 
to convert thousands of very small lots into viable project sites.  The process is 
ongoing, and over coming years the government will coordinate complex land swaps 
and agreements while managing groups of up to 80 owners who will ‘vote’ on urban 
designs and progress.   
 
This model may have application to other fragmented Precincts, however NSWI(10) 
noted the cost to government would be ‘enormous’, limiting the ability to amalgamate 
all the large fragmented areas involved. NSWI(09) from a large ASX firm, speculated 
that project sites amalgamated by government in this way would be too expensive for 
feasible private sector projects, leaving the government developer as the only potential 
developer.  Both these industry participants believed the government developer would 
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enjoy a competitive advantage over private sector developers in that case, which is 
inconsistent with its policies and practices.   
 
Finally, the planning focus on fragmented Precincts was reported as a challenge to 
achieving sustainable and liveable new neighbourhoods.  Residential amenity may be 
compromised by the staged delivery of infrastructure such as roads and bus services, 
housing projects that are separated from each other, and/or adjoining persisting and 
non-compatible intensive horticultural uses.  Existing horticultural or agricultural uses 
cannot be required to cease after Precincts are rezoned for residential purposes and 
housing is delivered, and land owners ‘may choose to carry on with any legal activity 
that was already being undertaken prior to rezoning, for as long as he or she wishes’ 
(NSW Department of Planning, 2010a: 5).  These activities may be incompatible with 
residential projects and will therefore either constrain the design and location of new 
projects, or reduce the level of residential amenity experienced in delivered projects.  
 
The protection of agricultural and resource lands was also a sustainability objective 
associated with the containment of new residential areas within the Centres.  However 
the Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils (WESROC) noted the 
inclusion of a large proportion of Sydney’s horticultural land is within the Centres was 
inconsistent with this objective, and called for the government to revisit Centres 
planning (WESROC, 2013).   
 
Coordination between state agencies, Councils and industry 
Industry participants with active large projects within the Centres, NSWI(03) and 
NSWI(09) described benefits associated with government commitment to coordinate 
infrastructure provision with the delivery new neighbourhoods.  This included a positive 
acceptance of growth engendered within local communities, and enhanced 
relationships with Council and Departmental staff.  Senior assessments planner 
NSWP(05) from a Council whose area included parts of SWGC confirmed community 
acceptance of growth was enhanced.   
 
However, both industry and planner participants questioned whether coordinated 
infrastructure and housing delivery could be effectively achieved.  Rezoning Precincts 
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prior to resolution of infrastructure planning and funding was also an issue for state 
infrastructure planner NSWP(04).  She provided an example where government 
initiated the release, planning and rezoning of a Precinct, despite her agency being 
unable to provide essential infrastructure for a further 3 years.  As it was rezoned, 
Council and developers expected to progress planning approvals for new housing lots, 
however this was not the case as there was no infrastructure.  Industry participant 
NSWI(15), from a small, family company active in south west Sydney for many 
decades called this ‘the tail wagging the dog’, noting ‘there’s all this land rezoned out 
there in the Growth Centres, but only that site, that site and that site can actually be 
developed because of sewer’.  The Alex Avenue Precinct Plan provides an example.  
It was gazetted in May 2010, but no new lots were delivered until mid-2013.  It was 
both fragmented and lacking in infrastructure.  The Department reported lot delivery 
increased by ‘38% in two years’ after a new sewer pumping station was commissioned 
(NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2014: 78).   
 
In another example provided by NSWP(04), her agency had delivered $58 million of 
infrastructure to a government initiated Precinct, with a further $50 million required.  
While the infrastructure had been constructed ‘a few years ago’, at the time of 
interview, late 2012 she reported only approximately 100 lots had been produced, out 
of the targeted 7,000.  As the Precinct was government initiated, the full cost of that 
infrastructure was being borne by the community.  She believed recommending such 
a non-productive investment in the private sector would have resulted in the officer 
losing their employment.  
 
Industry participant NSWI(09) asked why the adopted release sequence that planners 
‘would like’, had prioritized release of fragmented Precincts, which then received 
millions of dollars of planning resources and the allocation of infrastructure assets.  
She suggested planners were reluctant to focus infrastructure provision based on a 
‘realistic’ appraisal of where and when developers were going to deliver new housing, 
as they wanted to avoid perceptions particular developers may receive a ‘step in 
before everyone else’:   
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I find it really strange that they release land that is highly fragmented for 
development, knowing that it will never happen and they’ve got these big 
landowners all around the joint, ‘Hello, we’re here!  We’re ready to go, this is 
our area’.  Large, ASX NSWI(09) 
 
Echoing these sentiments, state infrastructure planner NSWP(04) argued that Precinct 
release should be based on a realistic understanding of where housing projects would 
be delivered, and that Precincts should not be rezoned until infrastructure 
arrangements were in place and there is demonstrated market demand.  She cited a 
Precinct where the Department provided her agency with accurate information on the 
location and timing of lot delivery, allowing the agency to efficiently coordinate $40 to 
$50 million of infrastructure investment, and identify when future investment stages 
should occur. 
 
Major pieces of regional infrastructure have been completed, for example the South 
West Rail Link, and the new Leppington Rail Station, which opened in early 2016.  
However, at December 2015, only 15 lots had been delivered in the government 
initiated Precincts, Austral, Leppington and North Leppington that adjoin the Station. 
 
The ability of strategic planning processes to foster the delivery of liveable 
communities was questioned by one industry participant.  NSWI(07) has decades of 
experience delivering housing projects in both the public and private sectors, and was 
‘deeply disappointed’ with the approach to urban design, which he believed lacked a 
vision for communities ‘where people love to live’.  In his view the reality of ‘what’s on 
the ground’ and opportunities to ‘create a sense of vibrancy’ with visual landmarks and 
focus points were overlooked.  Instead the focus of planning exercises was ‘all about 
the wrong thing’, with the requirements of various agencies viewed as constraints 
layered over constraints to satisfy the ‘the lowest common denominator’, such as 
protecting poor quality bushland, or riparian corridors, putting in bus routes then 
applying planning ‘fashions’ such as ‘new urbanism’, which seeks simply to maximise 
yield by imposing gridiron road patterns.   
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Rigid application of plans and the adopted Precinct release sequence 
Policies seeking to contain Sydney’s growth within existing areas, or the Centres could 
be considered successful.  In 2013 the Department noted that approximately 75% of 
new housing in metropolitan Sydney was delivered in existing urban areas, exceeding 
the planning target of 60 to 70%.  However the overall rate of new lot and housing 
delivery had ‘been running at low levels’ (NSW Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure, 2013e: 2).   
 
State level planner study participants were cognisant of that Sydney was experiencing 
low rates of housing supply growth, and housing lot delivery within the Centres was 
poor, but nevertheless reiterated the importance of adhering to metropolitan strategic 
plans.  NSWP(01) viewed assessment of potential project sites outside the Centres as 
the ‘wrong approach’, while NSWP(02), believed sites outside the Centres could be 
considered, but only if they were small and located with existing infrastructure. 
 
Industry participant NSWI(05) saw the commitment to containment as contributing to 
the low rates of new housing supply.  His ability to progress projects located outside 
of the Centres with individual Councils was curtailed as, ‘you’re either in the Growth 
Centres or you weren’t’, while inside the Centres the adopted sequence of Precinct 
release was ‘totally flawed’.  As a result of these combined factors there was no land 
supply ‘coming through’ in Sydney. 
 
Similarly, focusing planning and infrastructure resources on the Centres was viewed 
by NSWI(09) and NSWI(01) as impeding the government’s willingness to consider 
proposed projects outside the Centres that could potentially deliver housing: 
…. The Government has placed a lot of money in, and committed to these 
Growth Centres and so it’s reluctant to look at these areas outside.  Even 
though they offer a lot of potential – and that’s really I think the issue.  Large, 
private company NSWI(01) 
 
In some government initiated Precincts none, or negligible, new lots have been 
delivered, despite the completion of strategic planning processes.  For example, over 
three half years after rezoning only 15 new lots of a target yield of 17,350 had been 
delivered in highly fragmented Austral and North Leppington Precincts.  In the same 
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period 815 lots of a target yield of 4,450 had been delivered in Leppington East, an 
adjoining Precinct with large land holdings and a committed developer (see Tables 
6:1, 6:3 and Figure 6.5). 
 
Concurrently, government planning resources were withheld from Precincts where 
developers had acquired large land holdings and sought to initiate Precinct planning.  
They were subject to the additional planning assessment processes associated with 
the PAP, and took up to 6 years or longer to rezone than government initiated 
Precincts (see Table 6:4).  Planning approvals could not be obtained, therefore lot 
delivery could not commence, until the PAP process was completed, and also the 
subsequent Precinct planning.  
 
Alternate approaches 
The Turner Road and Oran Park Precincts in the SWGC provide an alternate 
experience, where planning objectives relating to effective governance, and smooth 
lot production coordinated with infrastructure delivery were achieved.  These Precincts 
were released for planning by government, however there were private and public 
sector developers committed to the producing housing lots, and the Precincts 
comprise predominately large landholdings (see Figure 6:5).  This confluence of 
suitable sites, government planning resources and industry commitment culminated in 
strategic planning processes that were completed in 12 months (see Table 6:4).  
Shortly after rezoning, industry submitted proposed projects for over 550 new lots and 
supporting infrastructure to the Council for development assessment (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2008b: 20).  New lots were produced within 2 years, and 
production has continued at a steady rate since (see Table 6:3 and Appendix 6.2).  
Positive outcomes for the delivery of housing projects and supporting infrastructure, 
and community interactions were reported by industry participant NSWI(03) whose 
projects were in those Precincts, and planning participant NSWP(05), within whose 
Council area. included the Precincts.  In Colebee Precinct there was also a confluence 
of government planning resources, large sites and industry commitment, and was 
completely developed within 10 years of rezoning (see Figure 6.6 and Table 6.4).  
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Conclusion 
The Sydney Growth Centres have provided a contemporary case study of interactions 
between planning and industry where both shared a commitment to the delivery of 
new housing.  The Centres planning process followed the two phase ‘strategic 
planning’ then ‘development assessment’ process.  It was top down, as it commenced 
as a component of strategic planning being undertaken for all of metropolitan Sydney.  
The final strategic phase designed detailed Precinct layouts and housing targets.  The 
overarching objective was the containment of urban growth within Sydney into the 
Centres.  Targets were set for the Centres, then each Centre Precinct, including the 
mix of types and volume of housing.  A sequence of Precinct ‘release’ was adopted.  
The provision of social and physical infrastructure was to be orderly and coordinated 
with housing, and the resultant neighbourhoods would be liveable, affordable and 
sustainable.  This was all to be achieved through an innovative and business like 
governance that would address the imperatives of industry to ensure a quick creation 
of market ready land.   
 
Challenges to achieving planning objectives, and the influences on industry 
organisations were ascertained by analysis of the planning processes, and lot 
production data, complemented by insights provided by seventeen planner and 
industry participants.  A number of factors were found to be at play within the Centres.  
Firstly, the government adopted sequence of Precinct release prioritised planning 
resources on Precincts where there was little, if any industry commitment to delivering 
new housing lots.  Metropolitan level planning failed to understand the local constraint 
of fragmentation, which confounded the creation of viable project sites, efficient 
coordination of supporting infrastructure, and which potentially will affect the creation 
high quality residential neighbourhoods when these Precincts are areas are ultimately 
developed.  It appears that industry imperatives, such as organisational characteristics 
were not acknowledged in the planning process, with one industry participant reporting 
that there were no small companies with the skills to undertake projects on small sites 
active in the area.  Despite strategic planning processes being completed for many 
years, by December 2015 no new lots had been delivered in most of the fragmented, 
government initiated Precincts.   
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Simultaneously, Precincts where developers had demonstrated a commitment to 
deliver new housing projects were subject to additional strategic planning processes, 
that were up to six years longer than government initiated, but unproductive Precincts.  
Until strategic planning was complete, planning approvals could not be obtained, and 
therefore no new housing could be delivered.  These committed developers did not 
change their focus from Precincts that met their requirements to Precincts where 
government had initiated planning but which were not suitable.  Rather they continued 
to negotiate with the planning system until their Precincts were released for strategic 
planning. 
 
Secondly, planners, planning decisions and the strategic planning framework did not 
respond to these factors by shifting planning resources to developer initiated Precincts 
where lots were more likely to be delivered and planning objectives achieved.  It was 
not until 2011 when a new government was elected in NSW that the rigid application 
of both the Centres boundaries and Precinct sequencing was reconsidered.  
Notwithstanding, the 2014 metropolitan plan retained the Centres as a primary focus. 
 
Figure 6:7 summarises the objectives, challenges and influences experienced by 
planning and industry within the Centres. 
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Figure 6:7 Planning objectives and challenges with industry influences  
 
In this case study the planning system exerted limited influence on industry decisions 
and behaviour.  The Oran Park and Turner Road Precincts were an exception.  In 
these Precincts there was a confluence of government planning and infrastructure 
resources, developer commitment, and large land holdings.  In a manner consistent 
with stated Centres planning objectives, planning processes were completed 
smoothly, and delivery of new housing lots occurred within two years and has steadily 
continued, coordinated by supporting infrastructure.   
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Introduction 
This chapter considers the implications for Australian planning practice, drawing on 
planner and industry participant interviews and focus groups outlined in Chapters Four 
and Five, and insights from the Growth Centres case study in Chapter Six.  Firstly, it 
must be noted that the relationship between planning and industry is functioning, as 
all the industry participants were delivering housing projects, therefore had obtained 
planning approvals, and all the planner participants were undertaking planning 
processes related to new housing.  New lots were being delivered in the Centres.  As 
outlined in Chapter Four, planner participants did not find industry behaviour a 
challenge to the achievement of planning objectives for new housing.  Rather, 
responding to the conflicting priorities of their communities, ensuring the provision of 
supporting infrastructure and managing issues with the planning system were more 
pressing challenges.  Similarly, the decisions made by industry participants and their 
organisations prioritised meeting the market and responding to the site and its locality 
within the confines of organisational characteristics and financial and economic 
imperatives.  
 
However, tensions were identified between the application of Australian planning 
processes, and the realities of housing delivery.  These were found to challenge the 
ability of planning to positively influence industry decisions in a way that generated 
housing outcomes that met planning objectives.  The primary influence of planning on 
industry was the time taken to resolve strategic planning issues, ranging from inclusion 
of a large landholding into metropolitan plans, to agreement to vary a numerical control 
applying to a site or project so that a particular housing type could be delivered.  The 
length of time taken to resolve strategic planning was increased by the inability of the 
planning system to respond to the projects industry creates, each of which is a unique 
combination of market, organisation, site and financial factors at the time they were 
created.  This generates long periods before the development assessment process 
can be completed while negotiation is undertaken to bring proposed projects and the 
strategic planning framework into alignment.   
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In the Centres case study, Precincts with industry commitment were subject to long 
strategic planning time frames and additional cost associated with the Precinct 
Acceleration Process.  Simultaneously, Precincts that were in the government’s 
adopted Precinct release sequence and receiving planning resources were 
fragmented, unattractive to the industry organisations with the skills and resources to 
deliver housing lots, and difficult for government to service with infrastructure.  As a 
consequence, planning objectives that sought business like and market oriented 
responses, fast housing delivery and coordinated housing and infrastructure provision 
into targeted locations were not achieved.  Conversely, government planning 
resources and infrastructure resources were focused on the Oran Park and Turner 
Road Precincts where industry organisations held viable sites that suited the market 
and their organisational characteristics.  In those Precincts, strategic planning 
processes were completed within two years, industry sought, and obtained planning 
approvals shortly after and a steady stream of new housing lots was produced.    
 
Reflecting the Oran Park and Turner Road Precincts experience, the explanatory 
concepts developed in Chapter Five valued early and continuous interactions during 
planning and delivery processes between the planning system and industry, and the 
institutions and individuals within each.  Both groups valued a pragmatic focus on 
planning objectives, the site and its locality during process undertaken with 
involvement from industry, councils, and state planning and infrastructure agencies.   
 
These findings are now considered within the context of Australian planning and 
potential implications for planning practice analysed. 
 
Responsive and pragmatic plans and processes 
In Chapters Four and Five the separate processes of planning for new housing and its 
delivery were described as linear progressions through distinct phases, which 
converge when industry organisations submit proposed projects to planning agencies, 
initiating development assessment with the aim of obtaining planning approval.  In this 
respect, planning in Australia is notionally ‘top down’ and provides ‘certainty’ to the 
community, industry and infrastructure agencies.  It commences with state agencies 
projecting future demand from population and demographic trends, which are 
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translated into ‘target’ numbers for new dwellings to be delivered into metropolitan, 
regional or local areas within a defined time period.  Structure plans or zoning plans 
for local and regional areas identify land to accommodate new housing or higher 
housing densities, detailed site and project controls are adopted, and infrastructure 
requirements established.  Strategic planning frameworks may be intended to apply 
for extended time frames of 10 to 30 years, with limited interim reviews and revisions, 
often tied to government budget cycles which determine when infrastructure will be 
funded.  Recent Australian planning reform programmes have sought to strengthen 
this ‘top down’ approach to planning, and increase standardisation and codification 
within plans and planning controls (Ruming and Gurran, 2014).  In concert there has 
been a trend toward centralisation of planning responsibilities to the state level 
(Williams and Maginn, 2012).  Figure 7:1 illustrates an ‘idealised’ and ‘actual’ planning 
and delivery process drawn from the findings in Chapters Four and Five.   
 
The Growth Centre planning process described in Chapter Six (Figure 6:4) was 
consistent with this approach.  The Centres were initially defined within metropolitan 
strategies and targets set for new housing to be delivered, then detailed planning was 
undertaken at an individual Precinct level.  Strategic planning was the responsibility of 
the state planning department.    
 
Ostensibly planning systems and reform programs that favour top down planning 
processes, standardisation and codification seek to address community, industry and 
economic imperatives by enhancing certainty and predictability and reducing planning 
process time frames.  There is an underlying assumption that proposed projects will 
be submitted after strategic planning is completed, as state planner NSWP(01) 
explained, ‘I’m not a strategic planner, I’m an assessments planner so I’m at the back 
end, not the strategic end’.  In this idealised process proposed projects comply with 
strategic plans and planning controls so planning approvals can be quickly obtained.  
The project is then smoothly delivered in accordance with that approval.   
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Figure 7:1 The planning and delivery process   
Source: Author  
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In reality planning and housing delivery are undertaken within complex urban 
environments, housing markets and economies, where a myriad of interacting factors 
influence participants, and in turn are influenced by them (Healey and Barrett, 1990).  
The ‘actual’ planning and delivery process drawn from this study is illustrated in Figure 
7:1.  Proposed projects are not submitted for development assessment at the ‘back 
end’ of completed strategic planning processes, and the adoption of strategic plans or 
planning controls cannot compel industry to undertake projects in accordance with 
their requirements regarding location or type (Bramley, 2013).  Instead, industry 
participants reported prioritising the site and its locality, while meeting market 
requirements within the parameters of organisational imperatives, and financial and 
economic conditions.  Strategic planning frameworks, processes and the attitudes of 
planners and planning agencies were secondary to these priority considerations.  
 
These priorities were evident in the Growth Centres.  Industry organisations did not 
transfer their interests to government initiated Precincts where publicly funded 
planning resources had been directed and rezonings completed, and notionally 
planning approvals could be obtained.  Instead, they applied under the PAP process 
for the Precincts where they held project sites to be released for planning, despite 
being subject to longer planning time frames, requirements to fund planning 
processes, and more onerous infrastructure contributions.   
 
Planner participant NSWP(01) and industry participant NSWI(12) made similar 
observations regarding planning that rigidly holds to the plan, even in situations where 
its objectives are not being implemented through the delivery of housing projects: 
…. planners at a very senior level [argue] “But that’s the strategy.”  [I reply] 
“Yes, but the reality is, that’s not happened.”  [The planners continue] “But 
that’s the strategy.  You can’t change it, that’s the strategy.”  Global ASX 
NSWI(12) 
 
Personally I think that's bad because why have all these systems and why 
have strategic planning if people randomly can offer up their land.  To my mind 
you either have true strategic planning or you don't.…..But then again all this 
strategic planning doesn't seem to result in much, so something needs to 
happen differently [laughs].  State assessments planner NSWP(01) 
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Accordingly, the planning system was found to have limited influence on the decisions 
of industry participants and their organisations, challenging the effectiveness of 
adherence to the ‘ideal’ planning and delivery process.  The housing projects 
discussed were all, to some extent, inconsistent with strategic plans or planning 
controls as market, site, organisation and financial or economic factors were 
prioritised.  Industry participants were engaged with planners and planning agencies 
to resolve these inconsistencies by securing amendments or variations to strategic 
plans and planning controls.  The ‘time’ taken to complete these strategic planning 
processes emerged as a key planning influence and associated risk factor.  Time 
frames varied according to the extent of the inconsistency, for example, six months to 
secure a planning control variation, or up to ten years to secure the inclusion of a large 
site in a metropolitan strategic plan.  In the Growth Centres, strategic planning 
processes associated with industry initiated Precincts were up to 6 years longer than 
government initiated Precincts.   
 
Unlike development assessment processes, time frames associated with strategic 
planning processes are generally neither regulated nor monitored, particularly when 
the process has been initiated by industry.  For example, the Growth Centre PAP 
process was implemented outside of the NSW Act, and therefore applications and time 
frames were not subject to regulated deadlines, publication or monitoring.  
Nevertheless, these time frames are crucial as housing projects cannot obtain 
planning approval, and therefore cannot commence, until strategic planning is 
resolved.  As anticipated in the literature, it was the unpredictability of these time 
frames, rather than the actual length, that was a concern to industry participants (Ball, 
2011, Mayo and Sheppard, 2001).   
 
It could be argued that industry participants ‘volunteered’ for lengthy time frames and 
unpredictability.  After all, the option of complying with the strategic planning 
framework is always available.  However this argument is counterproductive, if not 
irresponsible, if the planning objective is facilitating new housing delivery (Jones and 
Watkins, 2009), as it was in the Growth Centres, and also as reported by planner 
participants from each jurisdiction.   
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Responsiveness and integration 
Incorporating the ability of planning processes, strategic plans and planning controls 
to respond to the unique projects generated by industry organisations may contribute 
to a more efficient resolution of inconsistencies between strategic plans and proposed 
housing projects so that planning approvals can be obtained.  Planner participant 
NSWP(05) explained: 
…. one of the challenges is having plans in place that actually have some 
flexibility to evolve as the industry and the market evolves …. 
 
However, responsiveness, or flexibility, must be balanced against ‘certainty’, which is 
valued by communities, infrastructure agencies, markets and the housing industry, 
and which is provided by the idealised planning process, with its prescriptive and 
hierarchical plans, and perfectly implemented, regulated processes.  Responsiveness 
could also lead to perceptions that the equilibrium between planning and industry 
described in Chapter Two was tipped in favour of industry, with neo-liberalist agendas 
dominating and the planning system is unable to protect against market failures or 
achieve its social and environmental objectives.   
 
The tension between certainty and responsiveness is not a new or unfamiliar feature 
of Australian planning, and as noted by Steele and Ruming (2012) giving attention to 
this question may distract from creating a ‘holistic and integrated vision’ for urban 
environments, that is ‘more likely to be achieved through context-specific and hybrid 
legislative arrangements’ (2012: 173).  Echoing this conclusion, both planner and 
industry participants reported improved planning and built outcomes had resulted 
when a pragmatic approach to planning was taken.  In these anecdotes, there was a 
focus on the context of locality, site and project, rather than the requirements of 
strategic plans and applicable planning controls.  Planner participants sought to 
balance and integrate competing community and agency interests to facilitate the 
delivery of housing projects that met an overarching objective.  Conversely when 
planning controls and assessment time frames were rigidly applied planner 
participants reported that their ability to negotiate better outcomes was curtailed.  
 
Within the Growth Centres, the Oran Park and Turner Road Precincts provide an 
example of where council, state planning and infrastructure agency resources were 
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coordinated to a location where industry was also committed to delivering housing on 
viable, consolidated project sites.  In those Precincts, strategic planning processes 
were completed within 12 months, state agencies committed to supporting 
infrastructure, industry was able to obtain planning approvals for proposed projects 
and new housing lots were delivered in relatively large volumes compared to other 
areas (see Tables 6.3 and 6.5).  Conversely, in government initiated Precincts where 
potential project sites were highly constrained by fragmented ownership of many small 
landholdings and there was no industry commitment, planning objectives relating to 
the orderly delivery of housing and supporting infrastructure were not met, irrespective 
of the relatively short strategic planning time frames.   
 
These findings reflect the principles of ‘relational’ planning posited by Healey (2007), 
which prioritises the place and its specific context, and permits planning to respond to 
urban opportunities and problems as they emerge over time, irrespective of whether 
they originated from industry or the planning system.  Certainty is provided by 
overarching objectives against which those opportunities or problems are addressed 
through understood and transparent processes.  The resources of planning and 
infrastructure agencies are focused on a place.  The distinction evident in Australian 
processes between strategic planning and development assessment is blurred, and 
rigid application of top down hierarchical plans is replaced by concurrent consideration 
of local or site context with metropolitan strategic planning. 
 
Some components of relational, or performance based planning approaches are 
evident in the SA and ACT planning systems, which incorporate the ability to consider 
proposed projects, or project features, that are non-compliant with strategic plans or 
planning controls.  In SA statements of ‘Desired Character’ provide overarching 
objectives for locations and potential land uses, and ‘Principles of Development’ 
provide parameters within which non-complying, unique, or unforeseen elements of 
proposed projects can be considered.  Council planner NSWP(07) formerly worked in 
SA, and positively contrasted these provisions with the more directive approach of 
NSW Local Environmental Plans (LEP), noting in SA, ‘If it’s got merit we’ll consider it.’  
The ACT Territory Plan includes numerical planning ‘rules’ that are matched with 
‘criteria’ which allow planners and industry professionals to consider variations from 
the rule, where it is consistent with the criteria.   
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Two planner and industry participants provided examples of pragmatic, relational type 
approaches that had been implemented in NSW.  State planner NSWP(01) had 
assessed projects under Part 3A: 
We could take a more pragmatic approach...  The legislation allowed us to get 
the best outcome overall considering all the aims, not just individual agencies.  
So I think Part 3A and being able to do concept plans …. which is a step 
between re-zoning and DA, and give certainty was fantastic.   
 
While NSWI(12) from a global ASX company had proposed projects under REP5 26: 
But REP 26 said, ‘Well, here’s our baseline but you can negotiate better 
outcomes.’  Is that a potential for corruption?  Possibly.   Again, is it a potential 
for a better outcome?  I think more likely it is. 
 
Both these planning provisions had allowed planners and industry to respond to the 
circumstances and context of the project, at the time it was proposed, to achieve the 
best outcomes relative to the planning objectives.  However, Part 3A engendered 
concerns regarding transparency and lack of certainty, and as NSWI(12) noted, there 
may have been potential for corruption associated with REP 26, albeit outweighed by 
the ‘potential for a better outcome’.    
 
These findings highlight the importance of agreed and transparent processes to 
structure interactions and assessments.  SA planner and industry participants reported 
the absence of a structured process resulted in tense and unstructured negotiations 
that generated ill-will and impacted on the ability of industry and councils to partner in 
the creation of new communities.  Such processes need to be underpinned with 
agreement on standard matters, such as specifications or minimum provision 
requirements for some categories of infrastructure.  Non-standard locality, site or 
project matters, infrastructure scoping and costing, and apportioning responsibility for 
funding, delivery, and ongoing operation would be addressed by clear steps for 
resolution.  SA participants referred to the NSW Section 94 processes as a model.  
Government developer ACTI(01) drew on his professional experience in the ACT and 
NSW to suggest a form of the highly integrated approach applied in the ACT could 
                                            
5 Regional Environmental Plan 
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work in Sydney’s growth areas.  Agreements could be made between the state 
government, the council and the infrastructure providers which says, ‘all these 
agreements are secured, here’s the funding streams that will be made available, here 
are the gaps that whoever purchases it will need to top up.’   
 
Resolving infrastructure relied on each party providing high quality information and 
imposing reasonable demands.  In this respect communication was paramount.  SA 
industry participants reported infrastructure agencies were over specifying 
infrastructure requirements, so the cost burden to industry was unreasonably high, 
while planner NSWP(11) distrusted some industry estimates of the value of the 
infrastructure they committed to provide.   
 
Communication and coordination between industry, councils, and state planning and 
infrastructure agencies is essential to avoid situations where land is rezoned without 
infrastructure, or rezoned, provided with infrastructure, then not developed.  In this 
regard, planning participants from NSW, within the Growth Centres, and SA reported 
a lack of commitment to supporting infrastructure made obtaining a planning approval 
impossible and therefore new housing could not be delivered, irrespective of the 
completion of strategic planning processes.  In the ACT the government developer, 
planning agency and infrastructure agency worked symbiotically to ensure land and 
infrastructure are delivered in a coordinated way.  In this case agency energies were 
integrated to achieve a shared outcome, the delivery of new, serviced housing land 
from which the government would generate revenue. 
 
Figure 7:2 illustrates an alternate approach to planning practice in relation to new 
housing that addresses the factors described here. 
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Figure 7:2 An alternative planning and delivery process 
 
Interactions between public sector planners and industry professionals 
The study findings resonated with the concept of planners as actively engaged with 
industry, not just during development assessment, but also in response to projects 
that were initiated by industry and required significant amendments to strategic plans.  
Planners who were prepared to engage with industry professionals in the conduct of 
planning processes and the design and delivery of projects were valued by both 
planner and industry participants.  Planner participants also reported professional 
satisfaction from these interactions, and were able to improve housing outcomes and 
benefits that flowed to their communities.   
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Early and continuous involvement of planners in project development was important 
for several reasons.  Firstly, planner participants were able to understand proposed 
projects, contribute to their design and communicate planning requirements and 
objectives.  Secondly, industry participants were able to communicate their projects 
and incorporate planning requirements.  Finally, strategic planning processes and 
infrastructure provision could be efficiently coordinated with current and future housing 
projects.  Federal, SA and NSW planner participants wanted to go beyond involvement 
in projects and data collection to draw on industry knowledge and experience, and 
understand industry drivers.   
 
In return, planner participants expected industry professionals to respect and 
understand planning requirements, and to participate professionally in planning 
processes by providing well considered and documented proposals for assessment, 
and responding to requests for additional information and meetings.  They also 
expected industry professionals to consider the site and potential community benefits.   
 
Planner and industry participants supported sharing information and knowledge.  
NSWP(04) sought sound information from planning agencies and the housing industry 
regarding the location, timing and volume of future housing projects, so her 
infrastructure agency could plan and invest in the provision of regional infrastructure 
with confidence.  Sound, and up to date information on housing and housing lot 
delivery is also required to support evaluation of planning measure, and enable 
appropriate responses.   
 
There are risks associated with the incorporation of responsiveness, communication, 
and negotiation into the relationship between public sector planners and industry 
professionals and organisations.  In particular, there is a potential for actual, or 
perceived, corrupt interactions.  This study found that the potential for perceived 
corruption inhibited communication between planner and industry participants, 
particularly in NSW.  However, actual incidences of corruption are difficult to quantify, 
and perceptions may therefore differ from reality (Dodson  et al., 2005).  In this respect, 
none of the study participants reported receiving improper requests or offers, although 
the sensitivity of the topic is acknowledged.   
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Planners would have a central, and critical, role in pragmatic, or relational, planning 
approaches.  They must balance and integrate competing interests of a myriad of 
stakeholders and provide strategic thought during processes, and as they assess 
proposed projects that may not have been anticipated by strategic plans and planning 
controls.  Adams and Tiesdell (2013) described this as communicating planning 
objectives and working to achieve them by encouraging desirable housing outcomes, 
rather than engaging in potentially futile attempts to dictate to what those outcomes 
should be.  The role of planners as negotiators with industry in order to achieve better 
outcomes for the community has long been understood by academics (Adams et al., 
2012).  Healey (2007) envisaged planners as actively mediating between and 
integrating competing interests to achieve an overarching objective, rather than simply 
layering ‘constraints over constraints’, as was suggested by both industry participant 
NSWI(07) and planning participant ACTP(02).  In this conception, planners would be 
receptive to urban ideas, projects or problems, irrespective of whether they were 
generated by housing industry organisations, the community, planners or other urban 
stakeholder.  Nonetheless, industry and planning participants accepted there would 
always be some unsolvable tensions within their interactions, practical suggestions for 
improvements emerged.  There would be likely some ‘tough struggles’ and resistance 
from planners and planning decision makers to changing the conception of planning 
as an established set of hierarchical plans and policies intended to direct and 
determine built outcomes (Healey, 2007: 281).   
 
Understanding industry diversity  
Coiacetto (2012) has suggested that an awareness of industry diversity is an essential 
skill for planners.  This would allow planners to tailor plans and interactions to facilitate 
the type of housing outcomes sought by planning objectives (Adams and Tiesdell, 
2013).  This study found that such an approach would be successful, where there were 
industry organisations prepared to undertake the desired projects.  For example, 
industry participant SAI(02) found opportunity when new planning controls for building 
heights were implemented and the state government invested in infrastructure in his 
area.  However, the opportunity arose only because those planning actions were 
consistent with his organisation’s sites and the market.  For NSWI(08) government 
provision of infrastructure did not result in his private company delivering apartments 
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on their adjoining sites, as the market was weak.  Growth Centres’ planning did not 
consider industry requirements for feasible sites, and there were reportedly no small 
companies able to deliver on the small sites were planning was undertaken.  
Government development agencies are the only type of industry organisation 
prepared to undertake projects in accordance with planning objectives, irrespective of 
other influences.   
 
Planner participants did have an awareness of industry diversity within their areas, but 
focused on the organisation type, for example, ASX listed or private companies, or 
whether they were smaller or larger organisations.  The study method also initially 
grouped participant industry organisations in this way.  However, it was found these 
types did not reflect the way industry participants and their organisations approached 
making crucial decisions regarding their projects, nor their responses to plans, 
planners and planning processes.   
 
Accordingly decision-making approaches were characterised here as risk taking, 
strategic, responsive and conservative.  Government and private sector industry 
organisations pursued projects that had planning risk, for example, even though they 
were not included in metropolitan strategic plans as future residential areas.  These 
projects were often large sites which the organisation viewed as having strategic 
potential.  Although they may precede strategic planning, they could offer opportunities 
to achieve planning objectives in respect of housing delivery.  While this is accepted 
as part of government developer activities, it could potentially be applied to projects 
proposed by private sector organisations, particularly larger projects.  
 
Some industry organisations represented in this study approached decisions 
regarding locating sites, designing projects and timing construction and marketing in 
manner that was highly responsive to the market, and conservative in that it reflected 
organisational skills and resources.  These organisations could respond to changes to 
strategic plans and controls, where they are consistent with their markets and 
organisational imperatives.  
 
The project scale also influenced decisions, irrespective of organisation type.  Large 
sites are often master planned, as industry aims to provide its purchasers with 
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certainty regarding the future of their neighbourhoods, by implementing Design 
Guidelines, or in the ACT, lease conditions which include site and project controls.  As 
the project matures, with services and amenity, a more expensive product is offered.  
These projects have design objectives which reflect planning objectives, for example, 
legible, distinct and unique neighbourhoods, diverse housing types and 
neighbourhoods that meet different prices, community, sustainability, and services.  In 
this respect, they not only precede strategic planning, but can incorporate planning 
controls within them.  Not just for concurrent development of controls and assessment, 
but also to lead strategic planning. 
 
NSWI(11), NSWI(03) and SAI(14) described preparing master plans for large projects, 
which were implemented over long periods.  These provided frameworks for strategic 
decisions regarding prices, housing types and staging, but they are also used to 
communicate with planners and planning decision makers.  Simultaneously, it was 
accepted that master plans are also a framework for amendments as conditions and 
contexts change over time.  NSWI(11) described how this reassured planning decision 
makers that changes were not significant as they were placed within the framework.  
Planner NSWP(05) from a growth council, described councillors’ annoyance when the 
master plan for a large new residential area required amending in response to 
changed context shortly after its formal adoption as the area’s planning controls.  They 
expected that it would remain unchanged during the implementation period particularly 
as the developer was instrumental in its development. 
 
The vision, resources and approaches adopted by organisations delivering large, 
planned long term projects could be harnessed by planners to achieve public benefits 
(Coiacetto, 2012).  Infrastructure provision can be coordinated over large sites.  They 
have the resources and the motivation to provide high quality public domain and 
fostering diverse communities as that enhances the image and reputation of the 
project and encourages demand.  NSWI(03) sought to provide housing price and type 
diversity as a means of fostering project robustness into the long term when markets 
and economic conditions may change.   
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Planner participants reported small developers and projects were more difficult to deal 
with than larger developers, requiring additional resources to assist with understanding 
planning requirements, and, as reported by NSWP(11), to manage the interface 
between small infill projects and existing housing.  However, SAI(13) from a small NFP 
organisation was assisted by council planners to design his proposed projects to meet 
planning controls.  He was saved money as he was not required to employ planning 
consultants.  This suggests better quality projects and increased volumes of new 
housing may be achieved if planner energy and planning resources were focused on 
smaller industry organisations and projects.  A lack of small industry organisations was 
reported by NSWI(07) to be one reason new housing was not being delivered within 
fragmented Centres Precincts, despite the strategic planning framework being 
completed.   
 
Other characteristics included determination, pride, and commitment.  Industry 
participants in this study were confident their proposed projects were logical and 
reasonable, and were enthusiastically proud of them.  This pride was not associated 
with the returns those projects were likely to generate.  While industry professionals 
and organisations are characterised as profit maximising and individualistic.  Several 
reporting they worked hard to develop and maintain relationships.  Industry 
professionals were concerned that individual opinions, rather than technical or 
professional matters may have directed assessment of their projects.   
 
Understanding industry diversity and working may have assisted with Centres 
planning for example.  Industry participant NSWI(07) reported a lack of small industry 
organisations able to deliver projects on the small lots within fragmented areas.  
NSWI(09) noted her organisation required large sites to deliver high volume residential 
estates they specialised in, which made fragmented areas unattractive despite market 
demand. 
 
The community and elected representatives 
While the effectiveness community participation is not directly related to the research 
questions addressed in this study, it did emerge as a challenge to achieving planning 
objectives, such as increased housing diversity, and was also discussed by industry 
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participants.  Constructive community participation and input was valued by both 
industry and planning participants as it contributed to the quality of plans and 
completed projects.  Accordingly, participants reported working to communicate the 
substance of plans and projects to affected communities and their elected 
representatives.  However, these interactions were reported as often problematic and 
characterised by misunderstandings, planners placed under undue pressure, and 
unreasonable and intractable position taking.  This resulted in lengthened 
development assessment processes, and in one case, council participants reported 
poorer quality housing projects.  Well resourced, older people were a particular group 
discussed by planner participants.  
 
Industry participants reported examples of the resolution of misunderstandings 
through direct discussion with community members or elected representatives; 
however, this occurred late in the delivery process or after project completion.  Three 
planner participants from SA and NSW reported their councils had undertaken 
different forms of consultation, however, it appeared the success of these programmes 
in reaching the community, and the implementation of outcomes relied on the support 
of state and local elected representatives, which in the two NSW examples was 
reportedly not available.  In SA one participant’s council arranged for Councillors to 
visit completed projects and meet industry professionals.   
 
It was found that ongoing and direct communication between industry professionals or 
planners, and the community would reduce the misunderstandings that exacerbate 
community concerns, and potentially result in positive outcomes for both the quality of 
plans and housing projects.  To a certain extent community participation in planning 
processes is a matter that cannot be managed by either planner or industry 
professionals.  However, community input is just one of the myriad of factors planners 
must incorporate, and like projects proposed by industry, the priorities of existing 
communities must be balanced against achievement of overall objectives.  Planners 
must ultimately take a pragmatic approach and make compromises and decisions.  As 
suggested by NSWI(08) from industry, planners and decision makers may have to be 
‘brave’ and make decisions.  Once a decision is made, planner participant ACTP(02) 
suggested if community members ‘don't like it, well, then tough’.  
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Conclusion 
Analysis of the study findings revealed potential implications for planning practice.  The 
time frames associated with amending or varying strategic plans and planning controls 
could be reduced if a more responsive and pragmatic approach was taken to the 
unique projects industry proposes.  However, responsiveness must be balanced 
against the provision of certainty that is valued by the community, infrastructure 
agencies, and indeed industry.  In this regard it was argued in this Chapter that 
‘relational’ style planning could provide certainty, while allowing responsiveness.   
 
Public sector planners are crucial in this approach, as they direct planning processes, 
and mediate compromises between the competing objectives of infrastructure 
agencies, industry and the community to achieve planning objectives.  Planning would 
be viewed as a part of the housing delivery process.  Planner participants were 
prepared to undertake this role and engage positively with industry concurrently with 
their colleagues in other government agencies.  Likewise, industry participants were 
prepared to engage with planners, and valued planners and planning agencies that 
communicated and took responsibility for managing planning processes.  Planning 
processes, objectives, planners and planning decision makers need to be cognisant, 
not just of the four priority influences on industry, but also of the diversity of approaches 
that industry professionals and organisations take to making crucial decisions.  This 
may be an area where further research is warranted.  
 
High levels of transparency are required if planning, infrastructure and industry 
activities are to integrated during the conduct of responsive processes, as opposed to 
the rigid application of prescriptive planning requirements.  Planning decisions and 
actions that respond to changed urban circumstances or unanticipated industry 
proposal must be clearly justified against stated planning objectives, reflect adopted 
planning principles and occur within understood parameters.  This approach to 
planning is not untried in Australia, and were found to be incorporated into the SA and 
ACT planning systems and practices. 
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CHAPTER 8 : CONCLUSION 
Introduction 
Between 2010 and 2012 government and industry discourse concluded that planning 
factors were a negative influence on the ability and willingness of the Australian 
housing industry to deliver more new housing at reasonable prices in response to 
seemingly high demand.  However, there is limited literature that addresses the 
influence of planning system factors on the decisions industry professionals and their 
organisations make as new housing projects are delivered (Coiacetto, 2001, 
Coiacetto, 2006).  Yet it is these interactions, and the subsequent behaviour and 
responses of industry decision makers, which determine the extent to which the new 
housing outcomes industry delivers meet planning objectives (Healey and Barrett, 
1990).   
 
Accordingly, a qualitative methodology was applied in this study to explore the 
relationship between Australian planning systems and its housing industry, with the 
aim of identifying potential planning practices which would facilitate the ability of 
industry to deliver new housing which met both planning objectives and industry 
imperatives.  Thirty nine industry professionals and thirty six planners from three 
Australian planning jurisdictions and the national government were interviewed or 
participated in focus groups.  The Sydney Growth Centres provided a contemporary, 
case study of planning and industry interactions where housing delivery was a clear 
planning objective. 
 
How does Australian planning influence new housing projects? 
Question 1: How does the Australian planning system influence the new housing projects that the 
housing development industry delivers? 
 
Underlying contemporary public discourse and planning system reforms is an 
assumption that industry decisions and behaviour are influenced by planning factors, 
therefore slow rates of supply growth recently experienced in Australia could be 
attributed to planning impediments.  However, this study found industry participants 
and their organisations prioritised understanding, managing and balancing the four 
priority influences of market, site, organisation, and finance and economy.  Planning 
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factors were a secondary consideration, as participant NSWI(12) explained, if these 
factors were ‘right’ within a project, then planning becomes a process by which that 
project is ‘facilitated’.   
 
The projects that participants described were therefore unique combinations of the 
four priority factors.  Consequently, those projects were, to some extent, inconsistent 
with applicable strategic plans and planning controls.  Notwithstanding, participants 
expressed determination and a commitment to the reasonableness and logic of their 
projects, and they believed that planners or planning decision makers would eventually 
agree.  Therefore, perceptions that a council, state, or territory jurisdiction was 
unreceptive did not discourage participants from proposing a project if market, 
organisation and site factors had been balanced to achieve a financially feasible 
outcome.  This was evident in the Growth Centres, where industry organisations did 
not transfer their interests to Precincts where the government had completed strategic 
planning, but where project sites were constrained by fragmentation into relatively 
small existing lots.  Rather, they focused on Precincts in which sites had been 
acquired, despite being subject to more onerous planning process and infrastructure 
contribution requirements. 
 
The influence of planning on industry decisions and behaviour and the delivery of new 
housing projects was found to be indirect, and expressed as ‘time’.  Time was required 
to bring strategic planning frameworks and proposed projects into alignment so that 
the development assessment process could be completed and planning approvals 
obtained.  This involved amending strategic plans, or addressing variations from 
planning controls.  While those organisations with a propensity for risk taking, and a 
strategic outlook were prepared to accommodate longer time frames, more 
conservative organisations sought projects where delivery of new housing could 
commence quickly.  Irrespective of the approach, time was imperative as participants 
sought to commence their projects.  As NSWI(05) reported, time frames were routinely 
longer than estimated, and unpredictability has been associated with increased project 
risk, and outcomes which are contrary to planning objectives (Mayo and Sheppard, 
2001).  Time frames ranged from ten years for changes to metropolitan strategic 
planning, to six months for changes to planning approval conditions.  In Growth 
Centres Precincts where industry organisations had committed to delivering housing 
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lots and initiated strategic planning processes, time frames were up to six years longer 
in Precincts where the government initiated strategic planning.   
 
It was a planner participant who summarised industry responses to the planning 
system.  He thought industry would, ‘probably say it took forever’ but he believed: 
….developments have proceeded, those developers are coming back to do 
more work here, so I don’t think they had that bad an experience that they’ve 
decided to go and spend their money somewhere else.  I guess the proof is in 
the pudding.  Growth council executive SAP(03) 
 
The quality of strategic planning processes was therefore important.  Industry 
participants reported good relationships with planners and planning agencies allowed 
the project vision and planning requirements to be communicated and issues resolved.  
In particular, participants valued planners who took responsibility for managing 
planning processes, and who made or recommended decision that may require 
compromises, and who considered proposed projects objectively.  The inability to form 
professional relationships with planners was a concern, with several participants 
noting that perceptions of probity issues in NSW had inhibited productive 
communication.   
 
Industry participants reported that effective strategic plans are accompanied by 
commitments to fund, deliver and operate supporting regional and local infrastructure, 
and agreed and transparent processes for determining the scope, funding and 
responsibility for supporting infrastructure may reduce uncertainty and conflict. 
 
What challenges planning objectives? 
Question 1(a): What challenges achievement of planning objectives for new housing? 
 
This question was intended to create a context for later consideration of the 
relationship between planning systems and the housing industry, so a broad range of 
factors were explored.  None of the planner participants, nor Growth Centres 
documents, included objectives that sought to prevent housing delivery.  Instead, 
facilitating housing projects was an articulated housing objective.  Other planning 
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objectives included: the incorporation of diverse housing types within their areas to 
accommodate a range of households and housing budgets; the creation of 
communities that respected the character of an area, integrated with existing 
communities and brought benefits to those communities; the provision of supporting 
infrastructure, coordinated with the delivery of new housing projects; and the delivery 
of new housing projects to locations with accessibility to centres and transport, within 
existing urban areas.  There were also professional objectives, such as making a 
contribution to the quality of projects and the communities within their areas.   
 
The complexity of the planning systems within which they worked challenged 
participants, particularly in NSW.  Secondly, the ability of planner participants to 
negotiate better project outcomes was constrained by the rigid application of regulated 
time frames for development assessment processes and the provisions of strategic 
plans and planning controls. 
 
There was reportedly a lack of suitable sites to accommodate projects that met 
strategic objectives in outer Adelaide, inner Sydney and in the Growth Centres, 
particularly where areas were fragmented into multiple ownerships.  In the Growth 
Centres planning processes purposefully focused planning and infrastructure 
resources on Precincts where fragmentation was a particular issue, while withholding 
them from Precincts where there were appropriate sites, challenging achievement of 
planning objectives seeking smooth and orderly delivery of new neighbourhoods.  
 
Completed strategic plans must be accompanied by commitments to implement 
supporting infrastructure to enable proposed projects to obtain planning approvals.  
However, it was found that strategic and infrastructure planning must also be 
coordinated with industry plans for the location and timing of new housing delivery.  As 
one state infrastructure planner participant explained:  
I’m relying on good information. I need good information, and honest 
information, from developers and from the planning agencies and from 
councils.  State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) 
 
Similarly, a federal infrastructure planner noted federal investment in new pieces of 
national or metropolitan infrastructure must be a catalyst for the growth needed to 
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support that investment.  He suggested listening to industry views on the futures of 
cities.   
 
The complexity associated with coordinating councils and state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, each with objectives that potentially conflict with achieving the 
desired planning outcome was challenging.  Planner participants were frustrated when 
planners or planning agencies were unable to resolve these conflicts, and conversely 
were positive about experiences were a pragmatic, site and planning objective focus 
was taken.  Similarly, SA planners were challenged by a lack of a transparent 
framework that would guide negotiations regarding local, site and project specific 
infrastructure, by setting principles for scoping, calculating the costs, and then 
apportioning those costs between Councils, state government agencies and the 
developer.  This resulted in unstructured, project-by-project negotiations were the 
potential for conflict was increased by arguments over standard matters that could 
form part of the framework. 
 
Finally, planner participants reported that the priorities of their existing communities 
with planning objectives conflicted with planning objectives that sought additional 
housing, or diverse housing in their areas.  Of particular concern were 
misunderstandings which exacerbated community objections, older people with skills, 
resources and time, and desire for new infrastructure structure and services, which 
coincided with an objection to the new housing required to support those benefits.   
 
Planner participants did not raise ‘industry’ as a key challenge to achieving planning 
objectives for new housing.  Planner perceptions of industry professionals and 
organisations were generally positive, with some participants expressing an 
understanding of the motivating and constraining factors which drive industry activity, 
for example, obtaining finance or securing project sites.   
 
Planner participants sought respectful communication and relationships with industry 
professionals.  The ability to share industry information, knowledge and culture was 
raised as a way of generating confidence in planning processes, particularly around 
the provision of infrastructure, as discussed above.  SA participants expressed the 
desire for industry to present proposed projects to planning agencies early in the 
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preparation phase, so planners could respond to issues, thereby facilitating housing 
projects in accordance with planning objectives.  Others wanted industry professionals 
to acknowledge the valuable contribution planning makes to urban outcomes and 
thoroughly understand all the planning requirements and prepare high quality 
submissions.  
 
Participants described planning and delivering serviced, new housing land as a 
process in which local government, industry, and state planning and infrastructure 
agencies have integrated roles.  It commenced with an agreed understanding that new 
housing is required, and was completed when that housing is constructed.  In the ACT 
integrated planning and delivery is inherent, as the government is the landowner, 
developer, infrastructure provider and planning agency.  Planning, infrastructure and 
the delivery of serviced new housing land is well coordinated, and generates revenue 
for the government.  In SA participants sought this approach.  
 
Planners discussed industry diversity, in terms of the organisations size, with smaller 
and less experienced companies and projects requiring relatively more resources than 
larger companies.   
 
What influences industry decisions? 
Question 1(b): What factors influence the decisions of industry professionals and their 
organisations? 
 
This question sought to generate a broader context within which industry perceptions 
of planning and subsequent decisions and behaviour could be considered.  
Accordingly, all potential influences were of interest, not just those related to planning.  
An analysis of data collected from interviews and focus group participants identified 
four, closely inter-related and relatively unsurprising categories of influence.  Firstly, 
the ‘market’, with its associated risks and opportunities motivated and directed the 
type, location and price of new housing, and the volume and timing of its delivery.  
Participants from social housing and not for profit organisations were as equally 
concerned with the needs of their target groups, as private sector and government 
developers were sensitive to market demands and requirements.  Participants were 
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aware of competition, and were careful not to over supply a particular type of housing 
project, at a particular price, in a particular location.  Some participants purposefully 
sought locations and sites to suit a particular market, for example, apartments close 
to infrastructure and services.  Others opportunistically acquired sites, or held surplus 
sites, and then created projects for a market that existed in that location.  A third group 
acquired sites and created a project that met the organisation’s imperatives, and then 
worked to build a market for that project. 
 
Secondly, participants highly valued their sites and localities, creating a vision of the 
final project that drew on the physical assets, services, and infrastructure available to 
the site and its neighbourhood.   Many reported site planning exercises, including 
master plans for large sites and projects that were valuable tools for communicating 
with the delivery team, planning system and the market, and for managing financial 
feasibility, construction staging and infrastructure installation.  Importantly, large sites 
allowed, and required, the inclusion of infrastructure and services, diverse housing, 
neighbourhoods, types and prices, and could be strategically staged over long periods, 
engendering long term robustness by facilitating responsiveness to evolving market 
conditions.  In the Growth Centres, industry participants reported assembling viable 
project sites in locations were the land was fragmented into many ownerships was 
extremely difficult, and a constraint on the delivery of housing.   
 
Thirdly, the skills, historical experience, and financial, site and staff resources available 
to an organisation influenced their decisions regarding the location, type, price and 
volume and timing of the housing projects they delivered.  Some organisations were 
skilled and experienced with particular types of projects and locations, and pursued 
that type of project.  Others were experienced in undertaking projects for which they 
had no experience, pursuing opportunities as they arose.  Participants from the not for 
profit sector, social providers and government developers, reported being driven by 
their charter or statutory objectives.   
 
Interestingly, the organisation’s decision making approach also influenced the 
location, type, price, volume and timing of housing projects.  At commencement of 
Cycle 3 of the analysis, influences on decisions and behaviour were grouped against 
organisational types categorised as large, small, local, global, multi-sector, single 
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sector, multi segment, single segment, ASX, private, public or NFP.  However, as 
findings were written up it became clear these categories did not completely explain 
how organisations approached decisions.  Instead, decisions were a combination of 
‘strategic’, ‘risk taking’, market ‘responsive’, or ‘conservative’ approaches.  These 
approaches could be taken by a variety of types, and across projects, or vertically 
through projects.   
 
Finally, achieving a return or managing financial aspects is implicit in all aspects of 
project delivery, with construction costs strongly linked to the nature of the site.  
Economic conditions were also raised as impacting on demand, therefore the volume 
and timing of delivery, but also poor economic conditions and subsequent government 
assistance to potential purchasers and funding of social housing projects provided a 
boost to delivery for some participants.  
 
What are the implications for planning practice? 
Question 3: What are the implications of influences on industry for the practice of planning in 
Australian, particularly in relation to new housing? 
 
Australian planning processes typically commence with strategic planning that 
generates a hierarchy of plans and policies, from the regional or metropolitan 
strategies at the apex, then local plans, and finally site and project specific planning 
controls.  The second planning phase is initiated by industry organisations when they 
submit proposed projects to planning agencies for development assessment in order 
to obtain mandatory planning controls.  The Growth Centre planning processes 
applied this model.  Recent planning reforms have sought to increase codification and 
standardisation of plans and planning processes (Ruming and Gurran, 2014: 104). 
 
However, this study found that the reality of planning and delivering housing is 
inconsistent with this rational, top down approach.  Rather, decisions regarding 
housing projects are influenced by a melding of market, site, organisation and financial 
and economic factors at particular points in time.  These influences were prioritised by 
industry participants over planning factors.  Therefore, proposed projects may not be 
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consistent with strategic plans or planning controls that may have been adopted before 
the project was conceived.   
 
Nevertheless, industry participants were determined to obtain planning approvals so 
negotiated with planners, planning agencies and planning decision makers in order to 
secure amendments or variations to strategic plans and planning controls.  This 
resulted in potentially long and unpredictable time frames during which planning 
approvals could not be obtained, and new housing projects could not be delivered.  
These time frames were not associated with development assessment, which is 
regulated and often monitored.  Instead they were strategic planning process, which 
are less likely to be monitored, particularly if initiated by industry. 
 
It could be argued that proposed projects should simply comply with strategic plans 
and planning controls if certain and timely planning approvals are required.  However, 
this argument is inconsistent with planning objectives that seek to facilitate the delivery 
of new housing, which were articulated by planner participants and Growth Centres 
planning documents.  Rigidly applying plans, controls and processes cannot force 
industry to act in accordance with those requirements.  Industry participants were 
determined to have their projects acknowledged in strategic plans and planning 
controls so planning approvals could be obtained.  Therefore, it cannot be assumed 
they will simply abandon proposed projects, or unique features of those projects.  For 
example, in the Growth Centres, developers did not move their interests from 
Precincts where they were committed, to those where strategic planning was 
complete.  Planner participants also reported wanting to exercise professional 
judgement during development assessment, and this was curtailed by rigid 
implementation of planning controls and regulated time frames, with mediocre and 
repetitive projects reported as a result. 
 
It was concluded that incorporating the ability of planners and planning decision 
makers to pragmatically respond to the unique qualities of localities, sites and 
proposed projects into formal planning processes, strategic plans and planning 
controls may reduce the time taken to negotiate and resolve amendments or 
variations.  However, it could also lead to perceptions that market or industry 
imperatives are driving planning, to the detriment of achieving social and 
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environmental objectives.  It could also undermine the certainty regarding the future 
of an area that rigidly applied planning frameworks provide, and which is valued by the 
community, the housing industry and infrastructure agencies.  
 
A ‘relational’ approach to planning as described by Healey (2007) may address the 
seeming contradiction between providing certainty and while being responsive.  This 
approach acknowledges urban areas and housing markets are dynamic and evolving.  
Within a relational approach certainty is provided by overarching planning objectives, 
principles and parameters, rather than directive and hierarchical plans.  Over time 
planning problems or opportunities may emerge from a range of individuals or 
institutions within the area being planned, including industry organisations.  These are 
considered by planners and planning agencies against the objectives, principles and 
parameters, and with an understanding of the urban context at the time the 
consideration is undertaken.  The complex relations between the place being planned, 
government agencies, individuals and institutions within that place are acknowledged.  
The plan becomes a process that provides an agreed structure for negotiation and 
decision making (Altes, 2006).   
 
The active involvement of planning professionals is critical in a responsive or relational 
approach to planning.  They would be responsible for facilitating the emergence of 
urban ideas, problems or opportunities, irrespective of whether they were raised by 
industry, planners or the community.  Planners would maintain a current 
understanding of the planning context through informal networking and formal 
monitoring, collecting and updating information.  In particular planners would need to 
understand industry imperatives, and view their role as being active participants in 
housing markets seeking to shape outcomes, rather than bystanders whose only task 
is to stop non-compliant projects (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013).  Planners would be 
responsible for undertaking processes, making or recommending decisions and 
balancing the competing objectives, constraints and opportunities presented by 
agencies, individuals, institutions, and built or natural elements that emerge in urban 
areas over time.  The two phases of the Australian planning process, strategic 
planning and development assessment would be blurred, as strategic thought would 
be applied to during the assessment of proposed projects, and potential projects 
considered as planning objectives and parameters are prepared.  Similarly, the 
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hierarchical, top down model of planning, would not be as relevant, as the potential of 
sites and projects to influence metropolitan plans would be acknowledged. 
 
Implementing a relational approach in Australia may not be straightforward, however 
it has resonance with the study findings.  Planner participants were prepared to 
communicate and participate in projects, and respond to industry imperatives in order 
to achieve planning objectives.  They also sought involvement, wanting to contribute 
value to projects, generate benefits for their communities, and in some cases, initiate 
projects.  They reported positive results when they were able to take a pragmatic 
approach to resolving competing interests associated with sites and projects.  In SA 
strategic plans and planning controls facilitate assessment of the potential for a 
proposed project to achieve strategic objectives and planning principles applying to a 
locality.  In the ACT the planning agency, infrastructure agencies and government land 
developer work in an integrated way to achieve agreed strategic objectives as they 
plan and deliver new housing land and residential projects.   
 
In NSW, more relational approaches have been implemented, for example one 
planning participant described positive outcomes associated with projects considered 
under Part 3A, and an industry participant with projects considered under REP No. 26.  
These provisions facilitated consideration of projects and features that strategic plans 
and controls either had not contemplated, or prohibited.  However, perceptions of a 
lack of transparency, even corruption, were also generated.  Growth Centres’ 
objectives sought to integrate infrastructure agencies with planning and the delivery of 
new housing.  However, achieving these objectives was confounded by the focus of 
government planning resources on Precincts where sites were physically constrained 
by fragmentation, while simultaneously made strategic planning processes more 
onerous for Precincts were industry had committed to project sites and the delivery of 
housing projects.   
 
Where planning resources are focused to coincide with industry priorities it was found 
that it is more likely that planning objectives will be achieved.  In the Growth Centres 
planning objectives that sought effective planning, housing delivery and infrastructure 
provision were achieved where government strategic planning and infrastructure 
resources were directed to Oran Park and Turner Road Precincts, where there were 
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committed industry organisations holding suitable project sites.  Strategic planning 
was completed quickly and the delivery of new housing lots commenced shortly 
afterwards and continued steadily.   
 
Industry participants proposed projects, which may not comply with adopted strategic 
plans and planning controls.  They believed their projects were logical and reasonable 
and sought what could be simply described as a ‘fair hearing’.  This may involve 
negotiations and interactions that do not easily fit with rigidly implemented, regulated 
planning processes.  These findings contradict current reform programmes that aim to 
address industry and economic imperatives for quick approvals and consistent 
planning approvals by simplifying, or ‘streamlining’ processes, and adopting 
standardised, codified, hierarchical, and top-down strategic plans and planning 
controls (Ruming and Gurran, 2014).   
 
Acknowledging negotiation as a component of planning processes places an onus on 
the aptitude and skill of public sector planners.  Delivering new housing projects is a 
sociable, team based activity (Knight and Boyd, 2008).  It was a study finding that 
industry participants valued planners who took responsibility for managing strategic 
planning and development assessment processes, and in some cases involved them 
in project creation.  In particular planners who engaged in open communication, and 
objectively considered proposed projects were valued.  Likewise, planner participants 
valued industry professionals who involved them early and continuously in project 
preparation.   
 
This raises the question of perceived or actual corrupt interactions between public 
sector planners and industry professionals.  While it is a sensitive area, in this respect 
it is noted that none of the 76 study participants reported experiencing a corrupt 
advance during careers.  Nevertheless, in NSW perceptions of potential corrupt 
interactions was raised as impeding productive communication between planners and 
industry professionals necessary to promote an understanding of planning 
requirements and industry imperatives.  Further research on the prevalence of actual 
corruption in the relationship between planning and industry may contribute to an 
approach to addressing this issue in professional practice.   
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Coiacetto (2006), (2001) argued understanding the diversity of industry organisations 
would be beneficial to professional planning practice.  This study found the 
approaches industry professionals and their organisations took to decision making 
influenced the housing projects they delivered and had implications for planning 
practice.  Organisations with a propensity for riskier decisions chose locations and 
types of projects that may not be identified in strategic plans.  These organisations 
included government developers, large companies with the financial resources and a 
willingness to undertake long processes, and small companies who were skilled at this 
type of project, and did not have the financial resources to compete for sites that were 
identified in strategic plans.   
 
Other organisations were more strategic in their approach, implementing 
organisational or corporate plans that set out where, when and what they delivered.  
On larger, master planned projects with long implementation programmes, strategic 
approaches were applied to managing the diversity of housing types and prices to 
ensure the project can remain robust by responding to changing market conditions 
over time.  Participants from these organisations found strategic plans and planning 
controls may be inconsistent with their long term goals, such as a NSW social housing 
provider whose government agency planned its activities for a 20 year period.   
 
While all reported responding to market or client requirements, some organisations 
were highly responsive to existing markets, choosing locations and types of projects, 
setting prices and determining the volume and timing of delivery.  Conservative 
decision makers considered locations and types of projects that were consistent with 
their skills, experience and resources, and capable of obtaining planning approvals 
quickly so projects could be commenced and generate revenue.   
 
Most projects discussed by participants appeared to be a combination of these four 
approaches.  Some projects applied different approaches over time, for example 
projects with high planning risk were initiated by risk taking organisations.  Then, when 
the sites and projects were incorporated into strategic plans, more conservative 
organisations became involved in delivery, either by acquiring the site or entering into 
joint venture arrangements.  Both government developers and private sector 
organisations reported undertaking this type of project. 
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Variations between interactions with the planning system and the size of industry 
organisations were also identified.  Large sites and projects can lead strategic 
planning, and the presence of large developers with a commitment to deliver housing 
drew infrastructure resources into growing urban areas.  The resources and vision of 
these organisations could be harnessed by planners to achieve planning objectives.   
 
Small, less well-resourced organisations drew on the staff and time resources of 
planning agencies, but where these resources were expended positive outcomes were 
reported.  One participant from a small NFP noted that the assistance provided by 
local government planners was valuable, and negated the need for him to employ 
external planning consultants.   
 
The final implication for practice relates to the participation of the community and their 
elected representatives in planning processes.  Both planning and industry 
participants were prepared to directly engage with existing communities, and found 
constructive community input contributed to better quality plans and projects.  
However, planner participants from each jurisdiction and government tier found 
achievement of planning objectives seeking increased volumes of housing, or housing 
diversity challenged when projects were opposed by community members who held 
strong positions, sometimes founded on misunderstandings.  Some participants’ 
planning agencies were undertaking consultation programmes that sought to reach 
community members who were potentially affected by plans, but were not 
participating.  The success of these programmes appeared to be dependent on the 
support of elected representatives.  However, at some point, industry and planner 
participants suggested decisions may have to be made that some community 
members may be unable to accept.   
 
Limitations  
As is the case for all research projects, this study had some limitations that must be 
acknowledged.  The study was undertaken in the ACT, NSW and SA which potentially 
limits the generalisation of its findings to the remainder of Australia and internationally.  
Its predominately qualitative approach also limits generalisation to other 
circumstances, and the findings are not statistically significant.  However, a qualitative 
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methodology has allowed a deeper investigation of the perspectives and behaviours 
of core actors in the planning and housing development process, thus addressing a 
key gap in the existing body of quantitative research on planning and the housing 
market.  A second potential limitation is my experience in the urban planning field, 
which I entered at age 17 when I started undergraduate studies in 1979.  I have worked 
in both public sector agencies and within two large development organisations.  There 
was a risk therefore that preconceived ideas may have flavoured the study findings.  
This was mitigated to a certain extent as a principal source of primary data was 
provided by professional people, well able to articulate their perceptions and views, 
NVivo10TM software was used to manage raw data, and a systematic research design 
was applied.  Further, the adopted methodological approach did not demand complete 
researcher neutrality, rather, it is acknowledged that experience may enhance 
insights, provided the researcher scrutinises their preconceived views and ideas while 
undertaking data analysis (Charmez, 2008, Corbin and Strauss, 2008).   
 
Further research 
The study touched on several areas that were side issues, however, were considered 
interesting for further research.  Firstly, as land for new housing projects becomes 
increasingly scarce within, and adjoining, Australian cities, potential sites that are 
currently constrained by fragmented ownership and existing horticultural activities will 
become more critical to the continued delivery of new housing in accordance with 
strategic plans.  The study found these areas were costly and difficult to amalgamate 
to create feasible project sites.  Accordingly, it is suggested quantitative research that 
considers the impact of fragmentation in the Australian context would be valuable in 
understanding how strategic planning, infrastructure provision and industry 
imperatives could be coordinated to achieve the efficient development of these areas.   
 
Secondly, recent Australian planning reforms have emphasised codification, 
standardisation through strategic planning, followed by regulated development 
assessment timeframes and objective planning decision making, ostensibly to address 
industry imperatives for quick processes and predictable decisions (Ruming and 
Gurran, 2014).  However the study findings suggest these measures may be 
counterproductive, as the ability to respond to unique housing projects is curtailed.  
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Therefore further research would be valuable that considers how strategic and 
infrastructure planning processes respond to industry ideas, resources, proposed 
projects and diversity, for example, the different approaches to decision making 
characterised here as conservative, risk taking, responsive and strategic.  In particular, 
the crucial role played by public sector planners as they engage with industry, 
undertake planning processes, and compromise between competing urban interests 
to ensure planning objectives are met is worthy of further research.   
 
Toward integrated and pragmatic planning 
Housing, the housing market and the housing industry make a significant contribution 
to the economic strength of our urban areas, while the availability of suitable, well 
located and designed housing, is essential for household and social wellbeing.  
However, in recent years the Australian housing industry and some governments have 
argued that planning related factors have contributed to unreasonably high housing 
costs, and an industry that is unwilling, or unable to deliver new housing projects in 
response to high levels of underlying demand.  Australian governments responded by 
instigating programs of planning reform to address these perceived planning related 
issues.   
 
This study questioned the assumption underlying these concerns that planning was a 
strong influence on the decisions industry made regarding its new projects.  In 2012 
and 2013, thirty nine industry professionals working in both public and private sector 
organisations were asked what influenced decisions regarding the housing projects 
they undertook and thirty six public sector planners from councils, the ACT, NSW and 
SA governments and the federal government were asked what challenges they 
experienced as they planned for new housing in their areas.  Their responses were 
complemented by a case study of recent planning and housing delivery in the Sydney 
Growth Centres.   
 
It is important to note that the relationship between Australian planning systems and 
its housing development industry is functioning.  All the industry participants were 
delivering housing projects, so had obtained planning approvals.  All the planning 
participants were contributing expertise to planning processes associated with new 
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housing.  New lots were being delivered within the Growth Centres.  However, the 
study found areas where planning practice could be reconsidered to facilitate delivery 
of housing outcomes that meet both industry imperatives and planning objectives.   
It was found that industry participants propose projects that are unique responses to 
the market, the organisation, the site and its context, and financial and economic 
conditions.  It takes from 6 months to over 10 years to undertake strategic planning 
processes to amend or vary strategic plans and planning controls to address those 
unique qualities.  These time frames are critical as development assessment 
processes cannot be completed, mandatory planning approvals cannot be obtained, 
and new housing projects cannot be delivered.  These are outcomes that are contrary 
to planning objectives intended to facilitate housing delivery. 
 
Contemporary Australian planning reform programmes have intended to addresses 
address industry imperatives and facilitate housing delivery by standardising and 
codifying planning requirements and simplifying planning processes.  Simultaneously, 
planning processes have become increasingly centralised at the state level, 
contributing to hierarchical and top down plan structures.  However, this study found 
these measures may be counterproductive, as they inhibit planning responsiveness to 
unique and evolving local contexts, and the projects proposed by industry.  The scope 
for planners to exercise professional judgement in order to enhance diversity and 
improve outcomes for their communities is also curtailed.   
 
Incorporating responsiveness into planning systems may reduce time frames and 
associated expenditure of government and industry resources.  In this respect, both 
planner and industry participants valued integrated processes where industry, 
planning and infrastructure agencies took a pragmatic approach to delivery of new 
housing projects that met planning objectives and industry imperatives.  This approach 
proved successful in two Growth Centres Precincts.  It is important however to ensure 
that responsiveness to industry ideas and proposed projects does not result in a loss 
of the ‘certainty’ offered by planning and valued by the community.  Similarly, 
integrating industry and planning resources within strategic planning processes 
demands a high degree of transparency to avoid perceptions of, or actual, corruption.  
These issues may be addressed by implementation of ‘relational’ planning as posited 
by Healey (2007).  In this approach plans provide structured frameworks for 
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considering unique and often unexpected urban problems, opportunities and projects 
that emerge in complex urban environments and housing markets over time. 
 
It is concluded that the practice of Australian public sector planners is addressed.  It 
is vital they have the skills and confidence to engage constructively with industry, and 
pragmatically mediate the potentially competing interests of industry, the community, 
infrastructure agencies and elected representatives to facilitate the delivery of new 
housing projects that meet planning objectives.   
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ACRONYMS 
ACT: Australian Capital Territory 
ACTPLA: ACT Planning and Land Authority 
AHURI: Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute  
ASX: Australian Stock Exchange listed 
CBD: Central Business District 
COAG: Council of Australian Governments 
DA: Development Application 
DAC SA Development Assessment Commission 
DP: SA Development Plan 
GCC: NSW Growth Centres Commission 
GFC: Global Financial Crisis 
ICAC: NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption 
JV: Joint Venture 
LEP: NSW Local Environmental Plan 
LDA: ACT Land Development Authority 
LGA: Local Government Area 
LMC: SA Land Management Corporation 
MDP: Sydney Metropolitan Development Program 
NA: Not Applicable 
NIMBYISM: Not In My Backyard-ism 
NFP: Not For Profit industry organisation 
NHSC: National Housing Supply Council 
NSW: New South Wales 
NWGC: North West Growth Centre 
OECD: Organisation for Economic Development and Cooperation 
REP:  NSW Regional Environmental Plan 
SA: South Australia 
SEPP: NSW State Environmental Planning Policy 
SWGC: South West Growth Centre 
UDIA: Urban Development Institute of Australia 
VPA: NSW Voluntary Planning Agreement 
WA: Western Australia  
WESROC: Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils 
WIK: Works in Kind 
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Appendix 3.5: Planner interview outline 
 
Preamble 
Thank you for completing the Participant Consent Form.  I’m interested in how 
planning and the development industry interact, particularly in relation to new housing 
projects.  I’d like to know a bit about the housing outcomes your council/state wants to 
achieve, are they being achieved, and if so/if not why?  The focus is the key challenges 
associated with planning and building housing in your area, and in your experience. 
 
Interview 
1. What are Council/state’s main priorities in relation to housing provision?  
Prompt: Meeting targets based on population projections.  Coordinating infrastructure and new 
housing.  Containing the urban footprint.   
 
2. What are the key challenges or issues at particular points in planning process? 
 Strategic planning for housing or infrastructure. 
 Supplying/locating new land for housing. 
 Local/regional plans and controls  
 Development assessment  
 Construction 
 
Prompt:  Identifying the community’s housing needs?  Balancing housing with other planning 
objectives?  Other Councils/agencies?  Developers?  Community? 
 
3. What type of developers produce housing/land in your area?   
 
3(b) Are any easier or harder to deal with?  Why? 
Prompt: Quality of submissions?  Understanding and implementing planning objectives?  Their 
approach? 
 
4. Are they producing the housing/land your community needs?   
Prompt: Meeting changing community needs e.g. aging, younger families.  Prices?  Volume? 
 
4(a) Why/why not? 
 
5. What’s the most important change the industry could make to facilitate new housing 
projects which met your Council/state’s planning priorities? 
Prompt: Innovative design?  Community consultation?  Acquiring sites near existing 
infrastructure?   
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6. I’m interested in perspectives from different points in the planning process, for 
example, strategic planning compared to development control.  Can you tell me a bit 
about your role here?   
 
6(a) What were you doing before this position?  
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Appendix 3.6: Industry interview outline  
 
Preamble 
Thank you for completing the Participant Consent Form.  I’m interested primarily in the 
relationship between planning, development and housing production.  But this has to 
be set in the context of other factors such as tax, economy etc.  So I’d like to find out 
about what influences your decisions and actions at particular points in the housing 
development process, and when you make more strategic decisions (geographic or 
market segment, property sector, size, insourcing/outsourcing).   
 
My focus is your relationship with the planning system – planners, decision makers, 
processes, costs and the plans.  What is going on during the process of getting 
planning approvals/refusals?  Why is this going on?  And how does it ultimately affect 
the volume, type, location, volume, timing and price of the housing you produce. 
 
Interview 
 
1. I know a bit about your organisation, but can I just confirm a few details: 
 
1(a) Your organisation is: 
 Private 
 Public 
 Government 
 Social Housing provider 
 
1(b) Employees: 
 >100 
 20 – 100 
 >20 
 
1(c) Annual Production 
 >100 dwgs6 or lots 
 50 – 100 dwgs/lots 
 <50 dwgs/lots 
 
1(d) Property Sectors 
 The housing sector & industrial, retail, commercial or other sectors. 
 Only the housing sector. 
 
                                            
6 Dwellings 
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1(e) Activities 
 Developer and a home builder. 
 Only a home builder. 
 
1(f) Location 
 International 
 Several states/territories  
 NSW, South Australia or ACT 
 Metropolitan areas 
 Regional areas 
 
1(g) Market segment 
 1st homebuyer 
 2nd homebuyers? 
 High end? 
 Retirement? 
 Other? 
 
1(h) Housing Type 
 Existing suburbs: 
 houses (infill, knock down/rebuild) 
 medium density townhouses, villas, row houses, apartments ≤ 3 storeys (renewal/infill) 
 high density >4 storeys (renewal) 
 
1(i) New suburbs: 
 low density <15 dwgs/hectare (subdivision, house and land, house) 
 medium density townhouses, villas, row houses, apartments ≤ 3 storeys (subdivision, 
house and land, house) 
 high density >4 storeys 
 
1(k) Rural Residential 
 Features 
 Master plans 
 Private Community facilities & infrastructure 
 Community building activities/workers 
 Other? 
 
2. Can you tell me about your organisation’s production over the last 10 years?   
 
2(a) Has it: 
 Increased. 
 Decreased 
 Stayed even. 
 
2(b) Does your organisation keep records of its projects, (where, when, what and how 
many)?  If so, could I have access to that information? 
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3. Can you tell me about your organisation’s future projects (where, when, what and 
how many)? 
 
4. What are the key factors which influence your & or your organisation’s decisions 
when:   
 
 Deciding to proceed, or not, with housing, or other sector projects. 
 Looking for potential housing project sites. 
 Designing housing or estate quality, features, type and scale. 
 Determining if the project is feasible. 
 Timing construction and market release. 
 Setting market price. 
 
Prompt: Company location and expertise?  Market demand for that price, location and 
type of house/land?  Planning issues?  Economic conditions? 
 
5. How has planning influenced your decisions at those different stages?  What has this 
meant for the volume, type, location and price of housing/land you produce?  Has it 
affected your company?  Is there any one thing that is aspect which is particularly 
influential? 
 
Prompt: Supply of suitable land, a particular council/state’s processes, approach and 
understanding?  The objectives and controls in the actual planning documents?  
Contributions and fees? 
 
6. What are your perceptions of the planning system, and if you work in more than one 
locality, do you perceive differences? 
 
Prompt: Is it easy to navigate?  Can you predict what will be approved and when?  Can 
you calculate the costs? 
 
7. What’s the most important planning reform that would help your organisation produce 
new housing projects? 
Prompt: Reduce the number of quality standards or car parking requirements.  Lift urban 
growth/growth centres boundaries in the metropolitan/territory plan.  Reduce 
infrastructure contributions. 
 
8. I’d like to look in-depth at some case studies.  Can you suggest a project which was 
initiated in the last 10 years?  It doesn’t need to be completed, indeed, it may never 
have proceeded.   
 
I’m going to be looking in-depth at particular aspects, such as: 
 Processing times (rezonings, DAs condition compliance, agency approvals). 
 Design issues. 
 Assessment costs. 
 Utility and infrastructure planning/costs/provision. 
 Generally, how the process went with the planning system.    
 
9. Can you tell me a bit about your experience in the industry, I’m interested in different 
perspectives from different locations, times and projects? 
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Appendix 3.7: Cycle One – themes, concepts and categories 
 
INITIAL THEME EMERGENT CONCEPTS RESULTANT CATEGORIES 
INDUSTRY 
INFLUENCES 
Construction & maintenance costs 
Economic conditions 
Finance & banks 
Return 
Finance & 
Economics 
Office location 
Resources 
Charter, brand & reputation 
Expertise 
History 
The Organisation 
Demand or social need The Market 
Site attributes The Site 
Opportunity The Opportunity 
INDUSTRY ON 
PLANNING  
Community The community 
Strategic planning and policy 
Local, neighbourhood, & master planning 
Controls, 
Strategies & 
Policies 
Timing Time 
Contributions,  
Fees & supporting documentation 
Compliance 
Costs 
Interpretation 
Practices 
Certainty 
Relationships 
Culture 
Infrastructure & non-planning agencies 
Infrastructure & 
agencies 
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INITIAL THEME EMERGENT CONCEPTS RESULTANT CATEGORIES 
PLANNING 
CHALLENGES  
Politics & community The planning milieu  
Balancing issues 
Can’t pin point the problem 
Federal taxes, grants & policies 
Skills & resources 
Suitable sites 
The planning system 
The planning 
system 
Infrastructure, services & other agencies Infrastructure 
PLANNING ON 
INDUSTRY  
Approach 
Structure 
Negotiation & 
approach 
Implementing plans & policies 
Meeting community needs 
Volume, timing & feasibility 
Skills, 
interpretation & 
values 
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Appendix 3.8: Cycle Two - ‘Relationship’ themes and concepts 
 
THEME SUB-CONCEPT SUB-CONCEPT PLANNER MENTIONS 
INDUSTRY 
MENTIONS 
PLANS AND 
PROCESSES 
Strategic 
planning 
Metro, regional & local 
strategies 
Inclusion in metropolitan strategic 
plans 
Rezoning sites 
Preparing planning controls 
Land release and consolidation 
Greenfield/brownfield 
Planning issues addressed 
27 28 
Planning policies 
Affordable’ or budget appropriate 
housing 19 22 
Sustainability 
Public transport  
NSW Building Sustainability Index & 
Water Sensitive Urban Design 
14 5 
Design, Controls, 
Standards and 
Innovation 
Site/project specific density, design, 
& construction standards, controls, 
specifications. 
Building Code of Australia 
Australian Standards 
Housing codes 
Master planning 
28 30 
Monitoring and 
information 
Land supply monitors 
Processing times monitoring 9 1 
Infrastructure 
agencies and 
planning 
Calculating and negotiating 
infrastructure provision 
Infrastructure delivery processes 
28 28 
Infrastructure 
contributions and 
work in kind 
 19 14 
PLANS AND 
PROCESSES 
Development 
assessment 
Formal planning 
processes 
Activities prior to lodging a proposed 
project for assessment 
Development assessment 
Planning approvals 
Conditions compliance 
Legislation and regulation (incl. 
reform) 
Use of codes/merits/as of right 
assessment. 
Modification of all of the above 
Multiple agencies (Councils and/or 
state and agencies) 
28 32 
Application costs 
Fees 
Technical & specialist studies 
Investigations 
14 30 
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THEME SUB-CONCEPT SUB-CONCEPT PLANNER MENTIONS 
INDUSTRY 
MENTIONS 
INTERACTIONS 
Across agencies 
Variations in culture between 
jurisdictions (local and state and 
territory) 
Interactions within, between and to 
planning agencies (whether from 
other agencies or developers) at a 
‘unit’, rather than personal level. 
28 30 
Negotiation and 
approach 
Non statutory processes for 
example, Memorandums of 
Understanding, consultation on 
policy changes 
Leadership, management and 
decision making ability 
Meetings and manners  
27 32 
Skills, interpretation 
and values 
Skills, experience and approach to 
work – managing power 
Values and beliefs  
The Planner’s role. 
27 22 
COMMUNITY 
AND  
ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 
Community 
participation 
(residents, 
businesses) 
Interaction with the system 
Interactions with industry 
Values and perceptions 
Rights and responsibilities 
23 22 
Community housing 
expectations & 
requirements 
 24 5 
Community land 
owners  12 4 
Elected 
representatives 
Federal 
State  
Local 
24 30 
Panels, courts and 
administrators  10 15 
Private certification  4 4 
Probity, ICAC  8 8 
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Appendix 4.1: Cycle Three – Industry influences and explanatory concepts  
 
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
Where they have constraints in supply then we can fulfil the 
demand by providing supply from somewhere else.  Medium, 
ASX, NSWI(11) 
 
The LDA is picking up more and more of the development and 
is less and less for private land developers like us. Small, 
private ACTI(04) 
 
So in terms of looking where we’re going, it’s a case of how 
big do we think the market is going to be?  What are the 
competitors?  What’s our internal competition?  Medium, 
private, SAI(05) 
 
One component of ’market’ is 
external and internal competition. 
 
If we were on the other side of [the highway] it’d be appealing 
to first homebuyers, we’d probably equally have a parcel on 
either side because there’s a market for both.  It’s just where 
we’ve got the land at the moment; we’ve been opportunistic in 
how we’ve acquired land.  Small, private SAI(10) 
 
We created a whole harbour off the lake, and it is the top end 
in town really.  It’s an old industrial estate where the 
Commonwealth Government used to generate power and the 
printing press was there so it’s highly contaminated.…it is a 
top shelf project, so there’s no affordable housing, this is very 
much top, top price range.  Government developer ACTI(01)  
 
We did a residential subdivision there and we were selling lots 
for up to $3 million a lot, but that's the oddity. It's a peculiarity 
of that particular project. Why do we come to that project? We 
came to that project because [the Minister for Planning] had 
the $40 million [needed] to build a machine in [a hospital] and 
so we said, “Landcom, you're going to give me $40 million, 
and I'll give you that site from the Minister for Health”.  That's 
literally how it came about.  Government developer NSWI(10) 
 
 
In some cases the project is 
designed to meet the market that 
exists for a particular site. 
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The promotion of the project, and the realisation by the market 
that it is something different, and that it isn't as remote [from 
other urban areas] as people had originally contemplated.  
Medium, ASX NSWI(11) 
 
In some cases the project is 
located and designed to meet 
organisational imperatives, then 
the organisation works to 
generate a build a market. 
 
… we’ve obviously got a desire to assist the community and 
society with the product.  So we work back from that basis of 
knowing who we’re trying to help.  So I guess that’s a marketing 
exercise, but it’s different, to say, if you’re building type-end. 
You’re trying to help someone else. So we are trying to provide 
affordable housing for people which is affordable to live in.  So 
we have location.  We don’t want to build affordable housing out 
– miles out of the city, because you have to have access to 
public service and transport, schools, social services all that 
sort of stuff.  It has to be affordable for us to build too  NFP 
SAI(13) 
 
In some cases a market is 
identified, then a site located and 
a project designed to meet that 
market. 
 
The process for us is demand – if this went while it was under 
construction, the whole lot, we would have had the confidence 
to do another two.  Small, private SAI(02) 
 
…. So it can be a staged project that will effectively be built 
reflective of what market conditions are out there.  So if the 
demand is there and we’re selling them off the plan and things 
are working well, then we’ll build it.  NFP, ACTI(02) 
 
Clearly we are buying for market, if we perceive the market as 
going to improve, then we’ll buy more stock.  Large, private 
NSWI(08) 
 
So you look at the market demand, you make sure you don’t 
over-capitalise on your capital works investment off budget, 
you sequence your land releases in the programme here, you 
make sure the planning’s working, and then the LDA comes 
through, and develops it, and sells it.  Government ACTI(01) 
 
 
 
Market strength determined the 
timing of site acquisition, 
construction commencement or 
market release. 
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So it’s probably more about the parcel of land that you’re 
looking at.  Medium private SAI(10) 
 
I always carry a little sketchbook around.  When I’m looking at 
a site I’m sketching out what we’re going to do and within 24 
hours I’ve worked out what we can do and we know what it’s 
going to cost and we’re good to go.  Small private SAI(03) 
 
...you’re just judging the market and working out what’s 
sensible in the context of your site planning.  Government 
NSWI(10) 
 
Why do we go into those sorts of projects?  We look for a 
parcel of land and then see what you can do with that land.  
Medium, private SAI(04) 
 
On all of the sites we first have a vision for what we want to do 
and how we want it to fit into the community and how we want 
to create something that is different and fit within a strategy.  
Small private NSWI(07) 
 
The site and its locality influence 
the decisions regarding the 
location, type and price of 
projects.  Industry participants 
considered site constraints, 
attributes and accessibility to 
infrastructure. 
 
I think down the track, particularly in and around the district 
centre there’ll be opportunities for higher density, that might 
get up to…… 30 to 40 dwellings up.  Large, private SAI(14) 
 
Most of our major projects, 5,000 homes or more, have town 
centres allocated within them.  They’re certainly not the first 
thing to build.  They’re normally something new in maybe ten 
years.  Global ASX NSWI(12) 
 
Large sites provided opportunities 
for long term master planned 
projects, housing diversity, 
infrastructure, centres, and 
services are progressively 
provided over time. 
 
And we also have a good reputation with the Department of 
Planning.  Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
And therefore we have to do these things right, and be proud 
of any development, have outstanding architects involved, but 
you get no reward or no credit for doing it right.  Medium, 
private NSWI(13) 
 
 
 
The organisation’s reputation, 
pride, brand and trustworthiness.  
These factors enhanced 
relationships with planning 
agencies, the community and 
market participants.    
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So that reputational risk for the LDA….So we’re very focused 
on building that trust with communities and putting a lot of 
commitment into that.  Government ACTI(01) 
 
So, in those instances where the issues have been escalated 
or elevated or they are partner to a decision process.  Again 
we’ve got a reputation that we will be reasonable, we will open 
the cheque book if it’s valid, it’s not just us, us, us and I think 
that helps a lot, you know you need to be seen by the other 
side somebody that’s, you know a reasonable party at the 
table, and we will go out our way to try and demonstrate that, 
without bending over.  Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
…again this is irrelevant to feaso, but it’s also about the 
reputation of the owners, they’re prominent people in the 
community here and our job for the 2 families and also the 
[religious] Brothers is to deliver a product that they can be 
proud of.  Medium, private NSWI(03) 
 
We take a lot of pride in what we build and our rationale’s 
always been I don’t want to drive past a building that we’ve 
built five years ago and be too ashamed to look at it.  That’s 
something that drives us and so we really want to put stuff up 
that we’re proud of…..Homes and lives and stories have been 
built in them and obviously they’re still standing.  Small, 
private NSWI(14) 
 
The organisation’s reputation, 
pride, brand and trustworthiness.  
These factors enhanced 
relationships with planning 
agencies, the community and 
market participants.    
 
We’re a developer that’s in the CBD of Adelaide.  Our 
intention is to not branch out into suburbia. We’re not 
interested in doing units, townhouses, or house subdivision. 
High-density living is what we’re about, also mixed 
development such as office living and car parking 
arrangements.  So that’s our company mission for a start and 
high-density living in the CBD is our main focus.  Small, 
private SAI(02) 
 
We’re not geared up to build apartments so the [suburb] 
opportunity, the government has released where you’ve got 
 
The organisation’s skills and 
experience influenced the type 
and location of its projects. 
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developer-ready parcels …..Now, we don’t have that expertise 
locally.  Large ASX SAI(11) 
 
…what do you do and where do you do it?  That’s tied, as 
most corporates are, to their history and how quickly you can 
change and where you can go.  Government NSWI(10) 
 
The organisation’s skills and 
experience influenced the type 
and location of its projects. 
 
…but we have pursued some very left of field things because 
we felt that there was an opportunity there and that the risk for 
reward will be worth it and some of those things have come 
off, and some of them haven’t.  That’s the nature of it.  
Medium, private NSWI(05) 
 
We have to crack the clever solution in order to make a 
modest margin otherwise it gets down to it’s just a build job 
and you’re reduced to just being a builder.  There’s nothing 
wrong with just being a builder, but that’s not what we want to 
be.  Small, private SAI(03) 
 
Some organisations were skilled 
and experienced at undertaking a 
range of different types of projects 
 
....... we also have the social obligation of providing housing 
for the neediest members of our communities.  So really that’s 
what drives us... Social housing NSWI(04) 
 
My charter is to house the people that are on lower to 
moderate income up. NFP ACTI(03) 
 
The organisation’s charter or 
statutory obligations influenced 
the type, location and price of its 
projects. 
 
We used to have an operation in Queensland and because 
the building industry is so hands on …there is a lot of day to 
day solutions to solve and you really need to have somebody 
on the ground.  Small, private SAI(12) 
 
The organisation’s access to staff, 
financial, and land resources 
influenced the location of projects.  
 
So our corporation has five year plans both corporately and 
then within the sectors.  Within the sectors I mean the 
Americas, Europe, Australia, Asia, and then within those 
specific regions it also has business plans for each of the 
particular business units.  Global ASX NSWI(12)  
 
We have a very carefully considered strategic plan.  NFP 
ACTI(02) 
 
 
Some organisations take a 
strategic approach to decisions 
regarding projects. 
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Going back to our strategic direction, I guess that’s all in the 
mix.  We’ve got to think about sequencing.  Large ASX 
SAI(11) 
 
Some organisations take a 
strategic approach to decisions 
regarding projects. 
 
The market is king as the saying goes.  Large, private NSWI(08) 
 
Some organisations are very 
responsive to market 
requirements. 
 
They’re not a family that plan…they don’t sit here and say here 
is our 5, 10, 15 year plan and that’s not because they don’t care, 
it’s that …they’re not disciplined to think in a corporate 
mentality.  They are very much opportunists.  Small, private 
NSWI(10) 
 
Some organisations risky 
approach to decisions regarding 
their projects. 
 
Our rationale has always been let’s find a site, what’s 
permissible, let’s just do that, and go ahead.  Small, private 
NSWI(14) 
 
….. our strategy is only to buy in areas that are designated for 
apartments, so not speculative.  We would buy within the 
Growth Centres and, areas that are earmarked for 
development, just to give us that certainty that we need, 
obviously you pay more for the land but at least you have the 
certainty, and we're not willing to buy land and have to go to 
court and try and get a rezone [unclear] but it's just less 
determinators and buying into the market that we know exists 
and that we know we can get the planning approvals for in a 
timely manner. Large, ASX NSWI(09) 
 
Some organisations take a 
conservative approach to 
decisions regarding their projects. 
 
You buy the land very, very cheap and then …there’ll be two 
ways of looking at it.  Either making money when it’s placed 
on the [metropolitan strategic plan], because there could be 
other big players out there with the money to purchase it at 
that stage and we can get the money in …..his pocket now.  
Or alternatively he can wait and then start developing it and 
then have a continuous income stream coming from that.  
There’ll be more money in that but the money will come over a 
lengthy period of time.  So it’s a question of when he wants 
 
Some projects comprise several 
approaches, which are applied 
consecutively over time. 
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his money and how much money he wants.  Large, private 
NSWI(01) 
 
Our typical model is to get planning permission through 
zoning, sometimes development approval, and then to flick it 
on to a developer.  Small, private NSWI(13) 
 
So we will de-risk it as much as we can and we will sell a large 
greenfield estate in [suburb] for a private developer to come in 
and do the detail design and construction and sell the individual 
blocks.  Government developer ACTI(01) 
 
Some projects comprise several 
approaches, which are applied 
consecutively over time. 
 
… if you buy a city apartment up to $500,000, you don’t pay 
stamp duty, off the plan. That’s helped to us too.  Small, 
private SAI(02) 
 
Financial incentives such as 
government grants influence the 
volume and timing of projects. 
 
So I suppose we do our market research and see what the end 
user will want and then we obviously put our toe in the water 
and take a punt.  Small, private SAI(12) 
 
Financial feasibility assessment 
can be a mixture of science and 
intuition. 
 
Viability has to be there.  The project has to work financially, 
whether that be straight off the bat or via a start up contribution 
from government, but every project has to work financially.  
Government SAI(06) 
 
Financial feasibility is an objective 
for government developers and 
NFPs. 
 
That’s the greatest driver right now, is the economic conditions. 
Small, private SAI(10) 
 
Economic conditions are an 
influence on decisions regarding 
projects. 
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Appendix 5.1: Cycle Three – Planner quotes and explanatory concepts  
 
Plans and Processes – Strategic Planning  
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
The way I see it, it’s a journey…. that the journey begins 
when the state government first looks at, well, where are 
we going to accommodate growth in this state?  Ultimately, 
it ends up with houses being built on the ground. Along that 
journey, there seems to me to be a huge wastage of 
resources and energy by state government, local 
government and the development industry. To some 
extent, you're always going to have your argy-bargy - your 
backwards and forwards - but I think it's way in excess of 
what it needs to be if the three could better get together at 
what I would call the front end. It would give everybody 
more certainty and we'd have a whole lot less time and 
effort and money spent on the journey. Indeed, that saving 
could go back into better results all round for everybody. 
Executive, growth area council SAP(03) 
Planning is a process, which 
commences with determining new 
housing is required, and concludes 
with the delivery of that housing. 
 
Because it is about partnership….In a partnership people 
bring different skills.  We’re in exactly that space with this 
sort of work.  Executive, state agency SAP(01) 
 
…..if at the front end we can agree on what it is that we’re 
all heading off to achieve – and, just like a family, there’s 
going to be little arguments along the way. You accept 
that, but you endure all that. Then, that, I think, is going to 
be a far more efficient and a far better process for 
everybody whereas, at the moment, they’ll be developers 
who’ll just say, “Well, the council just stuffs us around, just 
lodge the DA7 and that’ll get their attention”.  Executive 
planner SAP(03) 
 
 
 
Strategic planning processes could be 
improved if state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, councils and 
industry partnered to address the 
desired outcome.   
 
 
  
                                            
7 Development Application 
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Yes, so from a government point of view those 
Department of Planning, Transport, Infrastructure staff are 
key in that, but we’re trying to form rather strong bonds 
with the UDIA8 in a partnership approach, recognising that 
we’ve all got a stake in this.  Executive, growth council 
SAP(04) 
 
Then there's the development industry and I think that 
Council has been pretty good about keeping the 
development industry in the loop.  We actually have guest 
speakers come in and we'll invite people from the Property 
Council and … they're considered part of our partners.  
Strategic planner inner council SAP(05) 
 
I’m a great believer in lining everything up, so in rewriting 
[Council] strategic plan it’s going to align with the state, 
and then the state ….has to align with the region; then the 
region aligns with the state.  So we’ve got this 
compendium or this layering, where everybody is working 
in the same direction. …. That actually assists in seeking 
grant funding from the Commonwealth.  Executive, 
regional council SAP(06) 
 
Urban Taskforce9 get involved in the strategic planning, 
…..in the framework for the processes…. So getting 
involved in working out the best ways…. Don’t just 
complain all the time get involved and come up with ideas 
on how it can be done better.  State assessments 
NSWP(01) 
 
I’ve seen example’s where the adversarial type… 
there’s… people don’t see the outcome…. That they’re all 
working to the one outcome, and the outcome is that 
you’re actually developing liveable communities and that 
they’re actually just doing a part of the process.  Planner 
with a state infrastructure agency NSW(04) 
Strategic planning processes could be 
improved if state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, councils and 
industry partnered to address the 
desired outcome.   
  
                                            
8 Urban Development Institute Australia 
9 An industry peak group 
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Tell me what the outcome is you’re looking for, and tell … 
what are your non-negotiables and what can we 
negotiate? And, you do get your hard-liners.  I guess it’s 
got to be expected but all they’ve got there are 
particular… that’s why I’m talking to lots of the agencies, 
because they have particular objectives which are 
different, and that’s fine.  It’s balancing all the lows and…. 
it’s understanding that we actually have one outcome in 
mind and developers are part of the process.  State 
Infrastructure planner NSWP(04) 
 
Council, we have a better understanding because we’re 
closer to it in terms of the Planning Proposal, and we’ve 
worked with the applicant preparing it, from the 
Department’s point of view, they deal with it.  Senior 
assessments planner,  growth council NSWP(05) 
 
So, everybody wants a bit more flexibility in the system, 
but you end up planning for the worst case scenario, 
because otherwise, you get beaten up if you don’t. So it’s 
that scenario of where you want to be hopeful that people 
will do the right thing, and create a flexible system, and 
hope that you can work with them, but then you need 
people who are prepared to work with people in that 
regard, and prepared to negotiate, and…Strategic planner 
ACTP(01) 
 
You’ve got to sort of work together Strategic, territory 
ACTP(01) 
 
What’s the outcome we’re trying to get to? ……….Can we 
really state the outcomes we want to achieve?  And so 
that’s where we want to go.  Assessment planner 
ACTP(02) 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic planning processes could be 
improved if state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, councils and 
industry partnered to address the 
desired outcome.   
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Then the land developers get it, and the engineers start 
looking over it, and the private sector developers get it, 
and they go, “Jeez, that’s going to cost us a fortune”. And 
so then they start to massage and fiddle fiddle with it, and 
… Then their fights start…….But there’s got to be a point 
when it starts to integrate in some way …… so the plans 
aren’t just pie in the sky, just locked in somebody’s room 
somewhere colouring in stuff and looking all very pretty 
and drawing, people sitting under Campari umbrellas 
sipping coffee on the… it’s all fantastic, and you go out 
there, and it’s just a frigging dust pile,.. Senior 
assessments planner ACTP(02) 
Strategic planning processes could be 
improved if state planning and 
infrastructure agencies, councils and 
industry partnered to address the 
desired outcome.   
 
But I think some planners almost don’t realise the power 
of the tools that you have available to you. And that you 
can work with the development industry. And I guess 
that’s probably one of the things here, because of the 
arrangement of land, and us as a planning authority, and 
LDA, LDA as a developer, a government developer, that 
you’ve got to work quite closely together, and that you’re 
actually both working to deliver housing, because you’re 
both trying to realise the asset for the government.  
Strategic planner ACTP(01) 
 
This is inherent in large scale projects 
and land releases in the ACT, and with 
government developer projects.  
However, it is not the case for private 
sector projects in NSW and SA. 
 
… other challenges, some of the low hanging fruit that 
was made available for urban renewal probably in the 
post-industrial era in Sydney in the last 20 years is largely,  
somewhat drying up, so the opportunities to pull off 
another Green Square are somewhat constrained  State 
strategic planner NSWP(09) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The availability of sites is a challenge 
to meeting strategic planning 
objectives. 
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In the past SA have done reasonably well because the 
government have owned the large parcels of land on the 
fringe.  With the rezoning they're currently working on 
now, that will not be the case.  So the three areas that 
they are talking about the DPA10 and the rezoning, there 
would be in excess of 200 landowners in those three 
parcels.  So they're small parcels of land in a rural 
environment, trying to pull that together for a developer to 
get their hands on it, get everybody to sell, to then do an 
orderly master plan and delivery of that over time is going 
to be quite an interesting process.  Executive, growth 
council SAP(04) 
The availability of sites is a challenge 
to meeting strategic planning 
objectives. 
 
 
Infrastructure  
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
So, we’re faced with this dilemma that we have these 
physical limitations in capacity on the assumption we’re not 
going to get a heavy rail system, or we’re not going to get 
a light rail system; we might get a bus rapid-transit system.  
But the most likely explanation we’re going to get red lanes 
painted on roads that buses can run down more efficiently; 
is probably all we’re going to get.  Yet we have these targets 
given to us which aren’t based on any evidence of capacity; 
they’re based on projections of population growth.  So, 
when you actually try and apply that you realise it’s 
physically impossible or financially unviable for the State 
Government to supply the infrastructure to support the 
targets they’re giving us.  Senior assessments planner, 
middle ring council NSWP(03) 
 
 
 
 
 
Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to 
infrastructure that are based on a 
realistic understanding of a locality’s 
capacity and the potential for actual 
housing projects to be delivered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to 
                                            
10 Development Plan Amendment 
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… we like the idea of the Department of Planning coming 
in … ….master planning of some of these release areas.  
The problem that we see however is that despite fantastic 
objectives, there isn’t a great commitment to the delivery of 
these plans.  There is commitment to .. the pretty colours, 
put on the plan and the public exhibition process being 
completed, and the zoning changing over, but with respect 
to actually getting that land to be delivered on the ground, 
there is no commitment from the state whatsoever, …… 
and what I would suggest is needed in that regard would 
be the key trunk infrastructure, particularly the sewer is 
critical, to the actual viability of making some of these 
blocks stack up, because at the moment the … the [her 
council area] component of the South West Growth Centre, 
is reliant on the establishment of two new STPs11.  There is 
some …. only limited capacity, and ………….. there’s not 
been any coordination.  There’s not been any design work, 
there’s not been any REF12 etc. to actually delivering that.  
Assessments planner growth council NSWP(08) 
 
.. there needs to be far better integration with utilities and 
the planning process.  That drives me to distraction.  We’ve 
spent $10 million on the EA13 for… Part 3A14 for the North 
West Growth Centre, services to the Growth Centre, and 
it’s proceeding way after a lot of the areas are already 
zoned.  Where’s the sensibility in that?  State infrastructure 
planner NSWP(04) 
 
I’m relying on good information. I need good information, 
and honest information, from developers and from the 
planning agencies and from councils.  State infrastructure 
planner NSWP(04) 
infrastructure that are based on a 
realistic understanding of a locality’s 
capacity and the potential for actual 
housing projects to be delivered. 
  
                                            
11 Sewerage Treatment Plant 
12 Review of Environmental Factors 
13 Environmental Assessment 
14 Major Project development application  
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Yep, in terms of timing, the land that the Government 
rezoned here was rezoned in December 2010.  Almost two 
years ago. Since then, there's been one major land division 
application lodged.  Lodged.  One.  I know we're in a flat 
economy at the moment, but what it also indicates to me is, 
well, gee, I think that's telling us something. ….. Yeah - and 
what needs to accompany it, for want of a better word.  
Executive growth council SAP(03) 
 
It needs the participants in the industry; all the wiser ones 
and the older ones in the industry to really, use their 
connections into the government.  Have some honest and 
serious discussions about where Sydney is heading or 
where Adelaide or Old Town. Federal infrastructure planner 
AUSP(01) 
 
This again comes back to a view that's held by the 
organisation to some degree; I'm not sure it's as clearly or 
concisely presented as I'm about to present it to you, but 
…we're basically saying, with all these bigger projects, if 
we're going to spend …lots of scarce money on them, then 
by god we've got to make sure that the land use changes 
associated with that project go ahead, otherwise we're, 
we're pissing money against the - scarce money… Federal 
infrastructure planner AUSP(01) 
Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to 
infrastructure that are based on a 
realistic understanding of a locality’s 
capacity and the potential for actual 
housing projects to be delivered. 
 
Those sorts of things.  I think that there’s also a challenge 
with the changes to provision of infrastructure that is 
occurring in SA.  Where we previously had a model of 
public providers of infrastructure, that’s now no longer the 
case.  So putting together a development within the 
vacuum of a public provider for electricity, gas, et cetera is 
definitely challenging.  State assessments planner 
SAP(02) 
 
We seem to take forever to do bloody anything because 
there’s constraint over constraint over constraint… 
Assessment, state ACTP(02) 
 
 
Coordinating infrastructure agencies 
can be difficult and contribute to 
complexity. 
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The best cities in the world change and change quickly.  
They have that ability to change quickly.  Australian cities 
can’t change quickly.  Assessment, state ACTP(02) 
 
It was more in policy.  Whereas the bushfire stuff was 
entrenched in EPA15 and RFS16 legislation.  …..  Similarly, 
with aboriginal and threatened species – they are running 
in parallel with what we are doing.  But the other agencies 
are actually having a key role, taking those reviews on.  
What our task has been to sit at the table and say ….  The 
government has asked us to look … at these issues 
through the lens of housing supply.  We’re at the table 
saying, how is this impacting on housing supply?  State 
strategic planner NSWP(02) 
 
Coordinating infrastructure agencies 
can be difficult and contribute to 
complexity. 
 
 
A really key point for us is SA without its legislative 
rulebook - and I know other states don't like necessarily 
the rulebook they've got - what we currently have is a 
situation where councils and developers are set up as 
combatants to fight it out to negotiate who pays for what.  
So you automatically set the developer and the council as 
being opposing sides.  They have to somehow thrash out 
a deal.  That to me causes significant loss of faith and 
partnering ability moving forward beyond that, because 
some of those cuts don't heal for a long time.  Executive, 
growth council SAP(04) 
 
Agreed and transparent processes for 
determining the scope, funding and 
responsibility for supporting 
infrastructure potentially reduce 
uncertainty and conflict. 
 
  
                                            
15 Environmental Protection Authority 
16 Rural Fire Service 
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You put in [planning policy], you put numeric controls in 
there as a guide, but they stick straight to it, and tick all 
the boxes, without trying to come up with the necessarily 
a good design, an aesthetically pleasing design.  
Strategic, middle urban NSWPFG(02) 
 
You’re given one shot to apply and determine your 
application because we can’t waste our time on a 75% 
subsidy to the process, we can’t afford to hold their 
hands.  Executive, middle ring council NSWP(03) 
 
It’s good, … you feel like there’s a lot of responsibility 
because you’ve got to get it right, because when you’re 
delivering those places… but I think for the most part, for 
me, coming from, [a middle ring area] to here, the big 
change has been working with developers that you feel 
like you’re working in partnership with them, as opposed 
to having always that confrontation.  Senior assessment 
growth council NSWP(05) 
 
Pressure to comply with regulated time 
frames and/or rigid implementation of 
strategic plans and controls can limit 
proposed projects to only those that 
comply with numerical provisions of 
the controls, which results in repetitive 
and mediocre design. 
 
….there is also a bit more flexibility in the system in SA, 
because you had what’s permitted with consent and 
what’s not allowed, but then even when something was 
prohibited, there is still a way to consider that, you just 
have to go to the state government to get concurrence 
about it and there is more areas of grey to consider.  It’s 
not just black and white.  If it’s got merit we’ll consider it. 
Strategic, regional council NSWP(07) 
 
I’ve taken the view, especially in the Growth Centres that 
we shouldn’t be dogmatic about those sorts of things.  
That if there is a good local reason for having a slightly 
different approach to things that’s fine.  It is, it’s being 
responsive to the local community, local circumstances.  
But at the same time, I have to think if there is a good 
reason to have consistency, we should look at it as well.  
But the consistency for consistency’s sake – no.   State 
strategic planner NSWP(02) 
 
Planning participants supported 
working pragmatically with industry to 
achieve outcomes for sites and 
projects, irrespective of strategic plans 
and planning controls.   
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But we spend a lot of time angsting over a lot of detail and 
a lot of conditions and a lot of requirements and my 
feeling is that a lot of them, they’re just not complied with, 
and people just go and build what’s practical on the site 
and there maybe has to be a closer look at the whole 
development assessment and approval process versus 
what actually happens on sites.  State assessments 
NSWP(01) 
 
Why can’t we have a system where if there’s an 
opportunity, the developer and the council work 
collectively to capitalise on that opportunity, and as part of 
the application process, the land is rezoned?  Executive, 
regional council SAP(06) 
 
Then my guys [supervised planners] get involved in all this 
detail about what are essentially developing control 
standards to build into the DCP17 to accompany the 
rezoning.  And I said, “Why are you doing that?  If the 
developer says, ‘I’m going to build housing’, put a VPA18 
on the site, make him sign up for that thing [..] and gazette 
the thing as normal residential with the VPA attached to 
it.”  If that’s what he’s promising tie him down to his 
promise, simple, we also used to do that sort of stuff.  
Senior executive, middle ring council NSWP(03)  
 
 
Planning participants supported 
working pragmatically with industry to 
achieve outcomes for sites and 
projects, irrespective of strategic plans 
and planning controls.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
17 Development Control Plan 
18 Voluntary Planning Agreement 
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There’s a thousand things I would change.  Assessments 
planner, growth council NSWP(08) 
 
To some extent, you’re always going to have your argy-
bargy – your backwards and forwards – but I think it’s way 
in excess of what it needs to be…Executive, growth area 
council SAP(03) 
 
… you know it’s never easy in DA land Executive, 
regional council NSWP(06)  
 
The relationship is fraught, but it could 
be better.  
 
I hope now I try and make a decision on value adding 
around things.  Because if there’s no value adding to the 
process then what’s the point?  Senior assessments 
planner, growth council NSWP(05) 
 
I decided I wanted to do something that was more an 
outcome for the citizens of SA Executive, growth council 
SAP(04) 
 
But I am passionate.  I just love what I do.  I'm very 
passionate about really getting good outcomes.  Executive, 
regional council SAP(06) 
 
In the state Government, there were points where I thought 
about what my role was in the major development process 
and someone said to me, there are things that you may not 
like, but you're doing your job if you get something better 
than what …..was originally proposed.  If you come up with 
something - approve what was originally proposed, you're 
doing your job.  So I guess in state Government, it wasn't 
so much black and white, it's - if something's approved, 
you've done a good job if there's been a whole lot of 
information, a whole lot of ideas collected and very good 
things in that project.  Strategic planner, inner council 
SAP(05) 
 
 
Planning participants saw their role as 
being involved, adding value and 
contributing to better outcomes. 
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And I enjoy doing that because all my life, my final product 
was serving the community, so when I see that product, it 
gives me a lot of happiness and that’s what keeps me 
going.  Infrastructure planner ACT(03) 
 
Planning participants saw their role as 
being involved, adding value and 
contributing to better outcomes. 
 
There is a massive range of level of success and without 
naming developers, there are some that in all honesty are 
probably outdated in their practices and are not helping, 
and there are others which I'd be more than happy to 
stand up and turn around and say I really enjoy working 
with these people.  They are committed to a council 
outcome.  Executive growth council SAP(04) 
 
I was at a council meeting and they said, we've got these 
ideas about how the street could be improved, and I was 
really impressed that they knew that they were in a 
community which would have a lot of opposition and they 
looked beyond just their parcel of land to say, how could 
we make the wider area better?  Strategic planner, inner 
council SAP(05) 
 
From a design perspective most of them are fairly good at 
the moment.  They’re not wanting to just churn out cookie 
cutter stuff.  They’re looking at diversity and streetscape 
issues.  The middle to the higher ones are genuine in their 
approach to those sorts of things, so I’m not concerned 
about that.  State strategic NSWP(02) 
 
A developer has to change concepts to actually match 
other people’s views, principles and goals.  Executive, 
regional council SAP(06) 
 
Industry organisations and 
professionals who considered the 
site and the potential community 
benefits associated with their projects 
were valued. 
 
…some of them [planners] have a very strange mentality 
and that’s a bit myopic I suppose, where something gets 
built or done, they think they were the biggest part in the 
puzzle and they weren’t, but worst still is when things aren’t 
getting built they blame themselves  State strategic planner 
NSW(09) 
 
 
Planners need to be objective, 
confident and skilled, and understand 
their role. 
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Which brings in fire separation, structural issues, three 
times the cost – two or three times the cost.  So they’re 
just not affordable.  So we’ve had to step back and 
question ourselves quite significantly and say, “Well hang 
on, those traditional responses to those policies and 
objectives was to do zone X, density Y here – we have to 
rethink that”.  So is it wrong to achieve those densities, 
number of people in a … catchment to a bus station….or 
whatever, but it’s in a different building form?....My view is 
absolutely not.  So you have to be willing and prepared to 
question your own values and principles on some of these 
things.  If everybody did that that would be great.    State 
agency planner NSWP(02)  
 
..less city-centred, I am definitely inner city focussed, 
really.  Because that’s where my values are.  I would 
never want to buy a house out west, even though it might 
be my own house and even though it was affordable, I’d 
rather buy a unit for the same price.  I wouldn’t aspire to a 
huge house you know out west but they’re my own values, 
I guess.  State assessments planner NSWP(01) 
..there’s a generation of planners a bit younger than us 
who have been so sculptured, driven by this pedantic 
DA19 approach.  They’re not giving the proponents 
enough scope.  Executive, middle ring council NSWP(03) 
 
….then they said, “Oh, we want to build this row-housing, 
it looks like this.”  “Oh, OK, what are you going to give the 
community in return for that rezoning?”  They said, “Oh, I 
don’t know.  Oh, we’ll give you this little 10m2 park in the 
corner”.  So, I say, “Well that’s flood plain anyway so you 
can’t build on that.  Do a proper assessment.”  So, they 
came back, “Oh, we’ll give you this park; we’ll do this 
dedication of this creek and we’ll do this, this and this.”  
“Oh, that’s fair enough.”  Executive middle ring NSWP(03) 
 
 
 
 
Planners need to be objective, 
confident and skilled, and understand 
their role. 
 
 
 
                                            
19 Development Application 
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Sometimes they have their full design and they what we call 
cold lodge.  It’s out of the blue and no-one has been 
involved in the process of thinking this proposal through 
and how it actually relates.  Then it’s cold lodged on us, 
we’ve got no background into the proposal.  It’s going to 
take us longer to assess us.  If you’d involved us in the 
development of the proposal then government can be 
responsive and that’s the issue isn’t it?  State strategic 
planner SAPFG(02) 
 
….people like [industry professional and project director] 
are all very patient with me, and they’re all passionate 
about what they do, which is a really nice thing, they’re 
always inviting us out to see their developments and what, 
every other month we have a project meeting at [the 
residential area] so we go up there and I’m amazed, it’s like 
Legoland up there, it’s evolving very quickly.  And for a 
Council which is still a small Council, a lot of people in 
Council are people buying in these areas too, so they’re 
becoming part of this community which is really nice as 
well.  Senior assessment growth council NSWP(05) 
 
Engage us early, don’t leave us to the last minute and 
expect us to turn it around in a matter of days.  State 
infrastructure SAPFG(01) 
 
Very collegiately, at the PAC level, and then, we also meet 
with the proponents, so we have face to faces with them. 
We meet with council, so it’s a... it’s a very different 
process. And we often negotiate with them 
directly……Face to face, and we hold a public meeting, so 
that we’re able to hear directly what... you know, we get 
from different parties exactly what the views are, exactly 
what the issues are, and we will moderate an outcome. So 
absolutely we’re balancing all the issues.  State panel 
member NSWP(10) 
 
 
 
 
Planner participants wanted to be 
involved early and continuously in 
proposed projects so they can 
contribute value and respond to 
industry issues.  
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But it means that the industry’s got to actually tell us as well.  
There’s a trust thing there.  It doesn’t always happen.  But 
if there was a better appreciation of each one’s positions 
which means offering up information I think we can respond 
better.  We can help industry in that regard.  It’s a two way 
street.  State strategic NSWP(02) 
 
So you were working with all these different disciplines, and 
you all had to work together to come up with a plan, and 
understand everybody’s issues, take it right through to this 
is what it’s going to look like on the block.  So, it was great 
being able to work on plans like that, which to me, is 
probably the most exciting stuff you can do in planning.  
Strategic planner ACTP(01) 
 
Planner participants wanted to be 
involved early and continuously in 
proposed projects so they can 
contribute value and respond to 
industry issues. 
 
We’re supportive of growth – and I’m an avid supporter of 
the process and the industry.  Executive, growth council 
SAP(04) 
 
I think the most important thing the industry and state and 
local government could do would be to break down some 
of these cultural barriers. There’s a poor understanding of 
the respective stakeholder needs and environments that 
they operate in.  Executive, growth council SAP(03) 
 
My radical suggestion is that the industry and 
governments should foster and sponsor an exchange 
program. Under that exchange program, you would have 
people in the industry go out and work in a government 
environment for 12 months and, vice-versa, you would 
have people in government environments go out and work 
in the industry for 12 months. Then when they go back to 
their respective employers, they would be invaluable 
within their own organisation, saying, “Yeah, but you don’t 
understand. I’ve seen the other side of the fence. This is 
how it works. Let me tell you.”   Senior manager, growth 
council SAP(03) 
 
 
 
Planner participants valued industry 
knowledge and experience, and are 
interested in industry motivations and 
drivers. 
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If they haven’t worked in that industry and they’ve just 
come in and they’ve either worked in state or local 
government, the industry says you don’t understand the 
impact of your decision to delay, seek more information 
and so forth, because in your world that’s no big deal.  If 
I’m a developer that’s potentially cost me cash flow.  
Worst case scenario is it’s just cash flow, or it’s actually 
just cost me additional cash which means that’s driven up 
the price that I’ve had to add my burden then onto every 
subdivision and every lot.  Their argument is that we don’t 
understand.  I totally accept their argument as a very valid 
point and we are working with that group to gain better 
understanding of the principle drivers between the parties.  
Senior manager, growth council SAP(04) 
 
We’re not anti-development.  People think we’re anti-
development.  State infrastructure planner SAPFG(01) 
 
I’m on the UDIA council now, and this is a bit of a job for 
the UDIA to actually have the public sector as a council 
member and to provide advice on, what’s happening on the 
government’s side…..State infrastructure planner 
NSWP(04) 
 
.. I think that’s the thing where I would always encourage 
people to work in DAs20, and also then go and work 
outside, and go and work for a developer maybe, because 
I think lots of people don’t understand the financial 
implications of what they do in planning, and they’re just 
constantly saying, go and do another study, do this, do 
that, and you sort of think, you know, you’re just telling 
them to go and do something that’s $50,000, and it’s 
going to delay them six weeks. So you’ve got to 
understand do you really need to do that? Is there another 
way you can do it? Strategic planner ACTP(01) 
 
 
 
Planner participants valued industry 
knowledge and experience, and are 
interested in industry motivations and 
drivers. 
 
 
                                            
20 Development Assessments 
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They’re poor bastards any way you look at it – they’re 
building cities, the amount of bureaucracy, the amount of 
administration that goes into resolving this stuff is insane.  
It’s just thousands of hours of work by individuals.  It’s 
unnecessary in a lot of cases.  Assessments, regional 
ACTP(02) 
 
..to be fair to the developers, the construction industry 
has become so complicated with red tape and the things 
they have to go through, the hoops they have to jump 
through and the hurdles they have to go through just to 
build one four bedroom house is so big.  Infrastructure, 
regional ACTP(03) 
 
I could see how developers would get very frustrated by 
putting a lot of effort into something and then having an 
elected member who doesn’t like something. Strategic, 
inner urban council SAP(05).   
 
I’m just trying to think generally with developers in terms 
of – in Adelaide there is the sense that there are 
developers waiting to go to build high density housing but 
they’re being held back by the planning system.  But it’s 
not a case of rezone it and they will come, because as 
you know, it’s whether the banks are willing to lend the 
money and whether the demand’s there.  Strategic inner 
council SAP(05) 
 
I think the industry is pretty lean.  I don’t think there’s 
much in terms of the economics of it that they would 
change.  State strategic NSWP(02) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Planner participants were empathetic 
to the pressures on industry and the 
influences on their decisions. 
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And I think that’s something to be commended, really. 
People who put themselves on the line and say, “Well, I 
want to make some money out of this, I’m going to do 
something about it, and I know it’s going to have impacts 
on the people around me but I’m going to take that risk 
and do it”. And it’s very easy for other people, including 
bureaucrats and local people, anybody in their local area, 
just to white-ant or to pick fault with things; but when, [..] 
people have experienced a little bit of work in that field, 
either from, might be through a consultancy, an adviser, 
or directly, I think you’ve got to give a fair amount of 
kudos to those who are willing to put their money where 
their mouth is.  State economist NSWP(12) 
 
Planner participants were empathetic 
to the pressures on industry and the 
influences on their decisions. 
 
Just be honest if that's the case.  Don't just say that on 
every project - we need 12 storeys or we can't get it 
through, we can't make the finances stack up.  It's like 
well how honest - be honest with us about your realities 
and we will work with you to get the best possible 
outcome for the site.  We know that developers have to 
make money and we're happy to work with them but be 
honest about what your real impediments are.  …..We 
know that developers have to make money and we're 
happy to work with them but be honest about what your 
real impediments are.  State strategic planner SAPFG(02) 
 
 
Industry professionals who make well 
documented applications, supported 
by reasonable and credible 
arguments, and based on a 
researched understanding of the 
planning requirements are valued 
 
 
I find it frustrating sometimes that there’s not a good 
knowledge of the SA planning system when developers 
come to SA.  So just for them to have either a local 
contact, which [large, private company] did.  Some don’t 
have that and they come in and expect the same 
processes as other states, and that’s just not the case.    
State assessments SAP(02) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Industry professionals who understand 
their responsibilities regarding the 
efficient and professional conduct of 
development assessment processes 
are valued. 
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Just being available – sometimes it’s really, really hard to 
hold of somebody to talk to about their projects, to the 
point of …..frustration.  No.  It can be really difficult 
though.  Not just with housing developments, but other 
developments as well, ….. they won’t respond and of 
course that then blows out any timelines.  State 
assessments planner SAP(02) 
 
If they’re [the developers] going to the Minister, the first 
thing you go, what’s wrong with your development?  Why 
do you need to do that?  If you’ve got a good 
development, you don’t need to do that.  If it is a little bit 
innovative and a little bit different, talk to us about what 
the outcome is you’re looking for.  Because innovation for 
innovation’s sake is not good but often innovation can be, 
‘Oh, look, I really think I’ve got a really good product here.”  
State, infrastructure planner NSWP(04) 
 
.. an acceptance that the assessment system, which 
certainly isn’t perfect, has a valid role to play in the 
process and an acceptance that controls do have some 
purpose, you can’t necessarily comply with them all… 
Assessments, inner urban council NSWP(11)  
 
…it is hard, because a lot of developers are quite pushy, 
and quite aggressive, and they’ll try to get away with what 
they can get away with.  Strategic, territory ACTP(01) 
 
I hate it, I hate developers coming in and thinking you’re a 
government planner, you’re just, you’re a nuisance.  I 
understand why they do it, because they’re probably have 
encountered a lot of people like that, but it doesn’t help 
things at all  Strategic planner ACTP(01) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Industry professionals who understand 
their responsibilities regarding the 
efficient and professional conduct of 
development assessment processes 
are valued. 
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…so we need to make wise decisions on where that 
investment takes place.  So we’re really looking for 
confidence in the process that takes place between the 
planning departments and the developers, that gives us 
confidence to invest, because there’s no point in laying out 
infrastructure…  A State infrastructure planner NSWP(04) 
 
Planner participants relied on high 
quality information from other 
agencies and industry. 
 
In some instances because of the amount of 
investigations and therefore the payoff is a little bit later.  
That particularly happens where you’re talking about 
smaller or not even developers, just landowners who 
aren’t experienced in the development area who see an 
opportunity, because their land is an identified growth 
area that they can manage a process and therefore that... 
State infrastructure planner SAPFG(04) 
 
Smaller industry organisations and 
projects can require more resources, 
but that input can improve outcomes. 
 
We then have some others who are at the opposite end of 
the spectrum - who are the [large private company], who 
are the big players in the industry.  That's good because it 
brings credibility to the growth. Once you have those 
people in your district, you know that you've got 
something that's attractive.  Executive, growth council 
SAP(03) 
 
Larger industry organisations can bring 
‘credibility’ and draw in resources. 
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NA 
 
No planning participant reported 
receiving improper advances. 
 
Sure. I think, in the context of rezoning, …. you have to be 
…. mindful of conflicts of interest and inside runs for certain 
people in terms of prospectively getting options over land.  
There's always a little bit of an inherent difficulty there, but, 
at the end of the day, we live, fortunately, in a free country 
and there's nothing to stop any developer going out at any 
time and getting an option over some land.   The key thing 
would be that there's no privileged information made 
available to some and not others.   Executive, growth 
council SAP(03) 
 
Both developers and local councils are tainted by a 
perception of lack of transparency, verging on the corrupt 
[..]  So that perception, really damages the industry.  It 
damages local council. State finance agency NSWP(12) 
 
..but it’s the cultural element that’s missing and every time 
you try to work towards a collaboration – and the public 
sector really struggles here – probity.  Probity.  You can’t 
talk to them, you can’t do this, you can’t do that, you 
can’t… State infrastructure agency NSWP(04) 
 
And so we’ll respond by being very bureaucratic because 
ICAC21 says you must document everything; you must run 
everything in the process, these are the rules that you 
must adhere to, so we’ve lost the ability to negotiate.  
Although the VPA22 process is legalised bribery, well, 
that’s fine, that’s what it’s about.  But we can’t sit and have 
that discussion.  Executive middle ring Council NSWP(03) 
 
 
 
 
Probity must be a feature of the 
relationship, but can stymie 
communication and professional 
relationships. 
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I think, if we can avoid that by getting them more 
……again, it’s a tricky thing to do, because the 
community, , democratic principles of planning.  Arm’s 
length, the government sets its agenda, arm’s length, so 
it’s not driven by the development industry.  But there’s 
got to be a point when it starts to integrate in some way 
…… so the plans aren’t just pie in the sky.. Senior 
assessments planner ACTP(02) 
 
Probity must be a feature of the 
relationship, but can stymie 
communication and professional 
relationships. 
 
 
Communities and Elected Officers 
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
I mean in principle, it’s a democratic process, and it’s 
good, and you learn lots about local communities that you 
don’t know. So it’s a really good process, but it’s a lot of 
community consultation here.  Strategic planner ACTP(01) 
 
Community input is highly valued and 
can contribute to better plans. 
 
…what the people of [region of] Sydney are doing, is 
they’re looking to appropriate scarce public resources to 
protect their position and not accept that there is a curb 
down there.  Also a responsibility to accept some change 
goes with that.  Federal infrastructure planner AUSP(01) 
 
….organize themselves and to oppose very vigorously 
things that they do not believe are in their best interest, 
but the evolution of NIMBISM23 is very well orchestrated 
‘objectionism’, you know is a significant concern in 
delivering local developments, significant concern.  
Executive state  agency NSWP(09) 
 
But because people younger age, the working age, who 
don’t have the time, […..] their voice isn’t really heard. 
……it tends to be driven by the reaction, and what the 
government reacts to is, they just hear the concerns, ….. 
Assessment planner ACT(02) 
 
 
Some community members may have 
priorities that are inconsistent with 
planning objectives, particularly 
housing diversity and effective use of 
infrastructure.  They are 
simultaneously over represented in 
consultation processes. 
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Well, when we do community consultation we have …. a 
certain demographic of people in the city who bang the 
table hardest about things, and I guess the standard of 
living that they have had all their lives and they like isn't 
necessarily what people who want to live in the city - yeah, 
they may not be able to afford it, they may not want it.   
Assessments, inner city council SAP(05) 
 
Some community members may have 
priorities that are inconsistent with 
planning objectives, particularly 
housing diversity and effective use of 
infrastructure.  They are 
simultaneously over represented in 
consultation processes. 
 
We got the community on one hand and then the state 
government on the other and we’re sort of professionals in 
the middle so we’re trying to chart a way through to.  
Focus group participant - Strategic planner, middle ring 
council NSWPG(02) 
 
…. because the residents and everybody is just so against 
development, that we’re getting poor quality development 
as a result.  Focus group participant - Strategic planner, 
middle ring council NSWPFG(03)   
 
Pressure from community scrutiny can 
result in poorer outcomes. 
 
We’re putting this plan in place overall for the city because 
that’s the outcome we want to deliver and we’re going to 
work... and that’s how it’s going to go and, if you don't like 
that, well, you say it.  You have your say now or get an 
outcome or this, or resolve it, but whatever ends up being 
the final decision, that’s where we’re going to go.  So if you 
don't like it, well, then tough.  Assessments planner 
ACTP(02)  
 
The community must be given an 
opportunity to participate, however, 
ultimately, planning decisions must be 
made.  These decisions may require 
an element of bravery. 
 
But from my personal involvement with any number of 
landowners, is their expectation about .. their property of 
worth is grossly inflated and it’s born out of probably a lot 
of things.  Probably cultural issues, certainly – 
benchmarks that have been set elsewhere and a 
complete lack of understanding how development 
functions and how development values land – what’s the 
basis of it?  State planner NSWP(02) 
 
 
 
 
Existing land owner price expectations 
are challenging acquisition of project 
sites and therefore, the achievement of 
planning objectives. 
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The other challenge I think facing the infill – I’ll put this on 
the table – is the market and the need to shift the market a 
little bit in the way it’s thinking about density.  I think this is 
one of the key challenges for the industry to respond to 
some of the strategic directions of the 30 year plan.  State 
strategic planner SAPFG(02) 
 
Educating the market to accept 
housing that meets planning 
objectives.   
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Appendix 5.2: Cycle Three – Industry quotes and explanatory concepts 
 
The Influence of planning  
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
The market is king, as the old saying goes, and that's 
primarily, it doesn't matter how the planning is, as I explained 
to you, and again, in Queensland, the planning system's 
excellent but there's not enough market up there so we're not 
buying any more at the moment there.  Large, private 
NSWI(08) 
 
..the number one factor’s still the market, everything’s market 
driven at every stage of the process, so that’s the number one 
thing, but very important, of course, are whatever planning 
policies might apply to the particular parcel of land, you know, 
the zoning and whether or not there are DAs in place, you 
know; the attitude of whatever planning authority it might be, 
whatever planning controls they may have; politics, whether, 
you know, the development’s got any political support; and 
costs are always, servicing costs are always a big factor.  
Small, private ACTI(04) 
 
I think the planning controls are always relevant but are not a 
constraint for us as they may be for others.  We work very 
closely with the Department for Planning and they have a 
structured planning process which is quite robust. Government 
developer SAI(06) 
 
If there’s potential seen for an area to achieve some uplift for 
sound reasons that suit the State’s objectives, then you’ll work 
with the partners, work with the stakeholders to achieve that 
uplift.  That may require a minor change to the planning zone, 
the zone around that area, or it might require a major change.  
Government developer SAI(06) 
 
If the sector’s right and the geography’s right and everything 
else is right, planning is seen as….a process by which to 
facilitate that development.  Global ASX NSWI(12)  
 
Industry participants prioritised 
market requirements, the assets 
of the site and its locality, the 
skills, reputation, charter and/or 
resources of the organisation 
undertaking the project, and 
financial issues and economic 
conditions.  These influences may 
evolve during the project delivery 
process.   
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We have never looked at planning controls and said, this is a 
reason not to buy the site.   We look at planning controls and 
say, this is the reason to allow a lot longer to get a consent 
that we want.. Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
Industry participants prioritised 
market requirements, the assets 
of the site and its locality, the 
skills, reputation, charter and/or 
resources of the organisation 
undertaking the project, and 
financial issues and economic 
conditions.  These influences may 
evolve during the project delivery 
process.   
 
The council had a large parcel of land and they approached us 
and said…   “We have a need for affordable housing in this 
Shire, …. would you be interested in buying this land, we’ll give 
you a really good deal if you can."  So [cooperative member] 
purchased the land from council.  Once it got public, there was 
a Residents Action Group set up and the council then backed 
the Residents Action Group…..so it had the potential for what 
was set out to be a fairly easy straight forward project …. All of 
a sudden took on the characteristics of being able to take 
[cooperative member] down …  The Land And Environment 
Court said "yes the project can proceed," but …. it was zoned 
for 42 dwellings.  The yield was reduced from 42 down to 26.  
Half the site had to be then gifted back to the council for open 
space … NFP NSWI(02) 
 
So it’s knowing that there will be an on merit assessment 
process and you can convince the planning staff and 
ultimately the Development Assessment Panel for that Council 
that your application has merit even though it might not be 
what they thought.  Small, private SAI(03) 
 
But still and all, we have to negotiate and we don't always 
achieve the maximum height and density and their attitude, 
especially in the city here. Famously once, she who will 
remain nameless, said in a council meeting, “But that's only a 
maximum, Mr [participant], you don't have to expect to achieve 
the maximum density’.  Large, private NSWI(08) 
 
Planners and planning decision 
makers may raise matters of merit 
outside of strategic plans and 
planning controls.  This can be 
beneficial or not, depending on 
whether the participant was 
conservative or had a propensity 
for risk taking. 
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… perhaps you might look at yes, council can be difficult but 
we know that the system is such that we can get an outcome if 
we have to, at the end of the day.  It would be nice to work 
with a good council but there’s probably a few of those as far 
as we’re concerned in terms of ease of getting development 
approval. So we know that it’s a challenge no matter where we 
go.  Small, private SAI(10) 
 
We're always frustrated by the system in NSW and probably 
about seven or eight years ago we decided to look more in 
Queensland, I think there's a whole different culture in 
Queensland  ..... If the market was as good in Queensland as 
it is in Sydney, we'd reverse the percentages we're doing up 
there and here.  Large, private NSWI(08) 
 
Yes, the planning system is the planning system, you know, 
you work your way around it.  Small, private NSWI(14) 
 
And you have to compromise.  There are certain things, .. you 
have to keep pushing and certain things you pause on.  And 
one of the good things about a large long-term project is that 
you can accept some compromises at the beginning with a view 
to picking it up in subsequent neighbourhoods.  But there are 
some things that are just non-negotiable which you have to 
keep pursuing and in order to obtain that it takes time. So to get 
the re-zoning, to get the planning agreements took a long time, 
but now we're starting to leverage off it.  Medium, ASX 
NSWI(11) 
 
Industry participants were 
determined to obtain planning 
approvals and were not deterred 
by perceptions that a particular 
jurisdiction was harder or easier 
to deal with. 
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That’s the planning system, that’s how you zone land, and the 
risks....when a developer decides to do a project, he looks at 
his risks, the complexity of the system, and the likelihood 
whether he can get what he wants to get within, you know, 
within a certain risk profile and a certain time frame.  Look at 
any major development project in NSW, it’s a ten year time 
frame.  Small, private NSWI(06) 
 
Council’s actually been pretty good with regard to all of that.  
Their process and so on is unwieldy and time-consuming and 
all the rest of it.  But so far we’ve been okay in getting 
basically what we want. Not quite, but close.  Medium, private 
SAI(05) 
 
 
‘Time’ to amend or vary strategic 
plans and planning controls can 
be lengthy and unpredictable.  
Until those strategic planning 
processes are complete planning 
approvals cannot be obtained and 
therefore housing project delivery 
cannot commence. 
 
 
But planning policy just takes forever to change.  There are set 
periods of time when you’ve got to review it and then they go 
about thinking about it and whatever the ideas are at that 
particular point in time is where the policy is and then the 
policy sits there for probably five or 10 years, in which case 
we’ll – before the policy’s even finished being written, within 
our organisation and I’m sure lots of others, you’re already 
thinking about what’s next.  Medium, private SAI(05) 
 
Those projects by and large are not always fully through the 
planning process of, “Is it rezoned?”  Even before is it 
rezoned, “Is it on a strategy?”  And that, in essence, is always, 
‘Well, how long is this going to take and is it a reality that it’s 
going to be rezoned in the time frame that everybody seems 
to think that it will be?”  ….many of our projects are of that ilk, 
but obviously don’t get the first tick of the first [planning] 
approval till the strategy has caught up.  Global ASX 
NSWI(12) 
 
…is it a reality that it’s going to be rezoned in the time frame… 
Medium ASX NSWI(11) 
 
 
 
‘Time’ to amend or vary strategic 
plans and planning controls can 
be lengthy and unpredictable.  
Until those strategic planning 
processes are complete planning 
approvals cannot be obtained and 
therefore housing project delivery 
cannot commence. 
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So if planning is about looking at the future, the planning system 
should have sufficient inbuilt capacity to deal with, to respond 
to change in a timely way.  It should have the capacity to 
anticipate certain things… Social provider NSWI(04) 
One of the key drivers, whether it's 60, 600 or 6,000 lots, the 
planning process and the lead time is bizarrely quite similar.   If 
you have an unzoned parcel of land and you're trying to get it 
rezoned for 60 lots it's almost as much effort to do that as it is 
for 600, and once you're at 600 you may as well go to 6,000 
because the task and the time is reflective of the difficulty of the 
planning system.  Medium ASX NSWI(11) 
 
So, in summary, parcel large enough, and with natural 
attributes good enough to warrant putting the effort into it, and 
locationally in a jurisdiction where there is an opportunity to 
see it rezoned without it necessarily being put well behind 
priorities with other projects.  Medium ASX NSWI(11) 
 
Time is a big thing, many provisions in these DCPs24 are a 
nonsense and generally you’ll end up winning, but it might 
take you a year to get it.  Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
..we fell back on that whole risk vs probability, that the test for 
reasonableness at some level in government, at some time, 
somebody would say that’s a reasonable thing, ….  
 
So that is something that we do factor in as to how long it will 
take and the likelihood of getting something approved.  Large, 
private NSWI(01) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Time’ to amend or vary strategic 
plans and planning controls can 
be lengthy and unpredictable.  
Until those strategic planning 
processes are complete planning 
approvals cannot be obtained and 
therefore housing project delivery 
cannot commence. 
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But predominantly we effectively lodge a DA25, we plan, we 
make sure we abide by the Territory Plan and we build.  NFP 
ACTI(02) 
 
And where the Department spoke to us about this being a 
model development with TOD26, broadly speaking every 
important person in the system believed that what we were 
doing was outstanding, and it takes six years to get 
permission.  Small, private NSWI(13) 
 
Oh yes well we’ll review [the strategy] in 5 years.  Well, those 
five years normally become ten years. I can’t think of the 
number of times I’ve been involved in projects that are entirely 
logical and rational and even those who are high-level 
decision-makers would agree make sense, but the strategy 
just doesn’t allow them.  Global ASX NSWI(12) 
 
..there’s a message that we’re trying to get through to the 
Government, that you can’t just do this overnight and say 
we’re just going to suddenly have 70 per cent from infill.  
Small, private SAI(10) 
 
We'll be sensible of pricing and we'll be sensible about how 
much we bite off in one go.  But we won’t ever stop.  Medium, 
private NSWI(03) 
 
….as soon as we get consent, we build.  Large, private 
NSWI(08) 
 
It's pretty much, if we're going to buy something, we're getting 
the approvals and getting into it straightaway.  Small, private 
SAI(05) 
 
 
 
 
Time was critical as commencing 
a project as quickly as possible 
and maintaining delivery rates 
ensured the project met the 
current market, created and 
maintained a revenue stream and 
recruited capital. 
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Our strategy is just to provide to market straightaway, as 
quickly as possible, so economies of scale with high turnover 
and, you know, we could hold it and get higher profits, but we 
prefer to just pump it out as quickly as possible.  Large, ASX 
NSWI(09) 
 
So supply is really a function of how quickly you can get 
development consent and then what the nature of the market 
is in that regional context so that you produce as quickly as 
you can in order to sell as quickly as you can, because at the 
end of the day it's return on investment.   Medium ASX 
NSWI(11) 
 
Ultimately from a developers point of view you always want to 
tread in a market place with which you can control, you know 
what the influences are, so you know you often hear that this 
is the form, they’re just going to buy that and sit on it forever.  
Well, I don’t know of a developer does that, unless you’re 
buying en-globo land that you can’t get rezoned anyway.  But 
in any other circumstance if I go and buy a site in the 
Metropolitan area I want to be in there and building and going 
as quickly as possible.  ….. just to speculate that the margins 
will be more in the future is not a reason that I have ever seen 
a developer hold on unless they are under water in a market in 
which they’re currently participating.  You know the here and 
now is the ideal scenario.  Ultimately, though we’ve had many 
circumstances where the unforeseen and unwelcome delays 
have made a project that has been marginal quite profitable.  
Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
… as soon as we get our approval, we always try and get 
going as soon as possible, because we’ve got to recruit some 
capital.  …we deal with a lot of people at the coal face and 
every week that they have to rent is eating away their deposit.  
Medium private SAI(12) 
 
 
 
Time was critical as commencing 
a project as quickly as possible 
and maintaining delivery rates 
ensured the project met the 
current market, created and 
maintained a revenue stream and 
recruited capital. 
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Planners seem to want to run with fashions.  In terms of design, 
…NSW planners and a number of, all planners, run with 
fashions, it's like hula hoops this year, yo-yos next year.  …..  
.it’s that stupid planning, first of all putting constraints on top of 
constraints and seeing what you’ve got left,.. there is no 
planning that was done to say, put opportunities on top of 
opportunities and see what you can create of the opportunities, 
you can create a great living place. It was all about the wrong 
thing.  Small, private NSWI(07) 
 
We’re the ones that are risking the money and know the 
market…. Medium private SAI(05)  
 
…the planning system is not sufficiently flexible to allow us to 
undertake the advantage of opportunistic funding sources.  If 
the federal government for example came up tomorrow and 
said, “Okay here’s a billion dollars to build more housing,” if I 
went and had a look at most of the areas, where I will think in 
20 years’ time, this would be the ideal location.  The planning 
controls are such that you’re not getting the best outcomes.  ….  
No planning control should be sacrosanct.  Social provider 
NSWI(04)  
 
A bit more flexibility … more site-specific, what’s the word, 
assessment?  And less emphasis on the numbers... Small, 
private NSWI(14) 
 
But REP27 26 said, well, here’s our baseline but you can 
negotiate better outcomes.  Is that a potential for corruption?  
Possibly.  But is it a… Again, is it a potential for a better 
outcome? I think more likely it is. Global ASX NSWI(12)  
 
Give us the flexibility to be able to provide it in whichever way 
is the most efficient way of doing it.  That will change over time. 
Market conditions, whatever, all sorts of reasons.  small, private 
SAI(05) 
 
Planning and planners that took a 
pragmatic approach to resolving 
strategic issues, infrastructure 
and planning controls for the 
locality, site and/or project, in 
order to meet an overarching 
objective may improve project 
outcomes. 
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Well when you’ve got the situation up there, the land’s 
technically been rezoned. … but the council won’t accept or 
process any DA28s until the infrastructure’s sorted out….It’s 
ridiculous.  Small, private SAI(01) 
 
So we all collectively agreed to a matrix of infrastructure and 
cost sharing and the rezoning happened in sort of parallel with 
that.  So when it came to the time for a planning application, 
because all the infrastructure was resolved it was a very 
straightforward process for us and the policy was quite 
flexible.  So that was definitely an improvement to what we’ve 
had but I think as well, the staff at Council were quite good 
and because the infrastructure issues had been dealt with 
there wasn’t much for the elected members to be concerned 
about.  Small, private SAI(10) 
 
I guess there’ll be some trailblazers out there but we would 
have to look at it having to see it stack up and we’ll see how 
the infrastructure support for that development goes.  Small, 
private SAI(10) 
 
Effective strategic plans are 
accompanied by commitments to 
fund, deliver and operate 
supporting regional and local 
infrastructure. 
 
 
 
..[In the ACT] we call it a holding lease over a site, ……  But it 
could be in the form of a contract ….So the state government 
might move into a new release front, Riverstone, or south west 
Sydney, and it might so the negotiating with the councils, and 
the infrastructure providers, and then it might issue an 
agreement, call it, …. an alternative to a holding lease.  But …. 
all these agreements are secured, here’s the funding streams 
that will be made available, here are the gaps that whoever 
purchases it will need to top up.  If you do X, Y, and Z, then 
we’ve got all these parties signed up. …….  Councils will need 
something in it for them.  But what kills it in NSW is, at the last 
minute, either the state government, or the councils going in 
opposite directions.  Government Developer ACTI(01) 
 
Agreements between state 
planning and infrastructure 
agencies and councils to provide 
supporting infrastructure to a new 
locality. 
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Providing some certainty.  I think that it’ll be some clear 
guidelines on the timing and, potentially, blanket costs and 
then how it will be delivered; timing as in timing to get your 
answers that you’re after.  If the next lot of land is earmarked 
for rezoning, to get that developer ready, you obviously need 
to have some certainty on infrastructure investigations; who to 
speak to.  They need to be briefed on what they can and can’t  
Medium ASX SAI(11) 
 
..  The second reform could be looking at changing the way 
that we are currently negotiating on a one on one basis, and 
think about levies and that sort of approach.  I mean, the 
argument is always the government says, well, there’s no 
money.  Medium ASX SAI(11) 
 
Agreed and transparent 
processes for determining the 
scope, funding and responsibility 
for supporting infrastructure may 
reduce uncertainty and conflict. 
 
So there’s confusion that exists, both within developers and 
also from the public and .. around a political nature and around 
infrastructure in particular.  Simply because we don’t have the 
system that other states have around infrastructure 
contributions.  So because there’s no method, it differs wildly 
between each development and that promotes confusion over 
timing and costs and process.  Therefore, risk levels are 
increased, because the confusion exists.  Government 
developer SAI(07) 
 
…. the one thing I’d like to see is a corralling of the 
concurrence authorities to bring some succinct discipline and 
timely decision making, because right now having a DA29 in its 
own right is, or can be, a worthless instrument if it’s still go off 
to roads or rail or even Energy Australia.  The arrogance with 
which they often treat their customer base and the time that it 
takes them to give you and for them to treat with your 
applications.  It’s a major risk to being able to get on site and 
start, with RTA30 the folly that they can go on with, it’s just 
reprehensible.  Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
Agreed and transparent 
processes for determining the 
scope, funding and responsibility 
for supporting infrastructure may 
reduce uncertainty and conflict. 
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Essentially what affects our production, number one is the 
market and number two is the ability to obtain consents in a 
timely fashion so sometimes it does get lumpy because when 
we expect to get consent for something, as you know, they 
might take six months longer than we anticipated and then 
instead of producing at the time we wanted to we have to wait 
another half year to start and so...Large, private NSWI(08) 
 
Meeting regulated time frames for 
development assessment 
processes is important. 
 
We have the zoning, Development Control Plan, insurance, all 
the rest of it.  We like to keep our development applications as 
late as possible in the process because of responding to 
market conditions, so sizes and trends and everything else, 
and getting [planning and construction approvals] out of 
councils in a timely fashion is still very difficult.  Small, private 
NSWI(15) 
 
The other thing that would be really nice actually would be for 
government agencies and councils to abide by the timeframes 
that are in the Act or the regs.  The only way that’s ever going 
to really happen is if you lodge an application and they don’t 
meet those timeframes, it’s automatically approved.  
SAIFG(05) 
 
Meeting regulated time frames for 
development assessment 
processes is important. 
 
…then what you get is stuff that will, mundane stuff that ticks 
the boxes.  Small, private NSWI(07) 
 
Inflexible implementation of 
planning controls may result in 
mediocre outcomes. 
 
Interactions 
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
That’s the reality of it Sally.  You know if it was easy, everyone 
would be doing it.  The fact is, it’s hard, and does it need to be 
this hard?  No.   Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
 
 
 
The relationship will always be 
fraught, but it could be better. 
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I’m a bit sensitive about [large new residential area].  Until it’s 
rezoned.  Small, private NSWI(05) 
 
I probably see that we would be reluctant to give [information 
on a project’s planning process] just at this stage because it 
hasn’t been rezoned we just don’t want to take any risks, it’s 
just a bit complex.  ….. I suppose we just don’t, we wouldn’t 
want to give anything to anybody if it went public and, we 
might annoy the government and they might get cranky with 
us or something like that, but from a [the company] point of 
view we wouldn’t take any risks.  Medium, ASX NSW(09) 
 
Planners and planning decision 
makers that are objective and 
dispassionate were highly valued. 
 
We were scared about going to [an inner city] council, we 
were told they were difficult.  They’ve been absolutely 
fantastic.  ….. Small, private NSWI(14) 
 
And less emphasis on the numbers, and removing the 
personality, the influence of personality on the approval 
process.  I mean a of lot times you’ve got to go and talk to 
your councillors …...  You shouldn’t have to do that.  Small, 
private NSWI(14) 
 
But good people will make a bad system work. Bad people 
will…Kill our good systems, yes exactly.  Focus group 
participants SAIFG(01) and (05) 
 
You don't necessarily have a problem with any of the single 
controls that are in place.  But you put them together or it's the 
interpretation of the planner and the members that make the 
final decision about how you put that altogether. They can 
actually come up with something other than how you interpret 
it.  Medium, private SAI(05) 
 
Planners and planning decision 
makers that are objective and 
dispassionate were highly valued. 
 
Where everyone believed that it ought to change, apart from 
some nincompoop planner out in the Department who 
basically spooked everyone for two and a half years.    Small, 
private NSWI(13) 
 
 
 
Planners who take responsibility, 
make decisions and are 
pragmatic were highly valued. 
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I’ve talked to a lot of planners and, yes, and also my 
experience, so it’s that pragmatic approach that you’re looking 
for isn’t it, you know, working on a project and looking at the 
site and seeing what’s... this is a perfectly great site, what I’m 
proposing is reasonable, how do we make it work? Small, 
private NSWI(06) 
 
You just have this whole culture within the public sector where 
managers – they don’t tell people what to do.  They have to 
have a meeting and 20 people come along.  Everyone gets 
their chance to have a say.  As opposed to say, well sorry 
guys, this is what we’re doing this time.  SAIFG(05) 
 
.. if there are going to be issues, flag us straightaway.  Don’t 
let it run the 42 days.  Just a quicker response time.  Just a 
quicker turnaround.  The guidelines are there, the DCPs are 
there, the LEPs are there, anyone can look at them and read 
them to find out whether you’re doing the right thing or wrong 
thing.  Small, private NSWI(14) 
 
So it’s old school, new school, it’s great, she was just an 
absolute delight to work with…It’s not because she made our 
job easier, but she returned calls, she actually made phone 
calls, she followed through, she’d say I’ll get back to you on 
Monday and you wouldn’t call up Monday and be told that 
she’s on annual leave for three weeks, and that’s so 
frustrating.  So I’m really keen to fire something back in that 
LGA31 because it was a good process.  I think we’re going to 
end up with a really nice development and we had some 
issues that were difficult and she actually helped us work our 
way through them.  Small, private NSWI(14) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Planners who take responsibility, 
make decisions and are 
pragmatic were highly valued. 
                                            
31 Local Government Area 
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RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
The council planner … said, “Well, look, it sits outside of the 
medium density zone because it was really the only parcel left 
in that area.  Typically, we're happy to apply the same 
principles of the medium density zone on that particular site, 
even though it doesn't sit in that zone.”  Which is interesting 
because it gives us a bit of a leg-up in a way, but then didn't 
give us any certainty.  That was his opinion.  If he left the next 
day, we didn't have any other relationships in the council.  We 
were taking a bit of punt based on that feedback.  They were 
happy to put that in writing in that case.  We wanted to say, we 
don't want to go to the Board or to go down this path without 
some level of certainty and so …They wrote to us, which was 
good, and they talked about reduced setbacks and reduced 
private open space, reduced minimum block size.  In fact, in 
that case, I think the zoning that we were sitting in had a 
minimum block size of 350; everything was less than that.  In 
the end, it was probably an average of about 250 metres2.  
Large, ASX SAI(11) 
 
Planners who take responsibility, 
make decisions and are 
pragmatic were highly valued. 
 
We’ve got an outline for what might be a viable project, we’ll 
start developing a master plan.  At that stage, we start liaising 
with the planning authority, pretty closely.  In some instances, 
they’ll do the master plan.  If they have resource constraints, 
or they’re further ahead in their planning work, we’ll just sort of 
work closely behind them. Although, more and more often 
now, we will be doing the master planning, and handing it to 
the planning authority who will then consider what that might 
mean for rezoning.  …….We know what the rules are. It’s 
really just about that coordinating effort and energy in the right 
timeframes to meet the programme, and then making sure 
that the Commonwealth process that we need to go through 
are done more efficiently, and timely.  Government developer 
ACTI(01) 
 
We don’t put an application in.  We go and sit down with the 
Department of Planning.  There’s a couple of people that have 
got to know us over the years and we have a good relationship 
with them..  Small, private SAI(01) 
 
 
 
Involving planners early and 
continuously can improve the 
process, the ability to resolve 
issues and the completed project. 
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Either way we’d want to consult with people very early about 
what the potential is and if there is a change proposed what 
shape that change might take, both in design appearance, 
yield, traffic network, occupancy profiles, adding to the 
amenity in terms of maybe add shops or schools or facilities, 
maybe it adds a station on an existing line, maybe it changes 
a bus route.   Government developer SAI(06) 
 
When we started looking at [suburb] and [suburb] we thought it 
was going to be a bit trickier than it was.  So we did use a 
consultant.  But half way through the process we realised that 
there wasn’t really any benefit and that we had all the 
information.  Then I realised that you can actually go and talk 
to the council and get them to do it for you [laughs].  So that’s 
how we worked it out.  So it’s not rocket science.  NFP SAI(13) 
 
Where we have had the opportunity and where we’ve had 
some pretty successful, projects in achieving a place to live, is 
where we’ve been able to work with council officers in the 
design and vision for the project, where we’ve been able to 
impart that vision to them and they have been able to 
contribute positively instead of sitting back and nay saying it 
when they get it.  Small, private NSWI(07) 
 
The planner involved in the process, not the planner involved 
in the approval at the end of the process, because if you’re 
stuck in local government, which is a bloody hard place to be, 
all right?  And you’re at the end of the line and you’re not 
having any of the fun or the intellectual rigour or the 
challenges or the frustration of trying to get your thoughts 
down and embedded early in the master planning or concept 
design process, the influence, if you’re not a player at the table 
early and you’re only at the end, then you come tired, pissed 
off and unsupportive, if it’s something that’s different, or if it’s 
something you don’t support, or if it’s something that you’ve 
not had exposure to previously….So it is about engagement, 
they’re [the planners] are a key stakeholder, and being able to 
engage them early.  Medium, ASX NSWI(11) 
 
 
Involving planners early and 
continuously can improve the 
process, the ability to resolve 
issues and the completed project. 
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It was with a council that we’ve already done some work with 
before.  Obviously that relationship was important; to pick up 
the phone and speak to the local planner and say, look, 
there’s an opportunity here, we’re thinking about it.  One, have 
you had any calls about it yet?  Is anyone else interested?  
Large, ASX SAI(11) 
 
Involving planners early and 
continuously can improve the 
process, the ability to resolve 
issues and the completed project. 
 
Probity 
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
No data 
 
 
 
No industry participant reported 
receiving improper advances. 
 
 
 
But we’ve got other problems, similar, we’ve got developments 
in Murgon, where once again you get caught by just lack of, 
well, the situation in Murgon was a bit different, there was, 
because the council had got booted out and there was an 
administrator appointed and everything just basically became 
paralysed after that, the decision making was kind of non-
existent because of there’s a fear of being accused of 
corruption.  Small, private ACTI(04) 
 
[Senior state strategic planner], he was the one that led the 
push in that and got, “You had to be corrupted”, we [industry 
representatives] were embargoed, agencies couldn’t speak 
freely.  [..]… the other issue now is that the council’s planner 
cannot work with the developer in creating. They only sit back 
and say, “Give it to me and I’ll be the policeman”, rather than 
working a scheme up together.  Because anybody seen with 
the developer must be corrupt, by definition if you’re working 
together with a planner, you’re corrupted. Small, private 
NSWI(07) 
 
Probity must be a feature of the 
relationship, but can stymie 
communication and professional 
relationships. 
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Community and Elected Representatives 
RAW DATA EXPLANATORY CONCEPT 
 
We send it to the community and say, well, think about all of 
this, what do you think, and if the community's in [..] a positive 
mind, then they can improve your project dramatically, but if 
they're against it, there's no help with that.  Small, private 
NSWI(07)  
 
Community input is valued and 
can contribute to better projects. 
 
You’ve got to be brave and say to the community, this is what 
it’s going to be, we have to live within our means and that’s 
what we’re going to spend, or you’re going to have code 
assessable, let’s try it for a term, the sky will not fall in, we 
cannot destroy the planet in four or five years, let’s just see 
how it goes.  Large, private NSWI(08)  
 
People always fear the unknown and that’s why I say the best 
thing is to give more decision making to the staff because the 
staff go through all those processes as required.  Small, 
private SAI(03) 
 
If the community is not prepared 
to listen and engage, there is 
limited utility in consultation, and 
planning decisions must be made.  
These decisions may require an 
element of ‘bravery’ 
 
So I laboriously designed it all and went to the neighbours and 
showed them and they were still against it, and now we’ve 
finished it all they all stand in the street and go, “Wow it’s just 
incredible.  You wouldn’t even know that it’s two storey, and 
it’s just finished the street off.  I’m embarrassed that I was so 
against it.”  Small, private SAI(03) 
 
Their perceptions that it leads to devaluation of property 
values in the areas there is no empirical evidence to support 
that, and it’s all, in a debate about social housing never takes 
on facts.  It’s always a very emotional debate.  You’re bringing 
paedophiles; you’re bringing criminals, you’re bringing…Social 
housing provider NSWI(04) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct communication can 
overcome misunderstandings 
regarding proposed projects that 
contribute to anxiety and 
unnecessary submissions. 
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I did this Power Point presentation to the whole council and 
that was quite interesting …..  The councillors all came into 
this room and it was like, “Yeah, here’s another, do gooder 
here to give us a spiel.”  And … once I started quoting some of 
these figures……of what the real situation was, we really got 
their attention.  The upshot was that they said, “OK what we’ll 
do is .. a survey of all council land and any surplus land that 
we can give you, we will give you.”  So they gave us a parcel 
of land that we were able to put four houses on and that was 
great.  NFP NSWI(02) 
 
Direct communication can 
overcome misunderstandings 
regarding proposed projects that 
contribute to anxiety and 
unnecessary submissions. 
 
 
So like anything if there's good, strong, clear direction from the 
elected representatives and the general manager of the 
council then that's a positive framework to work within. If the 
staff are receptive to innovation and can deal with the 
challenges of scale then that's positive  Medium, ASX 
NSWI(11) 
 
The leadership of elected officers 
and senior management is 
influential on the relationship and 
the effectiveness of relationships. 
 
 
I have no doubt that Bob Carr’s words, ‘Sydney is full’.  that 
mentality has really sat in everyone - in all the authorities’ 
minds.  Very, very negative.  And we’re not full.  We can 
accommodate a lot more.  We have natural boundaries - 
national parks, we’re not asking to develop there.  The sea is 
the other one and if we can all let go of this fear - and no one 
should have ever mentioned that word urban sprawl.  Because 
that’s what everyone thinks all that Greenfield development is 
and it’s just a natural expansion of the city and the housing.  
Large, private NSWI(01) 
 
The leadership of elected officers 
and senior management is 
influential on the relationship and 
the effectiveness of relationships. 
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Appendix 6.1: Growth Centre Planning Objectives 
TARGETED AND CONTAINED NEW HOUSING AREAS 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2004 
 
Manage growth and value non-urban areas.  
This means limiting urban sprawl.   New urban 
development will be directed to specific 
‘growth centres’  (NSW Department of 
Infrastructure Planning and Natural 
Resources, 2004a: 12) 
 
New greenfield development over the next 25 
years will be directed to nominated ‘growth 
centres’ in south west and north west Sydney.  
(NSW Department of Infrastructure Planning 
and Natural Resources, 2004a: 16) 
Sydney’s growth will be contained 
within the Centres until approximately 
2030. 
 
The Centres ‘will provide for 160,000 homes 
over the next 30 years.’  (NSW Department of 
Infrastructure Planning and Natural 
Resources, 2004b: Fact Sheet 1) 
The Centres will provide 160,000 
homes by 2035 
2005 
 
Addressing ‘environmental protection by 
planning for growth which minimises the 
spread of Sydney’s urban footprint ..(NSW 
Department of Planning, 2005: 120) 
 
The aim is to ‘concentrate’ housing 
development in centres (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2005: 128) 
Sydney’s growth will be contained 
 
The Growth Centres and other release areas 
‘will provide 195,000 new dwellings which 
represents 30 to 0 percent of Sydney’s new 
housing need to the year 2031.’ (NSW 
Department of Planning, 2005: 133) 
The Centres will provide 195,000 
homes by 2031.  
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TARGETED AND CONTAINED NEW HOUSING AREAS 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
By containing a large amount of Sydney’s 
need for urban development, the Growth 
Centres will help provide certainty to 
landowners, the development industry and 
infrastructure providers while protecting high 
quality conservation areas and ensuring 
Sydney’s growth occurs in a sustainable way, 
with infrastructure planned, funded and linked 
to the release of land. (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006b: 1) 
Sydney’s growth will be contained to 
protect natural resources. 
2008 
 
The NSW Government will manage the timing 
and sequencing of land release in the Growth 
Centres, as well as the mix of housing and the 
types of centres and employment lands; 
infrastructure timing, costs, and contributions; 
and communication with local communities 
and landowners.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008d: 2) 
The amount and mix of housing 
types will be planned within the 
Centres. 
2009 
 
The Government is instead focussing on 
delivering land to meet demand in the South 
West Growth Centres, and delivering 
infrastructure to support that such as the 
South West Rail Line. (NSW Minister for 
Planning Keneally, 2009) 
Sydney’s growth will be contained 
within the Centres. 
2010 
 
The North West Growth […] Structure Plan 
provides a blueprint for the detailed planning 
of individual Precincts once they are approved 
for release by the Department of Planning and 
the NSW Government.  (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2010d; 2) 
The detail of Precinct plans will be 
set by a blueprint. 
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TARGETED AND CONTAINED NEW HOUSING AREAS 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2010 
 
The South West Growth […] Structure Plan 
provides a blueprint for the detailed planning 
of individual Precincts once they are approved 
for release by the Department of Planning and 
the NSW Government. (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2010e: 2) 
The detail of Precinct plans will be 
set by a blueprint. 
 
This Plan will achieve sustainable outcomes 
on the city’s fringe by: focusing most 
greenfield land release in the North West and 
South Growth Centres;  (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2010c: 21) 
Sydney’s growth will be contained 
within the Centres to enhance 
sustainability. 
2013 
 
North West Growth Centre: continue to plan 
for at least 54,000 of the estimated 70,000 
new dwellings over the next 20 years, well 
integrated with neighbouring suburbs. 
South West Growth Centre: plan for at least 
64,000 of the estimated 110,000 new 
dwellings over the next 20 years that will be 
well integrated into neighbouring suburbs (see 
Structure Plan).  (NSW Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure, 2013a: 88, 95) 
 
The Centres are targeted to provide 
118,000 new dwellings by 2033. 
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COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2004 
 
Sydney’s growth will occur in a sustainable 
way, funded and linked to the properly 
sequenced release of land.  (NSW 
Department of Infrastructure Planning and 
Natural Resources, 2004b: Fact Sheet 1) 
Sydney’s growth will be funded and 
orderly. 
2005 
 
Forward planning for both physical and social 
infrastructure for the North West and South 
West growth Centres will allow for a 
substantial supply of lots for detached and 
medium density housing.   
 
A Growth Centres Commission was 
established to coordinate the orderly rollout of 
land release and infrastructure.  (NSW 
Department of Planning, 2005: 133) 
A substantial supply of new housing 
land will be facilitated by planning for 
infrastructure. 
 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated to with land release. 
 
When making sequencing decisions: 
The Land Release Advisory Committee will 
consider:  
 Consistency with the land use proposals 
from workshops with local councils, 
government agencies, stakeholders and 
community groups;  
 Access to services including water and 
sewer; 
 Proximity to existing urban areas; 
 Level of fragmented land ownership and 
the impact on development rates; and 
 Support for upgrade of major roads 
servicing release areas.  (NSW 
Government, 2005a: 4) 
Infrastructure will be coordinated to 
with land release, and will consider 
potential impacts of fragmentation on 
the rate of project delivery. 
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COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
An Infrastructure Plan will be prepared by the 
Growth Centres Commission. The plan will 
detail the proposed infrastructure projects, the 
cost and the timing of delivery. The timing will 
be based on the take up of land so that 
infrastructure is delivered ‘right on time’ with 
development.  The Infrastructure Plan will be 
exhibited prior to being finalised and will be 
reviewed regularly by the Growth Centres 
Commission in collaboration with relevant 
State Government agencies.  (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2006d: 2)    
An Infrastructure Plan will detail 
infrastructure requirements, their cost 
and timing of delivery. 
 
The Infrastructure Plan will be 
exhibited and regularly reviewed. 
 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated to occur ‘right on time’ 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
 
The plans for the Growth Centres are 
different.  The Infrastructure Plan for the 
Growth Centres will help match infrastructure 
investment to the pace of development.  
(NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2006c: 
Foreward) 
The Infrastructure Plan will facilitate 
coordinating infrastructure delivery 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
 
Infrastructure to be provided on a right on time 
basis’ (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2006f: 1) 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
‘right on time’ with the delivery of new 
housing projects. 
By containing a large amount of Sydney’s 
need for urban development, the Growth 
Centres …. ensuring Sydney’s growth occurs 
in a sustainable way, with infrastructure 
planned, funded and linked to the release of 
land. (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2006b: 1) 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated to with land release. 
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COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
Sequencing process 
To ensure that decisions regarding the 
sequencing of land follow strict probity 
principles, the NSW Government worked 
closely with the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption (ICAC) to develop an 
approval process.  Part of the Growth Centres 
Commission Board’s role is to recommend 
precincts for release to the Minister for 
Planning.  The Commission reviewed and 
confirmed the original sequencing proposed in 
June 2005, following the original ICAC 
approved process.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006g: 1) 
A sequence of Precinct release was 
established in 2005, confirmed in 
2006 and will be reviewed in an 
ongoing process 
 
The Growth Centres have been divided into 
‘Precincts’ which will be progressively 
released to meet the community’s need for 
new urban land.  This ensures housing is 
provided with infrastructure as and when 
population demands require it. (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2006b: 2) 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated with land release, which 
will be coordinated with community 
needs. 
 
The GCC works with State agencies 
throughout the Precinct Planning process to 
align the provision of infrastructure with the 
planning for new communities.  Infrastructure 
will be located within future town centres and 
the specific timing and location of these items 
will be linked to future Precinct releases and 
future town centre development. The delivery 
of bigger ticket infrastructure, such as 
regional roads, will be determined following 
detailed planning and the timing and location 
of development.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006b: 4) 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated with land release, and 
will coincide with the delivery of new 
housing projects. 
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COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
The NSW Government’s vision is for a series 
of vibrant, liveable, and sustainable new 
communities with access to infrastructure as 
residents move in.  That means providing new 
roads schools, and public transport in line with 
population growth.  (NSW Minister for 
Planning Sartor, 2006a: 2) 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
 
The Special Infrastructure Contribution will 
generate funding that is closely aligned to the 
rate of development and will provide a source 
of funding that will allow infrastructure to be 
provided on a ‘right on time’ basis.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2006f: 1) 
Infrastructure funding will be linked to 
the rate of project delivery. 
 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
2007 
 
The GCC ‘coordinates planning and 
infrastructure to facilitate the supply of new 
land to the market as quickly as possible’.  
(NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2007c: 
1) 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated with land release. 
2008 
 
We continue to work with infrastructure 
agencies to achieve the timely and efficient 
rollout of infrastructure to support the 
development of new communities in the 
Growth Centres  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008b: 4) 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
 
The Special Infrastructure Contributions will 
generate funding that is closely aligned to the 
rate of development and will provide a source 
of funding that will allow infrastructure to be 
provided on a ‘right on time’ basis.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2008e: 1) 
Infrastructure funding will be linked to 
the rate of project delivery. 
 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
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COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2008 
 
….the Commission has established a 
sequence of precinct release led by 
infrastructure, economic and planning 
principles.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008b  : 24) 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
coordinated with Precinct release 
through an established sequence. 
 
The NSW Government will manage the timing 
and sequencing of land release in the Growth 
Centres, as well as the mix of housing and the 
types of centres and employment lands; 
infrastructure timing, costs, and contributions; 
and communication with local communities 
and landowners.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008d: 2) 
 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
2010 
 
The PAP allows land to be released: 
…ahead of the planned land release program 
being undertaken in the Growth Centres.  
(NSW Department of Planning, 2010f: 1) 
Land release will be programmed. 
 
The South West Growth Centre has been 
divided into Precincts to facilitate the orderly 
release of land and sound planning over the 
next 25-30 years.  (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2010e: 2) 
Land release will be programmed. 
 
The North West Growth has been divided into 
Precincts to facilitate the orderly release of 
land and sound planning over the next 25-30 
years.  (NSW Department of Planning, 2010d: 
2) 
Land release will be programmed. 
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RECONCILING AUSTRALIAN PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING OUTCOMES 
COORDINATED AND ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION 
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2013 
 
Unlike the previous Labor government, the 
NSW Government will only announce new 
home sites where key infrastructure is being 
delivered.  (NSW Minister for Planning 
Hazzard, 2013a) 
Infrastructure delivery will coincide 
with the delivery of new housing 
projects. 
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RECONCILING AUSTRALIAN PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING OUTCOMES 
BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2004 
 
The Centres ‘will ensure a steady supply at an 
average of around 8,000 lots per annum.  
(NSW Department of Infrastructure Planning 
and Natural Resources, 2004b: Fact Sheet 2) 
A steady supply of new lots will be 
ensured. 
2005 
 
In December 2004, the government released 
an innovative plan outlining the future of land 
releases in the north west and south west of 
Sydney.  The plan is one of the major 
chapters in the metropolitan strategy.  (NSW 
Government, 2005e: 1) 
Planning processes will be 
innovative. 
 
In December 2004, the government released 
an innovative plan outlining the future of land 
releases in North West and South West of 
Sydney. (NSW Government, 2005a: 2) 
Planning processes will be 
innovative. 
The government is taking a new approach to 
land release to avoid making the mistakes of 
the early 90s.  (NSW Government, 2005a: 3) 
Innovative infrastructure delivery.  (NSW 
Government, 2005a: 12) 
 
Planning processes will be innovative 
and more effective than previous 
processes. 
 
Infrastructure delivery will be 
innovative. 
 
Forward planning for both physical and social 
infrastructure for the North West and South 
West growth Centres will allow for a 
substantial supply of lots for detached and 
medium density housing.   
A substantial supply of new lots will 
be allowed for. 
 
When making sequencing decisions: 
The Land Release Advisory Committee will 
consider:  
 Land supply requirements for the 
relevant growth centre;  (NSW 
Government, 2005a: 4) 
Land release will be based on land 
supply needs. 
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2005 
 
Now that a preliminary list of infrastructure 
has been identified for the growth centres, a 
priority task for the Commission will be to 
identify further opportunities for private sector 
involvement within the framework of NSW’s 
Working with Government guidelines for 
privately financed projects.  (NSW 
Government, 2005e: 4) 
There will be opportunities for the 
private sector. 
 
Infrastructure provision could be 
financed by the private sector. 
 
Reduce the number of planning instruments. 
(NSW Government, 2005a: 8) 
There will be fewer planning 
requirements than apply outside the 
Centres. 
2006 
 
Aim (b) to enable the Minister from time to 
time to designate land in those growth 
centres as ready for release for development.  
(NSW Government, 2006c) 
Released land will be ready for 
development. 
 
The Growth Centres Commission is 
managing the biggest land release in NSW 
history:  (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2006b: 1) 
Land release will be managed, and 
will be the largest land release in the 
history of NSW. 
 
By containing a large amount of Sydney’s 
need for urban development, the Growth 
Centres will help provide certainty to 
landowners, the development industry and 
infrastructure providers …... (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2006b: 1) 
Land owners and industry will have 
certainty. 
 
The Growth Centres have been divided into 
‘Precincts’ which will be progressively 
released to meet the community’s need for 
new urban land.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006b: 2) 
 
 
Land release will be based on land 
supply needs. 
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
Sequencing process 
To ensure that decisions regarding the 
sequencing of land follow strict probity 
principles, the NSW Government worked 
closely with the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption (ICAC) to develop an 
approval process.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006g: 1) 
Land release will be subject to a 
probity review. 
 
The Precinct Acceleration Protocol (PAP) 
The protocol describes the process by which 
precinct releases within the two Growth 
Centres may be accelerated to enable 
development to proceed earlier than proposed 
by the Growth Centres Commission to the 
Minister for Planning.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2006e: 1) 
 
A Precinct Acceleration Protocol allows 
landowners and developers to apply for the 
early release of a Precinct. The key condition 
under the Protocol is that there is no planning 
and infrastructure cost to Government.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2006b: 3) 
Precinct release in accordance with 
the PAP will allow earlier housing 
delivery. 
 
Landowners and industry can initiate 
the planning process. 
 
The GCC’s role was ‘negotiating with 
government, landowners and developers’  
(NSW State Records, 2013) 
The private sector will be a party to 
negotiation. 
 
To get as much land as possible onto the 
market.  (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2006a: 6) 
 
 
 
As substantial amount of housing 
land will be delivered to the market. 
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
Precinct Acceleration Protocol: 
 Respond to industry 
 Increase land supply 
 No cost to government (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2006a: 11) 
Industry requests were responded to 
by the creation of the PAP process. 
 
Amending the Edmondson Park LEP will: 
‘kick start’ the SWGC.  (NSW Minister for 
Planning Sartor, 2006a) 
Industry activity in the SWGC will be 
stimulated by amendments to plans.   
2007 
 
The aim is to facilitate as much land as 
possible to the market’  (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2007a: 3) 
Planning processes will facilitate 
delivering of a substantial amount of 
housing land to the market. 
 
Newly zoned land will be ‘attractive to the 
market’ (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2007c). 
Rezoned land will be attractive to the 
market. 
 
The GCC ‘coordinates planning and 
infrastructure to facilitate the supply of new 
land to the market as quickly as possible’.  
(NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2007c: 
1)  
Planning processes will facilitate the 
supply of land to the market quickly. 
 
‘Simplifies the planning process and delivers 
efficiency saving for government and the 
private sector’. (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2007c: 1, 2) 
There are fewer planning 
requirements than apply outside the 
Centres. 
 
It will be more efficient for the private 
sector. 
 
The Commission coordinates planning and 
infrastructure provision to ensure the efficient 
supply of land on to the market.  (NSW Growth 
Centres Commission, 2007a: 2) 
 
 
Land will be supplied to the market 
efficiently. 
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RECONCILING AUSTRALIAN PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING OUTCOMES 
BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2007 
 
Gazettal of the State Environmental Planning 
Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) in 
July 2006.  The SEPP details the final 
boundaries of the North West and South West 
Growth Centres. It guarantees a steady 
supply of land for new dwellings in Western 
Sydney and better designed communities. A 
four year infrastructure program for the North 
West and South West Growth Centres was 
also released. (NSW Department of Planning, 
2007: 5) 
A steady supply of land will be 
guaranteed 
2008 
 
The Commission’s Precinct Planning process 
improves efficiency and saves time and 
money.  (NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2008a: 1)  
Planning processes will be more 
efficient, quicker and cheaper than 
outside the Centres. 
 
Precinct-wide or Growth Centre – wide 
statutory requirements vastly streamline the 
development process in relation to 
biodiversity, bushfire, Aboriginal heritage and 
water management Act requirements.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2008d: 3) 
The coordination of infrastructure 
agencies will be vastly streamlined 
compared to outside the Centres. 
 
Strategic plan provisions brokered by the 
GCC with the local council will assist 
development assessment, resulting in ‘an 
even quicker process of getting houses ready 
for market’. (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008a: 1) 
Planning processes will be more 
quicker than outside the Centres. 
 
Land will be supplied to the market 
quickly. 
 
Getting ‘developable land to market’ so 
quickly would deliver ‘efficiency savings for 
government and the private sector’.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2008d) 
 
Get land to market quickly. 
 
Simplify to improve efficiency for the 
private sector. 
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2008 
 
The NSW Government coordinates planning 
and infrastructure in Sydney’s Growth 
Centres to facilitate the supply of new land to 
the market as quickly as possible.  (NSW 
Growth Centres Commission, 2008d) 
Planning processes will facilitate the 
supply of land to the market quickly. 
 
Newly zoned land won’t be attractive to the 
market without roads, public transport and 
services.  (NSW Growth Centres 
Commission, 2008d: 2) 
Rezoned land will be attractive to the 
market. 
 
Beyond Rezoning:  Getting homes to market. 
(NSW Growth Centres Commission, 2008a) 
Rezoned land will be attractive to the 
market. 
 
‘We’ll continue to work with the housing 
industry and with councils to see what can be 
done to make houses more affordable, make 
land available more quickly, and ensure a fair 
level of contribution.’  (NSW Premier Rees, 
2008: 2) 
Industry will be involved with planning 
processes to facilitate quicker 
planning processes and fair 
infrastructure contributions.   
2009 
 
The Government is instead focussing on 
delivering land to meet demand in the South 
West Growth Centres, and delivering 
infrastructure to support that such as the 
South West Rail Line.  
 
This work, already undertaken, will speed up 
future planning approvals, and set into action 
plans for major infrastructure provision which 
will be required.  (NSW Minister for Planning 
Keneally, 2009: 1, 2)  
 
 
 
 
Planning will deliver land to meet 
market demand. 
 
Obtaining planning approvals will be 
faster.   
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2010 
 
This streamlined approach has, in general 
slashed the time needed to make land 
serviced and ready for development to two 
years ( from the 7 -10 years previously).’  
(NSW Department of Planning, 2010a: 3) 
Planning processes are significantly 
quicker than earlier processes, and 
those applied outside the Centres. 
2011 
 
‘The PAP allows Government to speed up 
the building of new homes, by using the 
private sector to help fund vital infrastructure.’ 
(NSW Premier O'Farrell, 2011a: 2)  
New homes are being delivered more 
quickly. 
 
The private sector is funding 
infrastructure. 
2013 
 
The Centres were established to: 
‘streamline the supply of greenfield land 
for urban development..’ (NSW 
Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure, 2013f: 1). 
There are fewer planning 
requirements than apply outside the 
Centres. 
 
Facilitates the supply of land for urban 
development to the market as quickly as 
possible, to the highest quality and with the 
best use of government resources.  (NSW 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure, 
2013f: 1) 
Get land to market quickly. 
2014 
 
Minister for Planning Pru Goward today 
announced a further 2,500 new Western 
Sydney homes sites will be instantly unlocked 
following changes to NSW Government 
planning policy.  (NSW Minister for Planning 
Goward, 2014b: 1) 
Planning amendments make housing 
delivery significantly faster. 
 
The NSW Government has accelerated the 
release of land to keep up with demand, and 
now we are providing more choices and 
allowing for more affordable options for 
Western Sydney families. 
Planning will deliver land to meet 
market demand. 
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BUSINESS LIKE, INNOVATIVE, FAST AND EFFICIENT  
DATE DATA OBJECTIVE 
2014 
Streamlined approval pathways to improve 
the feasibility of more diverse housing types, 
leading to reduced construction costs.  
(NSW Minister for Planning Goward, 2014b: 1, 
2) 
There are fewer planning 
requirements than outside the 
Centres. 
 
Construction costs will be reduced. 
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RECONCILING AUSTRALIAN PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING OUTCOMES 
SUSTAINABLE, LIVEABLE, AFFORDABLE, AND DIVERSE NEW COMMUNITIES 
DATE  DATA OBJECTIVE 
2004 
 
The new release areas will have to 
meet strict criteria, to achieve a mix of 
housing types and choice, significant 
energy and water use savings local 
employment opportunities and access 
to facilities and amenities.  (NSW 
Department of Infrastructure Planning 
and Natural Resources, 2004a: 17) 
New communities will be diverse, 
energy and water efficient. 
 
New communities will have access 
to jobs, facilities and amenities 
 
New release areas will have main street 
shops, local schools, local doctors, and 
child care centres.  (NSW Department of 
Infrastructure Planning and Natural 
Resources, 2004a: 12) 
New communities will have access to 
by shops, schools, doctors and child 
care. 
 
A development corporation could be 
option to oversee the quality of 
development in new communities (NSW 
Department of Infrastructure Planning 
and Natural Resources, 2004a: 17) 
New communities will meet quality 
standards. 
2006 
 
(d) to enable the establishment of 
vibrant, sustainable and liveable 
neighbourhoods that provide for 
community well-being and high quality 
local amenity, (NSW Government, 
2006c: Clause 2, Aims of Policy) 
New communities will be vibrant, 
sustainable, and liveable. 
 
New communities will experience 
well-being and high quality amenity 
 
(e) to provide controls for the 
sustainability of land in those growth 
centres that has conservation value, 
(NSW Government, 2006c: Clause 2, 
Aims of Policy) 
 
 
 
Conservation land will be sustainably 
managed 
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SUSTAINABLE, LIVEABLE, AFFORDABLE, AND DIVERSE NEW COMMUNITIES 
DATE  DATA OBJECTIVE 
2006 
 
The NSW government is planning 
liveable and sustainabile new suburbs in 
Sydney’s growth centres and satellite 
release areas.  Our plans mean these 
will be well served by infrastructure.  
(NSW Minister for Planning Sartor, 
2006b: 1) 
New communities will be sustainable 
and liveable. 
 
New communities will be well served 
by infrastructure 
2007 
 
Gazettal of the State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth 
Centres) in July 2006.  The SEPP details 
the final boundaries of the North West 
and South West Growth Centres. It 
guarantees a steady supply of land for 
new dwellings in Western Sydney and 
better designed communities. A four year 
infrastructure program for the North West 
and South West Growth Centres was 
also released. (NSW Department of 
Planning, 2007: 5) 
New communities will have higher 
quality design than outside the 
Centres – guaranteed! 
2008 
 
The Growth Centres will have all the 
elements we look for in our suburbs: high 
quality, sustainable and diverse new 
communities. 
 Best practice urban design will protect 
biodiversity, regional open space and 
precious water resources. 
 Housing, roads, transport, schools, 
jobs and shops will be connected, 
ensuring safer, more practical and 
liveable communities and allowing 
residents to walk to local shops and 
services. 
 
 
New communities will be high quality, 
sustainable, diverse, connected, 
safer, liveable, practical, and 
walkable. 
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SUSTAINABLE, LIVEABLE, AFFORDABLE, AND DIVERSE NEW COMMUNITIES 
DATE  DATA OBJECTIVE 
2008 
 
 Sustainability will have real meaning: 
communities will incorporate recycled 
water and smart energy use, and will 
help reduce car use with jobs, 
services and public transport near 
homes. 
 
 Housing densities will reflect the 
needs of a diversity of residents, from 
families with children, to older people, 
singles or extended families. 
 
 Communities will be healthy and leafy 
environments, made up of native 
trees, protected bushland areas 
around creeks, open spaces, parks 
and recreation facilities. 
(NSW Growth Centres Commission, 
2008d: 2) 
New communities will be sustainable, 
through water and energy use, and 
reduced car use. 
 
New communities will have access to 
jobs, facilities and amenities 
 
New communities will be healthy and 
leafy. 
 
Sustainability will have real meaning. 
2010 
 
This Plan will achieve sustainable 
outcomes on the city’s fringe by: focusing 
most greenfield land release in the North 
West and South Growth Centres;  (NSW 
Department of Planning, 2010c: 21) 
Sustainable outcomes will be 
achieved by focusing new residential 
areas in the Centres. 
2014 
 
The NSW Government has accelerated 
the release of land to keep up with 
demand, and now we are providing 
more choices and allowing for more 
affordable options for Western Sydney 
families.   (NSW Minister for Planning 
Goward, 2014b: 1, 2) 
New communities will be diverse 
housing in terms of type and price. 
 
 
 i 
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